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Industries and consumer markets are today increasingly using
services exposed from wireless sensor and actuator networks,
cyber-physical machine-to-machine systems. The motivation for
the research arises from problems detected in the remote
interaction with embedded devices over dynamic wireless
networks in such systems.
The selected approach is based on the application of the smallworld paradigm to cyber-physical systems. It is here assumed that
the concept of small world, "six degrees of separation", can be
expanded to also cover communication with wireless embedded
devices in cyber-physical systems context.
The main contributions are the technical enablers referred to as
dynamic communication spaces, dynamic M2M service spaces,
conﬁguration and remote use of services, communication overlay,
access systems selection, integrated mobility, secure ad hoc
networking, situated opportunistic communication, hierarchical
networking for small-world networks, and short-cuts for network
optimization. The enablers have been evaluated as separate
technical methods and means by means of experiments and/or
simulations.
According to the evaluations, the enablers seem to work well as
separate building blocks and that they can be combined to expand
the concept of small world to also cover communication with
embedded devices. Wireless short-cuts can improve the scalability
and efﬁciency of dynamic wireless networking and weak links are
essential in the neighbour discovery process. In sum, the provided
enablers help the remote interaction with embedded devices and
promote the application of the small-world concept to dynamic
wireless cyber-physical systems.
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Preface
The work towards this thesis has been carried out during the years from circa 1999 to 2014 in several steps within
the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland. It is obvious that such a long period of time has not only covered
working on this thesis, but the time period has also contained multiple parallel challenges and efforts that have
required a fair share of my mental energy. However, a number of these “side efforts” have yielded ideas that have
had a major impact on the contents of this thesis. For example, the ITEA Mobi project in the early 2000s was a
very useful exercise in mobilizing the Internet. From the research projects Auto, Sonet and Conet, I learnt a lot about
the technologies related to mobile ad hoc and self-organizing systems (2001–2006). International research projects
under the ITEA/Artemis frameworks (2006–), such as Usenet, A2Nets, IoE and M2MGrids (ongoing), were
essential in terms of understanding the dimensions of research, R&D, industrial impact and innovations, and
especially the wide range of technologies related Machine-to-Machine and Cyber-Physical systems, e.g., from
perspectives of applications, information, services, networking, and radio technologies with multiple business
stakeholders from different domains. The EU FET Bionets project was essential for discovering the links for selforganization out of the computer science box. The parallel projects and research team leadership have been
essential in terms of learning organization dynamics and understanding the importance of social links and
networking between people on a global scale – it’s a small world with weak links I would say. The exercise carried
out concerning the establishment of the spin-off company (Splitstreem, later Envault Corp) was essential for
learning the multiple aspects of entrepreneurship and especially operating with intellectual properties within the
security domain, which has also been an important technical action area in this doctoral thesis process. Today, the
impact of these projects, processes and efforts can be seen in a crystallized form in this doctoral thesis
publication.
There are several people that have had an essential impact on the process of this work. I would particularly like
to thank the supervisor of this thesis, Dr Tech, Professor Juha Röning for asking me several times during the last
10 years “why you never do a doctoral thesis”? Thank you, Juha, for your excellent encouragement and guidance
during the writing process of this thesis! In addition, this work would have never happened without the support
from Dr Jussi Paakkari, Dr Mikko Sallinen, Dr Tuomo Tuikka, Dr Tua Huomo and especially Mr Hannu Honka,
thank you for making this work possible.
During the process, the work was influenced by many discussions with multiple colleagues, e.g. Mr Johann
Moreels, Dr Mahdi Ben Alaya, Mr Pertti Puolakanaho, Mr Herve Ganem, Mr Janne Göös, Mr Niclas Granqvist, Dr
Taavi Hirvonen, Mr Hannu Lohi, Mr Heikki Rantanen, Mr Jyrki Huusko, Dr Arto Peterzens and a number of other
important persons, which I probably remember tomorrow. Thank you all for the positive research collaborations
and valuable discussions! In addition, there are a number of people, such as Pekka Pääkkönen, Pekka Välitalo,
Tommi Aapaoja, Teemu Väisänen, Miika Vahtola, Arto Lappalainen, Timo Aarnipuro, Jyri Toivonen, Tero Riipinen,
Kalle Määttä, Antti Iivari, Tomi Hautakoski and Jouni Heikkinen who have contributed to some projects referred to
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above with some experiments and simulations related to the scope of this thesis. Thank you all for the excellent
work!
The evaluation process of the thesis produced several good proposals and recommendations for improvements.
I would like to thank Professor Tullio Salmon Cinotti from the University of Bologna and Professor Dr Andreas
Timm-Giel from the University of Hamburg for their willingness to consume their valuable time for pre-examining
the thesis and making the evaluation.
However, the most essential basis for all the efforts for this thesis were established a long time ago by my
parents, Maire and Veikko, who succeeded to create a positive attitude towards education and a “never give up”
attitude into my head. During the period of and efforts for this thesis work, the most important element has been
the positive co-living, mental support and patience from my wife Marita, thank you! In addition, I would like to thank
all our children for arranging me with some other things to do, which have been essential for learning high
sensitivity to weak signals, flexibility and adaptiveness. In fact, these lessons have been very essential in leading
international research collaboration projects with multiple industrial and research organizations. So, thank you all!
th

Oulu, 9 November 2016
Juhani Latvakoski
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Glossary and abbreviations
rd

3GPP

3 Generation Partnership Project

ABC

Always Best Connected

AODV

Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol

AP

Access Point

CA

Certificate Authority

CAN

Content Addressable Network

CCN

Content Centric Networking

CDN

Content Delivery Network

CN

Correspondent Node

CoAP

Constrained Application Protocol

CoRE

Constrained RESTFull Environments

CPS

Cyber-Physical Systems

CS

Communication Space

CSCF

Call State Control Function

DHT

Distributed Hash Table

DoS

Denial of Service

DSL

Digital Subscriber Line

DTN

Delay Tolerant Network

DVR

Distance Vector Routing

EPC

Electronic Product Code

EPS

Evolved Packet System

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

GSM

Global System for Mobile Communications
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GW

Gateway

HA

Home Agent

HIP

Host Identity Protocol

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

ICN

Information Centric Networking

IETF

Internet Engineering Task Force

IMAP

Internet Message Access Protocol

IMS

IP Multimedia Subsystem

IoT

Internet of Things

IP

Internet Protocol

IPSO

Organization promoting the Internet Protocol (IP) for Smart Objects Communication

ISP

Internet Service Provider

JXTA

Juxtapose, an open source peer-to-peer protocol specification

6LoWPAN

IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks

LSR

Link State Routing

M2M

Machine to Machine

MANET

Mobile Ad Hoc Network

MIT

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MN

Mobile Node

MQTT

Message Queue Telemetry Transport

MR

Mobile Router

MTC

Machine Type Communications

MTU

Maximum Transmission Unit

NA

Networked Appliance

NAT

Network Address Translator

NEMO

Network Mobility

OGC

Open Geospatial Consortium

ONVIF

Global and open industry forum developing standards for how IP-based video surveillance and
other physical security areas can communicate with each other

OSGi

Open Service Gateway Initiative
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OWL

Ontology Web Language

PAN

Personal Area Network

P2P

Peer to Peer

PLMN

Public Land Mobile Network

PSTN

Public Switched Telephone Network

QoE

Quality of Experience

QoS

Quality of Service

R

Resource

RAT

Radio Access System

R&D

Research and Development

RDF

Resource Description Language

RFC

Request for Comments

RFID

Radio Frequency Identification

ROLL

Routing Over Low-Power and Lossy Networks

RPL

IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks

SG

Service Gateway

Short-cut

A physical or logical link between nodes

SIP

Session Initiation Protocol

Small world

Phenomenon detected in social sciences

SMTP

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

SON

Semantic Overlay Network

SWE

Sensor Web Enablement

UICC

Universal Integrated Circuit Card

uID

Unique Identification Number

UIML

User Interface Mark-up Language

UPnP

Universal Plug and Play

USIM

Universal Subscriber Identity Module

VHE

Virtual Home Environment

VoIP

Voice over IP

W3C

World Wide Web Consortium
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WiFi

Used here as a synonym for WLAN

WiMax

Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access

WLAN

Wireless Local Area Network

WSN

Wireless Sensor Network

WWW

World Wide Web

XMPP

Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol
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1. Introduction
The number of embedded systems capable of wireless communications has been continuously increasing in
recent years. This has enabled services of wireless sensor and actuator networks to be deployed both in the
industrial and in the consumer domains. Such service systems are also referred to as Machine-to-Machine (M2M)
service networks [IV, 1], the Internet of Things (IoT), the Industrial Internet, or Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [2].
The focus of the present work is to study a specific category of such systems, referred to here as wireless cyberphysical systems, which relies on M2M communications. Usually, wireless cyber-physical systems rely on
information services exposed from heterogeneous physical devices, which include, for example, various kinds of
sensors, actuators, radio frequency identification (RFID) tags, machines, vehicles, and industrial embedded
devices. In addition, such systems combine the capabilities of communication, computation, monitoring and
control with smart information-related scenarios. Monitoring refers to sensing physical phenomena and storing,
sending, receiving and processing of measured information. Control covers access control, mutual exclusion and
sending, receiving and processing of control commands. Enabled CPS services create added value on the basis
of using measured information in a smart way and reasoning and through the execution of smart remote control
actions with embedded asset devices.
The problems in wireless cyber-physical systems related to dynamic life, complexity and heterogeneity seriously
challenge the system scalability, power efficiency and interoperability. The motivation for this research arises from
these problems, and particularly the problems related to the remote use of embedded devices and exposed
services over dynamic wireless networks. The problems in such a scenario are due to the heterogeneity of
devices, networks and operating environments, mobility of devices and their dynamic presence, varying security
requirements concerning the use, multiple radio technologies, unreliable communication paths, dynamic
topologies, and continuous changes happening in the system. As a result, communication paths tend to be long,
and they go via devices which are not appropriate for routing such traffic. This leads to unwanted delays and weak
performance in the remote use of embedded devices. Services exposed from embedded devices are dynamic and
not necessarily always on, and the devices may belong to multiple stakeholders.
The approach selected in this research to address these problems is based on the application of the smallworld paradigm to wireless cyber-physical systems. The small-world paradigm has initially been studied in the
context of social networks, where the small-world phenomenon was originally observed [3]. It is based on the
observation that people are often linked by a short chain of acquaintances. This phenomenon is often also referred
by the phrase “six degrees of separation”. According to it, the average number of intermediate steps in a
successful social communication chain is between five and six. It is assumed in this work that the concept of small
world, or “six degrees of separation”, can be expanded to also cover interaction with wireless embedded devices.
It is expected that this can be done by creating technical enablers for the remote use of embedded devices and
services exposed from them over dynamic wireless networks. In addition, creation of wireless short-cuts in
accordance with the small-world concept is expected to improve the scalability and efficiency of dynamic wireless
networking.
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The main contributions of this research are related to enabling the remote use of embedded devices in dynamic
wireless cyber-physical systems. The contributions can be classified into three categories. The contributions in the
first group relate to the scope of communications, which refers to the allowed virtual or real communication areas.
The main contributions in this group include the concepts of dynamic communication spaces, M2M services in the
communication space, configuration and remote use of services, and message-based communication overlay [I–
IV, 4, 6, 8, 10–15, 25, 26–28]. The contributions in the second group are related to network area systems, in which
enabling connectivity of hybrid ad hoc networks to the Internet is the focus area. The main contributions in this
group are access systems selection, integrated mobility, and secure ad hoc networking [V–VII, 5, 7, 11, 16, 18, 29,
and 82]. The contributions in the third group concern dynamic networking solutions, in which the network is mostly
self-organized as a whole and connectivity to the Internet is not necessarily always possible. The main
contributions in this group include situated opportunistic communication, hierarchical networking for small-world
systems, and short-cuts for network optimization [VIII–X, 9, 17, 19–24, 30–33]. The selected research method was
experimental, which means that the evaluation of the contributions included simulations, R&D of the solutions,
prototyping, experiments, and demonstrations in laboratory environments in various contexts and set-ups. To a
large extent, the research approach represents the computer society view and, to a bit smaller degree,
communications society approaches; however, the content area lies somewhere in between the scopes of the two
societies. The evaluation results indicate that the provided enablers help the remote use of embedded devices and
contribute towards enabling the application of the small-world concept to dynamic wireless cyber-physical
systems.
The thesis is organized as follows: The scope, objectives and contributions are specified in the below section of
the present Chapter 1. The contributions related to communication spaces are clarified in Chapter 2. Chapter 3
describes the contributions related to network area systems, and Chapter 4 provides an overview of the dynamic
networking solutions. A discussion of the results with analysis and synthesis is provided in Chapter 5. Finally, the
conclusions are presented in Chapter 6.

1.1

Scope and objectives

One area of the challenges related to the remote use of embedded devices over networks arises from the
heterogeneity of embedded devices. The scale of embedded devices can range from large industrial machines,
vehicles, smart phones and wrist computers to constrained sensors and actuators, which may have limited battery
capacity, computing power and/or radio access capabilities. In addition, application scenarios may require specific
delay requirements, power capabilities of routing devices, limitations of the bandwidth usage, quality of service,
and security levels in different clusters of dynamic wireless networks.
Dynamic presence and mobility of embedded devices and networks can cause challenges, because it is not
necessarily possible to know in advance the time and location where the referred heterogeneous device is
connected to the system. Therefore, configuration of device drivers and user interfaces in dynamic wireless
systems is also challenging. Embedded devices may be owned by a number of different stakeholders who may
want to define the access rights according to their own needs. Therefore, the reliability of the neighbouring devices
may cause security risks for devices and their owners.
Dynamic mobility and presence can also cause challenges for the scalability of routing, especially when there
are several devices and network clusters in a single dynamic wireless network. Such a situation may lead to long
communication paths, long delays and weak performance. It is also possible that the destination is not available at
the time of the communication need, and there may be bottleneck nodes on the discovered route. The system may
be under a more or less continuous change process in which the nodes, networks and services may born and die,
connections may be needed to be established, and they may disappear due to a loss of the radio link. However,
remote use of services exposed from embedded devices over networks should be possible in any case.
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In sum, the research problem of the present thesis can be formulated as follows:
Remote use of services exposed from embedded devices over dynamic wireless networks can be problematic
because of the heterogeneity of devices, networks and operating environments, mobility of devices and their
dynamic presence, varying security requirements concerning the use, multiple radio technologies, unreliable
communication paths, dynamic topologies, and continuous changes happening in the system. As a result,
communication paths tend to be long and they go via devices which are not appropriate for routing such traffic.
This may lead to unwanted delays and weak performance in the remote use of embedded devices. Services
exposed from embedded devices are dynamic and not necessarily always on, and the devices may belong to
multiple stakeholders.
When considering human behaviour, the phenomenon of “small world” has been recorded in research related to
social sciences. The small-world phenomenon originates from the observation that individuals are often linked by a
short chain of acquaintances [3, 34]. According to the concept, the average number of intermediate steps in a
successful social communication chain is between five and six. This phenomenon is often also referred by the
phrase “six degrees of separation”. The small-world phenomenon has previously been observed, for example, in
email delivery experiments and in the context of the Internet and the World Wide Web [35–37, 195]. Thus the “six
degrees of separation” phenomenon also seems to be related to interaction between people in successful
communication chains in the cases where computer networks are used by applications such as emails, etc.
However, the challenges of communication today more and more often related to the remote interaction with
embedded devices over networks. Therefore, the hypothesis of this work assumes that embedded devices can be
associated with people or institutions (see Figure 1). Each person/institution could have a virtual space with which
wireless embedded devices can be associated. Enablers for configuration, remote use, mobility, and wireless
networking of embedded devices are required for smooth remote use of embedded devices over networks.
Development of such enablers for remote use of embedded devices over networks via virtual spaces could
contribute towards the application of the small world concept also to communication between wireless embedded
devices and people.

Figure 1. An illustration of the main hypothesis.

In sum, the main research hypothesis can be formulated as follows:
The concept of small world, or “six degrees of separation”, can be expanded to also cover communication with
wireless embedded devices in cyber-physical systems. This can be done by creating technical enablers for the
remote interaction with embedded devices and their virtualized entities in the communication spaces over dynamic
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wireless networks. In addition, creation of wireless short-cuts in accordance with the small-world concept can
improve the scalability and efficiency of dynamic wireless networking.
The aim of this research is to contribute to enabling the application of the small-world concept to dynamic wireless
cyber-physical systems, particularly with respect to the remote interaction with mobile embedded devices over
dynamic wireless networks, as was specified in the hypothesis. The high-level structure of a dynamic wireless
system and the scope of the objectives are visualized in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Scope of the objectives.
In sum, the objectives of the thesis are defined as follows:
Objective 1 – Communication Spaces: To apply the small-world concept – recorded previously in interpersonal
communication in social sciences – to communication between virtual entities of people and their embedded
devices by enabling virtual communication spaces, smooth configuration, remote use and reliable communication
between people and embedded devices.

Virtual communication space is needed for taking care of the physical equipment and extracted/related
services in the dynamic wireless system in a secure way for each human/organization (Claim 1.1).

Configuration and remote use of physical embedded devices requires exposing services and related
user and control interfaces from the devices themselves in dynamic wireless systems if no connectivity to
the Internet is available or, alternatively, from some Internet site being aware of the details of the devices
if an Internet connectivity is available (Claim 1.2).

Communication overlay is needed to enable message-based communications between virtual service
communication spaces of different humans/organizations, management of dynamic presence of the
embedded devices in the communication spaces, and reliable communications between the embedded
devices of different users/organizations (Claim 1.3).
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Objective 2 – Network Area Systems: To enable secure configuration, route discovery, mobility of the devices
and networks, and communication in hybrid ad hoc networks so that a secure interaction possibility with
embedded devices is created.

Integrated mobility is required to be supported when a mobile gateway/router, network cluster and/or
M2M asset device(s) is moving. This includes the selection of the most appropriate way for
communication via a mobile telecom operator(s)/wireless internet provider system with the static Internet
and keeping the communication session alive even when there is a need to change the access system.
(Claim 2.1)

Secure network configuration and route discovery are needed to ensure reliable communication in
dynamic wireless systems, to improve the scalability of routing, and to limit the possibilities for security
threats and misuse of M2M asset devices. (Claim 2.2)
Objective 3 – Dynamic Networking Solutions: To enable autonomic communication and network optimization
for enabling the application of the small world concept to the wireless context even if no connectivity to the Internet
is available.

Opportunistic routing is needed to enable communication over heterogeneous dynamic networks even
when no connection between the embedded device and the virtual communication space is possible at
the time of the communication need. (Claim 3.1).

Hierarchical routing with short-cuts can help in facilitating multi-cluster routing in dynamic wireless
networks, optimization of network, and routing by means of logical and physical short-cuts to enable the
deployment of small-world features in the context of dynamic wireless networks. (Claim 3.2).
It is expected here that each solution developed to meet the requirements of the claims will contribute towards
enabling the application of the small-world concept to dynamic wireless networks. Therefore, each solution is
developed, evaluated and discussed as a separate building block. Finally, the provided synthesis clarifies how
these enablers can be combined to make remote use of embedded devices in dynamic wireless networks possible
in accordance with the hypothesis of this work.

1.2

Contributions of the thesis

The contributions of the original publications relate to the objectives and claims specified above. The contributions
and the role of author with respect to the original papers are as follows:
Objective 1 – Communication Spaces: The contributions related to communication spaces result from the
original papers concerning service communication spaces (Claim 1.1) [I, II], configuration and remote use of
services (Claim 1.2) [I, III], and a message-based communication overlay (Claim 1.3) [IV]. These contributions can
be briefly described as follows:
A communication architecture and a concept for a spontaneous cyber-physical system were provided in
Paper I. The paper covered dynamic integration of spontaneous group communication and ad hoc networking and
application of a service gateway as a key architectural element for connecting multiple technologies and networks
together. Novel methods for dynamic plug and play, addressing and mobility, peer-to-peer connectivity, and use of
services are provided. In addition, a full mobility challenge was also introduced. Finally, the paper described the
experiences from the experiments. The author defined the architectural concept, guided the development of the
related experimental systems verifying the concept, and acted as the main editor of the paper.
In Paper II, novel methods enabling an M2M service framework, dynamic secure communication overlay based
on cryptographic identifiers, smooth P2P-based dynamic configuration, and service discovery were created to
enable the use of a secure M2M service space in a residential home environment. The available M2M services
provided by devices were dynamically detected in the system, the services were connected with the secure
overlay and the service situation was smoothly and dynamically visualized in a user interface of the private M2M
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service space. The methods were evaluated in a residential home environment scenario. The author contributed
strongly to the methods, guided the development of the experimental system [26, 28] and the related secure
communication overlay [27], and acted as the main editor of the publication.
A solution for enabling remote interaction with networked appliances (NAs) attached to a Mobile Personal Area
Network was provided in Paper III. The solution includes a method for dynamic plug and play configuration of the
NA interface, which includes encapsulation of NA features into a block of mobile code, enabling an open mobile
service gateway in a portable (mobile phone) device and enabling NA mobility, NA addressing and PAN mobility.
The evaluation of the method was carried out by ensuring practical remote use of NA services even when the
system has two levels of mobility: NA mobility and PAN mobility. The author contributed strongly to the methods,
guided the development of the experimental system verifying the concept, and acted as the main editor of the
publication.
Principles for an autonomic horizontal architecture for M2M service communication with the key enablers called
autonomic M2M manager, M2M service capabilities, M2M messaging system, M2M gateways towards energyconstrained M2M asset devices, and creation of trust to enable end-to-end security for M2M applications were
provided in Paper IV. An overlaid real-time M2M messaging system capable of interoperation with Bluetooth LowEnergy devices via an M2M gateway was enabled. The key enablers were evaluated in three different scenarios
dealing with smart metering, car sharing and electric bike systems. The author led the development in the entire
international project, integrated the key enablers into the architecture concept, contributed particularly to the
communication-related solutions and evaluations, and acted as the main editor of the publication.
Objective 2 – Network Area Systems: The contributions related to the network area systems result from the
original papers related to integrated mobility (Claim 2.1) [V, VI] and secure configuration and routing in hybrid
mobile ad hoc networks (Claim 2.2) [VII]. These contributions can be briefly described as follows:
Paper V focused on the problem related to the selection of the wide area access system in mobile terminals.
Novel quality-of-service (QoS)-aware mechanisms for access type selection, including service advertisement,
initial access system type selection and access type reselections, were created. The evaluation was carried out on
the basis of a use case (application-based access system selection). The author contributed strongly to the
methods and the use case-based evaluation and acted as the main editor of the publication.
In Paper VI, network mobility (NEMO), HIP, AODV, and SIP were applied to enable a secure end-to-end
session and connection over a hybrid mobile ad hoc network. The provided solutions were applied to enable VoIP
calls in a hybrid mobile ad hoc network environment. After the establishment of VoIP calls between an ad hoc
network node and a static Internet node, 3G/WLAN vertical handover was caused and measurements were
carried out in the experimental system. End-to-end delays, jitters, packet losses and disturbance from the end user
point of view were measured and analysed. The author contributed strongly to the application of the mobility
methods and the definition of the system, guided the development of the experimental system [29], measurements
and analysis, and acted as the main editor of the publication.
Secure network configuration and route discovery methods were provided in Paper VII. The secure network
configuration is based on the use of preconfigured self-certifying identifiers stored into portable memory devices by
a trusted party, to be attached to ad hoc network nodes. Mutual authentication was executed between friendly
neighbour nodes relying on the self-certifying identifiers, resulting in the establishment of a safe subnetwork inside
the local ad hoc network. Then route discovery was carried out only in the safe subnetwork through trusted nodes,
resulting in routes which travel only within the safe subnetwork. The methods were realized as a secure ad hoc
routing protocol, which was then evaluated in a laboratory environment with a hybrid network consisting of
11 computer nodes. The evaluation included an analysis of the solution performance, latencies, overhead, and
security solution of the protocol using the security service elements: confidentiality, integrity, nonrepudiation,
access control, and availability. The author contributed strongly to the methods, guided the development of the
laboratory environment and the security analysis, and acted as the main editor of the publication.
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Objective 3 – Dynamic Networking Solutions: The contributions related to the dynamic networking solutions
result from the original papers related to hierarchical and opportunistic messaging (Claim 3.1) [VIII, IX] and
wireless short-cuts for network optimization (Claim 3.2) [X]. These contributions can be briefly described as
follows:
A concept for situated service-oriented messaging applicable in the context of biologically inspired opportunistic
networks was provided in Paper VIII. The solution utilizes different contextual information sources to create and
update a view of the communicational situation. Smart diffusion of relevant control data between neighbouring
nodes using a swarm intelligence-based method enables spreading of information only to the interested nodes
without unnecessarily disturbing the non-interested nodes. The evaluations were done by comparing the results
with the epidemic routing protocol. The evaluation results indicate that the proposed solutions lower the amount of
transmissions in the network, thus reducing precious resource usage in the nodes. This is achieved without
introducing further delays or deteriorations in the message delivery ratio. This work was based on the simulationbased experimental work [30, 31] guided by the author, who also acted as the responsible editor in the publication.
A hierarchical routing concept for small-world wireless networks was provided in Paper IX. The small-world
paradigm familiar from social sciences was applied in a wireless networking context, and a novel hierarchical
networking concept and the related routing and network optimization solutions were initially described for solving
the problems of complexity and heterogeneity. Logical short-cuts were established between neighbouring overlaid
nodes to avoid global flooding in distant route searches. Physical short-cuts were created to remove the
bottlenecks from the communication paths. The concept was evaluated by a graph theoretical analysis of the
search, simulation of the network optimization step, and a service discovery procedure. The results indicate that
the algorithm is able to reduce the search delays, make the physical routes shorter, and improve throughput.
Solving the complexity and heterogeneity problems was made possible by localizing route search and abstracting
communication to hierarchical routing layers. The author defined the concepts and methods and developed the
simulations together with summer trainees/researchers. The author is the sole contributor in Paper IX.
The concept for wireless short-cuts developed to enable the application of the small-world concept to dynamic
wireless networks was specified in Paper X. The provided wireless short-cut concept relies on novel means for
neighbour discovery, in which a node is first monitoring the environment in a passive way and then a wireless
short-cut between the logically neighbouring overlaid nodes is created either in a proactive or in a reactive way.
The established logical short-cuts are then applied as sub-pipes in the end-to-end route, which is discovered in an
overlaid manner. In addition, the referred sub-pipes may then be optimized by creating physical short-cuts, which
removes the constrained nodes from the sub-pipes and thus enables a more optimal end-to-end route. The
evaluation was carried out by comparing three different routing methods: flat type of ad hoc routing without any
short-cuts and hierarchical routing with short-cuts using subnetwork-specific powers and with short-cuts using
target-specific powers in sending messages between logically neighbouring overlaid nodes. The evaluation results
show that creation of physical short-cuts reduces the number of intermediate hops significantly, and therefore the
end-to-end route and delays are shorter. Physical short-cuts can be used to transfer power consumption from
constrained intermediate nodes to the more powerful overlaid nodes. In addition, they can improve the system
throughput, even if establishment and maintenance of short-cuts and using overlay routing with them increases
the signalling overhead. The measured results confirm quite well the applicability of the small-world paradigm to
decreasing average path lengths and improving performance in dynamic wireless networks. The author defined
the concepts and methods and guided the development of the simulations. The author is the single author of the
paper, which has been ready for publication since November 2015.
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2.

Communication spaces

The scope of communication is an essential challenge in wireless cyber-physical systems, because such systems
contain embedded devices, wireless networks, exposed services and multiple users. This refers to the required
means for configuration and discovery of the embedded devices and their services which are accessible for the
specific user or group of users in a secure manner via wireless networks. The term ‘communication space’ is used
here to refer to the virtual space where a specific set of machines, embedded devices and people can exchange
information with each other in a reliable way. First, this Chapter provides an overview of the technologies of
wireless communication spaces with cyber-physical machine-to-machine (M2M) systems and communication.
Then, the focus shifts on describing the contributions related to Objective 1 (Communication Spaces), which were
originally published in [I, II, III and IV]. See also the related publications [4, 6, 8, 10–15, 25, 26–28].

2.1

Cyber-physical M2M communication systems

A cyber-physical M2M system usually consists of a set of M2M asset devices attached to an M2M capillary
network, a kind of an M2M gateway, an M2M communication infrastructure and a set of M2M services and
applications, as shown in Figure 3 [1]. The dashed red line represents a typical scenario related to the remote
monitoring and control process in M2M service networks. Such a scenario requires operation of the entire M2M
system, including the functionalities of M2M information and services, M2M communication and M2M security.
M2M services and applications can be divided further into multiple levels, such as information, service platform
and applications. Applications have usually a domain-specific business logic, high-level management of the M2M
system, devices, and domain-specific information. The information level usually contains information management
services and exchange transactions between the stakeholders of the system. A standardized common information
model (CIM) can enable smooth information exchange and business interactions between stakeholders of the
domain. An example of this kind of a common information model is a CIM standardized for an energy grid [38].
M2M Service Platform includes service solutions and frameworks, which may be applied to multiple domains.
Service solutions can contain generic service elements, such as event notification, environment monitoring,
service discovery and delivery, generic profiling, access control, generic storage, and device management [39].
ETSI M2M/One M2M has specified a set of service capabilities related to application, communication, reachability,
addressing and repository, remote management, security, history, and data containers [40, 46]. A standardized
M2M service platform could enable smooth application development and interaction between service platforms of
different vendors, and services of M2M asset devices to be applied in multiple cases.
M2M communication infrastructure contains heterogeneous networks, including local M2M asset networks,
(M2M capillary networks) such as a personal/body area network, vehicular network or wireless sensor network
(WSN), and the Internet, including various overlay networks. The overlay network can logically connect the M2M
asset devices, M2M gateways, infrastructure servers and user with each other to hide the heterogeneity of
physical networks and solve problems related, for example, to mobility, device power saving features and security,
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including firewalls and NAT-restricted networks. Thus, the overlay network is a logical network operating on top of
physical networks like the Internet. The local asset network can contain M2M gateway(s), which may be needed to
connect the local area network to the wide area network. If the local M2M asset devices are able to handle
communication themselves, such a gateway device is not necessarily needed. Several standardized short-range
radio technologies, such as Bluetooth, ZigBee, RFID, etc., can be utilized locally, but also as vendor-specific and
optimized radio technologies for WSNs. The wide area and Internet connectivity can be provided by, e.g., a
telecom operator and/or an ISP, using, for example, the Ethernet, DSL, GSM, 3GPP, WiFi, WiMax, etc. There are
a number of standardization bodies, such as IETF, 3GPP, Bluetooth, etc., whose works are related to specific
areas of connectivity.

Figure 3. An example of a machine-to-machine system.
M2M asset devices include a huge number of heterogeneous embedded devices, which can be general purpose
sensors, actuators, tags or M2M gateways, or other domain/business case-specific heterogeneous devices. These
devices, ranging from miniaturized sensors to large industrial machinery, operate with different technologies,
operational characteristics and environments. It is obvious that all these devices cannot have the same type of
interface because the purpose and capabilities can be very different. However, there are usually dependencies
between the domain-specific application, information, M2M service platform and M2M connectivity levels in M2M
asset devices. This may lead to a need to make changes to various levels of the M2M system, if, for example, an
M2M asset device manufacturer is changed. Therefore, application of standard-based technologies in M2M
service networks is very important. In addition, the system needs to be scalable, interoperable, flexible and
extensible during the complete life-cycle [41, 42]. Last but not the least is the matter of security and management
of the complete M2M system. They are seen to be cross issues, which mean that these features must be built-in to
the levels of the system, applying widely approved standards. In addition, the needs related to ensuring services
provided by industrial companies must be taken into account.
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2.1.1

A review of M2M communication technologies

An analysis of certain M2M standardization approaches is provided in Table 1 [1]. At least a tiny IP stack is
required in the end-to-end Internet-based approach to enable connectivity for small devices. If such a stack is
available, then this approach may be possible. However, the challenge is that embedded devices which are not
necessarily Internet-capable are also required to be connected to the Internet. The M2M gateway-based approach
may also enable their connectivity; however, the challenge may be the dynamic behaviour of the wireless systems
and the need to adapt to different kinds of service back-end systems.
Table 1. M2M standardization approaches.
Approach/Focus

Forums

Contributions

End-to-end Internet-based
approach

- IPSO Alliance – Enabling the Internet
of Things [43]

- Network-related standards, e.g., IPv6 over Low
Power WPAN (6LoWPAN)
- Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE)
- Routing Over Low power and Lossy Networks
(ROLL)
- RPL for tiny battery-operated devices
- Generic horizontal service capability layer with
standard interfaces
- M2M concept and architecture
Usage of electronic product codes with RFID
technology
Identification of objects and places uniquely, and
association of information with them
- Global Coding System (GCS) in relation to RFID
systems
- Ontologies for identification
- IoT architectural components
ONVIF defines a common protocol for the
exchange of information between network video
devices including automatic device discovery,
video streaming and metadata
Development of open standards for advanced
meter interface (AMI)
Sensor web enablement standards to enable
developers to make all types of sensors,
transducers and sensor data repositories
discoverable, accessible and usable via the Web
User Interface Mark-up Language (UIML), which
allows dynamic change of the UI content by
enabling UI generation
Configuration and discovery of the devices and
their services, UpnP
- A data communication protocol for building
automation and control networks.
- BACnet, Modbus, DNP3, CAN, etc.
ZigBee, NFC, Bluetooth, WiFi, etc.

- The Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) [44]
M2M gateway-based approach

Electronic product codes

- ETSI M2M/Smart M2M Technical
Committee [45]
- One M2M forum [46]
EPC Global [47]

Generic identification numbering

uID centre [48]

RFID coordination

Coordination And Support Action For
Global RFID-related Activities and
Standardization (CASAGARAS)

Video devices

ONVIF [49]

Electricity, gas, water and heat
meters
Sensors

Openmeter [50]

User interfaces

UIML [52]

Devices and
their services
(Building) automation and
control networks

Universal Plug and Play
(UPnP) [53]
For BACnet: ASHRAE Standing
Standard Project Committee (SSPC)

Radio access protocols for the
IoT and M2M
Semantic access to
IoT and M2M data

IEEE, NFC Forum, ZigBee Alliance,
Bluetooth SIG
W3C

Medical devices

- Centre for Integration of Medicine
and Innovative Technology (CIMIT)
- Continua Health Alliance

OGC Sensor Web Enablement (SWE)
[51]
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- Ontology Web Language (OWL)
- Darpa Agent Mark-up Language (DAML)
- Resource Description Framework (RDF)
Standards and/or profiles for health-related or
medical devices

A number of industry associations have been established to cover some specific categories of M2M asset devices,
such as electronic product codes (EPC), generic identification numbering, RFID tags, video devices, electricity,
gas, water and heat meters, and different kind of sensors (e.g., Geospatial) and devices for specific applications
(e.g., medical devices). The capability of user interface to adapt to the dynamic behaviour of wireless devices has
been a challenge. For example, a UIML-type of an approach seems to be too heavy to be applied to the UIs of
embedded M2M asset devices, and there is a need for more lightweight solutions.
Dynamic configuration and discovery methods have been applied in large scale within peer-to-peer (P2P)
content delivery systems, e.g., Napster, KaZaA, Gnutella, Morpheus and BitTorrent [54, 77, 203]. However,
content delivery differs quite markedly from the discovery of services exposed from M2M asset devices. There are
some service discovery systems targeted to the local scale and embedded devices such as UPnP and Bluetooth
SDP. However, there is a lack of solutions for large-scale wireless and hybrid networks [55].
Overlay networking is based on the virtual communication layer, which is built on top of another transport media
and/or physical network [56]. Overlay networking as a concept is not dependent on the Internet protocol, even if
most of the technologies concerned are built on top of it. In addition, overlay networking technologies can be
based on the awareness of the information content, or they can be transparent for it. For example, means for
delivering content near the edges of the network have been created in the context of traditional content delivery
networks (CDNs) in order to improve efficiency for delivering large multimedia content to the consumers. While
CDNs provide unidirectional multicast content delivery from large multimedia content providers towards the end
users, peer-to-peer (P2P) content delivery is targeted to deliver and share content between end users [226].
Overlay networking has also been applied to improve the robustness and availability of Internet paths between
hosts (e.g., MIT RON), enable smooth transition to the improved technology (e.g., 6Bone), or to reduce network
load by peer-assisted data delivery (e.g., BitTorrent). Overlays have been used to route control messages and
connect different entities (e.g., SIP and XMPP) and also to implement data forwarding and dissemination (e.g.,
Chord, Tapestry, and Pastry) [77, 203]. Another motivation for overlay networking arises from security challenges.
For example, Virtual Private Ad Hoc Networking (VPAN) has been developed to create virtual overlay networks
between trusted IP-capable devices [57]. In an M2M system, M2M asset devices, network and users can be
mobile. In these conditions, information exchange with the M2M asset device need to solve such challenges as
unreliable communication channels, temporal presence and limited power and computing capabilities. The
challenges and practical considerations related to spectrum scarcity and large number of low-power and low-cost
devices with cellular machine type communications (MTC) has been discussed in [202]. Future standards are
encouraged to provide solutions for both heterogeneous networking and MTC-enhanced cellular radio. Solutions
for wireless sensors networks in some specific domain and application have been developed [58]. Usually, these
solutions have vendor-dependent optimized solutions for the computing platform, radio technology, communication
and services. An example of a standard-based low-power communication between wireless sensors is Bluetooth
4.0 [59], Bluetooth Smart, which may be applicable to multiple domains. However, there is still a need for generic
standard-based communication and service protocols working with limited-capability embedded M2M assets and
mobile gateways.
A set of overlaid communication technologies is reviewed in Table 2. M2M applications impose several new
constraints on communication solutions. They generate a type of traffic which is most likely comparatively smallscale but with a larger number of involved devices. Although the messages are usually quite short, in most cases
there are strict reliability and delay requirements. In addition, embedded asset devices may have computing and
power constraints which challenge the traditional communication protocols. Thus, reliable and delay-aware
transfer of messages over the network is very important for M2M applications. The Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) is usually applied to transfer messages in a client-server manner in the World Wide Web. There are
protocols such as SMTP, POP and IMAP for electronic mail systems. In addition, protocols like XMPP and
SIP/SIMPLE have enabled capabilities such as instant messaging and presence to be applied to achieve more
real-time communication. XMPP utilizes a decentralized client-server architecture to keep the clients simple, and
pushes most of the complexity into the servers [60]. The architecture is different from the WWW in the sense that it
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supports inter-domain connections called federations. In addition, the email network uses multiple hops between
servers to deliver messages, but the XMPP architecture uses direct connections, which helps the creation of realtime messaging and simple clients. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) has been developed to establish and control
multimedia sessions over the Internet [64]. The applications of SIP include Internet calls, Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP), and multimedia conferences. For example, 3GPP (www.3gpp.org) has applied the SIP technology
as the basis of IP multimedia subsystem specifications for wireless mobile communication. SIP applies many
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) features, which are currently
widely used for web browsing and email purposes. It is also quite easily extensible, and it can also be applied for
other purposes, such as instant messaging, event notification, presence, and control of networked appliance
communication [65]. SIP features have also been applied to enable application layer mobility management.
Table 2. Review of M2M communication technologies.
Technology

Forum(s), References

Main Contribution

Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP)

- Core XMPP protocols defined in IETF
RFCs 6120, 6121 and 6122.
- XMPP Standards Foundation (XSF),
http://xmpp.org/, also publishes
extensions to the core protocols (XEPs)
- E.g., Sensor-Over-XMPP, XMPP
Extension (protoXEP) [61]

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)

- IETF RFC 3261 [64]

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
WebSocket protocol

- IETF RFC 7231 [225]
- RESTful architectural style
- IETF RFC 6455

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)

- IETF RFC 7504

MQ Telemetry
Transport (MQTT)
Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
(AMQP)
STOMP
ZeroMQ

MQTT Eclipse M2M Industry Working
Group
OASIS AMQP standard

Data Distribution Service for Real-Time
Systems (DDS)

OMG DDS http://portals.omg.org/dds/

- XMPP provides capabilities for instant
messaging, presence, multi-party chat,
voice and video calls, collaboration,
lightweight middleware, content
syndication, and generalized routing of
XML data
- Sensor-Over-XMPP is a payload
format for communicating sensor and
actuation information
Establish and control of multimedia
sessions over the Internet
Protocol for transferring hypertext
information
Two-way communications with lowoverhead transport (single TCP
connection)
Transfer of emails in a reliable and
efficient way.
Lightweight publish/subscribe
binary messaging protocol
Broker-based messaging, publishsubscribe
Simple text oriented messaging protocol
A lightweight publish-subscribe type of
messaging protocol designed for
constrained devices and low-bandwidth,
high-latency or unreliable networks
Middleware protocol and API standard
for data-centric connectivity for IoT
applications

CoAP

IETF’s Constrained RESTful
environments (CoRE) working group
RFC [81]

https://stomp.github.io/
ZeroMQ protocol [62]

An application layer protocol designed
for constrained devices allowing them to
communicate over the Internet

The WebSocket protocol (a part of the HTML5 initiative), which relies on HTTP for handshake and negotiation, is
message-based and has been designed to allow bidirectional communication. The related message queue
protocols can be broker-based (e.g., DDS, AMQP, and STOMP) or broker-less (e.g., ZeroMQ) and allow
asynchronous communication and operate at the same level as HTTP. MQTT is a message queue designed with
M2M applications in mind to enable lightweight publish/subscribe messaging transport [62, 201].
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There are challenges related to the application of HTTP within constrained local M2M asset networks. To solve
this problem, the IETF CoRE (Constrained RESTful Environments) working group has specified the Constrained
Application Protocol (CoAP) with the goal of supporting REST-like applications in constrained environments.
Another challenge is related to the sizes of IP packets and headers. To solve this problem, the IETF has created
6lowpan (IPv6 Low Power Wireless Area Networks), which describes an adaptation layer between IPv6 and a
layer 2 protocol, such as (but not limited to) IEEE 802.15.4, to handle MTU sizes and compress IPv6 headers from
60 bytes to 7 bytes. There are also other open challenges arising from the heterogeneity of M2M devices and local
M2M asset networks and coding and integration of M2M application content.
2.1.2

Structures of dynamic wireless systems

The physical, logical and hierarchical views to the structures of a dynamic wireless system can be visualized as
shown in Figure 4 [I, IX, X]. The dynamic wireless system consists of heterogeneous nodes (see the physical
view), which may have one or more radio access capabilities which can also be applied to temporarily connect the
heterogeneous wireless network with the legacy static Internet. The nodes may be switched on and off at any
time, which means that their presence is dynamic. In addition, they may be mobile and can apply whatever
wireless/wired access means to communication with the neighbouring nodes. The dashed circles represent
example radio coverages of different radio access systems which can enable communication between the nodes
that are located within them. The different colours of the nodes refer to the different types of nodes, which have
different capabilities for acting as part of the system hierarchy. Thus, the system consists of heterogeneous
devices which can communicate with each other via heterogeneous wireless links.
From the logical perspective, devices may play different roles, such as acting as networked appliances (NA),
gateways (GW) or access points, which are needed for connecting the dynamic wireless ad hoc network and the
static network to each other. The connections between NAs and GWs are usually ad hoc wireless connections,
such as Bluetooth radio connections, and a set of such devices may form an ad hoc network, which can also act
as a cluster in a larger wireless network area system. A wireless network area may have multiple such network
clusters capable of communication with each other via wireless means, and the system may work without any
connections to other networks, such as Internet networks. A wireless network area system can be very dynamic,
because the existence of the devices is dynamic and both the devices and the networks can be mobile. Mobile
nodes can join and leave the network at any time on the fly. In addition, the clusters in ad hoc networks may be
established, merged or partitioned into separate networks on the fly whenever required.
The dynamic wireless network system can also be divided into four networking levels: radio relays, physical
networking, overlay networking, and communication space networking (see Figure 4). The communication space
level contributions of this thesis are discussed in the present Chapter 2. The contributions mainly related to the
physical networking level are discussed in Chapter 3, Network Area Systems. The contributions related to the
overlay networking level, working in close collaboration with the physical networking level, are discussed in
Chapter 4, Dynamic Networking Solutions. The radio relay-level networking is out of the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 4. Physical, logical and hierarchical views to a dynamic wireless network.
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2.2

Dynamic communication spaces

An illustration of a user-centric spontaneous system is presented in Figure 5 [I]. A user-centric view is required for
M2M systems, because usually devices are owned by users, who will also set the limits for the communication
with the related devices. This means that if the owner does not allow other users to use the owner’s device, then
the use should not be allowed, even if the optimal communication paths for the M2M communication would require
it. Thus, it is here expected that each user has its own dynamic communication space, which consists of links to
the services, networks, content and devices of the specific user, later referred to as resources. The resources can
include computers, vehicles, buildings, mobile terminals, consumer electronic devices, sensors and actuators,
which typically belong to a user. The use of such resources is restricted and allowed only for the user or optionally
for a group of authorized users. The user can also be an institution or a group of users. The user must be able to
interact with the resources, networks, services or content within their communication space anywhere and at any
time. In addition, the user is expected to be able to communicate with other communication spaces, which may
belong to other users, if the user is authorized to access these spaces and their resources. This kind of
communication between different spaces is expected to follow the natural characteristics of human users to
behave spontaneously and to establish social peer-to-peer (P2P) networks with other people. It is obvious that the
“six degrees of separation” phenomenon observed in small-world studies in social sciences matters in these
relationships [3, 34–37]. Therefore, it is assumed here that the association between a human user and their
physical resources can be established as described in Figure 1. Accordingly, the physical resources, their
networking and the services exposed from them are also expected to behave like well-connected people in social
networks. In addition, the network infrastructure of such P2P networks may also be constructed dynamically in an
ad hoc manner. Therefore, a system dealing with both the peer-to-peer and the ad hoc networking approach is
also referred to as a spontaneous system.

Figure 5. An illustration of dynamic communication spaces.
The dynamic networking system consists of multiple communication spaces (e.g., Communication Space A,
CS(A)) and related network areas, which may have one or more gateways (GW) and resources (R) (see Figure 6).
Each communication space may belong to an individual human user, a group of users or an organization. The GW
needs to support connectivity with a specific communication space(s), and the GW may also be a service gateway
(SG) if it also supports service-level functions. The resources may be networked appliances (NAs), such as
sensors and actuators, or other physical or virtual equipment/entities. The resources/NAs can further be classified
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according to who chooses the particular set of tasks embedded in the NA: the manufacturer (Class I), the service
provider (Class II) or the user (Class III) [66]. It is expected that most NAs are Class I devices, whose features and
functions are fixed by the vendor of the device. In addition, some of these NAs are inexpensive devices with
limited memory and power. It may be challenging for Class I NAs to work as the GW or Class II or III NAs to work
as the GW/SG. If such a GW/SG is available, the related resources from the NAs may be reachable to a remote
user via the GW/SG and the related communication space. In such a case, the resources may be registered into
the CS in the form of links/virtual entities and they can physically work in the network area to which they are
attached. The presence of the resources in the CS is dynamic, because they are not necessarily always on and
they may be mobile due the usage of wireless communication in the network area. Communication spaces can
communicate with each other within a single communication area or between different communication areas if
access to the relevant communication space/area is allowed.
There are many service-oriented middleware solutions developed for building virtual smart spaces for ad hoc
networks and wireless sensor networks, see, e.g., [67, 68]. For example, the FI-Ware [69], Hydra [70], Runes [71],
IoT-A [72], iCore [73] and Sofia [74] projects have provided their own view of middleware architectures targeted to
support more or less dynamic networks. The M2M service capability layer aims to solve the heterogeneity
challenge of the service systems by providing a standard-based set of M2M service capabilities, which could be
applied by multiple application domains [40, 45, and 46]. The communication space concept has some similarities,
such as the creation of a kind of a virtual home for IoT devices, however, our focus here is mostly limited to
communication and providing links to resources and services. Because of the heterogeneity in the technologies
related to the devices [50–52], the provided approach is defined to be agnostic to resources and related services.
There are also some similarities with the concepts of virtual home environment (VHE) [204], instant messaging
and presence services [75] and related technologies [60, 62–65] and the concepts behind the open service
gateway initiative [63]. The provided communication space concept has inherited some background concepts from
them, but the comparison and deployment of the architectures with the resources, services and information and
their usage are here left as a future research topic.

Figure 6. Dynamic communication spaces.
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2.3

M2M systems in a communication space

An example of M2M systems and services in a communication space is visualized in Figure 7 [II]. The example
machine service system consists of service components for indoor heating regulation, energy metering, water
consumption metering, weather forecast, movement detection, video surveillance, X.10 actuator services and an
illumination controller and wireless sensor network. The task of these components is to measure temperature,
moisture, illumination, and current from device cables. In the example, each service component can be utilized via
the user interface of the service space as simply as by selecting the respective service icon to access the more
detailed monitoring and controlling features. Thus, the service space user interface can act as a building
automaton control display in residential home environments.

Figure 7. M2M system services in a communication space.
The example system is structured to work with the help of an M2M service framework, P2P service layer and
secure M2M network overlay (see Figure 8) [II, 26–28]. The relationship of these layers, and especially the P2P
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services as part of the communication space, is visualized in Figure 8. Each peer service (P1…P8) is exposed
from the related resource (R). When a peer service is started in a resource, it is registered to the peer-to-peer
service register in the communication space (CS). When a peer service disappears, it is removed from the service
register, respectively. This process enables the dynamic configuration capability for the communication space,
which is one of the key enablers for interactive service discovery and usage of M2M services via the resource and
peer service-specific user interface in the communication space. In the example case (Figure 7), the user interface
of the M2M communication space can be kept updated via this kind of a dynamic configuration procedure, and the
related P2P services can be used via the CS. In the example case, an OSGi-based service framework is used as
the basis for enabling life-cycle management of the peer services. The related OSGi bundles can be installed,
started, stopped and uninstalled at any time during the system life cycle. The purpose of the secure network
overlay is to provide means for message-based interactions between components in a secure manner.

Figure 8. P2P services as part of the communication space.
The example M2M system in a communication space (Figure 7) demonstrated live forecast information for
automatic pre-emptive controlling (Case 1) and for the manual control of X.10 light bulbs via the user interface of
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the system (Case 2) [II]. In Case 1, the RegulatorController service was set up to automatically feed forecasted
outside temperature information to the indoor heating regulator devices through a RegulatorService. Temperature
forecasts for a certain area and time period were read from a weather database, parsed and sent to the
RegulatorService, which wrote the forecasted temperature values to the registers in the indoor heating regulator
device. Case 2 showed how the system can be controlled by the user with the aid of the UI. When the user selects
to dim a light bulb using a remote tablet UI, a method call is first sent to a UsenetLightController service. From
there, a command is sent to an embedded board providing an X.10 Controller service capable of sending a serial
command to an X.10 computer module, which finally instructs the X.10 device module to dim the light.
The results indicate that the presented M2M system works in a dynamic service situation, which shows that the
provided means for handling P2P services as part of the communication space works in practice. The provided
P2P services provide a natural approach to the distribution of services and to their dynamic configuration and
discovery even with lightweight devices. The features of JXTA and UPnP have been applied in the design of the
provided peer-to-peer service [76, 53, 55, and 77]. The peer services send service advertisements like in UPnP;
however, the provided peer-to-peer service framework is realized to be independent of the IP protocol [26]. The
service mediation uses a hybrid P2P networking model, such as JXTA. Clients with constrained capabilities can
use super-peers for service discovery and event listening. Super peers store service descriptions in registries,
listen to service events, relay relevant service information to interested parties, and process the service queries. In
addition, an M2M browser has been developed to help the usage of the provided P2P services [28], and a secure
M2M overlay has been developed to support multiple simultaneous connections through different network
interfaces in a IP protocol-independent manner [27]. The main focus in the evaluation of M2M communication
spaces has been on the functional aspects of dynamic peer-to-peer services, and no proper performance or
security analysis related to a secure M2M overlay operation with them has been carried out, which would be an
important topic for future research.

2.4

Configuration and remote use services

Remote interaction with networked appliances attached to a dynamic mobile network causes the need for enabling
advanced support for plug and play, mobility, peer-to-peer connectivity, and dynamic use of the services [III, I].
This section focuses particularly on the functions for plug and play of the embedded devices/resources, remote
interaction, and use of exposed services of the resources with the dynamic communication spaces in accordance
with the original publications.
The operation of the core functionalities for remote interaction with dynamic, mobile and embedded resources in
a communication space is clarified in Figure 9. When a (service) gateway is switched on, the first function is
starting the configuration of the set-up for the local service framework. For example, in the case of OSGi,
predefined bundles, such as a bundle installer, are automatically started once the power is switched on. The
bundle installer could, for example, have the capability to automatically install new bundles from the
neighbourhood into the framework (plug and play). When an NA (e.g., R1) is plugged into a gateway (e.g., GW1),
the NA bundle is transferred into the GW and installed there as a bundle. The NA bundle contains an NA driver
and an NA user interface. The NA driver’s role is to manage the interface towards the NA, and the role of the NA
user interface is to manage the remote use [4]. In remote use, the NA user interface can be downloaded from the
gateway or from the CS register to the remote terminal. It enables a smooth user experience of the NA because it
can hide the complexity of the system. In addition, the system can also work so that the user can physically point
the NA of interest [6], which then initiates the process of downloading the NA user interface.
When there are multiple resources available (e.g., R1–3), the same process can be executed for all of them. Once
the process is completed, the gateway has three NA control blocks which have two bundles each, one for control
interface and one for the user interface. If GW1 is not only a service gateway but it has also some other resource
role, it can have a control block of its own (GW1 CB). In this case, GW1 CB needs to be dynamic in the sense that
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it needs to include links to the uploaded three NA control blocks, too. GW1 CB may be uploaded into GW2 and
stored into the communication space as a hierarchical resource, referred to here as hierarchical P2P service [5].
This dynamic uploading plug and play feature is expected to enable smooth remote use of complicated machine
services even in mobile and self-organized systems. Similar methods for automatic detection and configuration of
devices have also been used with robots [78]. However, the provided methods are different in the sense that the
control block with also the user interface of the NA can be uploaded from the NA itself.

Figure 9. Remote interaction with dynamic, mobile and embedded resources in a communication space.
An experimental evaluation case of remote interaction with mobile systems is visualized in Figure 10 [III]. The
system consists of one simple NA and a mobile terminal (MT A), which are both attached to a wireless personal
area network (PAN) connected to the Internet. MT A works as an open service gateway of the PAN. User B has a
mobile terminal (MT B), which is used for interaction with the specific NA within User A’s PAN. A remote
interaction case was executed using the methods related to plug and play, mobility, peer-to-peer connectivity and
remote use, as specified in Chapter III of Paper III.
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Figure 10. Remote interaction with mobile services.
The evaluations performed indicate that there are different types of mobility aspects in the system [III, I]. First, NAs
can be plugged into another PAN (NA mobility). In the experimental system, the NA interface bundle was
dynamically plugged in and installed in the OSGi platform using a bundle installer. SIP UA is also automatically
informed about the interface information related to the NA. In this way, the presence of the NA is indicated to the
system. This mechanism works quite well in practice, as shown by the demonstration. However, in this case, in
addition to the NA identifier, the remote user has to know the home SIP address of the new SIP UA. Thus, when
the NA is attached to a different PAN, MT B has to know the home SIP address of the new SIP UA (the NA
identifier remains unchanged). The second mobility-related issue is the addressing of NAs (NA addressing). In the
solution, different NAs are separated from each other using unique device identifiers. Therefore, the remote user
has to know the identifier of the device and the SIP address (deviceID, SIP address-pair) to address the specific
NA. The identifier of the device must be globally unique, because it is possible that the NA is plugged into another
PAN. An alternative approach is to name the appliances with SIP addresses. This is possible when the NAs to be
controlled are intelligent and have SIP UA’s capabilities. However, in the constructed prototype system, the NA is
assumed to be simple, and therefore the handling of SIP messages had to be performed in the OSGi platform.
The third issue is the mobility of the service gateway, and therefore also the mobility of the device cluster attached
to the PAN (PAN mobility). In the solution, the SIP was used to indicate the temporal location of the PAN to the
SIP server. The remote user can then address the PAN using the PAN’s home SIP address. An alternative
approach is to use a mobile IP home agent and its address for this purpose. However, then NA addressing
becomes a problem, because not all NAs necessarily have an IP home agent or even an IP protocol. The other
known common problem is how to keep TCP/UDP connections active when IP addresses change. One possible
solution for this may be the application of SIP re-INVITE, INFO and registration updates to enable TCP/UDP
session handoffs [79]. The capabilities of NAs provide the essential requirements for the system. In the solution,
the NA was assumed to be a Class I device, whose functions and interface are typically fixed by the vendor of the
device [66]. It was also assumed that the NA has additional limitations in the form of limited battery and memory
capacity. This means that it does not necessarily have such components as JVM, IP and SIP. In the approach, the
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NA interface uploading mechanism makes it possible to network the device without these components [10]. It also
enables the device vendor to deliver the NA interface in the memory of the NA device. The ease of use is a very
essential customer requirement. Usually, a user/device does not know anything about the NA before the NA
interface has been installed from some disk storage/the web into the user’s device. In the solution, there is no
need for such installation, because the NA features/services are encapsulated into the mobile user interface proxy,
which is then transmitted into the user’s device dynamically when required. Furthermore, all the knowledge related
to communication between the user and the NA is encapsulated into the UI. In practice, the SIP is applied to
negotiate the sessions, and the payloads of the SIP (DO, SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY messages) may also be
applied to deliver control messages. The SIP has more advantages, compared to HTTP, in supporting
communication. Asynchronous messaging using HTTP from a PAN to an outside user is possible only when an
HTTP server is implemented in the PDA. The main focus in the evaluation of the provided methods for
configuration and remote use of services was on the functional level, and any proper performance analysis related
to the operation of the provided methods has been done.

2.5

Message-based communication overlay

An example of a message-based communication overlay with communication spaces is illustrated in Figure 11.
The applied communication overlay solution is based on the usage of a hybrid P2P architecture relying on the
decentralized client-server and server-server communication approach provided by the XMPP technology [60, 61].
The different communication areas can have their own communication overlay server (e.g., S1–3), which are able
to communicate with each other if allowed by their owners. The gateways in the communication areas can have
multiple communication overlay clients (e.g., C1.1–C1.5) with related resources (e.g., R1–R5). Each user can
have a “roster” in S1, establishing the core of the user’s communication space. The clients/resources of the user
can register into the user’s communication space to indicate their presence status, they can publish information to
be subscribed by other clients/resources and send messages to each other. In addition, the user can define in the
“roster” trusted partners who are allowed to communicate with the elements in the CS of the user. For example,
User B and User C can be allowed to communicate with User A, which means that their resources can
communicate via messaging with the resources that are present in User A’ CS. In addition, they can subscribe to
events caused by changes happening in the information published by User A’s clients/resources. It is essential to
point out that here the embedded devices that belong to different users can communicate with each other if it is
allowed via partnerships between users in the global space. Because human users can be associated with their
resources and users can freely agree partnerships as in social communication situations, it can be seen that the
hypothesis of this dissertation matches quite well with the presented situation (see Figure 1).
An electric bike ecosystem demonstrator was developed in Paper IV. The demonstrator consisted of multiple
embedded devices and an implementation of a communication overlay (see Figure 12) [IV]. The system included
devices related to the measuring of the driver heart rate, speed and cadence of the bike. A theft protection system
and a tracking service system were also included. An Android-based smart phone acted as the M2M gateway and
a control point for the electric motor of the bike. The purpose of the M2M communication overlay relying on XMPP
was to enable message exchanges between the embedded distributed system and back-office services provided
by multiple players. It provides capabilities to enable real-time messaging, identification of device resources,
support for presence management, and capabilities to support more dynamic and hybrid P2P topologies.
The main evaluation results are briefly described as follows: In the electric bike experiment, the selected
approach relying on the XMPP based communication overlay proved to be a good choice, because XMPP
provided an easily extendable XML-based standard solution. XMPP uses a distributed client-to-server architecture
in which the back-end server manages the user accounts. In this type of a model, handling of user accounts is
distributed between domains in such a way that each domain is able to handle its account policies according to its
own business model. For example, each machine has its own user-IDs or uses its owner’s account. XMPP
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provides quite a solid background for enabling end-to-end security (‘End-to-End Signing and Object Encryption’
[80]); however, in this phase of the experiment, they were not evaluated and therefore more studies are needed. In
the electric bike experiments, an Android mobile phone was applied as the M2M gateway. Implementing a working
gateway operating with Bluetooth Smart devices was challenging because of the limited support of the Android for
Bluetooth Smart available at the development stage of the experiment. The XMPP feature to support multi-domain
communication proved to be very useful because the service systems connected with the electric bike system
were mostly developed independently in a vendor-specific manner. The Sensor-Over-XMPP extension was
applied in the experiment to describe the metadata of the devices in XML. It defines a “<device>” XML element,
which may contain an unlimited number of “<transducer>” elements [IV, Figure 27]. These two elements are used
for describing the properties of the devices, each of which can have multiple sensors and/or actuators. A device
must have a human-friendly name and a unique identifier (according to RFC 4122). The Sensor-Over-XMPP
proved to be a simple way for delivering sensor data and controlling the devices in the experiment.

Figure 11. Message-based communication overlay with communication spaces.
A prototype heart rate sensor was developed using IPv6/COAP on top of a Bluetooth 4.0 stack. It seems that the
first generation smart circuit was not an optimal choice; it was selected because it was available for prototyping at
the time of the experiment. The segmentation-reassembly (SAR) and fragmentation-recombination (FAR)
operations could not be properly implemented, but this did not affect the results significantly. The data was a onebyte heart rate value. Particular care must be taken to minimize the data formats as it is easy to trigger FAR due to
the small link layer packet size. The system exchanges more information at the start, but after a few seconds,
typically four packets are exchanged per second. The system could run for roughly 90 hours on a CR-2025 coin
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cell. This can be compared to a standard Generic Attribute Profile (GATT) solution running for 200 hours on the
same hardware. Future Bluetooth core optimizations currently under development are expected to improve this
result significantly.

Figure 12. Electric bike ecosystem demonstrator.
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3.

Network area systems

It is essential to enable connectivity of embedded devices to Internet networks in wireless cyber-physical systems,
even if the devices were mobile, the network was self-organized and mobile, or there were multiple radio access
systems available. This means that challenges related to secure configuration, route discovery, mobility of the
devices and networks, and wireless connectivity of self-organized networks need to be solved. Therefore, this
chapter focuses on describing the contributions related to Objective 2 (Network Area Systems), which were
originally published in [V, VI and VII]. See also the related publications [5, 7, 11, 16, 18, 29, and 82].

3.1

Dynamic wireless networks

The key contribution areas related to dynamic wireless network area systems are visualized in Figure 13 [V, VI,
VII, I]. Such wireless network area systems are very dynamic, because the existence of the devices is dynamic
and both the devices and the networks can be mobile. Mobile nodes can join and leave the network at any time on
the fly. Devices attached to such system may play different roles, such as acting as resources (R) / networked
appliances (NA), gateways (GW) or access points, which are needed for connecting the dynamic wireless ad hoc
network and the static network to each other. It is expected that Class I NAs do not prefer to act as a
router/gateway but only as nodes in the network because they are usually constrained devices. Class II and III
NAs may act as a router if they have required routing capabilities and the relevant service provider (Class II) or
user (Class III) allows them to do so. In that case, they may also act as a gateway (GW) in the network area
system towards other clusters in the dynamic ad hoc wireless network and/or Internet networks. The topology and
related clusters in ad hoc networks may be established, merged or partitioned into separate networks on the fly
whenever required [83]. There is a huge number of challenges with such dynamic network area systems from the
physical networking point of view. Therefore, we have limited the scope and focused on the required support for
multiple access systems, mobility and capabilities for secure self-organization.
Access to the static network infrastructure, e.g., Internet networks, may be temporally available and can be
implemented either via a wireless broadband or via a cellular radio or both, using either licensed bands and/or
unlicensed bands. Because there are multiple possible access systems with various Quality-of-Service (QoS)
levels, access system selection is an essential required functionality. When the mobile ad hoc network or any of its
devices are connected to the Internet via a radio access system and another radio access system becomes
available, the system may need to reselect the access system in order to keep the system always best connected.
As a result, a dynamic wireless network may be temporarily connected to Internet networks in the places where an
applicable wireless access system is available so that the system can be kept always best connected. Because
the network may be mobile, the location of the network and its devices is likely to change, and therefore a mobility
solution is needed in the system. To enable communication over the dynamic wireless network into a node in an
Internet network, the capability to establish a session and traffic flow between the NA attached to any cluster of the
dynamic wireless ad hoc network and the Internet network node is needed. When there is an active session
ongoing, e.g., for a Voice over IP (VoIP) call, and the current access system starts to deteriorate, e.g., because of
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mobility, and there is another access system available, a special process referred to as vertical handover is
needed to be executed. During a vertical handover, the active access system of the network is changed on the fly
during the session.

Figure 13. The key contribution areas related to dynamic wireless network area systems.
The dynamic wireless ad hoc network is very challenging from the security point of view because the reliability of
the neighbouring nodes is unknown. Therefore, there is a risk involved with delivering valuable information to a
destination via the neighbouring nodes. In addition, if a neighbour node transmits data to the user’s node, it is
essential to make a decision, e.g., from the resource usage point of view, whether or not the data should be
received and forwarded. For example, the following threats have been identified: different types of denial-ofservice (DoS) attacks – such as external resource consumption attacks, where the attacker sends messages to ad
hoc nodes and consumes their resources (such as batteries) – eavesdropping and traffic analysing (anyone can
listen ad hoc network traffic, nodes are not identified; anyone can take part in ad hoc network routing, ad hoc
nodes may misbehave; traffic is transmitted forward maliciously or not at all, which may cause network
malfunction). In ad hoc networks, it may be hard to run servers such as a Certification Authority (CA). Even if
running servers is possible, they may become primary targets for different kinds of attacks, particularly in military
environments. On the other hand, the scalability of ad hoc networking is problematic, especially when a network
has more nodes and clusters. These challenges are visible particularly in the configuration and route discovery,
and therefore secure and scalable ad hoc routing is needed.

3.2

Access system selection

When looking at the wireless network area system from the NA or GW point of view, there may be multiple (radio)
access systems (RATs) available in each specific timeslot (see Figure 14). There may also be multiple network
service providers available, who may have services available via multiple network and radio accesses. In such
situations, it is difficult to know which access system should be selected. Novel methods for handling access
system selection in such situations have been provided in [V, 7, 82].
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Figure 14. Access system selection.
A key feature of the service, e.g., from the application point of view, is the provided quality of service (QoS). The
selected QoS control model with Internet protocols has a great impact on the QoS visible for the user. Much
research has been carried out in relation to the application of integrated or differentiated services models for QoS
control of Internet protocols [84, 85]. The 3GPP standard specifications describe the terminal idle mode [86-88], USIM
functions [89, 90], radio access functions [91], and registration functions [92–95]. The first function to be executed
once the power of the mobile terminal is switched on is the UICC application selection, where the mobile terminal
displays all the available applications of the UICC according to the contexts of the EF DIR elementary file. After
having selected an appropriate UICC application, the user needs to perform the public land mobile network
(PLMN) selection, i.e., the network operator selection. Once this is completed, the terminal starts to search for the
applicable cell of the selected network operator (carrier) and to receive system information messages from the
network via the selected cell to find information about the PLMN. The network is selected based on the PLMN
information in the system information message and information stored in the USIM. While selecting the cell, the
applied RAT must also be selected. After this phase, a radio bearer is established for signalling.
Before network attachment, the network interface type and domain needs to be selected. For 3GPP, attachment
means the execution of the GPRS/IMSI attach procedure [92]. If the selected domain is a circuit switched domain,
the IMSI attach procedure is performed. Another alternative is the GPRS attach procedure, which means that only
the PS domain is applicable (Class C mode of operation). ‘Combined GPRS and IMSI attach’ means that both the
CS and the PS domains are available simultaneously (GPRS Class A mode of operation), or either the CS or the
PS domain is available at that time (GPRS Class B mode of operation). If both the CS and the PS domains are
available simultaneously or either the CS or the PS domain must be selected, the domain to be applied must be
selected in order to continue the start-up. If the PS domain is selected, the activation of the PDP context is
performed to carry information. IP Address allocation for the PDP context is a function of GGSN [96, 93 and 97]. In
it, the local PDP context link is connected with the IP address. In the case of IPv6, GGSN assigns a single 64-bit
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identifier to each primary PDP context and allocates a single/64-prefix for each MS. These are then assembled
into a single IPv6 address in GGSN.
Before any service level registration, such as IP multimedia subsystem (IMS), can happen, the proxy server
location discovery is executed [94]. In the IMS case, this means that the related proxy call state control function (pCSCF) needs to be found. The p-CSCF discovery is performed using one of the following mechanisms: A) Using
DHCP to provide the UE with the domain name of the p-CSCF and the address of a domain name server that is
capable of resolving the p-CSCF name. B) Transferring the p-CSCF address or domain name and DNS address
within the PDP Context Activation signalling to the UE. The alternative B) is used for terminals not supporting
DHCP [99]. After the p-CSCF IP address is known, a UDP or TCP socket connection is established to the pCSCF. Then registration, for example, to the p-CSCF is performed to be able to have access to IMS services. This
is executed based on the session initiation protocol (SIP) specified by the IETF [64, 99] and 3GPP [94, 95, 100].
After the IMS registration is executed, the mobile terminal IMS is in the service state, in which it can accept IMS
session invites from the network (mobile terminated) or the terminal itself can start IMS service sessions (mobile
originated). A mobile terminal can stay in the IMS service state for non-deterministic time before a user selects a
service or it is invited from the IMS.
The first challenge for the system is related to the selection of the network service provider. If there are several
network service providers available, how can the network area system know which of them should be selected and
how can this process be automatic? The proposed method is to enable network service providers, e.g., a PLMN
operator [86], to send service advertisements (1, Figure 14) over the air. For example, once the GW/user terminal
is switched on, it usually starts to receive system information messages from the cellular network. These system
information messages can include information indicating the availability of communication space services in the
specific PLMN. Then the GW/user terminal can perform the PLMN operator selection on the basis of this
information. This means, that the GW/user terminal can automatically select the operator who provides
communication space services. The capability to send such service advertisements over the air is a generic
required feature in selecting the optimal access system for the network area/GW.
The second challenge for the system is related to the initial selection of the access system, particularly when
the network service is not known beforehand. If there are several access systems available in the GW/user
terminal system (access capabilities), it is difficult for the user to know which of the access types is suitable for the
initial registration. Home network operator preferences and user preferences may be stored locally in the GW/user
terminal beforehand. However, if the structure of the visited network is unknown, the GW/user terminal cannot
even know about the supported domains of the network and the access network characteristics may also be
unclear. Another problem arises if there is a high traffic load situation in the network related to some access at
some specific moment of time. It is clear, that only the PLMN operator can know the architecture and the current
traffic load situation in its network. Therefore, it is proposed that the capability to deliver control information from
the network to the GW/user terminal is required to enable the control of the initial access type selection (2, Figure
14).
The third challenge for the system is related to the QoS requirements of the selected communication space
service. Both the user and the network operator may have some preferences for the required access types for
some applications. However, usually when a GW/user terminal is initially registering into the network, the
application service is not yet not known. It is thus impossible to know whether the selected access type will fulfil
the QoS/data transmission rate requirements of the application level service, which will be selected later. If the
access type is selected without taking the QoS requirements of the applied service into consideration, the used
access type may be far from the optimum. While selecting the access type in a GW/user terminal, usually the main
limit of the end-to-end QoS/data transmission rate is simultaneously fixed. Thus, an efficient use of resources may
require the option to control the access type reselection (3, Figure 14). This is required in order to adjust the
access type to provide optimum quality for the selected application service. After the application service is
selected, the system is able to automatically adjust the active access system selections to be optimal. As a result,
the radio access and network access technology is automatically selected so that the applied technologies are the
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most applicable for the selected application service to provide the optimum bandwidth usage and access service
for the GW/user terminal.
In summary, the access type selection function is automatically executed in a wireless network area system
based on the network operator preferences, user preferences, available access capabilities of the devices in the
network area system, application QoS requirements, network architecture, and traffic conditions in the operator
network. Control information delivery makes it possible to take the visited operator network architecture and traffic
conditions into consideration in the access type selection. Access type reselection makes it possible to adjust the
access type to optimum based on the application service-related QoS requirements. The provided access system
selection contributions are mainly related to functionalities which are able to automatically adjust the technical QoS
to be in line with the application requirements. Thus, the main contribution is mostly concerned with the
specification level, and the evaluation was carried out by means of a limited scenario analysis. A more detailed
throughput and stochastic evaluation of the QoS details were out of the scope of this thesis. In addition, the total
quality of experience (QoE) that the users received as a result from the end-to-end interactions have not been
analysed or measured. However, it is regarded that the provided methods contribute towards improving the QoE
seen by the user because they focus on automatically adapting the technical capabilities related to the access
system selection to be in line with the user/application requirements. After the publication of the contributions
related to access system selection [V, 7, 82], the maturity of mobile communication and the related standards
have evolved and the concept of the always-best-connected (ABC) system was developed. The concept of the
always-best-connected system refers to a person’s ability to connect and use services with devices and access
technologies that best suit their needs [101]. One of the recent standards is the evolved packed system (EPS),
which provides an operator with a friendly way to manage always best connectivity in heterogeneous networks
[102–110]. One objective of the EPS is to support access system selection based on a combination of operator
policies, user preference and access network conditions as an operator-based ABC. The provided contributions
related to access system selection have proved to be very relevant, which is indicated by later development steps
towards the establishment of always-best-connected systems, more advanced mobility solutions and applications
level solutions.

3.3

Integrated mobility

Support for integrated mobility requires taking care of multiple level mobility in the system, such as session,
network and device mobility. Such integrated mobility can be implemented, for example, by using the Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) [64] for controlling the sessions, Network Mobility Basic Support (NEMO) for enabling
network mobility [111], Ad Hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) for enabling ad hoc routing within the
wireless network [112, 197], and Host Identity Protocol (HIP) for separating physical addresses and identities
[113]. These technologies have been applied in this research as the basis for the integration and for the evaluation
of the operation of multiple level mobility solutions. Furthermore, an experimental system enabling integrated
mobility solutions has been developed [VI, 16, 18, 29].
SIP is a protocol that is used to initiate, modify and terminate media sessions between two or more endpoints. It
is based on a small number of text messages to be exchanged in separate transactions between SIP peer entities.
Each transaction consists of a request that invokes a particular method or function and at least one response. SIP
is independent of any underlying transport protocol. Mobility with SIP is carried out transparently on the application
layer to the underlying transport protocol [118, 119]. When the terminal detects movement, the SIP User Agent
(UA) informs the other party about the new address. The recipient acknowledges it, and then the session basically
continues normally.
The NEMO approach was developed using mobile IPv6 based on two-way IP tunnels with a home agent (HA),
which makes it possible to hide network mobility from the connected devices [111, 115, 116]. The solution
assumes that the devices have home agents; however, the availability of an HA for all the devices may not be
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possible in real life. The solution also enables several nested networks, but then the overhead caused by nested
bi-directional tunnelling increase. An integrated mobility management approach was designed to take care of realtime and non-real time traffic for intra-domain and inter-domain mobility in a survivable network [117]. The
integrated mobility approach is based on a mobile IP-based mobility management for non-real-time traffic and SIP
mobility for real-time traffic.
The characteristics of ad hoc networks include dynamic topologies, bandwidth-constrained variable capacity
links, energy-constrained operation, limited physical security, and dynamically established/missing communication
infrastructure. In this kind of an environment, routing is especially challenging, and there exist several possible
technologies. For example, AODV [112] offers quick adaptation to dynamic link conditions, low processing and
memory overhead and determines unicast routes to destinations. It applies destination sequence numbers to
ensure loop freedom, which is usually associated with classical distance vector protocols. However, the
applicability of AODV to a limited capability environment is not clear, and it has limitations in terms of adapting to
link failure and congestion control situations. However, there have been aims to simplify the AODV protocol, e.g.,
the AODVjr specified in [114].
The constructed experimental system relying on the enhanced AODV, NEMO, Mobile IP, HIP and SIP
technologies to enable integrated mobility solutions is shown in Figure 15 [VI, 16, 18, and 29]. To enable the
system, AODV was modified to better fit to the limited capability environment. The developed Simplified Ad Hoc
On Demand Distance Vector (SAODV) is based on an AODV implementation made at the Uppsala University
[118]. SAODV is meant for small ad hoc networks where not all AODV functionalities are needed. The NEMO and
MANET AODV approaches were integrated to enable single hop, multihop and global connectivity [16]. The
NEMO and SIP approaches were enhanced to enable more efficient mobility management for real-time and nonreal-time traffic in the mobile network context. In addition, HIP has been applied together with AODV, NEMO and
SIP to enable secure end-to-end sessions and connections over the hybrid mobile ad hoc network [29].
The role of the mobile router (MR) is to connect both clusters into the static IPv6 network, which contains home
agents (HAs) for mobile nodes (MNs) and the MR, a correspondent node (CN) and an SIP server. In the test
platform, the mobility of the network represented by the MR was implemented using the NEMO protocol, which is
actually an extension to the Mobile IPv6 technology. The MR is located in the ad hoc network and it has two
different types of connections, 3G and WLAN, to its home agent HA_MR. The 3G connection over IPv4 was
established using Nokia 6630 3G with the kppp software in Linux. The IPv6 connection between the MR and
HA_MR was established using the Layer 2 Tunnelling Protocol (L2TP). L2TP acts as a data link layer (layer 2 of
the OSI model) protocol for tunnelling network traffic between two peers over an existing network (in our tests over
Sonera’s 3G network and the Internet). Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) sessions were carried within an L2TP tunnel.
The ad hoc network behind the MR consisted of three laptops that were using a simple AODV (SAODV) as the
routing protocol. The machines were configured to be on-line so that the MN could hear only the MN50 but not the
MR. The MN50 in the middle could hear both the MN and the MR, and the MR could hear only the MN50 but not
the MN. The physical implementation of the mobile network connections was carried out using 11/2 Mbit WLAN
cards in the Linux laptops. The Linux desktop machines in the static network were connected to the hub using the
Ethernet.
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Figure 15. Experimental test platform for the integrated mobility case.
3.3.1 Evaluation scenario
Challenges related to the mobility of hybrid ad hoc networks concern the interoperation of multiple mobility
technologies, delays, jitter, and additional overhead caused by nested mobility solutions. In addition, the impact of
the technological solutions enabling the mobility on the visible QoS for the user has been unclear. Therefore, the
Voice over IP (VoIP) – i.e., the transmission of voice over packet-switched IP networks – scenario was selected to
be used for the evaluation of the integrated mobility solutions. The enhanced integrated mobility solutions were
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applied together to enable VoIP calls in a laboratory environment. After the establishment of a VoIP call between
an ad hoc network node and a static Internet node, the 3G (www.3gpp.org) / WLAN (IEEE 802.11b) vertical
handover for the mobile ad hoc network was induced and measurements were carried out.
VoIP requires a process where the analogue voice is first digitalized using an analogue–digital converter. Then
the digitalized voice is compressed with a compression algorithm to reduce the volume of the data to be
transmitted. Voice samples are inserted into Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) data packets, which are then put
as payload to UDP. The packets are transmitted through a packet-switched IP network from the sender’s IP
address to the receiver’s IP address. The UDP packets are disassembled and put into the proper order and the
digitalized voice data is extracted from the packets. Then the digitalized voice is uncompressed. Finally, the
digitalized voice is changed back to its analogue form using a digital–analogue converter.
Usually, normal telephone calls using the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) have fewer errors
compared to packet-based VoIP calls through IP networks. However, the advantage of VoIP calls is smaller costs
for the consumers compared to normal telephone calls, especially when calling to different countries, i.e., making
long-distance calls. In addition, VoIP supports video phones and video conferencing, which is impossible in
traditional telephone systems. In this research, the SIP was applied to control VoIP call sessions.
‘Latency’ in VoIP refers to the time it takes for a voice transmission to travel from the source to the destination.
VoIP calls must achieve the latency of 150 ms to successfully emulate the Quality of Service (QoS) that normal
telephone systems provide. ‘Jitter’ refers to the variance in packet delays. Usually jitter causes packets to arrive
and be processed at the receiver side in a variable manner. When jitter is high, packets arrive to their destination
in spurts. A general mechanism to control jitter is to use buffers at the receiver side. VoIP usually works quite well
even if there is some packet loss; however, it has more requirements for the latency and jitter management.
Examples of VoIP applications using the SIP include, for example, Ekiga minisip and Kphone. These SIP
clients are free and open source (available on the Internet). Usually they need some SIP servers such as
OpenSER, to offer them services. NetMeeting, MSN Messenger, Skype and iChat AV use their own
communicating protocols that might be modified, e.g., from the SIP. When using these, users do not usually have
to worry about the servers, because the servers are maintained, for example, by the companies that have created
these protocols.
VoIP clients can have different voice codecs that are used to convert analogue voice to digital packets. For
example, the Internet Low Bit Rate Codec (iLBC), GSM 06.10 and G.711u audio codecs were here used in VoIP
calls. The iLBC is a free speech codec suitable for robust VoIP and is designed for narrow-band speech. It takes
the least bandwidth and requires most processing power of the three codecs used. The sound quality is better
than in GSM 06.10 but worse than in G.711. GSM 06.10 is the European GSM standard for full-rate speech
transcoding. It is based on the RPE/LTP (residual pulse excitation/long-term prediction) coding scheme. G.711 is a
high-bit rate ITU-standard codec (A-law and U-law). The KPhone implementation supports U-law, which is
indigenous to the T1 standard used in North America and Japan. G.711 uses no compression, and because of
this, it requires little processing power. It has low latency but it takes more bandwidth than the iLBC or GSM 06.10
codecs. G.711u has the best sound quality of the three applied codecs.
3.3.2 Evaluation results
The detailed measurement results are described in [VI]. When looking at the measurement results, it is important
to notice that in WLAN, the amount of needed bandwidth is small and the amount of available bandwidth is large
(2–54 Mbit/s), and in 3G (L2TP), the amount of needed bandwidth is larger because of the tunnelling protocols
and the available bandwidth is smaller (384 Kbit/s). When handover occurs and the maximum available bandwidth
changes, end users’ machines should do something for the audio and video codecs because the solutions no
longer work when such significant bandwidth changes occur. This means that either the audio and/or video codec
should be changed on the fly, or the audio and video codecs should be able to scale and adapt to the situation in
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an intelligent way. It may also be possible to compress and decompress audio and video, for example, at the MR
and HA_MR.
The vertical handover was carried out using the MIPv6-based NEMO technology for the entire ad hoc network.
MIPv6 and NEMO tunnelling add overhead to tunnelled packets even when route optimization is used. Because of
this, MIPv6 with SIP is less suitable than pure SIP for real-time sessions where the packet payload is small. MIPv6
proved not to be very suitable for ad hoc networks because it requires an infrastructure and a home agent. In
MIPv6, the MR is supposed to be only one hop away from the MN. Because of this restriction either the ad hoc
routing protocols need modifications to forward MIPv6 routing messages over multiple hops or MIPv6 needs to be
modified to support the MR to be further than one hop away from the MN. In our experimental system, the ad hoc
network’s routing protocol, SAODV, enabled routing over multiple hops behind the MR.
The crucial component in handover time is detection of the router advertisement. Other components, such as
signalling message propagation and handling times, are much less significant. The optimal router advertisement
message sending time is about 3–4 seconds, so the time that a mobile node has to wait to detect the router
advertisement after switching to a new network seems to be between 1.5 and 2 seconds (half of the router
advertisement sending interval). Duplicate address detection and address autoconfiguration also takes some time.
On average, the time from the router advertisement detection to the sending of the Binding Update (BU) is
1.8 seconds.
Because of the interface preference configuration problems in the MR, the automatic switch between two
interfaces in the NEMO handover was implemented by shutting down the Ethernet interface (where the existing
traffic was) from the MR. If the previous interface was not shut down, the MR tried to send the BU via the old
interface and not via the interface where the router advertisement was detected. After the shutdown of the old
interface, the MR detected the router advertisement on the other interface and sent the Binding Update via that
interface. As a result, the traffic between the MR and HA_MR traversed via the new interface. The handover time
in this scenario was shorter, depending on the router advertisement interval. The interface preference problem has
been fixed in the latest version of the NEMO software, but it requires a newer kernel as well, and was not tested
due to lack of time.
The length of the extra IPv6 header that is added to packets in the MIPv6 and NEMO tunnels is 40 bytes. In
practice, the processing time of adding or removing the extra headers to or from IPv6 packets at the tunnel
endpoints is minimal if compared to the other delays in the test platform. Even when there were three extra IPv6
headers in the packets (IPSec, MIPv6, NEMO) that traversed between the MR and HA_MR with the overhead of
120 bytes (40 bytes each), there was no visible difference in the video stream quality compared to the situation
without any overhead on a video streamed between the CN and MT.
The ping delay from the 3G network to any node on the Internet was 200–300 ms in both operators' networks.
Thus, the delay is restricting the use of real-time applications. The video that was streamed with the UDP between
the MR and CN via the operator's 3G network did not have any packet loss but it suffered from jitter. Only the very
basic kind of video with low resolution and low need of bandwidth could be shown without any major disturbance.
If the streamed video was more “advanced”, it was not shown smoothly at all. One way to reduce the effect of jitter
would be to test different kind of codecs to find the most suitable one or to use buffering at the receiving end of the
video stream to get rid of the disturbance noticeable to the end user.
In the experimental system, the vertical handover of the mobile ad hoc network was enabled using the NEMO
solution as a basis. In addition, we applied HIP together with AODV, NEMO and SIP to enable a secure end-toend session and connection over the hybrid mobile ad hoc network. The provided solutions were applied together
to enable VoIP calls in the hybrid mobile ad hoc network in a laboratory environment. After the establishment of a
VoIP call between an ad hoc network node and a static Internet node, the 3G/WLAN vertical handover for the
mobile ad hoc network was caused and measurements are carried out.
The end-to-end delays between the static network (CN) and the ad hoc network (MN) were between 5 and
10 ms when using WLAN. When using 3G, the respective ping end-to-end delays were between 200 and 300 ms.
The NEMO vertical handover caused a time period of 3–3.5 seconds when the user is able to see problems in the
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communication (packet losses). The 3G connection seemed to suffer from jitter. Only the very basic kind of video
with a low resolution and low need of bandwidth was shown without any major disturbance. If the streamed video
was more “advanced”, it was not shown smoothly at all. One way to reduce the effect of jitter would be to test
different kind of codecs to find the most suitable one or to use buffering at the receiving end of the video stream to
get rid of the disturbance noticeable to the end user.
In sum, in our work, AODV was modified to better fit to the limited capability environment. The developed
Simplified Ad Hoc On Demand Distance Vector (SAODV) is based on an AODV implementation carried out at the
Uppsala University [118]. SAODV is meant for small ad hoc networks where not all the AODV functionalities are
needed. In addition, the NEMO and SIP approaches were enhanced to enable more efficient mobility management
for real-time and non-real-time traffic in the mobile network context. In addition, HIP was applied together with
AODV, NEMO and SIP to enable a secure end-to-end session and connection over the hybrid mobile ad hoc
network. The provided solutions were applied together to enable voice over IP (VoIP) calls in the hybrid mobile ad
hoc network in a laboratory environment. After the establishment of a VoIP call between an ad hoc network node
and a static Internet node, the 3G (www.3gpp.org) / WLAN (IEEE 802.11b) vertical handover for the mobile ad hoc
network was induced and measurements carried out. Thus, the contributions include enhancing the integrated
mobility solutions with AODV, NEMO, SIP and HIP, enabling end-to-end VoIP calls with them, causing vertical
handovers, and measuring the effects on the hybrid mobile ad hoc network in a laboratory environment, as well as
the evaluation of the results [VI]. A more detailed throughput or stochastic evaluation of the vertical
handover/integrated mobility details were out of the scope of this work. After the publication of the contributions
related to integrated mobility [VI], the respective works have been continued by communities such as the IETF
groups related to distributed mobility management as well as network-based mobility management, mobile ad hoc
networks, and host identity protocol working groups [120–123]. The contributions related to integrated mobility
proved to be very relevant, which is indicated by the later development steps towards the more advanced mobility
solutions.

3.4

Secure ad hoc networking

The reliability of the neighbouring nodes in dynamic wireless ad hoc networks is usually not known beforehand.
When the neighbouring nodes are sending traffic, it is difficult to know whether it is valuable to receive it and
consume power in order to forward it. When a node wants to send information to some destination, it is
challenging to know whether the destination is the entity it claims to be. On the other hand, when the size of the
network increases, the challenge related to the scalability of routing may lead to inefficient and unreliable
communication. Therefore, delivering valuable information via a dynamic wireless ad hoc network involves a risk.
In addition, there are also multiple security challenges included, such as DoS attacks, including external resource
consumption, eavesdropping and traffic analysis, impersonation, misbehaving nodes, and routing protocol specific
attacks. The present research focused on searching for solutions to the problems of energy consumption,
eavesdropping, and misuse of data payload and resources. A possible solution was developed relying on the
secure network configuration and route discovery limited to consider only trusted nodes [IV, 5] (see Figure 16).
The secure network configuration makes it possible to create a subnetwork which consists only of the trusted
nodes. The trusted nodes have the predefined key, and they are connected with the dashed red lines. The
resulting trusted ad hoc network can be significantly smaller compared to ad hoc networks created using known
methods (see, e.g., [124–127]) because in the provided solution, unreliable nodes cannot join the subnetwork. For
example, in a big conference, a virtual ad hoc network can consist of 10 reliable nodes of the predefined
conference participants, while the legacy ad hoc network may contain 1,000 available nodes belonging to the
participants of the conference.
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Figure 16. The key features of the provided solutions for secure ad hoc networks.
The predefined keys used for the creation of the trusted subnetwork are based on the usage of preconfigured selfcertifying host identifiers, in our case Host Identity Tags (HIT). The use of self-signed identifiers and certificates for
authentication and the HIP have been discussed, for example, in [128–130]. The HIP technology provides an
additional networking layer between the transport and internetworking layers [113, 131–137, 198]. HIP separates
the usage of IP addresses as locators and identifiers: IP addresses are used as pure locators, but a new
namespace, the Host Identity (HI), is created for static host identifiers. An HI is a cryptographic public key of an
asymmetric key-pair. It is assigned to each host, or technically its networking kernel or stack. Each host will have
at least one HI, which can be either public or anonymous. Client systems tend to have both public and anonymous
HIs. In the provided solution, the HIP Base Exchange procedure and user's self-certifying identifiers (Host Identity
Tags, HITs) are used with the neighbours in the configuration phase to enable the creation of a smaller virtual ad
hoc network, a subnetwork, which is only accessible to the allowed group. Traditionally, ad hoc routing protocols,
such as AODV, have used a multicast method in route discovery, i.e., Route Request messages were sent to all
the neighbouring nodes by multicast. The solution provided here uses a unicast method in route discovery, i.e.,
Route Request messages are sent only to reliable neighbouring nodes separately. This means that route
discovery messages are only sent to trusted nodes, which makes the search easier and more scalable in the
smaller trusted virtual ad hoc network (a subnet of the original larger ad hoc network). When the destination for the
intended communication is found, the user data payload transfer relies on the authentication based on the host
identity protocol (HIP). Then, the user data payload is secured and transferred using legacy IPsec ESP
encryption/decryption between the endpoints.
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3.4.1 Secure network configuration
The provided network configuration mechanism is visualized in Figure 17. The key can be any portable memory
device, such a USB stick which contains the identities and parameters of the system. The identifiers can be either
preconfigured or remotely configured by a trusted authority. The trusted identities are stored in the key, which can
then be later applied to the reliable ad hoc network nodes. Because of this approach, there is no need for any
central authority or servers to be online in ad hoc networking situations. It is also essential that the key contains
the self-certifying identifiers of all the reliable members of the group to which the user belongs. This means that
only the members of the group are allowed to participate in the secure routing. All the other nodes are not reliable
enough to forward confidential information of the group members. Let us assume a situation where the ad hoc
network consists of five nodes A–E, as shown in Figure 17. According to the AODV ad hoc routing protocol,
Node A, who is joining the network, will send Hello A as a broadcast message to the surrounding environment.
Contrary to the normal AODV protocol, in our approach, the HELLO message also contains the source’s HIT. The
source HIT is included to enable the identification of the nodes and users and the source IPv6 is used for
constructing and updating the IPv6 routing tables.

Figure 17. Network configuration
Meanwhile, Nodes C and B are listening to the broadcast channel and receive the HELLO A message(s). The HIT
received in the HELLO A message is used to identify the sender according to the following rules: If the receiving
node is aware of A’s HIT and knows via the key that the HIT belongs to the allowed group (i.e., A is a friend), the
node initiates the HIP Base Exchange procedure with A. The HIP Base Exchange is executed to create assurance
that the peers possess the private key corresponding to their HIs, which are the public keys. The HIP Base
Exchange procedure can be briefly described as follows (see also Figure 18):
(1) Sending I1, the first HIP initiator packet, starts the HIP Base Exchange. The packet only contains the fixed
HIP header, which includes the packet type, the initiator’s HIT in the SRC HIT field, and the responder’s HIT in the
DST field. In the HIP opportunistic mode, where the responder’s HIT is not known, the DST HIT field is NULL (all
zeros). Implementations must be able to handle a storm of received I1 packets by discarding packets that have
similar content and that arrive within a small time delta.
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(2) The responder has formed parts of the R1 messages beforehand, and when it receives the I1 message, it
selects one of these pre-computed R1s, completes it and sends it to the initiator. The R1 message includes a
puzzle, Diffie-Hellman start-up, the receiver’s public HI in clear text, Diffie-Hellman public key and other DiffieHellman parameters. One Diffie-Hellman value should be used only for one connection.
(3) When the initiator receives the R1 message, it calculates the answer to the puzzle, calculates a session key,
and sends an I2 message to the responder. The puzzle solving uses the most processing power in the HIP Base
Exchange and it makes DoS attacks more difficult because the HIP Base Exchange takes more processing power
from the initiator compared to the responder and the responder does only little calculation before the I2 message.
The I2 message includes the answer to the puzzle, Diffie-Hellman parameters, initiator’s public HI, and SPI and HI
encrypted with the session key.
(4) When the responder receives the I2 message, it checks that the puzzle is solved correctly, calculates the
session key, authenticates the initiator and makes the session state. Then it sends an R2 message, which
includes the responder’s SPI and signature. The signature makes it possible for the initiator to finish the
authentication.
(5) HIP does not change the form of IPv4 or IPv6 packets. IPsec Security Associations (SAs) are connected to the
nodes’ public keys and a pair of SAs are created in the Base Exchange. The packets are encrypted with ESP, and they
are similar to normal IPsec ESP-protected packets. ESP enables the receiver node to validate and confirm that they
were really sent by another known node without caring about the source and destination addresses of the packets. The
creation of these associations is executed as a parallel process between a variable number of neighbours.

Figure 18. Securing network configuration.
If the HIP Base Exchange is successful, B and C add A’s current IPv6 address they received into their routing
tables. If the receiving node is not aware of A’s HIT or if the HIP Base Exchange fails, the node does not add A’s
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IPv6 address to the routing table because it is not sure about its friendliness. Respectively, Node A receives
HELLO messages from Nodes B and C. As a result, it updates its own routing table in accordance with the abovedefined rules. The resulting routing table of A is as shown in Figure 18. Node A is aware of the both Node B and
Node C’s preconfigured HITs and B and C’s IPv6 addresses based on the HELLO procedure. As a result, Node A
can build the HIT-IPv6 address mapping table visualized in Figure 18. The HIT-IPv6 address mapping table is built
in Nodes B and C similarly.
Once the HIP Base Exchange is carried out between Nodes A and B and A and C, the result can be interpreted
according to the following rules: If the HIP Base Exchange is successful, the IPsec SAs and IPsec ESP tunnel are
created between the HITs of A and B and between the HITs of A and C, respectively. If the HIP Base Exchange
fails, it means that Node A is probably not the correct Node A. In this case, Nodes B and C do not store A’s
information in their routing tables or HIT-IPv6 address mapping tables.
As a result of the network configuration process, each node of the ad hoc network has a HIT-IPv6 address
mapping table and routing tables in their memory (see the tables shown in Figure 18). Based on these tables, a
node knows its friendly neighbouring nodes which are reliable enough to route its messages. In addition, the
reliable nodes are virtually connected with each other in a secure way, i.e., IPsec SAs are created between the
HITs of A and B and between the HITs of A and C (a secure tunnel between adjacent nodes).
3.4.2 Secure ad hoc routing of user data payloads
After the secure network configuration, the next phases are related to the route discovery process and routing of
the actual user payload messages from the source node to the destination via the ad hoc network. The route
discovery is started by sending a Route Request (RREQ) message using the unicast method to the trusted
neighbour nodes via the established secure tunnels. The trusted neighbours forward the RREQ message until the
destination is found. When the RREQ reaches the destination, it generates a Route Reply (RREP) message,
which is sent back to the source node via the secure tunnels. Once the route to the destination is known by the
source node, the HIP Base Exchange procedure is executed between the source and destination to ensure that
the destination is who it claims to be. After that, the user data payload can be transmitted between the source and
destination using the legacy IPsec ESP encryption/decryption means.
The provided solution differs from the traditional AODV-based ad hoc route discovery in the sense that the RREQ
message is sent using the unicast method instead of the traditional broadcast method. The broadcast method is applied
only when sending HELLO messages during the network configuration process. In this manner, the RREQ messages
do not unnecessarily disturb all the neighbour nodes or consume their power and no security risks are thus caused to
the source and destination nodes. In the provided unicast method, the RREQs packets are only sent to the trusted
neighbour nodes via secure tunnels between the adjacent neighbour nodes created in the network configuration phase.
In addition, some modifications have been done to the SARP RREQ message content compared against the traditional
AODV (see the grey fields in Figure 19). The destination can be either an IPv6 address or a HIT. The Last IP Address
field carries the IPv6 address of the last host which has processed the message. It is needed because when an RREQ
is sent over an HIP connection, the receiver sees the packet coming from a HIT and not from an IPv6 address. The
Originator HIT is obviously the HIT of the original sender. Finally, a RREQ ID is added to enable connections to static
networks. RREP messages are unicasted even in the original AODV route discovery process so there was no need to
modify that behaviour. However, in the SARP, RREP messages are transferred securely using HIP connections, which
another difference compared to the AODV behaviour. As the RREQ includes the source’s HIT, the responder uses it in
the RREP’s destination field. Again, this is needed because the message is transferred using the HIP. Changes
compared to the SARP RREP are visualized in grey in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Structures of RREQ and RREP messages of route discovery.
3.4.3 Evaluation
The provided solution was implemented as a secure ad hoc routing protocol (SARP), specified in the publications
[VII, 5, 29]. The evaluation was carried out in an experimental laboratory environment using an ad hoc network
consisting of 11 nodes with or without a connection to a static network (see Figure 20) [VII]. The static service
network consisted of a HIP rendezvous server, a mobile router’s home agent (MR_HA), a SIP proxy server, and a
corresponding node (CN). HIP Base Exchange procedures were executed between each neighbour node of the
ad hoc network, resulting in IPsec tunnels between the neighbour node pairs. The red lines represent
communication between the MN6 and CN, between which the HIP Base Exchange is also executed and the IPsec
tunnel established. As test cases for the SARP, we applied Voice and Video over IP calls and video streaming.
The tests were executed both in a standalone ad hoc network (between two MNs) and in a hybrid environment
(between the MN and CN), where the ad hoc networks were connected to each other through a gateway node
called mobile router (MR) according to the network mobility (NEMO) terminology.
The SARP produces a network where the neighbour nodes are authenticated securely before making any
routing actions. After the initial configuration between friendly nodes, route discovery is done using the HIP to
encrypt the routing messages with IPsec ESP. Because of the provided secure network configuration, SARP, the
scalability of ad hoc routing could be significantly improved. Let us assume that there are 1,000 nodes working in
the area, and 10 of them belong to a reliable group. Because only 10 of the nodes belong to the preconfigured
security group, the route discovery will only be executed between the 10 nodes. The 10 nodes establish a kind of
a secure ad hoc subnetwork. There is no need to execute route discovery in the 1,000 node network like, for
example, in a secure AODV ad hoc routing solution [124], but only inside the secure ad hoc network “cluster.”
The performance and latencies introduced by the solution were measured using laboratory tests mainly with
VoIP and multimedia streaming examples. The initial HIP Base Exchange after HELLO messages takes on
average 0.4–1.0 seconds. The delay depends on the available CPU power and simultaneous other load in the
involved nodes. The HIP Base Exchange procedure in the secure network configuration is executed in parallel for
each neighbour node pair, and it is done only once when the network is configured. When changes like power
switch off or mobility are happening, only the neighbour nodes are affected and reconfiguration of the network is
caused only locally between them.
After the secure network configuration, when the endpoint nodes would like to communicate using VoIP and/or
stream multimedia, the HIP Base Exchange and IPsec tunnel establishment are executed between the endpoints
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only once in the initiation of the session. This secure session initiation with the SARP approach seems to require
around 1 second. After this, the actual VoIP or multimedia streaming between the endpoints can be executed
without any additional overhead or delay compared with end-to-end communication with legacy AODV, IPv6 and
ESP encryption/decryption at the endpoints of communication. When compared to, for example, a manual setup of
IPsec associations between nodes, the SARP approach takes the same amount of resources from the nodes and
the throughput is the same. Thus the SARP approach does not cause any additional delay or overhead for the
user data payload during the active session. During the active session, any intermediate nodes between the end
points do not add additional delays as they just forward the data packets without processing them any further. The
secure network configuration delay is only caused at the start-up or when changes are happening in nodes located
on the route between the endpoints of the communication.

Figure 20. Experimental test platform
When speaking about the details of secure route discovery, it should be highlighted that here the route discovery
uses a unicast method for sending RREQ messages instead of the broadcast method as in traditional ad hoc
routing. However, RREQ messages are only sent to trusted neighbour nodes via secure tunnels. Once the
neighbour nodes have executed the secure network configuration and a user wants to connect to a certain IPv6
address or a HIT in the ad hoc network, a few milliseconds of additional time is spent for sending RREQs
individually to every reliable neighbour node using the unicast method contrary to the legacy AODV’s way of
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broadcasting the message with one send operation to every node within the radio range. In addition, in the SARP
route discovery, the control messages are encrypted and decrypted at every intermediate node, which adds a
small additional delay to the time needed to reach the destination host in the route request message. This delay is
quite a short in practice and it depends on the performance of the intermediate nodes. However, any detailed
analysis of the network load and collisions happening in the system due to the applied secure tunnelling and
unicast RREQ sending method has not been done. In addition, something should be done to decrease the
latencies caused during the secure network configuration and route discovery processes for the HIPL
implementation. If HIPL was realized, for example, in order to use threads, symmetric multiprocessing capable
hosts would gain benefits, as it would take less time to do the HIP Base Exchanges in parallel inside each node.
At the time of the system development, the SARP implementation was at the prototype stage without any further
optimization and it was targeted for research use in a laboratory environment. In addition, the implementation
assumes that the performance of the involved nodes is on adequate level to enable the execution of the
encryption and decryption processes.
When focusing on the security of the SARP approach, our threat model consists of different types of DoS
attacks, such as external resource consumption attacks, attacks on network integrity, eavesdropping and traffic
analysing, impersonation attacks, misbehaving nodes, and routing protocol-specific attacks. It is assumed that
every node shares a list of trusted HITs, which are assumed to be preconfigured by a trusted party into the
portable memory device. We used previously shared keys (PSK) with each device or user, which would be usable,
for example, in military environments where every single user have their own host identity (HI) that can be used in
different devices. Personal HIs and PSK lists could be carried along with portable memories.
The security of the SARP protocol was analysed on the basis of the following security service elements:
confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, access control, and availability. Confidentiality means that information is
accessible only by authorized parties. In our approach, all the traffic, except HELLO messages, HIP Base
Exchange, update and other HIP control messages are protected using the IPsec ESP Bound End-to-End Tunnel
(BEET) mode. Unprotected broadcast HELLO messages make a few attacks possible. Authentication ensures that
the communicating nodes are correctly identified, i.e., the node is who it claims to be. In the HIP Base Exchange,
the two communicating nodes are authenticated. If an attacker cannot authenticate itself, they cannot participate in
the routing and can do only external attacks. After a successful authentication, a malicious user involved in a
secure group can also perform internal attacks, such as disrupt a routing protocol’s correct operations by denying
network services. Authorization relates to the authentication service and defines the access limitation to the usage
of system resources of an authenticated entity. In our approach, the nodes not belonging to the secure group
cannot take part in the routing at all. However, all the successfully authenticated nodes are assumed to be trusted,
which makes internal attacks possible.
Integrity ensures that only authorized nodes are able to modify information. In the SARP, the HIP creates IPsec
tunnels between neighbours and between end nodes that communicate over multiple hops. Any intermediate node
cannot open this IPsec ESP BEET mode-protected traffic. However, still some internal attacks may be possible.
Non-repudiation guarantees that neither the sender nor the receiver of information is able to deny the
transmission. Usage of the HIP and IPsec guarantees that both end nodes have been taking part of the
transmission. Once the transmission is over, it could be impossible to prove this without any logs. Access control
refers to the ability to limit and control access to devices and applications via communication links. In the SARP,
the nodes are authenticated, but the protocol does not include any automatic access control mechanism. In our
prototype, friendly HITs can be manually deleted from the list of trusted nodes, which hinders them from joining the
network and participating in the routing. Availability means that the information and services are acceptable for
those, and only for those, who are authorized to use them. In the SARP, only authorized nodes can participate in
the routing. The routing protocol itself does not affect other services such as VoIP or web browsing.
The analysis indicates that there are still some problems in the security of the SARP approach, such as
eavesdropping and collecting HITs, fabricated HELLO messages, and internal interrupt and modification attacks.
The SARP approach does not completely fulfil the threat model of ad hoc networks [199–200]. In particular, the
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SARP approach does not have protection against all internal attack types. However, the security of the HIP
protocol, on which the SARP security is mainly based, is considered to be on a good level.
3.4.4 Results
After the secure network configuration, the resulting ad hoc subnetwork is usually only a part of the possible ad
hoc network available in the situation, depending on the number of nodes belonging to the same group. This
makes the routing process more efficient and may save radio resources because the excessive sending of RREQs
and their forwarding in the ad hoc network is limited. However, the most essential advantage of the SARP
approach is that it enables secure ad hoc routing in a simple way. This is because route request messages are
only sent to the friendly neighbours, and thus the resulting route always travels via friendly nodes to the intended
destination. The essential difference between the legacy (e.g. AODV) route discovery methods is that in the
SARP, the RREQ messages are unicasted only to the reliable neighbourhood nodes and not broadcasted to all
nodes. After the final destination is found, end-to-end mutual authentication is executed and a secure IPsec tunnel
is established between the source and the destination nodes. However, any detailed analysis of the network load
and collisions happening in the system in the secure network configuration has not been done, and it is surely a
topic for future research. Furthermore, the creation of secure relationships between nodes applying the HIP Base
Exchange procedure as the basis and its optimization are also worthy future research topics.
After the secure network configuration, the actual VoIP and multimedia streaming between the endpoints can
be executed without any additional overhead or delay compared with end-to-end communication with legacy
AODV, IPv6 and ESP encryption/decryption. When compared, for example, to a manual setup of IPsec
associations between nodes, the SARP approach takes the same amount of resources from the nodes and the
throughput is the same. Thus, the SARP approach does not cause any additional delay or overhead for the user
data payload during the active session. This result is also indicated by the tests executed in a laboratory
environment using an ad hoc network consisting of 11 nodes with or without a temporal connection to the static
network.
The contributions reveal and indicate some essential challenges in terms of the next generation networks. For
example, the connections between heterogeneous networks such as a static service network and dynamic ad hoc
networks require new solutions. Errors and variance in the delays of the end-to-end communication cause
problems to established sessions. In addition, the dynamic size of the ad hoc network causes problems in the
route discovery, especially when a static service network is included. Last but not least, security also causes
challenges related to, e.g., automatic access control, IDS, integrity, dynamic trust management, complexity,
optimization of computing resource usage, and protection against internal attacks.
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4.

Dynamic networking solutions

Cyber-physical systems may also be dynamic in the sense that any connection to Internet networks and to the
destination may not be available at the time of the communication need. Such a dynamic wireless system may be
self-organizing and it may have more or less continuous changes happening in the system configuration, topology
and available communication links. First, the related technologies of such dynamic wireless systems are
discussed. Then, the dynamic networking solutions as the contributions related to Objective 3 are provided relying
on the original publications as follows: opportunistic messaging [VIII], hierarchical routing [IX] and wireless short1
cuts for network optimization [X ]. See also the related publications [9, 17, 19–24, 30–33].

4.1

Dynamic networking technologies

The technologies related to dynamic networking can be categorized at the highest level to overlaid peer-to-peer
and physical routing technologies. Overlaid peer-to-peer routing technologies typically do not care about the
physical connections, while physical routing technologies strongly depend on them. The physical routing can be
further categorized into wired and wireless physical routing. A short review of the related routing technologies is
provided in the following.
There are multiple routing solutions implemented for overlay peer-to-peer networking, such as the concept of
the Content Addressable Network (CAN), which is a distributed application-level overlay infrastructure providing
hash-table functionality on an Internet-like scale [151]. A hash table is a data structure that efficiently maps keys
into values. CAN resembles a hash table, and its basic operations are the insertion, lookup and deletion of (key,
values) pairs. Each CAN node stores a small chunk (zone) of the entire hash table. In addition, the node holds
information about a smaller number of adjacent zones in the table. Requests (insert, lookup, delete) for a particular
key are routed through intermediate CAN nodes towards the CAN node whose zone contains that key. There are
also several other routing overlay solutions, such as Chord [152], Tapestry [153], and Pastry [154]. Tapestry and
Pastry differ from CAN and Chord in the sense that they take the network distances into account when
constructing the routing overlay. SkipNet differs from Chord, CAN, Pastry and Tapestry in the sense that it
provides controlled data placement and guaranteed routing locality by organizing data primarily by string names
[155]. Tapestry, Chord, Pastry and CAN assume that most nodes in the system are uniform in resources such as
network bandwidth and storage. Brocade provides a secondary overlay that exploits knowledge of the underlying
network characteristics [156]. Usually, in peer-to-peer systems, nodes are connected to a small set of random
neighbouring nodes, and queries are propagated along these connections. Such queries tend to be very
expensive in terms of bandwidth usage. A possible solution is the semantic overlay network (SON), which
connects nodes having the same type of content to each other [157]. Queries are routed to the appropriate SONs,
increasing the chances that matching files will be found quickly and reducing the search load on the nodes that do
not have any related content. The hierarchical routing schemes with distributed hash tables (DHT) are discussed
1
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in [158]. The downside with DHT-based hierarchical routing schemes, and also with most of the other overlay
routing solutions, is that they do not take physical level routing into consideration at all. A hybrid hierarchical
overlaid P2P-SIP architecture integrates P2P systems with SIP servers to solve the unauthorized access from
unauthenticated nodes for providing a global overlay [159, 160]. This kind of a solution is able to combine DHTbased P2P systems with the access and location information by applying the SIP technology. In this way, the
physical location is also taken into consideration. The local level is also discussed; however, physical networking
is not otherwise considered.
There are at least two approaches for enterprise networks’ distance vector routing (DVR, e.g., [205]) and link
state routing (LSR, e.g., [206]). Nodes perform distributed path computation in the DVR by periodically exchanging
distance vector information with their neighbours in order to determine the next hop nodes to each destination.
Such an approach converges slowly and may lead to routing loops. The LSR is based on the global knowledge of
the network, and the path calculation is performed in a centralized manner. The need for improving the routing
scalability of the Internet has resulted in the technology called ‘hierarchical routing’. According to the method, the
network is partitioned into different domains to reduce routing complexity so that intra-domain routing and interdomain routing can be separated from each other. As a result, for example, DVR- and LSR-type of routing can be
applied within a domain, and inter-domain routing is carried out by the border routers. These types of approaches
have been sufficient for wired networks; however, the unreliable nature of wireless networks has required the
development of more specific routing protocols.
So-called ad hoc networking or mesh networking protocols have been developed on the basis of the DVR and
LSR approaches. For example, the Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing is based on the reactive
distance vector method where routes are computed towards the destinations only when the source requires a
route to be discovered [147]. Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) is a proactive link state protocol
where static routes to all destinations are pre-computed and maintained in routing tables continuously [148].
Another proactive routing algorithm is the Topology Dissemination Based on Reverse-Path Forwarding (TBRPF)
[146]. In the Dynamic Source Routing Protocol (DSR) [207], the routes are computed by the source node. The ad
hoc/mesh routing approaches can be further categorized into geographical, geo-casting, hierarchical, multipath,
power-aware, and hybrid routing algorithms [168]. In the geographical routing, location information can be used
instead of addresses utilizing the Global Positioning System (GPS); see, e.g., the Location-Aided Routing (LAR)
protocol [208]. The geo-casting enhances the geographical routing by incorporating multicasting and enabling
sending messages to multiple destinations simultaneously; see, e.g., Location-Based Multicast (LBM) [209]. In the
hierarchical routing, the network nodes form groups called zones or clusters; see, e.g., Cluster-Based Routing
Protocol (CBRP) [169]. The cluster head maintains the wireless connectivity for all the nodes within its cluster,
while a gateway connects the neighbouring clusters to each other. In addition, the inter-cluster routing and intracluster routing are separate from each other, which makes the system more error-resilient and may help in solving
the scalability challenge. Multiple paths can be used for the routing of data packets from the source to the
destination in the multipath method, which makes the routing more failure-tolerant and delay-sensitive in the case
of failure; see, e.g., Dynamic MANET On-Demand Routing Protocol (DYMO) [149]. In the power-aware routing,
the power consumption and battery lifetime of the nodes are taken into account; see, e.g., Infra-Structure Aodv for
Infrastructure Ad-Hoc Networks (ISAIAH) [210]. The hybrid routing uses a proactive approach first and then
decreases the latency caused by the route discovery using reactive routing protocols; see, e.g., Zone Routing
Protocol (ZRP) [211, 212]. Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTN) [143] and opportunistic networking [150] technologies
can also enable communication when the source and destination nodes are not necessarily reachable at the time
of the communication need. In dynamic wireless networks, a node or a cluster may be mobile, and therefore it can
be out of the radio range at some period of time and then move to the area where connectivity with the other
nodes and clusters may be possible. An example of such an opportunistic (disconnected) communication situation
is visualized in Figure 21. The ad hoc network cluster consisting of the sensors attached to the body area network
(BAN) of the athlete and sensors/devices attached to his bicycle (vehicle area network, VAN) is first moving in an
area where connection is not possible, then proceeding to an area where connection is possible and later again to
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an area where connection is not possible. This type of a communication situation has previously been studied in
the context of InterPlaNetary networks (IPNs) and Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTN) [141–143] and opportunistic
networking [144]. A common essential feature for them is that the source and destination may not be connected to
the same network at the same moment in time, but communication may be enabled on a hop-by-hop basis. In
such a case, finding a route by means of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) such Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance
Vector (AODV) is not possible. To solve the problems, several proposals have been provided, such as the
combination of the DTN and MANET routing [145].

Figure 21. An opportunistic (disconnected) communication situation.
In the opportunistic routing, the packets are stored, carried and forwarded by the nodes in such a way that they
can finally reach the destination even if no end-to-end communication path can initially be created. A simple
categorization of opportunistic routing technologies is to divide them, for example, into dissemination-based and
context-based routing technologies [144, 162]. Dissemination-based opportunistic routing techniques aim to
deliver messages to the destination by diffusing them all over the network. Usually, dissemination methods work
by offering the messages to the neighbour nodes when they are within the radio coverage. The offering can
consist of sending the full message data to the neighbours, who then apply various filtering techniques to reduce
the network load. Another approach is to send advertisements of the data available at the sender, and the receiver
can then request for the data on the basis of the advertisements. Then, the sender can respond with the actual
data message. Examples of dissemination-based routing techniques include epidemic routing [163], the Meeting
and Visits protocol [164] and the network coding-based routing protocol [165]. Dissemination-based approaches
work quite well when contact opportunities are very common. However, the problem with the approach may be the
heavy load generated into the network, which may cause network congestion in resource over-usage situations.
The network traffic can be reduced by limiting the allowed hops or number of copies of the messages. Contextbased routing technologies apply information about the contextual situation to achieve more efficient routing.
Examples of context-based routing techniques include Context-Aware Routing (CAR) [125] and the MobySpace
routing [167]. The context-based approach can reduce the network load compared to the dissemination-based
approaches. However, the reasoning of the next hop increases the needed amount of CPU and memory
resources from the nodes. There are many different types of opportunistic routing technologies developed in
recent years, and a bit more detailed and overlapping categorization of the existing opportunistic routing
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technologies could be provided by dividing them into geographic, link state aware, probabilistic, optimizationbased and cross-layer routing technologies [161]. The geographic opportunistic approaches are location-aware
and are useful where the location of the node is necessary; see, e.g., Contention-Based Forwarding (CBF) [213].
The link state-aware routing takes the link quality and bandwidth into account and is able to enable a higher
throughput; see, e.g., ExOR [214]. Probabilistic routing is more suitable for mobile networks by using prediction of
link qualities for help [163]. The optimization-based routing uses additional heuristics for the candidate selection
and the prioritization of the selected relays; see, e.g., Consort [215]. The cross layer interactions enable
coordination of the routing, scheduling and link quality operations; see, e.g., ILOR [216].
The opportunistic routing and content addressable routing technologies seem to have obvious links with the
recent concepts of information-centric networking (ICN) and content-centric Networking (CCN). Information-centric
networking (ICN) refers to an approach for enabling in-network storage for caching, multiparty communication
through replication, and interaction models that decouple senders and receivers as the generic means for
communication [227]. Content-centric networking (CCN) focuses on enabling the endpoints to communicate on the
basis of the content instead of IP addresses and rely on name-based forwarding and in-network data caching
[228]. In CCN, each piece of data is associated with a location-independent name that is directly used by the
applications for content search and retrieval. Communication is driven by the receiver, which uses an Interest
packet to request content by name. The content source, or any other network node that temporarily stores the
requested content, replies with a Data packet that contains the named content and additional authentication and
data integrity information. In the approach, each data packet is a self-identifying and self-authenticating unit, which
enables seamless in-network caching and content replication [228]. However, the CCN approaches have not yet
been properly evaluated in the context of dynamic wireless networks and thus present a topic for future research.

4.2

Situated opportunistic communication

The conceptual model for the service and situated opportunistic communication is visualized in Figure 22 [VIII].
The model consists of user nodes (U), tiny nodes (T) and access point nodes (AP). The T nodes are assumed to
be small, limited-capability nodes which cannot act as message forwarding nodes. The U nodes act as forwarding
nodes, and the role of the AP nodes is to route traffic from opportunistic networks towards more static networks
such as the Internet. These nodes may belong to network islands (e.g. network cluster A) according to their
communication ranges. There are three network clusters visualized in Figure 22. If the destination is not available
at the time of the communication need, there is a need for a store-carry-and-forward-type of a solution, where the
mobile nodes will store the received messages and carry them in their memories until a suitable willing node to
which the message(s) can be forwarded is encountered. The cornerstone for the system performance is based on
the embedded smartness in the local nodes, e.g. in the U nodes. The required solutions strongly depend on the
use case and characteristics of the nodes such as mobility, etc.
The key features of the provided situated service-oriented opportunistic communication concept are the
following (see also Figure 22) [VIII]. Each U node monitors its neighbourhood in order to collect real-time
information about the situation in its environment (neighbourhood monitoring) by using Hello messages for help.
The communication level in each U node receives information about the application level service and data content
to enable smart data- and service-based message forwarding (service/data awareness). In addition, special scout
messages are used for help in collecting more information from the neighbourhood. When deciding what to do for
the incoming message, each U node operates according to the locally executed algorithm, which is used to decide
whether the message should be forwarded or stored into the local memory. The provided solution consists of
means for situated adaptive forwarding and service-oriented forwarding, implemented in the form of algorithms to
be used as local reasoning engines for message forwarding to enable scalable opportunistic communication.
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Figure 22. Situated service-oriented opportunistic communication.
4.2.1 Situated adaptive forwarding
In the situated adaptive forwarding, the local decision making engine receives status information from different
parts of the node itself and from the network neighbourhood. The engine constructs the situational status from the
available information and thus enables the node to make a decision on what to do with each message. The
practical way for receiving information from the neighbourhood is broadcasting/receiving HELLO messages
regularly. In that way, the nodes can store the received information for use by their internal decision-making
engine. In addition, the nodes also gather other type of contextual knowledge from the network related, for
example, to network mobility, number/probability of connections, battery power, storage space, and computing
power resources of the node. Historical status and performance in delivering messages to recipients can also be
used to predict the node’s ability to deliver a message. In a way, the solution provided for situated adaptive
forwarding combines the features of the link state-aware, optimization-based and cross layer-based opportunistic
routing methods [161], which makes it is novel in that sense. The provided neighbour discovery method is based
on an enhanced version of the MANET neighbour discovery [192]. The enhancements are related to timing,
process and content of the Hello messages, which were modified to enable neighbour discovery to be applicable
to a biologically inspired networking case [31].
Implementation of the provided procedures in the context of message sending and forwarding is specified in
[VIII, Section 2.2], and briefly described next. When a message bundle is received, first it needs to be checked
whether the receiver is the destination. If it is not, then the communication situation algorithm will make decision
on what to do with the message. If the destination is a direct neighbour, then the bundle can be sent directly to that
node without storing it into the message storage. If it is not, then a node suitable for forwarding or as destination is
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searched from a two hop distance. If one is found, the original bundle can be forwarded to the correct
neighbouring node. If not, then the node does not have a suitable next hop within its network neighbourhood and it
must store the bundle for later delivery. If the bundle is urgent, it can be sent to a require number of other
neighbour nodes and stored to message storage. The bundles can have different urgency categories, and
depending on them, important message bundles can be stored longer in the message storage than lower-priority
ones.
The evaluation of the procedures was done in a simulation-based manner in [20, 31]. Based on the evaluation
results, when situated message delivery is used, savings in transmissions are achieved regardless of the number
of nodes involved in the network. The proportion of saved network bandwidth varies when the number of nodes is
increased in the network. The reason for this behaviour may result from the growing size of the groups and the
density of the nodes in the playground. If the number of the groups increased together with the total number of
nodes in the system, the situated message delivery would have better changes of leveraging local information
instead of having a few, considerably large groups. When the load in the network increases, the situated message
delivery can produce a slightly better goodput even with a smaller network usage. The epidemic routing protocol
has in any case a smaller chance of delivering the bundle to the destination. The reason for this behaviour could
be that the epidemic routing method distributes the bundles without any optimization, and therefore the bundles
can have a longer path from the source to the destination compared to the situated message delivery method. The
delays in message delivery are slightly smaller with the situated message delivery method compared to the
epidemic routing. In addition, the situated message delivery can deliver a bundle directly to the destination if it is
within a two-hop range, which also reduces the average delay.
Thus, the evaluations performed on the epidemic routing protocol indicate that the proposed solution lowers the
amount of transmissions in the network, thus reducing precious resource usage in the nodes. This is achieved
without introducing further delays or deteriorations in the message delivery ratio.
4.2.2 Service-oriented forwarding
The service-oriented message forwarding mechanism applies a swarm intelligence-based approach, where scout
messages (like a scout bee of a bee colony) are used to clarify the environment in the neighbourhood [30]. A
source node can send scout messages at frequent intervals, and they will randomly hop from node to node until
they have reached a specific number of hops (see Figure 22). The scouts return to the originating node by
retracing its path. In addition to the node that originated the scout message, each node on the path of the scout
message will extract and store information from the scout message. The nodes will store next hop and fitness
values in a table relating to the service at hand. Over time, more and more of these scout messages are sent and
processed by the nodes in the network, ensuring the emergence of applicable tables built-in in each node using
the information carried by the scout messages at various nodes. The scout method is a kind of an optimizationbased opportunistic routing method; however, it can also be used to collect information from different layers and
link states. Therefore, in a way, it combines the features of the link state-aware, optimization-based and crosslayer-based opportunistic routing methods [161], and it is novel in that sense. The provided scout message-based
neighbour discovery is a proactive method for collecting information from the N-hop neighbourhood. The method
relies on swarm intelligence-based ideas inherited from the AntNet [222], BeeHive [223] and Bees [224]
algorithms, but the implementation was adapted to be used with service-oriented forwarding in the context of biologically inspired networks [30].
Due to the high degree of randomness and the decentralized nature of the scout mechanism, the contents of
the situation- and service-aware information tables in the node keep adapting to reflect the changes in the network
environment. At the beginning, a node initiates the process by generating and sending a scout message randomly
to one neighbour. Then the neighbouring node stores the information about the originating node, updates the
information in the scout message and sends it to the next random neighbour (though, not to a node that has
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already forwarded this particular message). This process continues with each intermediate node gaining new
information about the nodes on the scout’s path until a "dead-end” or attainment of the maximum hops specified
for this scout message. The final node on the scout message’s path will store and update the information as
before, but instead of sending it to a new random neighbour node, it sends it back to the previous node on the
scout’s path. All the intermediate nodes will now gain information also from the "forward" direction on the scout’s
path. one by one returning the scout message back to the originating node using the same path (see Figure 22).
The evaluation of the procedures was performed in a simulation-based manner in [VIII, 30]. Based on the
evaluation results, the longer this process goes on, the more knowledge is gained by the nodes receiving and
forwarding scout messages. The service-oriented forwarding seems to perform better compared with the epidemic
routing if the network has more than 30 nodes. The implementation of the service-oriented algorithm is scalable
and it optimizes the messaging performance forward. Particularly, the case where a large number of nodes spread
unevenly with pertinent nodes strewn among them randomly is interesting because it is assumed that the
messages will be more efficiently distributed to the pertinent nodes while causing less disturbance to the noninterested nodes. Smart diffusion of relevant control data between neighbouring nodes using the novel swarm
intelligence-based method enables spreading of information only to the interested nodes without unnecessarily
disturbing the non-interested nodes. The local self-organization capabilities, processing and decision making
enable better scalability of the messaging. The evaluations performed on the epidemic routing protocol indicate
that the proposed solution reduces the amount of transmissions in the network, thus also reducing the usage of
the precious resources in the nodes. This is achieved without introducing further delays or deteriorations in the
message delivery ratio. The contribution essentially differs from the dissemination and context-aware routing
because here, both situation and service awareness are applied to optimize the message forwarding. However,
evaluations with larger networks and an analysis of the stochastic reliability of the provided situated adaptive and
service-oriented forwarding methods would be needed to better estimate their applicability to real-life cases with
WSNs.

4.3

Hierarchical networking for a small world

Watts & Strogatz have produced a network model showing that rewiring a few links in a regular graph can
decrease the average path length between any two nodes while still maintaining a high degree of clustering
between the neighbouring nodes [34]. Dynamic wireless networks are spatial graphs that are usually much more
clustered and have higher path lengths compared to random networks [138]. In such networks, the links depend
on the radio range, which is usually a function of the distance. By adding a few wired short-cuts into a wireless
network, the degree of separation can be drastically reduced. These short-cut links need not be random but they
may be confined to a limited number of hops, which is only a part of the network diameter. Special network nodes
equipped with two radio technologies with different transmission ranges, a short-range radio and a long-range
radio operating in different frequency bands, were used in [230] to introduce long-range short-cuts. A small fraction
of these “special nodes” can improve connectivity in a significant way. In addition, dynamic self-organizing wireless
networks usually expand continuously by the addition of new nodes, and the new nodes tend to attach to nodes
that are already well-connected. For example, topology evolution algorithms have been developed for the handling
of the referred preferential attachment feature so that better energy efficiency can be achieved [139]. Such
dynamic growth and preferential attachment lead to a scale-free property [140], in which majority of nodes have
very few neighbours and only a few nodes have many neighbours. Thus, only a few well-connected nodes nicely
connect a large number of poorly connected nodes. This phenomenon is independent of the network size, and
such a scale-free network is also a small world.
An example of a dynamic wireless network with short-cuts and a scale-free property is shown in Figure 23 [IX].
The dashed red lines represent the potential short-cuts. The scale-free property can be seen in the large number
of nodes which have only a few well-connected nodes in their neighbourhood, and only a few well-connected
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nodes could connect them with each other. It is here expected that such well-connected nodes are able to act as
cluster heads in the network topology. Therefore, the number of well-connected nodes can be used as a measure
of the level of clustering in the system. If there are only a few cluster heads, or well-connected nodes, there cannot
by many clusters in the network. If there are several cluster heads, there are also several clusters in the network.

Figure 23. Short-cuts and scale-free properties of a dynamic wireless network.
Let us define ‘low degree’ (DL) to indicate the number of nodes which have a small (0–2) number of neighbours.
Usually, these kinds of nodes are not well-connected nodes because those nodes usually have a limited number
of radio accesses and power capabilities. Respectively, ‘high degree’ (DH) indicates the number of nodes which a
have higher (>2) number of neighbours. Usually, these kinds of nodes are cluster heads. The degree of clustering
(D) is here defined as a function (1) depending on the number of low- and high-degree nodes, which is used to
indicate the level of clustering in a specific topology (T) at a specific moment in time (t).

DtDHtDLt 



The degree of clustering (1) is bigger when the number of high-degree nodes increases and smaller when there
are fewer high-degree nodes. When the number of low-degree nodes is significantly larger than the number of
high-degree nodes, the system represents a scale-free network. Then a majority of nodes have very few
neighbours and only a few nodes have many neighbours. Usually, heterogeneous wireless networks represent this
kind of a scale-free phenomenon.
A problem concerning dynamic wireless networks arises from the scale-free property and is related to the
heterogeneity of nodes; some of the nodes do not have good capabilities for routing while others do. For example,
there can be different kinds of nodes as shown in Figure 23 and categorized according to their capabilities. The U
node is a user interface (UI) node, which is able to host the network and services, which it may visualize for a
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user. The S node is a service node, which may provide a set of services and act as a super peer (cluster head) for
services and overlay router. The R node is a physical router node, which can route data traffic between different
interfaces of the node. The T node can, for example, be a sensor (Ts) or an actuator (Ta). In the provided solution,
the U and S nodes are assumed to be high-degree nodes capable for acting as cluster heads, while the R and T
nodes are assumed to be low-degree nodes. Using these assumptions, for example, the network shown in Figure
23 has 17 well-connected nodes with many neighbours (>2) and 34 poorly connected nodes with a small number
of neighbours (0–2). The clustering level of the example network can be calculated according to Equation (1) to be
17/34 = 0.5.
Not all of the referred nodes are always on, they may be mobile, and they can apply whatever wireless/wired
access means for communication with the neighbour nodes. For example, the radio access may not be powerefficient enough and the device may be battery-operated. In addition, some of them do not want to route at all for
some reasons attributable to the owner. Having flat routing in such a system seems to lead to long path lengths
and low performance and even make establishing a connection impossible. These heterogeneous nodes may
have several different radio accesses for communication with the neighbour nodes. Some of the nodes may act as
a relay for the specific radio technology. The lowest level of routing can thus be considered to be radio-specific,
and its main function is to relay (“route”) the received signal forward so that the nodes which are not within the
radio coverage of the original sender can also receive it. This kind of a “radio relay routing” solution is dependent
on the radio technology applied, which means that it needs to be implemented in a specific way for each different
radio technology. Some clusters of the network may need a specific method and optimized algorithm for physical
level routing. Such optimization may be needed, for example, because of the limited power capabilities of the
sensor nodes. For some network clusters, a reactive distance-based ad hoc routing protocol such as AODV may
be good enough; however, some of the nodes, such as very limited capability sensor networks, may require a
more optimized ad hoc routing protocol in terms of memory and battery consumption. In addition, it may be more
efficient to have a proactive protocol in operation when the network cluster is more static and not mobile. This
means that the heterogeneous wireless network may consist of network clusters applying different physical routing
algorithms. Therefore, several different physical ad hoc routing methods and protocols should be supported. When
several different radio access and physical routing protocols are integrated into a single system, interoperability
becomes a challenge.
Previously, similar interoperability challenges have been reported in the Internet context, and hierarchical
routing solutions have been developed [168]. Examples of these hierarchical routing algorithms include the
cluster-based routing protocol (CBRP) [169], distributed dynamic routing algorithm (DDR) [170], Core Extraction
Distributed Ad-Hoc Routing (CEDAR) [171], dynamic address routing (DART) [172], Fisheye State Routing
protocol (FSR) [173], Global State Routing protocol (GSR) [174], Hierarchical State Routing protocol (HSR) [175],
Landmark Routing Protocol for Large Scale Networks (LANMAR) [176], Augmented Tree-Based Routing (ATR)
[177], LEACH [178], PEGASIS [179], TEEN [180], and WCDS-DCR [181]. The provided solution differs from these
solutions in the sense that application of different kinds routing protocols is here allowed within each cluster, which
means that there is no need to have a single routing protocol for the intra-cluster routing in different clusters of the
network. In addition, the inter-cluster routing is based on the enhanced version of the reactive distance-based
routing, i.e., a modified version of the AODV. Another important challenge is related to the energy efficiency in the
required dynamic routing, which have previous been addressed in the context of the power-aware routing methods
[168]. Examples of these power-aware routing algorithms include Power-Aware Routing Optimization Protocol
(PARO) [217], Power-Aware Multi-Access Protocol with Signalling (PAMAS) [218], Energy Aware Dynamic Source
Routing Protocol (EADSR) [219], Infra-Structure Aodv for Infrastructure Ad-Hoc networks (ISAIAH) [210], and
Dynamic Source Routing Power-Aware (DSRPA) [220]. The ISAIAH solution applies stabile and fixed pseudobasestations (PBSs) with large batteries as the routers and a modified version of the AODV to enable selection of
the routes that go through the PBSs instead of through mobile nodes to reduce the power consumption of mobile
nodes. In the provided solution, the overlay nodes seem to be quite similar to the PBSs; however, the overlay
nodes can be mobile instead of the fixed PBS in ISAIAH. In addition, there are differences related to the neighbour
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discovery and network optimization methods. In the provided solution, the neighbour discovery is carried out in
order to find the logical neighbours, and the discovered paths between logical neighbours may then be further
optimized with the aid of special network optimization means.
The provided hierarchical networking solution was created to work in close interaction with the overlay
networking and physical networking levels (see Figure 4) [IX]. In the solution, the application-level messages are
stored in packets called bundles, which are then transferred from the source to destination via the paths defined
by the overlay routers. The role of physical networking is to find a route between neighbouring overlay routers. The
operation of the provided hierarchical networking solution is described in the following sections.
4.3.1 Network graphs
In the example physical network graph (GPN), vertex (VPN=0), i.e., node (0), represents the user node (U) (see
Figure 24). Each vertex has certain characteristics, such as location (L), overlay routing capabilities (OR), physical
routing capabilities (PR), radio capabilities (R), power capabilities (P) and computing power (Cp), VPN{L, OR, PR,
R, P, Cp}. The edges (EPN) represent the possible physical communication links between two or more nodes. Each
edge has certain characteristics such as distance (D) and delay (Δt), EPN{D, Δt}. In the example, the overlay
network graph (GON) is established by the U and S vertices (VON). The dotted lines represent the edges of the
overlay network (EON). The overlay network graph is here referred to as a virtual graph of the physical network
graph (GON c GPN). Similarly, we can define the radio network graph (GRN), which shows the radio network below
the physical network (GON c GPN c GRN). Therefore, the system model is here said to be hierarchical.
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Figure 24. Example system graph (GPN and GON)
The GPN can be represented in the form of a (search) tree (TPN) from the perspective of the VPN=0, i.e., the user
node 0 (A), as shown in Figure 25. Such a tree does not have cycles, and the source of the search is represented
as the root of the tree (TPN (VPN=0)). A search path is a route from the root of the tree to a leaf of the tree,
representing the destination of the search. Such a search tree can be created for each node of the GPN separately.
Similarly, GON can also be represented in the form of a tree (TON), as shown in Figure 26. It is easy to see that
the height of the overlay network tree is smaller than the height of the physical network tree. This means that the
overlay network path from source to destination usually contains a smaller number of hops.
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Figure 25. Example system – physical network tree (TPN).
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Figure 26. Example system – overlay network tree (TON).
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4.3.2 Reasoning of the hierarchical search
The reasoning of the hierarchical search can be specified as follows: Each edge on the search path means an
additional communication delay for the search. Therefore, the number of levels in the search tree needs to be
minimized. For example, if the search proceeds into deep sub-trees which do not have the destination, the search
unnecessarily disturbs the vertices and consumes the radio bandwidth in the area of the sub-tree. Each vertex in
the search tree processes the search and adds further processing delay (Δtp) to the search. Therefore, the number
of vertices on the search path needs to be minimized. It can be claimed that the search unnecessarily disturbs all
the vertices on the search path if the vertex is not the destination. Unnecessary disturbance of any vertex should
be minimized. Let us call the minimization of the search tree levels, minimization of the number of vertices on the
search path and minimization of vertex disturbance search tree minimization. The number of levels in the search
tree is lower for the TON compared to TPN. Therefore, it is assumed that the search tree can be minimized by
relying on a hierarchical search, in which the search is executed at the overlay level (TON) and the physical-level
search is limited to the discovery of the physical paths between each pair of neighbouring S nodes (TPN is split into
sub-trees). This also means that the hierarchical search is executed in TON (Figure 26) and in the split sub-trees of
TPN, visualized in Figure 27. In this way, the physical-level search results in a local physical path, referred to as a
logical short-cut, between the neighbouring S/U nodes, and the overlay-level search results in a path between the
source and destination (S/U or T* nodes). Some of the vertices are more powerful than others, for example, some
can have robust power sources and a proper computing platform while others may be battery-operated. It is clear
that powerful vertices are better nodes for routing. Therefore, they are the preferable nodes on the search path,
and the usage of the limited-capability nodes (bottlenecks) should be minimized. When looking at different search
paths in GPN, TPN, it is assumed that removing the bottleneck nodes from the search path reduces the total
communication delay (Δtc) of the search. Let us call the removal process network optimization. The network
optimization process is focused on the split sub-trees of TPN; see Figure 27. Because the R nodes are assumed to
be the bottleneck nodes, the S/U nodes actively try to remove them from the local physical communication paths
and create a physical short-cut between the neighbouring S/U nodes [6]. As a result of successful network
optimization, the search tree can be like the TON visualized in Figure 26.
In sum, a hierarchical search with search tree minimization and network optimization processes results in a
situation where the search path consists only of powerful and well-connected S/U nodes instead of bottleneck
nodes.

Figure 27.Split sub-trees of TPN.
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The resulting hierarchical search starts once the power of a U/S node is switched on. First, the device will
broadcast a neighbour discovery request to all of its neighbours with the information of the node itself. When an
overlay node receives the request, it stores its key contents and replies to it. The reply contains overlay-level
routing and service information which is delivered to the original source together with the reply. In addition,
sending the reply triggers a search for the physical route between the neighbouring overlaid nodes. When the
original source receives the reply via the discovered physical route, the system has established a logical short-cut
between the neighbouring overlay nodes and is ready to provide messaging services for applications. When an
application message is received from the upper layer and the overlay route is known, it is forwarded towards its
intended destination. Otherwise, an overlay route is searched first, and then the message is forwarded towards the
destination. In this manner, application messages can be delivered to the destination using a hierarchical search.
Network optimization can be initiated at any time after the system is ready. In the network optimization, direct
wireless communication links for the neighbouring overlay nodes may be created as physical short-cuts in cases
where this is physically possible and feasible with the available radio access technologies of the overlay nodes.
4.3.3 Evaluation
The evaluation of the hierarchical search is provided in [IX] and briefly discussed below. The problem in flat route
discovery is that search queries are also forwarded to the deep leaves of the search trees. This problem is solved
in the hierarchical routing in the sense that only the nearest logical overlay nodes are initially searched at the
physical route level. The result of this step is the discovered physical routes between neighbouring overlay nodes.
After this phase, the network can be optimized by removing non-optimal radio links and physical routers from the
local physical path. The result of this step can be the direct connection between the neighbouring overlay nodes,
which may be most optimal for local communication. When an application message needs to be sent, the search
for the end-to-end route is triggered. If network optimization is successful, the search path depths are similar as in
the overlay search, i.e., significantly lower than the search path depths for the end-to-end physical routes. The
evaluations also indicate that the number of control message send actions and delay of the search are also
reduced. In addition, the search queries do not unnecessarily disturb the nodes which are in the deep leaves of
the search trees.
The measurements of the hierarchical neighbour discovery simulations indicate that the number of physical
hops increases the average delay in the hierarchical neighbour discovery, but the variance is quite high because
of message losses in the communication channel. The loss of messages also causes undiscovered services when
no reliable communication is provided by the communication layer to the services layer. The measured
performance of the simulated service use indicates that the establishment of wireless short-cuts can be useful
because it decreases the number of intermediate hops, reduces the end-to-end delay, and improves throughput.
The evaluation indicates that the search path depths are lower than the search path depths for the end-to-end
physical routes. The logical short-cuts, i.e., the physical routes between logically neighbouring vertices, are
searched only once, which reduces the number of required control message send actions. The search delays are
lower compared with physical routing. The network optimization removes weak and high-delay edges and vertices
from the path, which may make the delay difference between the physical search and hierarchical search even
greater. The evaluation of the network optimization indicates that increasing the number of physical short-cuts
reduces end-to-end delays, makes the physical routes shorter, and also improves throughput. When the degree of
clustering increases, the physical routes become shorter and the performance of the system improves. The
detected evaluation results concerning the network optimization with physical short-cuts complies quite well with
the phenomenon of small world and scale-free networks. The evaluation of the procedures indicates that average
delays in neighbour discovery increase by each physical hop. In addition, message loss in the radio channel
increases variance in the neighbour discovery delays. Generally speaking, the service discovery delays were at a
feasible level in the simulated topology. However, loss of messages in the wireless channels causes undiscovered
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services. The measured performance of simulated service use indicates that the establishment of physical shortcuts can be useful because it reduces the number of intermediate hops, reduces end-to-end delay and improves
throughput. However, evaluations with larger networks, optimization of the radio resource usage andan analysis of
the stochastic reliability of the provided methods remain topics for future research.
In sum, the evaluation results indicate that the hierarchical search with network optimization is able to reduce
search delays, make the physical routes shorter, and improve throughput. In addition, solving the complexity and
heterogeneity problems is made possible by localizing the route search and abstracting communication to two
different routing layers.

4.4

Short-cuts for network optimization

The term ‘network optimization’ refers here to the automatic capabilities of the system to clarify the network
neighbourhood and to perform actions to optimize the communication links so that search queries are more
optimal. In the provided solution, network optimization is based on the concept and implementation of short-cuts,
which were originally published in [X, 9].
Previous small world-related research has discovered that by adding a few short-cut links, the average path
length can be significantly reduced. However, some previous works relate to the application of short-cuts as wired
links [138, 183] while this research mainly concerns wireless short-cuts. Short-cuts have also been discussed in
the context of wireless mesh networks in [184], where strategies for adding long-ranged links to centrally placed
gateway node were provided. Constraints of wireless networks, such as transmission range of long-ranged links
(LL), limited radios per mesh router and limited bandwidth for wireless links, are discussed. As a result, the
constrained Small-World Architecture for Wireless Mesh Networks is provided with three LL addition strategies,
which are able to provide a 43% reduction in the average path length (APL). The LL addition strategies are the
random LL addition strategy (RAS), gateway-aware LL addition strategy (GAS), and gateway-aware greedy LL
addition strategy (GAGS). In RAS, the links are randomly chosen and then some checks related to the distance
and availability of the radio are carried out. In GAS, there is an additional check and logic related to improving the
gateway APL (G-APL). In GAGS, the logic for improving the G-APL is further optimized. Significant performance
improvements in wireless mesh networks have been detected as a result of the LL addition strategies provided. In
our approach, the dynamic wireless networking situation with multiple radio accesses, interoperability of routing
protocols, heterogeneity of nodes and links, and multiple stakeholders as the owners of the nodes are taken as the
starting point. Moreover, both logical and physical short-cuts are created to solve these problems in practical
situations in the context of dynamic wireless networks.
Helmy has studied the concept of small world in wireless networks [138] and defined a concept of contacts to
improve the search and query techniques in large-scale wireless networks. He estimates that the contacts can be
used to achieve a significant path length reduction and discusses that they may be either logical or physical.
Physical contacts may be achieved by increasing the radio range using higher transmission power or lower bit
rates, which may also have negative effects on the utilization of radio resources, depending on the applied
techniques. Contacts may also be logical links that translate into several physical hops, and in that case, the
logical path length can be reduced. Helmy et al. have continued the research by developing a contact-based
architecture for resource discovery in large-scale wireless ad hoc networks (CARD) [185, 186]. The mechanism is
suitable for resource discovery as well as for routing very small data transfers or transactions in which the cost of
data transfer is much smaller than the cost of route discovery. In CARD, resources within the vicinity of a node, up
to a limited number of hops, are discovered using a proactive scheme. For resources beyond the vicinity, each
node maintains links to a few distant nodes called contacts. The contacts help in creating an efficient way to query
for distant resources. Two protocols for contact selection were introduced and evaluated: (a) probabilistic method,
and (b) edge method, which was found to be a more efficient way for contact selection. Comparison with other
schemes shows overhead savings reaching over 93% (vs flooding) and 80% (vs border casting or zone routing)
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for high query rates in large-scale wireless networks. The concept of contacts can be compared to our concept of
overlay nodes. However, the contact nodes act as short-cuts in CARD, while our short-cuts are either logical or
physical wireless links. Our approach in particular further enhances the system in such a way that the network
optimization checks whether it is also possible to establish the physical wireless short-cuts between overlay nodes
as direct radio connections.
Small world-based routing, called SWER, dedicated to supporting sink mobility and small transfers has been
provided in [187]. The hierarchy is based on clustering and cluster heads, and short-cuts are applied for longrange links between clusters. The cluster head selects a sensor node to act as an agent node to form the shortcut. The challenge in this solution is that the weak sensor nodes and radio links are still applied in realizing the
short-cut. Hierarchical routing based on clustering using adaptive routing using clusters (ARC) protocol is provided
in [188]. A new algorithm for cluster leader revocation to eliminate the ripple effect caused by leadership changes
is provided. The ARC starts from the need to select a cluster leader. However, in our work, we assume that the
capability to act as a cluster head is preconfigured into the overlay nodes. Thus, there is no need to select a
cluster head, but instead they only need to discover each other.
Variable-length short-cuts are constructed dynamically using mobile router nodes called data mules in
disconnected wireless networks [189]. The data mules transfer data between nodes, which do not have a direct
wireless communication link and belong to otherwise isolated networks. Their simulations indicate that even a
small number of data mules can significantly reduce the average path length. The overlay nodes might also act as
mobile routers, but network optimization may not be possible or at least is not trivial in disconnected networks. A
P2P network can be established using small-world concepts, and it has been realized as a SWOP, a small-world
overlay protocol [190]. The average hop distance between P2P nodes can reduce the numbers of link traversals in
object lookup, reduce the latency and effectively satisfy a large number of users requesting a popular data object.
However, the physical level routing is not taken into concern at all in the SWOP approach.
There is a common challenge in all small-world dynamic routing protocols referred to as neighbour discovery.
One example of a neighbour discovery protocol is the neighbour discovery for IPv6 [191], which is used to find
neighbour routers that are willing to forward packets and tracking of reachable neighbours and detecting their linklayer addresses for host and routers. The MANET neighbourhood discovery protocol [192], optimized to be used
with OLSR [148], uses local exchange of Hello messages so that each router can determine the presence of, and
connectivity to, its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbours. The 2-hop symmetric neighbourhood information is recorded to
enable MANET routing protocols to employ flooding reduction techniques. Both of these are radio-independent
protocols; however, there is usually a strong radio-dependent component in the neighbour discovery [182]. In
addition, special neighbour discovery protocols have been developed to be used with opportunistic networks [221].
So, basically neighbour discovery methods can be categorized into passive, reactive and proactive approaches.
The passive method works by simply listening the radio signals produced by the other neighbour nodes, receiving
the “bits of information” sent via the common radio channels and making the conclusions about the neighbours
according to the small amount of information received, if any such information is available. In the reactive method,
the required information is requested from the neighbour nodes whenever needed or whenever changes occur.
The proactive method applies more or less regular advertisements sent into the environment, usually referred to
as beacons, router advertisements or Hello messages. These methods may be applied as combined
constructions, like in the neighbour discovery for IPv6 [191] and in the MANET neighbourhood discovery protocol
[192]. In the reactive and proactive methods, the neighbour discovery process creates additional traffic into the
neighbourhood, and therefore a trade-off with the required information, overheads, radio resources and power
capabilities is needed. Thus, the applicable neighbour discovery technology depends on the available power
sources in the nodes, radio resources, mobility, networking technologies, and the application case.
The neighbour discovery process is one of the most fundamental areas in achieving energy-efficient operation
in dynamic wireless networks [182]. The provided solution works in such a way that a node is first passive, only
listening every now, and then radio signals are produced by the other neighbourhood nodes and messages are
sent using the broadcast radio channel [X]. Then the logical neighbour discovery is executed in order to create a
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wireless short-cut between the logically neighbouring overlaid nodes either in a proactive or in a reactive way.
Creation of such a multi-hop path, or a logical short-cut, is initiated by sending a Hello message to the
broadcast/multicast channel. The established logical short-cuts are then applied as sub-pipes on the end-to-end
route, which is discovered in an overlaid manner. In addition, the referred sub-pipes may then be optimized by
creating physical short-cuts, which removes the constrained nodes from the sub-pipes and thus enables a
potentially more optimal end-to-end route. The provided method differs from the MANET 2-hop neighbour
discovery method [192] in the sense that the short-cut is a pipe towards the logical neighbour nodes which can be
N-hop away. In addition, the provided reactive version of the neighbour discovery method can minimize the power
consumption when there are no messages to be sent in the network.
The methods for creating short-cuts towards sink nodes in such a way that the communication between the sink
and the sensor nodes is optimized have also been created in [193]. The endpoints of these short-cuts are more
powerful nodes, and therefore degradation in network latencies is achieved. The same type of a categorization
has been applied in our works in the form of more powerful overlay nodes, which have better capabilities for the
creation of short-cuts. Power management for throughput enhancement in wireless ad-hoc networks has been
studied in [194]. The concept of clusters was defined as a situation where a node can dynamically adapt its
transmit power so as to establish connectivity with only a limited number of neighbour nodes. Within its cluster, a
node might wish to adapt its power to communicate with different nodes, or it might use the same power to
communicate with all nodes within the cluster. According to the studies, the former method performs better in
terms of achieving a lower power consumption and higher end-to-end throughput with mobile nodes. The methods
improve end-to-end network throughput when compared to systems where all the nodes use the same transmit
powers. The improvement is due to the achievement of a trade-off between minimizing interference ranges,
reduction in the average number of hops to reach a destination, probability of having isolated clusters, and
average number of (re)transmissions. The provided power management methods were adjusted and applied to
our simulations so that subnetwork (i.e., cluster)-specific power and target-specific power methods are used for
the creation of physical wireless short-cuts between neighbouring overlay nodes.
4.4.1 Concept of short-cuts
The concept of wireless short-cuts for network area optimization is visualized in Figure 28 [X]. The system consists
of logical router nodes (lR) and physical router nodes (pR) which may have means for communication with any
other nodes. It is expected that the lR nodes have capabilities to operate with N (N ≥ 1) network interfaces and act
as border routers and that they may have enough power and/or longer distrance radio technology to communicate
with nodes even over longer distance connections. pR nodes are simple router nodes capable of routing packets
with shorter distance connections. A logical short-cut (lS) is a logical connection between two lR nodes. A
realization of the lS can be a physical path via multiple pR nodes. An example of lS and its implementation is
shown in Figure 28 with dashed and solid black lines. A physical short-cut (pS) is a direct physical connection
between two lR nodes.
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Figure 28. Wireless short-cut for network area optimization.
The network area is further divided into multiple local wireless areas, which refers to the neighbourhood of an lR
node, and it consists of the network until the logically neighbouring lR nodes. The lR nodes can also be referred to
as cluster heads and/or border routers.
The cornerstone of the system operation is autonomic and optimized communication in local wireless areas.
After power-on in proactive operation, each lR node discovers its logically neighbouring lR nodes, and lS is
established accordingly. In reactive operation, the communication system with lR discovery is activated only when
there emerges a need to deliver some messages between the referred nodes in the system. When such
messaging requires communication over the network area, paths via the related local wireless areas are
discovered. In addition, pS in each local wireless area can be established, if possible. After this, communication
between the end points can be started.
An example of the logical and physical short-cuts is shown in Figure 29. Each vertex (V1A, V2B, … , V7, V8, …
VN) describes a computing node consisting both software and hardware and the edges (E1AB, E2, … , EN)
represent wired or wireless communication links. The subscript alphabet indicates that the vertex is an lR node
and the edge is between two lR nodes. Each local area can be represented as a subgraph (Gp1, Gp2, …,Gpn),
consisting of physically neighbouring vertices and related edges between lR nodes. The network area is
represented as a logical network graph (Gl), which consist of lR nodes and related edges (dashed red lines in
Figure 29), connecting two lR nodes. These edges are also called short-cuts, which can be either lS or pS. Logical
short-cuts (lS) shown by the dashed red line, e.g., E1AB, and can be realized as the path indicated by the black
line, e.g., 1A-7-2B . Physical short-cuts (pS) can be direct wireless links between nodes, e.g., 1A-2B
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Figure 29. Physical and logical short-cuts.
The defined operations are as follows:
Logical short-cut establishment: This operation is initiated by each vertex Vnk {n=1, 2, …, and k=A, B, …} by
broadcasting a discovery request to its neighbourhood. The discovery request is forwarded by each pR node
receiving it. When the neighbouring lR node receives the request, it replies by sending the Discovery reply back to
the initiator of the operation. In it, the search trees of each subgraph having an lR node as the root is walked
through. As the result, a path between the neighbouring lRs is found. This path is called the logical short-cut, lS,
and its realization, lS-r.
Physical short-cut establishment: After the logical short-cut has been established, its end points evaluate
whether it is possible and feasible to establish a direct connection between the end points. If such a connection is
possible, then the direct connection is established. This connection is referred to as the physical short-cut (pS).
Otherwise, lS stay in use.
Search of the end-to-end (E2E) path: When communication is required between endpoints, the initiator
activates the search within the logical network graph (Gl). The search is executed via lR nodes by applying the lS
and/or pS of each subgraph (Gpn).
The logical short-cut is a physical route via the nodes, establishing a chain from a logical router to its neighbouring
logical router. This path is not necessarily optimal, because it can contain physical router nodes which may not be
optimal for routing for some reason. The physical short-cut can be optimal in the sense that it enables direct
connection between adjacent logical routers, however, it may compromise radio resource usage. Therefore, the
physical short-cut can be seen as the local optimum in the subgraph. If it is possible to discover a global end-to-
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end path via such physical short-cuts of the subgraphs between the endpoints of communication, the resulting
end-to-end path is the globally optimum path.
4.4.2 A realization of the short-cuts concept
The routing method is specified here according to the following operations: logical short-cut establishment,
physical short-cut establishment, and search of the end-to-end route (see Figure 30). The starting point is the
hierarchy of the routing devices and their division into overlay routers (logical routers) and physical routers. This
division is strongly dependent on the device characteristics concerning the battery size, available radio
capabilities, computing power and SW/HW system capabilities related to routing. If a device has a strong power
source and computing power available and has multiple radio capabilities available, it may have a potential to act
as a logical router. But if the device is constrained, it may be a physical router. It is expected here that the
configuration of the routing capabilities is carried out when the power-on is executed.
After the power on, the nodes in the system start the passive monitoring of their neighbourhood. The passive
monitoring includes listening every now and then the radio signals produced by the other neighbourhood nodes
and the messages sent using the broadcast radio channel. After a need to send the first upper-layer message
(App-msg in Figure 30) emerges, the reactive phase of the neighbour discovery begins. Optionally, the same
process can be executed periodically in a proactive way beforehand. In the proactive and reactive neighbour
discovery, a wireless short-cut is established between logically neighbouring overlay router nodes. Each logical
router broadcasts a logical neighbour discovery request to its neighbourhood environment. The discovery request
is updated and forwarded by each physical router after receiving it via the broadcast channel until N-hops are
reached. When the neighbouring logical router receives the request, it initiates the physical route discovery to the
initiator of the discovery request. After a route between logically neighbouring overlay routers is found, the
discovery reply can be sent via the route. When the initiator receives the discovery reply, the logical short-cut
between the neighbouring overlay router nodes is established. The realization of the logical short-cut is a physical
route between the neighbouring overlay nodes. This procedure happens between all the logically neighbouring
overlay routers of the path in the system. After this step, there are physical routes between the overlay routers
within each wireless network cluster on the path, and the system can stay in an idle state if there are no messages
to be sent via the network.
When communication is required between endpoints (for example, between A and E), the initiator activates the
search for the end-to-end route to the destination of the required communication. If a logical short-cut towards the
neighbouring logical router is available, the route search can skip the logical short-cut establishment phase, and
the route discovery can be executed only between overlay routers only using the physical sub-paths discovered as
logical short-cuts in the preceding step as pipes between the overlay routers. For example, Node C is the only
intermediate overlaid router between the path from A to E. Thus this end-to-end route discovery is at a way higher
hierarchy level, and it utilizes the lower hierarchy level pipes as sub-parts of the route.
The realization of the logical short-cut is a physical route between the neighbouring overlay routers. Its
intermediate nodes may be constrained and they may have weak capabilities for routing traffic. Therefore, network
optimization steps are required, and we consider here the potential establishment of a physical short-cut. In the
establishment of the physical short-cut, the neighbouring overlay nodes evaluate whether it is possible and
feasible to establish a direct connection between them by, for example, using a longer range radio technology
operating in different frequency bands or increasing the power level in the transmission of messages. If such a
connection is possible and feasible, it would be possible to skip the weak nodes on the logical short-cut.
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Figure 30. Short-cut operations.

The establishment of a wireless short-cut is here clarified by two algorithms: logical short-cut establishment
(LSCE) and physical short-cut establishment (PSCE); see Figure 31 [X]. The algorithm of logical short-cut
establishment starts when the overlay node n becomes power-on. After power-on, the overlay node starts passive
monitoring of its neighbourhood and goes into the waiting state. Once a message is received, the operation is
divided according to the message type, as shown in the LSCE algorithm. When the first upper-layer message
(APP-msg) is received, and no related logical short-cuts (LSC) exist, the node broadcasts DiscoverReq to
announce its existence to the neighbourhood. If the LSCE is defined to be proactive, the creation of the LSC may
be activated periodically already before any APP-msg is received. Each pR node forwards the broadcast until an
lR node is found or the N-hop limit is achieved. When DiscoverReq is received by the neighbouring lR node (Step
9 in Figure 31), the lR node replies with DiscoverRep by unicasting it towards the source node. This triggers the
physical route discovery between neighbouring lR nodes. The physical route discovery can use, for example, the
AODV protocol route discovery mechanism with AODV-RouteReq and AODV-RouteRep messages [147]. After a
physical route is discovered, DiscoverRep is sent via the route to acknowledge the establishment of the lS.
A need to send an application message triggers the discovery of a route in the global area with the OVLRouteReq message. Each lR node forwards the message towards its logical neighbours via lS paths. When the
destination is discovered, the physical route on the lS path needs to be updated to enable sending OVL-RouteRep
via the same physical route back to the preceding sender of OVL-RouteReq and also to the other direction. When
an lR node receives OVL-RouteRep, it knows that the overlay route towards the destination goes via the specific
logical short-cut. Then the possibility to create a physical short-cut (pS) can be realized by executing the algorithm
of physical short-cut establishment (PSCE); see Figure 31. The possibility for creating the physical short-cut is
checked by calculating the distance to the neighbouring lR node and estimating whether the lR node itself could
have enough power to send messages directly to the neighbouring lR node concerned using the same or different
radio technology. If it looks theoretically possible, OVL-TopoReq indicates to the neighbouring lR node the result
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of the analysis. The receiving lR node performs a same type of an analysis and sends the result of that analysis
back with the OVL-TopoRep message. If both analyses indicate that the creation of pS might be possible and
feasible, then a test is carried out. In the test, the OVL-TopoTest message is sent using the updated RAT/transmit
power to reach the neighbouring lR node directly without any intermediate nodes. The receiver lR node replies
with the OVL-TopoTestAck message if it receives the test message. If the test is successful, the local physical
multi-hop route via intermediate nodes can be removed. This means that the establishment of the physical shortcut is completed, and the resulting pS in ready for use. As a result, upper-layer messages (APP-msg:s) can be
forwarded via pS towards the destination by the lR node. If any of the tests fails, the APP-msg:s are sent by the lR
node via the lS, which is created with the aid of the LSCE algorithm; see Figure 31.

Figure 31. Algorithms for the establishment of a logical short-cut (LSCE) and a physical short-cut (PSCE).
4.4.3 Evaluation
The provided wireless short-cut concept was evaluated using a simulation-based approach [X, 196]. The
simulation set-up consists of five subnetworks, ad hoc network clusters and a number of nodes in each of them,
which are communicating with each other using a simulated WLAN radio technology (IEEE 802.11) (see Figure
32). The interaction points with the simulated system in the test runs were the XP executed in a virtual machine
(XP VM, node 5) and the Linux host machine executed as a node 21. The simulated nodes and radio channel
were executed under the control of NS-3. The test procedure consisted of the execution of ping and tracert of the
route from XP VM to the Linux machine and transfer of a 1.243 MB file from the Linux machine to the XP machine
over the simulated network. During the execution of the test procedure, the impact of the constructed wireless
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short-cuts on the network behaviour was studied. Based on the measurement results, the following wireless shortcut-related routing methods are compared:

Flat routing method without any short-cuts (later, the flat method): this method applies a flat ad hoc routing
method (in this case, AODV-based ad hoc routing), where the route is discovered via the network in an endto-end manner and all the nodes in all the subnets behave equally as routers.

Wireless short-cuts are applied with subnetwork-specific powers (later, the subnet method): this method
creates physical short-cuts between neighbouring overlaid nodes, and overlaid nodes (rectangles in Figure
32) use subnetwork-specific powers for sending messages to the neighbouring overlaid nodes. This means
that the power consumed is high enough to send messages from the source overlaid node to the farthest
neighbouring overlaid node in the specific subnet.

Wireless short-cuts with target node-specific powers (later, the target method): this method creates physical
short-cuts between neighbouring overlaid nodes and overlaid nodes use target node-specific powers for
sending messages. This means that each overlaid node consumes a specific amount of power for sending
messages to each specific target overlaid node.

Figure 32. Simulation set-up for the evaluation of the wireless short-cuts concept.

Creation of physical short-cuts reduces the number of intermediate hops significantly, and therefore the end-toend route of communication is shorter. Therefore, the measured ping delays are also shorter in the subnet and
target methods. The target method delays are a bit shorter compared to the subnet method; however, this may be
due to the simulation implementation reasons.
The average power consumption in the flat method seems to be distributed quite equally to all the nodes on the
route; see Figure 33. This means that even a node that has a limited power source consumes on average the
same amount of power compared to a node with a higher power source. In the subnet and target method, the
overlaid nodes seem to consume on average most power, and the average power consumption was significantly
smaller in the non-overlaid nodes (see Figure 34 and Figure 35). However, the average power consumption of the
overlaid nodes is smaller in the target method compared to the subnet method.
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Figure 33. Average power consumption (mW) of the nodes in the flat method for each time unit (sec).
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Figure 34. Average power consumption (mW) of the nodes in the subnet method for each time unit (sec).
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Figure 35. Average power consumption (mW) of the nodes in the target method for each time unit (sec).
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When looking at the charge level of batteries in each node, it can be seen that the subnet and target methods can
be used to transfer power consumption from the intermediate nodes to the overlaid nodes, while the flat method
consumes batteries quite equally throughout the route (see Figure 36 and Figure 37). However, the target method
seems to operate a bit more optimal way compared to the subnet method in terms of transferring power
consumption from constrained nodes to more powerful overlay nodes.
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Figure 36. Battery consumption in node 10 (overlaid node), % of the battery size, as the function of time (second).
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Figure 37. Battery consumption in node 7 (intermediate node), % of the battery size, as the function of time
(second).
The discovery of logical neighbour nodes is a procedure that is executed only for the subnet- and target-specific
nodes. It seems to take a bit more time in the target method than in the subnet method, but the procedure is
executed more times for the subnet method, which causes more signalling overhead to the system. This is due to
the timer, which expires more often in the subnet case. There does not seem to be any significant delay difference
in the discovery of end-to-end routes between the subnet and target methods. However, the delay variance seems
to be a bit bigger in the subnet method. The IP level packet delays seem to be a bit longer in the subnet mode
compared to the other modes, and there seems to be a bit higher delay variance in the target mode compared to
the flat mode. However, transmission of the 1.243 MB file seems to take a bit longer (around. 50 s) in the flat
method compared to the other methods. In addition, application-level packet delays over TCP connections seem
to be the longest in the flat mode.
The flat method has less signalling overhead compared to the other methods; however, the overhead in data
transfer is the smallest in the target method. When summarizing all the overheads, the flat mode has the least
overhead ahead of the target mode and the subnet mode has the most overhead. Throughput seems to be a bit
better with the subnet and target modes compared to the flat mode. In addition, the flat method has higher packet
loss rates compared to the other methods. This can also be seen as the longer transmission time for the 1.243 MB
file (around 50 s) in the flat method compared to the other methods. The reason for this seems to be the larger
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number of intermediate hops in the flat method compared to the other methods. There seems to be no significant
differences in the throughput or jitter between the subnet and target methods.
When establishing a physical short-cut, it is obvious that usage of higher powers causes higher interference
level and more collisions occur because there are more transmission attempts [194]. By reducing the transmission
power level at each node so that the node can directly connect only to a small subset of nodes in the network, the
interference zones are considerably reduced. However, when a packet has to be relayed by many intermediate
nodes in order to reach the destination, the interference again starts to increase and the throughput decrease.
Elbatt et al. have concluded that it is possible to dynamically reach a near-optimal power level such that the
network throughput is close to the maximum achievable throughput with a sensible level of interference. As a
result, they found that adapting power to communicate with different nodes performs better than using the same
power to communicate with all the nodes. Our measurement results indicate to the same direction, i.e., the target
method seems to perform a little bit better compared to the subnet method. However, more simulations with larger
networks and mobility may be needed to clarify these relationships in a detailed way. The impact analysis of the
proactive and reactive versions of the LSCE algorithm in relation to power consumption and interferences could be
useful. In addition, application of different radio technology and frequency bands for physical short-cuts is
expected to help in solving the challenge. In any case, the evaluation results indicate that the provided network
optimization method with physical short-cuts seems to work well in transferring power consumption from
constrained nodes to more powerful nodes, which is required for enabling the application of the small-world
concept to dynamic wireless networks. Initially, the role of constrained nodes seems to be essential, because
otherwise the overlaid nodes located too far to be reached directly could never be discovered. This phenomenon
looks quite similar to what was observed in the context of weak links in social networks in [229]. They found that
weak links in social networks are more often useful in information searches than strong links. In our dynamic
wireless networks case, weak links between the constrained adjacent intermediate nodes are very essential in the
discovery phase, because otherwise the more powerful nodes could never be discovered.
In sum, the evaluation was carried out by comparing three different routing methods: the flat type of traditional
ad hoc routing without any short-cuts, the hierarchical routing with short-cuts using subnetwork-specific powers,
and the hierarchical routing with short-cuts using target-specific powers for sending messages between
neighbouring overlaid nodes. The evaluation results show that creation of physical short-cuts reduces the number
of intermediate hops significantly, and therefore the end-to-end route between the endpoints of communication
and delays are shorter. Physical short-cuts can be used to transfer power consumption from constrained
intermediate nodes to the more powerful overlaid nodes. In addition, they can improve the system throughput,
which is seen in the capability to transfer data more rapidly over the network. This was measured despite the fact
that the establishment and maintenance of the short-cuts and using overlay routing with them increased the
signalling overhead. The results confirm that the small-world paradigm is applicable for decreasing average path
lengths and improving performance in dynamic wireless networks. In addition, the detected essential role of weak
links between constrained nodes seems to be in-line with the findings related to weak links in social networks
[229]. Next steps could involve enhancing the simulations to cover larger networks with more dynamic scenarios
with different kinds of mobility and radio-dependent proactive and reactive cases with the related interference
evaluations and statistical reliability analyses.
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5.

Discussion

The results of this thesis are analysed in this chapter against the objectives. Then, a synthesis is provided with a
discussion concerning the problems and hypothesis of this dissertation. Finally, a discussion of limitations and
future research topics is provided.

5.1

Analysis of the results

The contributions and results of the thesis are analysed against the objectives below (see also section 1.1).
Objective 1 – Communication Spaces: To apply the small-world concept – recorded previously in
interpersonal communication in social sciences – to communication between virtual entities of people and their
embedded devices by enabling virtual communication spaces, smooth configuration, remote use and reliable
communication between people and embedded devices.
Virtual communication space is needed for taking care of the physical equipment and extracted/related services
in the dynamic wireless system in a secure way for each human/organization (Claim 1.1). Based on the problems
detected when handling the embedded devices in complex systems related to residential homes and wireless
mobile systems [II, III], it can be seen that such a virtual communication space is required, because otherwise the
owners of the embedded devices are unclear and access rights are difficult to be defined and the devices may be
mobile and they are not always on. Implementation of a virtual communication space could be based on the
concepts and solutions specified and evaluated in [I, II, III, IV]. A dynamic integration of spontaneous
communication between people, groups of people and machines is proposed at a conceptual level in [I]. Creation
of a secure virtual M2M service space for a residential home environment was successfully demonstrated [II]. In
addition, an overlaid real-time message-based systems were provided and evaluated using the mobile electric
bike ecosystem demonstrator [IV]. However, the security of the virtual communication spaces enabled according
to the proposed solutions and the performance of such spaces are still seen as topics for future research.
Deploying different architecture frameworks for resources, services, information and their usage could also be
valuable future research topics.
Configuration and remote use of physical embedded devices requires exposition of services and related user
and control interfaces from the devices themselves in dynamic wireless systems if no connectivity to the Internet is
available or, alternatively, from some Internet site being aware of the details of the devices if an Internet
connectivity is available (Claim 1.2). Based on the problems detected in handling of the use of embedded devices
in dynamic wireless systems [II, III], it can be seen that it is not possible to program and install all the required
drivers and related user interfaces into user devices beforehand because there are too many different kinds of
embedded devices and product versions and because their presence and use is dynamic. The dynamic uploading
mechanism is a possible way to achieve this objective if no connection to the Internet is available [III], and
dynamic downloading is assumed to be possible if an Internet connection is available. The provided dynamic
uploading mechanism includes a plug and play configuration of the driver(s) and user interfaces of NAs so that the
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remote use of the NA can be enabled both as a single-level solution [4] and as a hierarchical construction [8]. In
addition, the relationship of the provided solutions was clarified and evaluated in terms of dynamic plug and play,
addressing and mobility, peer-to-peer connectivity, and use of the services in [I]. However, the deployment of the
provided methods with other dynamic communication space solutions and more complicated device and usage
configuration and their performance need further research.
Communication overlay is needed to enable message-based communication between virtual service
communication spaces of different humans/organizations, management of dynamic presence of the embedded
devices in the communication spaces, and reliable communications between the embedded devices of different
users/organizations (Claim 1.3). Because the availability of embedded mobile devices in the system is dynamic
and because the devices may be mobile, it seems to be impossible to communicate with them remotely because
their location and address may be temporal. Therefore, means for the management of their dynamic presence are
needed. In addition, each embedded device usually has an owner who would like to define the access rights for
communicating with them and set limits for their use in a reliable way. A possible way to solve these challenges is
a communication overlay-type of solution specified in [I, II, III, IV]. Deployment of the SIP-based messaging was
demonstrated in [I, III]. A dynamic secure communication overlay based on cryptographic identifiers was provided
and evaluated in [II]. In addition, an overlaid real-time M2M messaging system based on the XMPP technology
was provided and evaluated using a mobile electric bike ecosystem demonstrator in [IV]. However, for example,
security aspects, optimization of the provided solutions to work better with constrained devices and their
performance require further investigation.
Objective 2 – Network Area Systems: To enable secure configuration, route discovery, mobility of devices
and networks, and communication in hybrid ad hoc networks so that a secure interaction possibility with
embedded devices is created.
Integrated mobility is required to be supported when a mobile gateway/router, network cluster and/or M2M
asset device(s) is moving. This includes the selection of the most appropriate way for communication via a mobile
telecom operator(s)/wireless Internet provider system with the static Internet and keeping the communication
session alive even when there is a need to change the access system (Claim 2.1). The selection of the applicable
access system is a problem even for a human mobile user because it is difficult to know which of them provides
the required access rights and applicable quality of services. When speaking about embedded devices attached
dynamically to wireless network clusters, it becomes obviously even more complicated. If there is a
communication session ongoing and mobility happens, automatic means for handling integrated mobility are
surely required. An integrated mobility solution relying on the network mobility (NEMO), HIP, AODV, and SIP
technologies was specified and evaluated in [VI]. The evaluation was carried out by applying an integrated mobility
solution to enable VoIP calls in a hybrid mobile ad hoc network environment. After the establishment of a VoIP call
between an ad hoc network node and a static Internet node, the 3G/WLAN vertical handover was caused and
measurements carried out in the experimental system. End-to-end delays, jitters, packet losses and disturbance
from the end user point of view were measured and analysed. In addition, a quality of service-aware automatic
mechanisms for access type selection and access type reselection were provided and evaluated with an
application-based access system selection case study in [V, 7, 82]. The measurement results represent the level
of integrated mobility support that was possible to be reached with the available networks at the time of writing the
original publications. The contributions related to integrated mobility proved to be very relevant, which is indicated
by the later development steps towards more advanced mobility solutions, such as the always-best-connected
systems within the 3GPP, distributed mobility management, network-based mobility management, developments
in mobile ad hoc networks, and host identity protocol groups within the IETF.
Secure network configuration and route discovery are needed to ensure reliable communication in dynamic
wireless systems, to improve the scalability of routing, and to limit the possibilities for security threats and misuse
of M2M asset devices (Claim 2.2). It is challenging to know the reliability of neighbouring embedded devices in
dynamic wireless networks beforehand, which creates security risks for communication. There can be huge
number of embedded wireless devices in a single neighbourhood, which can cause challenges for the routing
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scalability. In addition, there are multiple security threats which cause risks for embedded devices attached
dynamically to the wireless networks. A possible way to solve these challenges is the provided secure network
configuration and route discovery methods [VII, 5]. The provided secure network configuration method is based on
the use of preconfigured self-certifying identifiers stored into portable memory devices by a trusted party to be
attached to ad hoc network nodes. Mutual authentication executed between friendly neighbour nodes utilizing selfcertifying identifiers can result in a safe subnetwork within the local ad hoc network. After this, the route discovery
is carried out only within the safe subnetwork through trusted nodes, resulting in routes which only travel within a
safe subnetwork. The methods were realized as a secure ad hoc routing protocol, which was evaluated in a
laboratory environment with a hybrid network consisting of 11 computer nodes. The evaluation included an
analysis of the solution performance, latencies, overhead, and the security solution of the protocol on the basis of
the following security service elements: confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, access control, and availability.
However, there a still some potential challenges with security, such as eavesdropping and collecting HITs,
fabricated Hello messages, internal interrupt and modification attacks, which are important topics for future
research. In addition, the operation of the provided methods with HIP Base Exchanges and route discovery
process has surely room for optimization. To that end, a detailed analysis of the secure network configuration in
terms of network load and collisions would be needed. In addition, the deployment and evaluation of the other
provided solutions concerning the communication space especially in different kinds of mobility solutions are seen
as valuable topics for further research.
Objective 3 – Dynamic Networking Solutions: To enable autonomic communication and network optimization
to enable the application of the small-world concept to the wireless context even if no connectivity to the Internet is
available.
Opportunistic routing is needed to enable communication over heterogeneous dynamic networks even when no
connection between the embedded device and the virtual communication space is possible at the time of the
communication need (Claim 3.1). It is not possible to communicate with embedded devices at all if no route can be
found from the source to the destination at the time of the communication need, using traditional ad hoc routing
means in dynamic wireless systems. In addition, the dynamic situation in the neighbourhood of an embedded
device cannot be known beforehand due to the mobility and dynamic presence of the other embedded devices in
the neighbourhood. A possible solution towards solving these challenges is the provided concept of the situated
service-oriented store-and-forward type of a messaging solution for opportunistic networks [VIII]. The solution
utilizes different contextual information sources to create and update a view of the communicational situation.
Smart diffusion of relevant control data between neighbouring nodes using a swarm intelligence-based method
enables spreading of information only to the interested nodes without unnecessarily disturbing the non-interested
nodes. The evaluations were done by comparing the results with the epidemic routing protocol. The evaluation
results indicate that the proposed solution lowers the amount of transmissions in the network, thus reducing the
usage of the precious resources in the nodes. This is achieved without introducing further delays or deteriorations
in the message delivery ratio. However, performance evaluation and enhancing the provided solution operation
with different kinds of topologies of networks, mobility and threat models are seen as future research issues. In
addition, application of recent content-centric networking solutions to dynamic wireless networks may provide
added value also with respect to the provided methods.
Hierarchical routing with short-cuts can help in facilitating multi-cluster routing in dynamic wireless networks,
optimization of network, and routing by means of logical and physical short-cuts to enable the deployment of
small-world features in the context of dynamic wireless networks (Claim 3.2). Because of the heterogeneity and
large number of embedded devices attached to dynamic wireless networks, the topology management and
scalability of ad hoc routing is challenging. As a result, the discovered communication paths and delays may be
long and efficiency of communication may thus be weak. In addition, using the traditional ad hoc routing means
that the discovered paths may travel via constrained embedded devices with limited power resources. A possible
solution towards solving these challenges is the provided hierarchical routing concept and the related wireless
short-cut concept [IX, X]. The hierarchical networking concept, the related routing means and the network
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optimization solutions were initially described to solve the problems of complexity and heterogeneity in [IX]. The
concept was evaluated by performing a graph theoretical analysis of the solution and by a simulation of the
network optimization step and the service discovery procedure. The results indicate that the solution is able to
reduce the search delays, make the physical routes shorter and improve throughput. Solving the complexity and
heterogeneity problems is made possible by localizing the route search and abstracting communication to
hierarchical routing layers. As the solution for network optimization, the concept of wireless short-cuts was
specified and evaluated in [X, 9]. The provided wireless short-cut concept relies on novel means for neighbour
discovery, according to which a node first monitors the environment in a passive way and then a wireless short-cut
between logically neighbouring overlaid nodes is created either in a proactive or a reactive way. The established
logical short-cuts are then applied as sub-pipes on the end-to-end route, which is discovered in an overlaid
manner. In addition, the sub-pipes may then be optimized by creating physical short-cuts, which remove the
constrained nodes from the sub-pipes and thus enable a more optimal end-to-end route. The evaluation was
carried out by comparing three different routing methods: the flat type of ad hoc routing without any short-cuts, the
hierarchical routing with short-cuts using subnetwork-specific powers, and the hierarchical routing with short-cuts
using target-specific powers for sending messages between logically neighbouring overlaid nodes. The evaluation
results show that creation of physical short-cuts significantly reduces the number of intermediate hops, and
therefore the end-to-end route and delays are shorter. Physical short-cuts can be used to transfer power
consumption from constrained intermediate nodes to the more powerful overlaid nodes. In addition, they can
improve the system throughput, even though the establishment and maintenance of the short-cuts and using
overlay routing with them increases the signalling overhead. The measured results confirm quite well the
applicability of the small-world paradigm to decreasing the average path lengths and improving performance in
dynamic wireless networks. In addition, it was detected that the weak links between the constrained adjacent
intermediate nodes are essential in the neighbour discovery phase, because otherwise the more powerful nodes
could never be discovered. This detected phenomenon of weak links between constrained nodes seems to be in
line with previous weak links concepts related to social networks [229]. The next steps could involve the
enhancement of the simulations to cover larger networks with more dynamic scenarios with different kinds of
mobility and radio-dependent proactive and reactive cases and with more detailed interference and performance
evaluations.

5.2

Synthesis

It was expected that providing solutions to fulfil the claims contribute towards enabling the application of the smallworld paradigm to dynamic wireless networks. Therefore, each solution was developed, evaluated and discussed
as a separate building block. The purpose of this section is to provide a synthesis of the provided solutions and
discuss about combining them to enable the remote use of embedded devices in dynamic wireless networks
possibly in accordance with the hypothesis of this work.
The synthesis of the solutions is discussed below with the help of an example visionary situation, shown in
Figure 38 [X]. The example system is related to a smart electric mobility scenario, including views on smart energy
grids, electric vehicles, and consumers in smart cities, which may also include many other stakeholders potentially
involved in future smart city ecosystems. The stakeholders which may exist in the system are shown in the
communication area in the upper part of the figure. The lower part visualizes the network area with various real-life
devices, equipment, vehicles, infrastructures, buildings, humans, and pets, each of which may have related
sensors and actuators (SAs). These entities are referred to as nodes, and it is expected that each of them has
capabilities to communicate by wireless means with its surrounding environment. Some of them can be batteryoperated.
Once each node is switched on, it starts to passively monitor its environment [X]. In the proactive mode, each
overlaid node (logical router, lR) initiates the creation of the logical short-cut for communication with its logical
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neighbour. Nodes such as (E)busses/trams, (street)light spots, charging spots, buildings and (E)vehicles can act
as lRs, because they have good power sources. (E)bikes, smart phones and smart modules can only act as pRs
because they are more power-limited. For example, logical short-cuts can be created between nodes 2 and 3 in
Figure 38 (black arrows). In the reactive mode, the creation of logical short-cuts is initiated only once a need to
send a message arises.
Each logical short-cut can then be ensured by using self-certifying keys, as clarified in [VII]. In that way the
reliability of each lR node can be ensured and the main routers of the dynamic wireless network infrastructure can
be automatically identified in a secure way. Such main routers could be, for example, nodes 1–7 in Figure 38.
When a need to send a message arises, each node tries to find an end-to-end route via the wireless network
infrastructure established by lR nodes. The path search can be executed as a hierarchical route discovery process
[IX], and physical short-cuts can be created to optimize the sub-pipes between lR nodes. The optimization can be
executed, for example, between lR nodes 2–3, 3–4, 4–5, 5–6 and 6–7, resulting in physical short-cuts (pS), shown
with red arrows in Figure [X]. If the end-to-end route discovery fails, the system nodes can try to communicate
using the situated and service-aware opportunistic communication methods specified in [VIII]. The created shortcuts may be applicable as sub-pipes also in the opportunistic communication case.

Figure 38. A visionary dynamic wireless cyber-physical system.
When a network node detects a possibility to communicate with the Internet, for example, via a mobile telecom or
ISP network, the access system needs to be selected, for example, by following the methods presented in [V].
After the establishment of a session for the requested communication, the mobility of the system is needed to be
handled as seamless as possible for the communication session [VI]. Simultaneously, the reselections of the
access system need to be managed so that the node is always best connected with the Internet.
A node in the system can be a constrained wireless device (e.g., SA nodes and nodes 8–13), which may
provide only specific services/information for the remote users without capabilities to act as a router. In such a
case, there is a need for plug and play type of solutions, which could enable remote users to use the services
exposed from the constrained wireless device smoothly. This can be done by using the plug and play type of
uploading capabilities for both the device driver and for its user interface, as specified in [I, III].
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The service exposed from the wireless device can be handled as a peer-to-peer service entity, which can use a
hybrid peer-to-peer service framework for dynamic configuration and discovery, including the handling of services
via an M2M browser, as presented in [II]. For example, a remote user may need such capabilities for smooth use
of the services provided by nodes 8–17 in Figure 38.
The nodes in the system are not necessarily always on and they may be mobile. This causes challenges for
their remote use, because their presence in the system may be temporal and their physical location may change.
Their presence status and physical locations must be recorded somewhere in the network so that the remote
users can find the devices and get information required for their use. Therefore, capabilities to support dynamic
presence services are needed. These can be developed utilizing the solutions provided in [IV].
There may be a specific stakeholder owning the node(s), who may want to define the configuration and
operating parameters related to, for example, access rights, routing and information service usage according to
their interests and specific situation. The ownership of the devices can be realized by using the concept of virtual
communication space so that each user/stakeholder has a communication space, which may act as a virtual home
for the nodes owned by the user [I, II, IV, section 2.2 of the thesis]. Setting and updating the parameters of the
nodes can be done via overlaid messaging between the device and the communication space, respectively.
There may be multiple stakeholders providing services for the owner of a node. These services may concern
the node, information extracted from the node or other related information. This requires information exchange
between various stakeholders with different kinds of service back-office systems according to the agreement
between the stakeholders and the owner of the node. This type of a system can be enabled by relying on the
communication spaces and solutions specified in [I, IV].
Thus, the communication space of a user can act as a virtual home for the devices owned by the user. The user
is able to control the access to the referred devices and related resources within their communication space. This
means that the user can allow other people to use their resources according to the social and business
relationships. Therefore, the small-world phenomenon detected in social relationships is also applicable to devices
owned by their users. The capabilities for the creation of short-cuts enable reducing the number of intermediate
hops significantly, and therefore the end-to-end route between the endpoints of communication and the delays are
shorter [IX, X]. Wireless short-cuts can be used to transfer power consumption from constrained intermediate
nodes to the more powerful overlay nodes. In addition, they can improve the system throughput, which is seen in
the capability to transfer data more rapidly over the network. This was measured despite the fact that the
establishment and maintenance of the short-cuts and using overlay routing with them increased the signalling
overhead.
The evaluation results regarding the network optimization with physical short-cuts complies quite well with the
phenomenon of small world and scale-free networks. In addition, it was detected that the weak links between the
constrained adjacent intermediate nodes are essential in the neighbour discovery phase, because otherwise the
more powerful nodes could never be discovered. This detected phenomenon of weak links between constrained
nodes seems to be in-line with the weak links concepts of social networks [229].
The main research hypothesis was the following: “The concept of small world, or “six degrees of separation”,
can be expanded to also cover communication with wireless embedded devices in cyber-physical systems. This
can be done by creating technical enablers for the remote interaction with embedded devices and their virtualized
entities in the communication spaces over dynamic wireless networks. In addition, creation of wireless short-cuts
in accordance with the small-world concept can improve the scalability and efficiency of dynamic wireless
networking.” Based on the analysis of the results and on the synthesis, it can be seen that the research hypothesis
has worked quite well. The results indicate that the small-world phenomenon detected in social relationships is
also applicable to devices owned by their users. In addition, the evaluation results regarding the network
optimization with wireless short-cuts complies quite well with the phenomenon of small world, scale-free networks
and weak links concepts. Therefore, the provided enablers contribute a couple steps towards enabling the
application of the small world concept to wireless cyber-physical systems.
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The research problem of the thesis was the following “Remote use of services exposed from embedded devices
over dynamic wireless networks can be problematic because of the heterogeneity of devices, networks and
operating environments, mobility of devices and their dynamic presence, varying security requirements concerning
the use, multiple radio technologies, unreliable communication paths, dynamic topologies, and continuous
changes happening in the system. As a result, communication paths tend to be long and they go via devices which
are not appropriate for routing such traffic. This leads to unwanted delays and weak performance in the remote
use of embedded devices. Services exposed from embedded devices are dynamic and not necessarily always on,
and the devices may belong to multiple stakeholders”. The evaluation results, the analysis and the synthesis show
that the means provided for enabling the application of the small-world concept to dynamic wireless systems
contributes towards solving the presented problem space.

5.3

Limitations and topics for future research

As results from this work, a set of enablers for a small world for dynamic wireless networks was developed. The
provided enablers were evaluated as separate technical methods, means and constructions. The evaluations were
carried out by means of experiments and/or simulations, with the main focus on functional evaluation. Therefore,
detailed mathematical and radio performance evaluations of the provided dynamic wireless networking solutions
with larger set-ups were left as topics for future research. Any integrated solution that would have realized all of
the enablers in a single construction was not developed in the thesis. However, according to the analysis and the
synthesis, it creating a small world for a dynamic wireless network looks possible, and it is an interesting ongoing
future research topic.
When looking the evaluation results at a more detailed level, also several other future research issues can be
detected. Deploying different architecture frameworks for resources, services, information and related security
issues concerning the communication space concept are interesting topics for future research, especially in terms
of constrained devices, advanced security models and performance analysis. In addition, the deployment of the
provided remote configuration and use methods with other dynamic communication space solutions and more
complicated device and usage configuration still needs additional research.
The measurement results represent the level of integrated mobility support that was possible to achieve with the
available networks at the time of writing the original publications. The contributions related to integrated mobility
proved to be very relevant, which is indicated by the later development steps towards more advanced mobility
solutions such as the always-best-connected systems within the 3GPP, distributed mobility management, networkbased mobility management, and recent developments in mobile ad hoc networks and host identity protocol
groups within the IETF. It may still be useful to conduct a study on the possibilities for making enhancements to
the current standard versions or even application level means on the basis of the provided contributions.
There are still some potential challenges in the provided secure network configuration and ad hoc routing
means related to, for example, eavesdropping and collecting HITs, fabricated Hello messages and internal
interrupt and modification attacks. In addition, operation of the provided methods with HIP Base Exchanges and
route discovery process have room for optimization, and to that end, a detailed analysis of a secure network
configuration in terms of network load and collisions would be needed. In addition, the deployment and evaluation
of the provided methods with communication space solutions in different kinds of mobility solutions is seen as a
topic for future research.
Combining the routing levels and opportunistic and hierarchical networking with each other and an evaluation of
the solutions with different kinds of topologies of networks, mobility and threat models is another future research
area. Studying different topologies, mobility, scalability and threat models in larger network set-ups and more
advanced power management schemes is also needed. The next steps could involve the enhancement of the
simulations to cover larger networks with more dynamic scenarios with different kinds of mobility and radiodependent proactive and reactive cases with the related interference and performance evaluations.
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6.

Conclusions

This work focused on studying dynamic wireless cyber-physical machine-to-machine systems relying on the
capabilities to communicate, compute, monitor and control by using information. The motivation for this research
arose from problems detected in the remote interaction with embedded devices the dynamic wireless systems.
The remote use of services exposed from embedded devices over dynamic wireless networks is problematic
because of the heterogeneity of devices, networks and operating environments, mobility of devices and their
dynamic presence, varying security requirements concerning the use, multiple radio technologies, unreliable
communication paths, dynamic topologies and continuous changes happening in the system. As a result, the
communication paths tend to be long, and they travel via devices not suitable for routing such traffic, which leads
to unwanted delays and weak performance in the remote use of embedded devices. In addition, services exposed
from embedded devices are dynamic and not necessarily always on, and the devices may belong to multiple
stakeholders.
In this research, the approach selected for solving these problems is based on the application of the small-world
paradigm to wireless networks. It was assumed that the concept of small world, or “six degrees of separation”, can
be expanded to also cover communication with wireless embedded devices. It was expected that this can be done
by creating technical enablers for the remote interaction with embedded devices and their virtualized entities in
communication spaces over dynamic wireless networks. In addition, creation of wireless short-cuts in accordance
with the small-world concept can improve the scalability and efficiency of dynamic wireless networking.
The main results are the technical enablers for dynamic communication spaces, dynamic M2M service spaces,
configuration and remote use of services, communication overlay, access systems selection, integrated mobility,
secure ad hoc networking, situated opportunistic communication, hierarchical networking for a small world, and
short-cuts for network optimization. The concept for virtual dynamic communication spaces is required because
otherwise the owners of the embedded devices remain unclear and access rights are difficult to define and
because the devices may be mobile and they are not always on. The methods for dynamic configuration and
remote use of services are needed because it is not possible to program and install all the required drivers and
related user interfaces into user devices beforehand, because there are too many different kinds of embedded
devices and product versions and because their presence and use is dynamic. Communication overlay is required
because the locations and addresses of embedded devices are dynamic and each embedded device usually has
an owner who wants to define the access rights for communication with their devices and set limits for the device
usage in a reliable way. Access system selection is needed because it is difficult for a human to know which of
them provide the required access rights and applicable quality of services, and, when there is a communication
session ongoing and mobility happens, automatic means for handling integrated mobility is surely required. Secure
ad hoc networking is required because the potential reliability of the neighbouring embedded devices causes
security risks for the embedded devices and their owners. Situated opportunistic routing is needed because there
may be a need for communication even if no communication channel is available at the time of the communication
need, but the dynamic situation in the neighbourhood may provide an opportunistic possibility for such
communication. Hierarchical networking with short-cuts can help to solve the scalability challenges and can be
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used to make end-to-end delays shorter and to improve the performance and lower the power consumption in the
constrained nodes of the multi-hop paths. Each of the provided technical enablers contributes towards making
remote interaction with embedded devices over dynamic wireless networks possible. The provided enablers were
evaluated as separate technical methods, means, experiments and/or simulations. According to the analysis and
the synthesis, they work well as separate building blocks and can be combined to expand the concept of smallworld, or “six degrees of separation”, to also cover communication with embedded devices. Creation of wireless
short-cuts according to the small-world concept can improve the scalability and efficiency of dynamic wireless
networking. In addition, the detected phenomenon of weak links between constrained nodes seems to be in line
with the weak links concepts of social networks. In sum, the evaluation results indicate that the provided enablers
help the remote interaction with embedded devices in dynamic wireless cyber-physical systems, and contribute
essential steps towards enabling the application of the small-world concept to wireless cyber-physical systems.
Deploying different architecture frameworks for resources, services, information and related security issues
related to the communication space concept are topics for future research, especially in terms of constrained
devices and advanced security models. In addition, deployment of the provided remote configuration and use
methods with other dynamic communication space solutions and more complicated device and usage
configuration and their performance analysis needs still requires further research. It may still be useful to conduct
a study on the possibilities for making enhancements to the current standard versions on the basis of the provided
contributions related to integrated mobility. There are still some potential challenges in the provided secure
network configuration and ad hoc routing means related to, for example, eavesdropping and collecting HITs,
fabricated Hello messages and internal interrupt and modification attacks. In addition, operation of the provided
methods with HIP Base Exchanges and route discovery process have room for optimization, and to that end, a
detailed analysis of a secure network configuration in terms of network load and collisions would be needed. In
addition, the deployment and evaluation of the provided methods with communication space solutions in different
kinds of mobility solutions is seen as a topic for future research. Combining the routing levels and opportunistic
and hierarchical networking with each other and an evaluation of the solutions with different kinds of topologies of
networks, mobility and threat models is another future research area. Studying different topologies, mobility,
scalability and threat models in larger network set-ups and more advanced power management schemes is also
needed. The next steps could involve the enhancement of the simulations to cover larger networks with more
dynamic scenarios with different kinds of mobility and radio-dependent proactive and reactive cases with the
related interference and performance evaluations. Combining the provided solutions to realize a small world with
embedded devices is an interesting future research issue.
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In this article a communication architecture
concept for spontaneous systems is provided.
The concept integrates application-level spontaneous group communication and ad hoc networking together. A service gateway is applied as
a key architecture element to connect multiple
technologies and networks together. A set of
methods to enable plug and play, addressing and
mobility, peer to peer connectivity, and use of
services is provided. Finally, the provided methods are discussed based on the realized research
experiments.

INTRODUCTION
One essential characteristic of human interaction
is spontaneity. People usually act in an ad hoc
way when they start communication with other
people or groups of people. The same is true for
the application of computing facilities, which
one can discover from the environment at any
given time and place. In this research, this natural characteristic of a human is taken as a starting point, and we apply it also in wireless system
construction.
Today, commercial wireless systems are usually quite static in nature, and only the last or
first hop to the end-user system is wireless. Ad
hoc networks are different in the sense that
wireless media is also applied between the
devices that establish the dynamic network. This
means that communication between devices
where a direct radio link does not exist is supported over some other intermediate device(s)
by means of the multihopping function. Network
mobility refers to the possibility for a network to
be mobile. When a device in the network is connected with any other device, session management is required to enable end-to-end
connection. If a device needs to provide services,
some technologies are required to enable smooth
service configuration. When putting elements of
ad hoc networking, network mobility, peer-topeer session control, and plug and play services
together, some basic features to enable spontaneous networking are on board.
In our approach, we integrate application-
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level spontaneous group communication and
network-level ad hoc networking together, and
describe, as a contribution from this research,
the conceptual communication architecture for
spontaneous systems. Application-level techniques for group networking, needed when a
group of people come together, are also discussed in [1]. They define a spontaneous network
as ad hoc networking between a group of people
who come together and use wireless computing
devices for some computer-based collaborative
activity. In addition, enabling technologies and
challenges such as automatic/dynamic configuration, security, and peer-to-peer operation are
discussed, but realized solutions are left for further study. The essential difference is that we
also apply network layer ad hoc networking as a
key element for spontaneous systems.
We apply a service gateway as a key architecture element to connect multiple technologies
and networks together. A mobile communication
gateway architecture intended to be used mainly
in cars is provided in [2, 3] Their work focuses
on heterogeneity support in the communication
gateway architecture, because of the multiple
radio access technologies for connectivity with
fixed infrastructure. Basically, their approach
and ours have some similarities; however, we
have applied and successfully demonstrated the
service gateway approach in a portable mobile
terminal.
Thus, we provide a communication architecture concept for spontaneous systems. Also, a set
of methods to enable plug and play, addressing
and mobility, peer-to-peer connectivity, and use
of services is provided. Finally, the provided
methods are discussed based on realized
research experiments.

AN OVERVIEW OF RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
Plug and play, addressing and mobility, peer-topeer connectivity, and service use features
require solutions for different layers of the system, at least for the application and network layers. Here a short overview of some related
technologies is provided.
Universal plug and play technology (UPnP:
www.upnp.org) has been developed to enable
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zero configuration networking and automatic
discovery of devices [4]. It relies on other technologies such as IP, TCP, UDP, HTTP, HTML,
XML, and SOAP, and the forum focuses on the
development of device control protocols (DCPs)
that describe standard methods of device interaction. UPnP architecture is based on sending
data only, not executable code, between control
points and devices. UPnP allows a device to join
a network, obtain an IP address, announce its
name, advertise its capabilities when requested,
and learn about presence (device discovery) and
capabilities (service discovery) of other devices.
The Open Service Gateway Initiative (OSGi:
www.osgi.org) is a forum, the aim of which is to
enable the deployment of services over wide
area networks to local networks and devices [5].
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is specified
within the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF: www.ietf.org) multiparty multimedia session control (MMUSIC) Working Group, and it
has been developed to establish and control multimedia sessions over the Internet [6]. The applications of SIP are today Internet calls, voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP), and multimedia
conferences. The importance of SIP technology
is increasing, because, for example, 3GPP
(www.3gpp.org) applies it in IP multimedia subsystem specifications for wireless mobile communication. SIP applies many Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) features, which are currently widely used for Web browsing and email. It is also
quite easily extensible, and can be applied for
other purposes like instant messaging, event
notification, presence, and control of networked
appliance communication [7]. In addition, SIP
features have also been applied to enable application layer mobility management.
Application layer mobility refers to the terminal, personal, session, and service mobility [8].
Terminal mobility allows a device to move and
sessions to continue when the IP subnet changes.
Terminal mobility is provided only partially
when the terminal continues to be reachable, but
sessions cannot continue. Session mobility refers
to the possibility for a user to continue session
when the used terminal is changed. For example,
a session initiated using a mobile phone can be
continued with a desktop PC at a private residence. The personal mobility allows a user to
have a single logical address, but to be able to
apply it in several terminals. The other case is
that a user has several logical addresses, which
all reach one specific terminal. The service
mobility makes it possible for a user to have
access to his/her services even when changing
devices and service providers. A lot of research
has been focused on solving the terminal mobility challenge (e.g., GSM handover).
Mobile IP has been designed with the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to enable
users to maintain communications when moving
from place to place [9]. The basic requirements
for it are application transparency and seamless
roaming. Application transparency refers to the
possibility to use the same applications both for
fixed and mobile systems. When the terminal is
moving, the location change shall be seamless
for applications. Mobile IP relies on a solution
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■ Figure 1. A conceptual approach to spontaneous systems.
in which there are two IP addresses: home
address and temporary address. The home
address is used for stable identification of an
Internet device. The temporary address is used
for routing the IP packets into the correct location. Mobile IP works so that there is a mechanism to discover new IP temporary address in
the new point of attachment. Then the new temporary IP address is registered into the home
agent in the home network. Finally, Mobile IP
defines a mechanism to deliver packets to the
mobile node, when it is away from its home network. Today, Mobile IP has been described for
both IPv4 and IPv6, and there are several proposals to route optimization.
Mobile ad hoc networks have been under
active research, for example, within the Internet
community (IETF: www.ietf.org) [10]. An ad hoc
network consists of autonomous mobile platforms, which are free to move and establish
cooperation together or have gateways to fixed
networks. The characteristics of ad hoc networks
include dynamic topologies, bandwidth-constrained variable-capacity links, energy-constrained operation and limited physical security,
and dynamically established/missing communication infrastructure. Several alternative approaches for efficient IP ad hoc routing algorithms,
such as Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance-Vector
(AODV), have been provided. The application
of the Mobile IP approach to manage network
mobility is today under study within the IETF
NEMO group (http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/
nemo-charter.html).

COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE FOR
SPONTANEOUS SYSTEMS
THE APPROACH
The proposed approach for spontaneous systems
takes user-centricity as a starting point (Fig. 1).
Each user has a communication space, which
consists of the services provided by the computing facilities for the specific user. The computing
facilities include computers, vehicles, buildings,
mobile terminals, consumer electronic devices,
and sensors. The user can spontaneously interact
with any such facilities, networks, services, and
content in the communication space. In addition,
the user can spontaneously communicate with
any other communication space, which may
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belong to another user, institution or a group of
users. Spontaneous communication refers to the
natural characteristic of a human user to behave
spontaneously, and to establish peer-to peer networks (p2p). However, here, the role of a human
may also be replaced by an artificial entity such
as machines and devices. Then the spontaneous
communication refers to machine-to-machine
(m2m) networks. The network infrastructure for
such peer-to-peer networks may also be constructed dynamically in an ad hoc way. Here, a
system dealing with both peer-to-peer and ad
hoc networking approach is called as a spontaneous system.

SPONTANEOUS SYSTEM ELEMENTS
The basic elements of a spontaneous system are
described in Fig. 2. An ad hoc network may be
established dynamically between a set of mobile
and wireless devices, which are called here networked appliances (NAs). NAs can be classified
according to who chooses the particular set of
tasks embedded in the NA: the manufacturer
(class I), service provider (class II), or user (class
III) [11]. It is here assumed that most of the
NAs are class I type devices, the features and
functions of which are fixed by the vendor of the

device. In addition, some of these NAs are cheap
small-memory power-limited devices. Therefore,
it is assumed that type I NAs can be a node in
an ad hoc network, but cannot necessarily work
as a service gateway (SG). A type II or III NA
may act as an SG if it has enough capabilities to
act as an SG for the ad hoc network. In that
case, the services provided by the ad hoc network may be reachable via the SG to a remote
user. The services of class I NA devices can be
provided via the SG. Usually, the connections
between NAs and the SG are ad hoc wireless
connections (e.g., Bluetooth radio connections),
and can also work without connections to any
other ad hoc network and/or static network
infrastructure. The referred interfaces are the
device interface between an NA and an SG, and
the network interface between an ad hoc network
(cluster) and any other network.
The standalone ad hoc networks (clusters),
represented by their SGs, can be spontaneously
(i.e., in an ad hoc way) connected with each
other. The access to the static network infrastructure may be via either wireless broadband
(hotspot) or cellular radio or both. Also, both
licensed bands and unlicensed bands are capable
of being applied. The point of attachment refers
to the IP network access point to which the ad
hoc network is temporarily connected. End-toend connectivity refers to the ability to establish a
session and traffic flow from an NA over the ad
hoc network(s) and over the static network infrastructure into any other network node (e.g.,
desktop computer, mobile phone, or NA) in
another ad hoc network.

COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE
The communication architecture is described in
Fig. 3. When a service gateway is switched on,
the first function is starting and configuring the
service execution framework. If the service execution is based on OSGi bundling, the predefined bundles are automatically started after
power on. In the case of spontaneous systems, a
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■ Figure 3. Connectivity and open service platform.
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bundle installer shall have capability to automatically install new bundles into the framework
(plug and play). When an NA is plugged into the
SG, the NA bundle is transferred into the SG
and installed there as a bundle, arrow 1 Fig. 3.
The NA bundle contains an NA driver and an
NA user interface. The NA driver’s role is to
manage the interface toward the NA, and the
role of the NA user interface is to manage
remote use.
The second required function is location registration and addressing for mobility management. Mobility management can be divided
further into NA mobility and group mobility,
where a group of devices such as an SG and
NAs move together as a network (network
mobility). When either Mobile IP and/or SIP is
applied to the mobility solution, the location registration is executed with a Mobile IP home
agent and/or home SIP server, respectively (network/SIP server, arrow 2). In both cases, a temporary IP address is generated and registered
into the home SIP server/Mobile IP home agent.
A temporary IP address can be created using,
say, DHCP (stateful) or stateless address autoconfiguration mechanisms for IPv6.
The third required function is peer-to-peer
connectivity (arrow 3, Fig. 3). It refers to the
capability to negotiate end-to-end session(s)
between a remote terminal and any NA in the
spontaneous network domain. Our solution is to
apply a SIP-based session connectivity edge in
the SG to make the NA solution simple. In the
solution, SIP sessions are established between
the remote terminal and SG, and the NA driver
takes care of the communication with the NA in
an NA-specific way.
The fourth required function is remote use of
services. The NAs in the spontaneous network
may have limited power and memory capabilities, so the plug and play mechanism is needed
as described earlier. The NA user interface contains the features and control interface of the
NA. In remote use, the NA user interface is
loaded from the SG using HTTP into the remote
terminal (arrow 4, Fig. 3). This enables use of
the NA to be rather smooth for the remote user.
The loaded NA user interface can hide the connectivity details. The generic service elements
for adaptability, personalization, and context
awareness can be provided as service platform
middleware support services in the SG.

EXPERIMENTS
The experiments on solutions for plug and play,
mobility, connectivity, and remote use features
are described here.

PLUG AND PLAY
The starting point for the plug and play experiment was that the NA is a memory and power
limited device, the functions of which are mainly
fixed by the vendor of it. Therefore, minimum
implementation solutions were studied, and the
approach is to realize plug and play without
TCP/IP and Java VM in the NA. The other
assumption was that the same device should be
capable of being plugged into any SG. Therefore, the feature has been evaluated in both pri-
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■ Figure 4. Plug and play.
vate residence and mobile personal area network
(PAN) environments [12].
The constructed plug and play feature is
shown in Fig. 4. It is constructed so that the control and data interface functions are encapsulated
into the NA control interface together with a
user interface for NA controlling. The NA control interface is stored into the memory of the
NA in the Java Jar format. There is a bundle
receiver and bundle installer started in the OSGi
framework of the SG. When the NA comes into
the radio coverage area of the SG, the radio connection is established between them for NA control interface transfer. After the connection is
established, the bundle sender sends the NA control interface block to the bundle receiver in the
SG. The bundle installer takes the received block,
unpacks it, stores the received NA driver bundle
and NA user interface bundle, and installs them
as bundles into the OSGi framework.

ADDRESSING AND MOBILITY
The plug and play mechanism is also applied to
register the existence and location of the NA and
its control interface into the selected SG. This
connects the NA with the SG, and after it the
services of the NA can be accessed via the SG.
Because the SG may be mobile, it needs to get a
care of address (COA) from the network. It can
be generated by using the DHCP protocol, and
the care of address needs to be indicated into the
mobile IP home agent. This registers the location
of the SG and in fact the location of the network
(NA, SG) in the Mobile IP home agent. This is
valid when the network (i.e., a group of devices
such as an SG and NAs) moves together (network mobility). When the network does not support Mobile IP and/or the SG does not have any
Mobile IP home address, application-level location registration using SIP can be applied. In this
case, the temporal care of address is indicated in
the home SIP server. Then the SIP UA bundle
acts as a SIP user agent on behalf of the NA.
Also, the remote terminal (corresponding
node, CN) needs to have access to the network
and register with the network if it is mobile.
When the remote user wants to address the NA,
the home address of the NA or its representative
SG needs to be known. In our experiment, we
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■ Figure 5. Addressing for mobility management.
apply a globally unique identifier for each NA,
and assume that the home SIP server address is
known. In this way, the unique addressing of an
NA from a remote terminal is possible and was
successfully prototyped during this research.
When an SG roams into the area of another
foreign domain, a new network prefix needs to
be applied. The new address can be reached as
described before. However, there are problems
in keeping sessions in the address changes. A
possible solution to this problem may be the
application of a dynamic IPv6 prefix delegation
solution, which is also a part of our experiments
[13]. The approach is based on IPv6 stateless
address autoconfiguration and the automatic prefix delegation protocol for IPv6. In the experiment, the remote terminal is a CN, the SG a
mobile router (MR), and the NA a mobile node
(MN). The mobile router applies the dynamic
prefix allocation protocol to get a prefix from the
network access point. When an SG is roaming
into the area of another foreign router, the prefix
part of the temporary IP address can be dynamically changed. In addition, the ongoing session
can be kept alive. The experiences indicate that
the prefix delegation solution is quite light, and
enables session continuity in subnet changes for
any MN. In addition, the solution can be applied
using both Mobile IPv6 and SIP. By using SIP,
route optimization is also achieved, and IPv6
encapsulation is avoided with UDP-based sessions. However, the solution is not necessarily
very scalable into big mobile networks (Fig. 5).

CONNECTIVITY AND USE
Remote interaction with a specific NA is a natural need for a human. The first step in this interaction is to have a user interface of the user
centered communication space [14]. In our
experiment, SIP is applied to clarify the location
of such a communication space UI, and then
HTTP is applied to transfer the UI into the user
terminal. First, the service access control mechanisms are applied to identify users by asking for
user name and password. After that, the communication space UI is loaded and visualized on the
screen of the remote user terminal. The commu-
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nication space UI contains links to all the accessible NA user interface bundles. By clicking the
specific NA link, the NA user interface bundle is
loaded into the remote user terminal and visualized on the screen of it (Fig. 6).
The device-specific information related to the
control messages is extracted from the downloaded NA UI bundle. The SIP UA in the
remote terminal implements an interface that
enables use of the downloaded UI features. The
downloaded UI and SIP UA are executed on top
of a Java virtual machine (JVM) in the remote
terminal. The NA user interface bundle contains
the logic for the establishment of a connection
via the NA driver bundle in the SG to the control/data interface of the NA. First the session is
negotiated with the SG using SIP, and then the
session is connected with the NA driver bundle
in the SG as shown in Fig. 6. By using this
approach, there is no need to install the control
drivers into the remote user device beforehand.
Even the location of the NA can be embedded
in the communication space UI in NA user interface bundle. However, the requirement is that
there be an interoperable application programming interface (API) and JVM implemented in
the remote user terminal.

DISCUSSION
The most essential experiences pointed out by
the experiments are briefly discussed, focusing
on the plug and play, addressing and mobility,
service use and connectivity functions [15].

PLUG AND PLAY
One requirement for the networking of limited
capability devices is the need to do it in a plug
and play way. In this research, we have provided
a possible solution to smoothly configure an NA
in the network so that a remote user can apply
it. The solution has been prototyped in both a
private residence network and a mobile PAN.
In our approach, NA control interface
uploading makes it possible to provide access to
the NA without such components as JVM, IP,
TCP/UDP, and SIP in the NA. It also makes it
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possible for a device (NA) vendor to deliver the
driver and UI as a JAR packet stored in the
memory of an NA device. When the packet can
dynamically be configured into the network (i.e.,
its representing SG), the plug and play feature is
implemented in a novel way. However, exact
measurements and comparison of the solution in
IP-based networking are still being worked on.
In addition, it is still rather open how the user
can discover services provided by NAs and how
the services can adapt to the specific situation
and context of an individual user.

ADDRESSING AND MOBILITY
Addressing is related to both the identity of a
user/device and its location. In this context, NA
mobility means that the NA may be plugged into
any network that is in the radio coverage area
and allows the specific NA to do so. In our
approach, the NA control interface is used for
registration of the NA into the network the SG
represents. The SIP UA in the SG is automatically informed about the presence of the new
NA device and its control interface. This mechanism works quite well in both the private residence network and mobile PAN. When an NA is
plugged into a different network, the problem is
how a remote user can know the new temporal
location (i.e., the address of the NA). Thus, both
the location of the SG and the identity of the
NA should be known.
In our approach, different NAs are separated
from each other using NA device identifiers. The
address of the network (SG) is registered into
the home SIP server using a temporary IP
address allocated to the SG. Therefore, the
remote user has to know the identifier of the
device and the home SIP address (deviceID, SIP
address pair) to address the specific NA device.
The identifier of the device must be globally
unique because it is possible that an NA is
plugged into another network. An alternative
approach is to name appliances with either home
IP or home SIP server addresses. Application of
them may be possible when NA devices have
more capabilities than here assumed.
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The address of the SG, which represents the
device cluster attached to the spontaneous network, may be changed because the SG (network)
is mobile (network mobility). In our approach,
SIP was used to indicate the temporary IP
address of the spontaneous network in the SIP
server. Then the remote user can address the
spontaneous network SG using the home SIP
address of the spontaneous network. An alternative approach is to use Mobile IP addressing for
this purpose. However, NA addressing is then a
problem, because all NAs do not necessarily
have an IP home agent or even IP at all.
The requirement for mobility in spontaneous
systems can be called full mobility, because every
computing element is mobile in relationship to
each other and the point of attachment in the
static network. It is clear that such full mobility
is still open for future research.
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for mobility in
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can be called full
mobility, because
every computing
element is mobile in
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other and the point
of attachment in the
static network. It is
clear that such full
mobility is still open
for future research.

CONNECTIVITY AND SERVICE USE
The easy use of NA services is a very essential
user requirement. This means that connectivity
management should be as seamless as possible
for a user. In addition, the service use should be
aided by user interfaces that are aware of the
features of the specific communication space
and the NA.
Our approach is based on the user interfaces,
in particular Java’s dynamic class loading capabilities. These capabilities were utilized for the
creation of the UI at runtime in the remote terminal. The downloaded UI and the SIP UA in
the remote terminal implement specific interfaces to enable method calls between the UI and
the SIP UA, which is statically installed in the
remote terminal. First, SIP is applied to clarify
the location of a communication space UI, and
then HTTP is applied to transfer the UI into the
user terminal. The communication space UI
contains links to all the user interfaces of the
accessible NA. In this way, a user can quite easily find the correct user interface, which is then
loaded and visualized in the display of a remote
user terminal. The user interface contains the
logic for the establishment of the connection via
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the NA control interface and the SG. In addition, it helps the user to smoothly apply the services of the NA. By using it, there is no need to
install control drivers into the remote user device
beforehand. However, there shall be interoperable API and JVM in the remote user terminal.
The session connectivity is based on the use of
SIP. It is applied to negotiate different types of
sessions: for example, for RC car control, we
need a session for controlling the RC car motors
and a session for unidirectional video delivery
from the video camera mounted on top of the RC
car into the remote user terminal. A session for
the delivery of the same video stream to some
other user’s terminal can be negotiated using
multiparty connections or as we did using IP multicasting. In the alarm system, the payloads of SIP
(DO, SUBSCRIBE, and NOTIFY messages)
have also been applied to deliver control messages. By using SIP, the sessions can be established independent of the location of the user and
the device platform. SIP has more advantages
than HTTP in supporting communication. Asynchronous messaging using HTTP from a spontaneous network to an outside user is possible only
when an HTTP server is implemented in a PDA.
This is because HTTP implements a client-server
model. SIP is also more lightweight because it is
independent of the protocol used for transport.
From the service viewpoint, future research
challenges seem to be related to features such as
context awareness, personalization, and adaptability. This is because an individual user needs
to have situation-aware and personalized access
to the services provided by the NAs. The other
challenge is basically the need for service interoperability between devices from different vendors. From the connectivity viewpoint, the
end-to-end connectivity between a remote user
terminal and the NA in the mobile spontaneous
(ad hoc) system is still open for future research.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The natural characteristic of a human user to
behave spontaneously is used as a starting point
for future spontaneous systems. The described
spontaneous system integrates application level
spontaneous group communication and ad hoc
networking together. A communication architecture for such a system is provided, and a service
gateway is applied as a key element to connect
multiple technologies and networks together. A
set of methods to enable plug and play, addressing and mobility, peer-to-peer connectivity, and
use of services is provided. Finally, the provided
methods are discussed based on the realized
research experiments.
In the light of the experiments, the ability of
every computing element to provide services is
essential. However, the real challenge is to provide mechanisms to enable the user to discover
them and adapt them to their particular situation,
especially for the specific user. Our solution offers
the possibility to utilize services provided by an
NA through downloaded UIs. The future research
challenges are related to features such as context
awareness, personalization, and adaptability in
the interoperable middleware architecture.
Peer-to-peer connections over the mobile
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Internet can be established today; however, the
challenge in ad hoc networking is hard because
of the absence of any static network infrastructure. Here, we use the term full mobility to
describe this challenge.
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ABSTRACT
The motivation for this research arises from the explosion in the
numbers of embedded devices in residential home environments,
and their novel capabilities to connect with the Internet. As
contributions, an experimental private machine-to-machine
(M2M) service space environment for automation in residential
home is provided. The novel solutions for the M2M architecture
are provided to enable dynamic application of a secure
communication overlay, smooth configuration and service
discovery. The available M2M services connected with the secure
overlay are smoothly visualized in a user interface of the private
M2M service space. The achieved results indicate that the
provided enablers for the M2M architecture, dynamic service
configuration and discovery works quite well in dynamic
distributed home environment. The secure network overlay
offered high level security with the aid of cryptographic
identifiers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]

General Terms
Experimentation, Security.

Keywords
Machine to machine communication, home automation, security.

1. INTRODUCTION
The number of embedded devices has continuously been
increasing in recent years. It has been estimated that their number
will soon be 1000 times larger than the number of mobile phones,
which is already more than one billion. Different kinds of wired
and wireless access systems, such as 3g, WLAN, WiMAX,
ZigBee UWB, and Bluetooth, enable devices to connect into the
Internet. This means that various kinds of embedded devices such
as sensors, actuators and machines can be connected to large
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
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extent to be part of the Internet, which enables novel types of
services called here as M2M (machine to machine) services.
M2M consists of ICT technologies enabling remote measurements
and remote control of devices. It includes sending, receiving,
storing and processing of measured information, and all kinds of
actions needed for controlling devices remotely. Thus M2M
creates novel added value by connecting large set of machines,
vehicles and embedded devices into the M2M networks and
service infrastructures, and enable remote actions with devices
and their services. We have defined here term M2M Internet to
describe the referred M2M connectivity and ubiquitous use of the
M2M services provided by machines, devices, sensors and
actuators. The benefits of novel M2M services of M2M Internet
will be realized when connecting the core processes of company
information systems into the M2M devices. This enables more
real-time control over the company processes, and creates
opportunities to increase service quality. Furthermore, this is an
enabler for transition from product centric to service centric
businesses.
The heterogeneity of the devices and services in residential home
environments has caused interoperability problems, which have
prevented the emergence of home automation in large extent. The
solutions have mostly been vertical solutions applicable only for
one single domain or vendor. The main contribution of this
research is focused to solve the interoperability challenge by
providing M2M architecture concept to enable smooth creation of
the M2M service space in residential home environment. The
other contribution is related to enabling smart metering and secure
control actions with home appliances. Security should be enough
strong to prevent misuse of control actions. The provided
technical enablers of the M2M architecture are M2M service
framework, P2P/M2M service discovery and secure M2M
communication overlay. The provided solutions rely on
standardized solutions, which are modified and adapted to be
applicable for M2M services.
A massive amount of publications has been made in the context of
home environment technologies. Usage of Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) in controlling home appliances has been provided
by [1, 2, and 3]. Instant messaging (IM) based solutions have been
presented by Aurell et al. [4]. Application of SIP and OSGi has
been described in [5, 6]. However, security mechanisms to enable
proper authentication, confidentiality and integrity were mostly
missing, and capability operate in dynamically changing
environment is clearly limited in these solutions.

A proposal for creating a secure communication overlay called
“Virtual Private Ad Hoc Networking (VPAN)” has been provided
in [7]. VPAN presents a system where a user can create an
overlay network on top of underlying IP networks. VPAN
consists of N clusters, which are connected via IP tunnels over the
Internet. The concept uses private IPv4 addresses both to address
and identify the nodes in the overlay [8]. Each overlay network
has its own private address space. VPAN also includes support for
handling member mobility and membership changes by utilizing
ad hoc routing protocols inside the overlay. For applications,
VPAN shows as a normal IPv4 socket interface, thus requiring no
changes to existing applications. This means that VPAN requires
IP support, even if many (embedded) devices do not support IP.
The use of private IPs as identifiers can also become a problem as
it requires global duplicate address detection and management
within an address space that is narrow for large overlays.
Traditionally in IP networks, an IP address has been used both as
an address and an identifier. However, many protocols e.g. Pointto-Point Protocol (PPP), Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP), Network Address Translation (NAT) etc, and academic
papers [e.g. 9, 10] have showed that a single host can be mobile
and multi-homed at the same time and that identifiers and
addresses should be separated from each others. The separation of
identities and addressing has been provided for example in Host
Identity Protocol (HIP) [11, 12]. However, the management of
long (especially asymmetric) keys and the realization of
encryption and decryption have proved to be challenging cost
questions in resource constrained devices.
As a solution for these problems, the provided secure
communication overlay relies on 128-bit long identifiers, which
are generated by hashing Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [13,
14] public keys with a Message-Digest algorithm 5 (MD5) [15].
However, these identifiers are not used through IPv6 BSD-style
socket API, because our system is meant to be used also by
devices without IP support. The ECC is an approach to public aka
asymmetric key cryptography based on the algebraic structure of
elliptic curves over finite fields. ECC uses much smaller key sizes
than other asymmetric techniques, while providing equally strong
security. The bit size of the ECC public key believed to be needed
is twice the size of the symmetric key [16]: To offer same security
strength as a 256-bit symmetric Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) [17], a 512-bit ECC or a 15360-bit Rivest-ShamirAdleman (RSA) [18] key should be used. ECC uses less processor
cycles, less power and therefore it is a tempting encryption
method to be used in embedded devices. As NIST has described,
as bigger keys become, more efficient ECC is coming..
Thus the essential differences with previously provided security
solutions is that the M2M service space enables security for
communication by using ECC cryptography to enable power
efficient security solutions for small embedded devices. In
addition, smooth P2P based service discovery and dynamic
configuration of the services are provided. The M2M architecture
concept enables smooth creation of service interoperation and
M2M service framework. Finally, the M2M services connected
with the secure overlay are visualized in the user interface of the
private M2M space.
The architecture concept of the M2M service space is presented in
chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes some experimental use scenarios.

Chapter 4 provides the evaluation results gathered during the
effort. Finally in chapter 5, some concluding remarks are provided.

2. ARCHITECTURE CONCEPT OF M2M
SERVICE SPACE
2.1 Machine to Machine System Model
The main contribution of this research is the M2M systems
architecture visualized in the middle of the Figure 1. The M2M
system architecture consists of a M2M service framework, P2P
services, and a secure M2M network overlay, which works over
any wired/wireless communication media. The purpose of the
M2M service framework is to provide generic means to manage
life spans of service component. For example, in the experimental
system we have constructed service components for house heating
regulation, energy metering, water consumption metering,
weather forecast, movement detection, video surveillance, X.10
actuators, illumination controller and wireless sensor network, to
measure temperature moisture, and illumination and current from
device cables. Each of the service components can be utilized via
the user interface of the M2M service space just by selecting the
respective service icon in the user interface. Thus the user
interface of the M2M service space is like a control display of the
automation process in residential home environment.

Figure 1. An Architecture of the M2M Service Space.
The purpose of the P2P service layer is to enable dynamic
configuration, and service discovery of the service components.
The dynamic configuration means that any new service
component may emerge into the system life-cycle at any time,
and that it needs to be detected, and included into the service
system and visualized in the user interface of the M2M service
space automatically. When the service disappears, it has to be
removed from the M2M service space respectively. The service
discovery refers to the distributed service registration process,
where a service announces itself and keeps tracks of the service
announcements coming from the neighbour nodes. It includes also
means for discovering all or only the requested services. The peer
to peer methods are applied especially to reach error resilient
service discovery and dynamic configuration, and also enable late
and dynamic binding of the M2M services into the system.

The purpose of the secure network overlay is to enable secure
communication between the service components over the
heterogeneous networks. Here security means that the user shall
be absolutely sure that the peer service/node is who it claims to
be. This includes a key exchange and encryption/decryption of the
M2M content exchanged between the services of the peer nodes.
The heterogeneous networks refer to the possibility to have any IP
network, such as Internet/Intranet, and any wired or wireless
access network, such as 3G, Wi-Fi, and ZigBee, etc., via which
the overlay communication will be transferred.

2.2 Service Framework
M2M service framework provides generic functionalities for
smooth application development. The first experiments of the
provided M2M concept apply OSGi platform as a basis for the
service framework1,2 mainly because it has ready-made
mechanisms for component life-cycle management. For example,
the OSGi component applications, bundles, can be installed,
started, stopped and uninstalled at any time during the system life
cycle. OSGi bundles are programmed according to the OSGi API
specifications and are deployed as JAR-archives that consist of
classes, resources and the package manifest. Manifest file within a
bundle is enhanced with meta-data information about the
component and rules for sharing resources between bundles.
The concept has been developed to be service framework
independent. Other platforms with or without service frameworks
are equally applicable as long as they implement common
protocols and interfaces. OSGi’s own local service registry was
not applied and the constructed distributed service registry was
used extensively. The services are outward interfaces of blackbox units i.e. independent of the implementation. This
independence is illustrated in Figure 2, where both kinds of
systems are shown implementing equal interfaces of common
service discovery protocol and service-specific protocols.

Figure 2. Service framework architecture in the experiment.

2.3 Peer to peer Services
P2P services layer enables dynamic configuration and service
discovery of the service bundles. The design is based on twotiered hybrid P2P design, which means that peers are divided into
super-peers and leaf peers. The leaf peers are divided into domain
groups and a single super-peer controls each domain. Each regular
peer selects a domain by evaluating existing super-peers. After
the choice is made, the super-peer will perform the majority of
service discovery on behalf of peers in its domain. The Figure 3
illustrates an example model of 9 peer P2P network, where 3
peers have assigned the super-peer role (octagonal shape) and
formed 3 domains (gray background). Leaf peers (elliptic shape)
have joined domains according to reasoning based on e.g. quality
of link to each super-peer. Even though the service discovery is
performed in two-tiered architecture, the peers use the services as
in single-tier (i.e. pure P2P) architecture.

In practice, a component establishes a service or strongly
cohesive group of services, such as the user interface service or
heating regulator sensor/actuator services. The granularity of
services is adjusted with composition of components, such as
combination of aforementioned example services into a heating
widget of the user interface. Related components can be gleaned
to construct more coarse-grained components which yield
advantages, such as general view or mass control that are required
when managing e.g. sensor networks.
Components publish self-describing XML-based advertisements
that contain meta-data information about the available services.
These documents are distributed in the network along with
addresses of respective components, so the service can be used
with applied remote procedure protocol after discovery and metainformation based usage reasoning.

1

http://www.osgi.org/Main/HomePage

2

http://felix.apache.org/site/index.html

Figure 3. An example P2P configuration.
Super peers are discovered using super peer queries (SP query), in
Figure 4. The peers may locate services provided by other peers
using service query messages. All requests and fall-back
mechanisms – such as notifications of removed peers or services –
should go through the domain controller as long as the peer
belongs to the domain. The peers may use super peer queries to
find super peers. The super peers respond to these queries with
short super peer advertisements. Leaf peers use the super peer
advertisements to determine the most suitable super peer. Super

peers use these advertisements to maintain information about the
network structure.
Any peer may also locate services provided by other peers using
service query messages. The service query messages used in the
prototype contain the name of the sought service, and a unique
query identifier that distinguishes each individual service query
from other queries made by the same peer. The purpose of the
query identifier is to facilitate a more flexible service discovery
method where the services may also be requested by a set of
parameters with no information of specific service names.

Figure 4. Super peer discovery.
All advertisements and queries are presented in self-describing
XML format. The super-peer acting as the respective domaincontroller will search for the queried services in its service
registry and return advertisements of any matching services. The
peers introduce their services to others by sending service
advertisements.

Figure 5. Service Discovery procedure.

2.4 Secure Network Overlay
The provided communication solution is independent of Internet
Protocol in order to provide wider support for different devices in
the home environment and also to minimize the amount of
gateways needed in the system. Because some of the devices are
mobile, and can join or leave the network at any given time, the
network needs to be flexible enough to overcome changes in the
network topology. In addition, the devices need to have the
capability to self-organize so that the network can be created and
maintained with minimal human administration. These
requirements have lead us to design the network using some of
the principles often found in ad hoc networks where routes to
other nodes are typically found using proactive or reactive route
discovery.

In the provided solution, cryptographic identifiers are used to
identify devices. These IDs allow the device to change its location
in the network without breaking up existing connections. The
usage of such IDs increases security as the IDs are generated by
hashing the node's public key, thus owner of an ID can be verified
based on the private key. By introducing a cryptography-based
identifier namespace for the devices, we have created a virtual
overlay that can run on top of almost any lower layer transport
protocol. In practice, all communication is done using these IDs
only, and this design choice allows us to reach the before
mentioned independence from IP networks.
The length of an ID in this case has been chosen to be 128 bits. It
is equal to the length of an IPv6 address, and has been shown to
be long enough to practically avoid all ID collisions: “For 100 bits
(or more), we would not expect a collision until approximately 250
(1 quadrillion) hashes were generated” [11]. Still, if a collision
would happen, the right owner of the ID could be proved based on
the private key the node owns. The usage of this type of IDs also
allows us to avoid the problem of unique ID assignment in a
managed assignment from a (possibly hierarchical) reserved pool
of IDs.
In a home environment, one can think the overlay as the users or
home’s virtual private space. It consists of only those devices that
are authorized to join the particular overlay. As the information
flowing in it could be sensitive, the overlay needs to be created
and maintained securely. The provided solution encrypts all data
with two possible methods: 1) using a shared network key among
all the devices that are part of the overlay with symmetric
encryption for data that should be readable by all member nodes
or 2) using each node’s own public key with asymmetric
encryption for node-to-node communication.
The establishment of an overlay is a process which requires input
from the user because he/she knows which devices should be
allowed to join the overlay. For this purpose, at least one such
device in the system needs to be present which has the capability
to bootstrap the overlay, and interact with the owner of the
overlay to either accept or deny devices that want to join the
overlay. In the experimental system, they have been integrated in
a single device. At start-up, a network daemon in the bootstrap
device creates a public/private key-pair for the device and a secret
network key for the overlay if they do not exist. Once these steps
are done, the private overlay is ready to work. The daemon (later
Usenet Daemon) is a process that listens for incoming messages
from other devices, processes them and also provides an interface
for the service layer to send messages to other nodes in the
overlay.
Whenever more devices want to join the overlay, they need to
find each other regardless of what is the used transport medium
and protocol. This has been achieved by having the nodes
broadcast HELLO messages to all of their network interfaces
regularly. They are forwarded until a user interface device (later
UI) is discovered. The UI needs verification whether the device
indicated by the ID given in the HELLO message is allowed to
join the overlay, and if it is who it claims to be. The applied 128bit ID can be shown for example in the same format as an IPv6
address for easier human comparison. If the user agrees that the
device is legitimate one, and not a malicious node, the UI device
allows it to join the overlay network. If the user declines the
joining, the received HELLO message is simply discarded. After

the joining process has been executed, a private and secure
overlay has grown to a size of two nodes. From now on, the
services can run on top of the overlay network without knowing
what underlying transport mechanisms are in use.
Delivery of messages inside the overlay has been divided into two
distinct categories: broadcast and data messages. The term
broadcast means delivering the given payload to all members of
the overlay network. This message category is used for two
purposes: dissemination of routing messages, and distributing
information received from the service layer that is addressed to all
members of the overlay. The format of a general broadcast
message includes the same header fields as the other messages
and the payload is encrypted with the network key. Each node
verifies all messages before forwarding them further. The
verification can be accomplished as all broadcast messages are
encrypted with the network key possessed by legitimate
participants.
In our model, routing generally follows the concept of ad hoc
routing protocol AODV, because the network conditions can
change dynamically. In addition, the messages used for neighbor
discovery and route discovery follow mainly the reactive AODV
protocol [20]. All nodes include a routing table for the overlay
based on the node IDs. The table includes entries sorted based on
the nodes’ ID, the next hop ID and its transport layer address (e.g.
an IP address of a network interface towards a certain node
utilizing IP protocol), and finally a link quality value for deciding
the best choice if multiple routes to a destination ID are available.
When a unicast data message needs to be delivered to an ID that
is not yet present in the ID routing table of the source node or in
intermediate nodes, a Route Request (RREQ) message is created.
It is sent as a broadcast message, which contains a request ID to
indicate the originator of the RREQ. The destination ID indicates
the destination, which needs to be discovered. If the intermediate
or the destination nodes verify that a RREQ is a valid message,
they add a new entry to their routing tables for the source of the
RREQ. After this procedure, they can forward both routing and
data messages to the given ID in the overlay. Once the destination

3. EXPERIMENTAL SCENARIOS
The practical configuration of the residential home experiment is
visualized in Figure 6. The core of the system is the secure
communication overlay, which is used by all nodes of the system.
Its implementation, Usenet Daemon, recompiled for different
platforms as it was implemented with POSIX C++. All C++ leaf
peer implementations use the daemon directly. The super peer
services in the experimental system operate as OSGi bundles. The
super peer category devices were laptops with enough resources
to run Java, OSGi, graphical UI and several services. Leaf peer
functionalities (incl. UI) were running on laptops, Olimex CSE9302 development board3, and Navicron development board4.

3
4

Figure 6. The configuration of the Residential Home
experiment
The portable C++ UI has been implemented with Qt5 and
successfully executed on two different platforms. The UI is
capable of representing up-to-date information produced by the
services, issuing commands to devices and showing alarms with
the possibility to send an acknowledgement to the alarming
device if it was requested. The daemon provides a localhost UDP
socket interface for the super peer as the OSGi runs on Java, and
cannot use the daemon directly. A bundle called UsenetServer
acts as a client for the daemon's UDP socket. By using the
UsenetServer bundle, other bundles can easily send and received
messages to/from the overlay as well as query their own node ID
from the Usenet Daemon. Super peer functionalities (service
registry, domain control and processors for advertisements and
queries) are provided by a separate bundle.
All leaf peers are executing a specific service and act as facades
for physical embedded devices, which are either too small to run
the Usenet Daemon or additional software cannot be installed to
them at all. Examples of such devices in the experiment are X.10
light modules or house regulators6. Weather forecasts7, energy &
water consumption meters8 and wireless sensor network (WSN)
sensor motes are provided by external service providers which are
connected to the overlay as services offering gateway
functionalities.
The system was demonstrated at ITEA2 Symposium9 in October
2008. The following figures demonstrate two use cases: 1) live
forecast information is provided for automatic pre-emptive
controlling of house regulation (Figure 7) and 2) manual control
of X.10 light bulbs from the UI (Figure 8).

5

http://www.qtsoftware.com

6

http://www.ouman.fi

7

http://www.foreca.com

http://www.olimex.com/dev/cs-e930x.html

8

http://www.plenware.com

http://www.navicron.com

9

http://symposium.itea2.org/itea2
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In both Figure 7 and Figure 8, the grey areas represent systems
and services outside the secure overlay network. They are
connected using their specific protocols such as TCP/Modbus,
and also SMS can be applied. White area presents devices and
services working over the secure overlay network. An example
situation in the user interface programmed with Qt is visualized in
Figure 9.
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Figure 7. Use case 1: Automatic M2M pre-emptive house
temperature controlling based on live forecast information
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Figure 8. Use case 2: Manual control of lights
In the first use case, a RegulatorController service was set up to
automatically fed forecasted outside temperature information to
house regulator devices through a RegulatorService. Temperature
forecasts of certain area and time were read from a weather
database, parsed and sent to the RegulatorService which wrote the
forecasted temperature values to registers in the house regulator
device. This use case shows pure machine-to-machine
communication via the secure overlay network and scalable
service platform.
The second use case models how the system can be controlled by
the user with the aid of the UI. As the user selects to dim her light
bulb from a remote tablet UI, a method call is first sent to a
UsenetLightController service physically located in a super peer
node. From there, a command is sent to an embedded board
providing an X10 Controller service capable of sending serial
command to an X10 computer module which finally instructs the
X10 device module to dim the light.

Figure 9. User interface with example services and events

4. EVALUATION RESULTS
The provided M2M architecture was seen to be good starting
point for structuring complex and dynamic system in the home
environment. When new M2M asset devices and services emerge,
it is very essential that the system automatically detects the
change and updates the system accordingly. In the architecture,
the dynamic capability for configuration has been a starting point
for the architecture design. In the experimental system, the service
framework was based on the OSGi and it fulfills its purpose,
however execution of OSGi on the embedded devices is
somewhat challenging. Therefore adaptation of the service
framework to work in resource-constrained embedded devices
remains to be a future research item. The provided P2P services
offered a natural approach to distribution of various services. The
service discovery model was effective in its simplicity, but using
coupling of fixed identifiers and network addresses is hardly
adequate for ubiquitous networks, where majority of services can
be formerly unknown. In addition, the efficiency and feasibility in
the context of embedded devices is still not clear. Nevertheless,
the results achieved encourage for further research on this field
focusing into the challenges such as race conditions and errors
caused by network glitches.
The Secure Network Overlay offers authentication of devices,
secure data transmission between two devices using public/private
key pairs, and usage of shared secret network key to encrypt
broadcasted data. Implementation of services over the Secure
Network Overlay proved that usage of non-IPv4 or IPv6 BSDstyle socket API means that basically all current IP based
applications have to be implemented to use new cryptographic
identifiers, which would mean massive amount of development
work.
The designed and implemented prototype is meant to be used in
residential home environments, and it is protected well against
external attacks in which the attacker tries to listen to the network
traffic, analyze it and perform attacks based on received

information. Routing messages are encrypted with 128-bit AES,
and with current computers it is infeasible to perform brute force
attach against the encryption, because the amount of information
transferred is much smaller than e.g. in multimedia streaming.
Super peers may be located on basis of amount of their outbound
and inbound traffic and be exposed to DoS attacks [19]. This is
estimated to be only a small problem, because networks usually
contain many decentralized super peers, and home environments
are often enclosed systems. The prototype may be threatened
from the inside nodes: misbehaving nodes may by accident or on
purpose send forged messages, and mix up routing.
Currently, the Usenet Daemon supports asymmetric ECC
secp160r [21] and uses AES with Cipher Feedback (CFB) mode
[17] for network traffic protection. CFB is one of five
confidentiality modes of operation for use with an underlying key
block cipher algorithm [22]. In the implemented prototype, some
simplifications were made, and the initialization vector is not
randomly generated for each encryption procedure, but remains
the same. The Usenet Daemon uses a shared network key and an
initialization vector which are both 128-bits long. The U.S.
Government [23, 24] defines information encrypted with AES
using a 128-bit key long or ECC using a 256-bit prime in modulus
elliptic curve to be sufficient to protect classified information up
to the SECRET level. TOP SECRET information requires 192-bit
or 256-bit AES keys or 384-bit prime modulus elliptic curve.
Both AES and ECC are selected to the NSA Suite B
Cryptography [24] which is a set of cryptographic algorithms
promulgated. Therefore, longer ECC keys should be used in the
future to research higher level security.
Currently, the network and devices are meant to be used in a
home environment, and for bootstrapping the network at least one
user interface must be present. The user interface device is
responsible for generating the network key, but later on other
automatic authentication and key management procedures will be
added to the system. In the current Usenet prototype, the used key
exchange is pretty simple and straightforward. Devices send their
public keys and hashes in HELLO messages; the receiver either
approves or denies them, and sends the shared network key in the
HELLO reply message. At the moment ECC secp160r based
public keys and MD5 hashes are used. However, NIST has
recommended to get rid of MD5 [22] mainly because of flaws
found from it [25, 26, 27, and 28]. Other elliptic curves than
secp160r with different key sizes, hash families such as SHA-1
and SHA-2, encryption algorithms and modes will be supported
later. More advanced key exchange methods such as HIP Base
Exchange and Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) [29] are
under study. Krasner et al. [30] give a rule of thumb comparing
ECC with RSA and Diffie-Hellman (DH): "ECDH,
mathematically speaking, is 5-10 times faster than DH and 5-10
times smaller in terms of bandwidth". The ECDH could be one
interesting method be used to generate secret keys between two
parties.
Encryption and decryption performed with symmetric algorithms
are 100 to 1000 times faster than with asymmetric algorithms. For
example Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [31] type of approach may
advance and optimize the usage of resources, and the gained
speed advantage increases when the length of the transmitted data
increases. If the system is used outside home environments,

security of routing may be improved using for example signature
extensions and hash chains presented in Secure AODV draft [32].
Evaluation of the secure network overlay shows that usage of
cryptographic identifiers in device identification and routing
means that currently existing IP based applications running over
the secure network overlay would have to be partly changed
because the daemon does not provide a standard socket interface
at the moment. In the next step of this research, this challenge will
be investigated.

5. Concluding Remarks
The experimental private M2M service space environment,
applicable in the context of residential home environments, is
provided as a result from the work. The main generic contribution
of this work is the generic M2M architecture concept, which
enables dynamic application of a secure communication overlay,
smooth creation of interoperation, dynamic configuration of the
system and service discovery. The provided technical enablers of
the M2M architecture are M2M service framework, secure M2M
communication overlay, smooth P2P based service discovery and
dynamic configuration, and smooth visualization of the available
M2M services connected with the secure overlay in the user
interface of the private M2M service space.
The results indicate that the provided M2M architecture works in
dynamic situation, and it creates a solid basis for future
development. The secure network overlay offered high level
security with the aid of ECC cryptographic identifiers. However,
current Usenet Daemon implementation requires all current IP
dependent applications running over it to be changed, which is too
big of an effort. In the next step of this research, the aim is to
solve this problem without losing the advantages of the reached
high level security. The provided P2P services provide a natural
approach to distribution of services, their dynamic configuration
and discovery even with lightweight devices. In the next step of
this research, the aim is to improve the efficiency of the service
discovery concepts especially in the context of embedded devices.
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Abstract—The paper provides a service communication concept,
which enables remote interaction with networked appliances
(NA) attached to a mobile personal area network. The proposed
approach is based on the application of the Open Service
Gateway Initiative (OSGi) together with IETF session initiation
protocol (SIP) in the open mobile service gateway executed in a
portable mobile terminal device. The problems related to
mobility, capabilities of NA and, use of NA were evaluated in the
constructed research prototype. Application level mobility is
enabled by SIP, NAs are networked in a light way and use of NAs
is made easy for remote users by encapsulating the NA features
in a block of mobile code.
Keywords;
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personal

area

network; mobility;

The PAN can work as a stand-alone ad hoc network, or it
can be connected to mobile Internet anywhere and anytime. Ad
hoc networks have been under active research within the
MANET community [1]. The characteristics of an ad hoc
network include wireless and mobile devices, dynamic
configuration, ad hoc connectivity and dynamically
established/missing service infrastructure. PAN can be seen as
a special type of ad hoc network, because PAN is perhaps not
mesh type [2] i.e. multihop communication is not necessarily
supported.

Satellite

networked

Access system
Mobile Internet
Middleware

Broadcast
Applications

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today, 3G standardization forums (www.3pp.org,
www.3gpp2.org) and the Internet Engineering Task Force
(www.ietf.org) are working towards stable specifications for
mobile Internet. So far, this effort has mostly focused on
enabling user terminal mobility and connectivity into the
network. The latest low power radios, such as Bluetooth
(www.bluetooth.org), can be used to connect small devices
with each other in a cost efficient way. The Open Service
Gateway Initiative (www.osgi.org) is providing specifications
of service platform for residential home environments
connecting multiple services, wide area networks, local
networks and devices together.
It is seen that the referred standardization efforts lead to the
situation in which several small devices, called networked
appliances (NA) here, are connected with a single user mobile
terminal (MT), which is then connected to the mobile Internet.
This kind of a device cluster can form a personal area network
(PAN) of a user, Figure 1. As indicated by the figure, the focus
of this research is on enabling the interaction between a remote
user and the devices in the PAN of another user over the
network infrastructure. The contribution of this paper is a
service communication concept enabling this interaction. The
proposed approach is based on the application of OSGi
together with IETF defined session initiation protocol (SIP) in
the mobile service gateway executed in a mobile terminal
device in the border between the PAN and legacy network.

Mobile
Personal Area Network

Cellular

Local wired

Wireless
Ad hoc
Local wireless

Figure 1. Remote interaction with NAs attached in a PAN.

Quite a lot of research on protocols for stand-alone ad hoc
networks has been carried out [3, 4]. The interoperability and
connectivity of ad hoc networks with other heterogeneous
networks has been discussed [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. These papers focus
on the application and modification of Internet protocols, such
as IPv6 and mobile IP, in ad hoc networks. Application layer
mobility management using SIP is discussed in [10, 11, 12, 13,
and 14]. The SIMPLE is a SIP protocol extension to enable the
support of presence functionality [15]. In our approach, the
presence refers to the devices instead of the user presence. In
addition, an application layer mobility solution using SIP is
applied here with PAN type ad hoc networks.
Different PAN features are discussed, for example, in [16,
17, 18]. However, no generic remote use, mobility and
connectivity methods have been provided yet. Authentication
to set limits for a PAN and an ad hoc network service
registration is discussed [19]. The ad hoc network service
registrar can be seen as a kind of mobile service gateway.
Mobile communication gateway architecture mainly intended
for use in cars is provided in [20]. In this paper, we propose the
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same type of gateway architecture for use in a portable mobile
use of NA are enabled for remote use. User B does not
terminal in a light form. In addition, we demonstrate the
necessarily know anything about the NA features. The home
successful application of OSGi [21] as a service execution
address of user A may be known, but the temporal address is
platform in a small portable device.
not necessarily available. However, somehow it should be
possible for the NA to address the MT B. The features and use
The architecture of the service communication concept is
of NA are closely related to the handling of the NA interface
presented in chapter II. Chapter III describes the prototyped
for a remote user, such as user B. The NA interface is assumed
interaction use case. Chapter IV provides the experiences
to consist of, at least, NA drivers and a user interface.
gathered during the effort. Finally in chapter V, some
concluding remarks are provided.
In this paper, we have decided to apply OSGi as a platform
for an open mobile service gateway in a portable mobile
II. ARCHITECTURE
terminal, figure 2. The SIP technology is applied together with
OSGi to enable mobility of the terminal devices and a PAN
The architecture of the prototype system is shown in figure
consisting of several NA devices (device cluster). Here the
2. The constructed system consists of one simple, networked
OSGi acts as a service gateway of the PAN towards the outside
appliance (NA) and mobile terminal (MT A), which is assumed
environment. The main execution modules in the OSGi are
to be the master in the personal area network (PAN) owned by
user A. The PAN is seen to be a mobile ad hoc network, which
called bundles, which are JAR files containing the applications
may be/is attached to the mobile and wireless Internet. The role
[21]. The bundles can also contain other resources, and they
of MT A is to act as an open mobile service gateway of the
can register and apply services from other installed bundles
PAN. Let’s assume that user B also has a mobile terminal (MT
using OSGi's service registry. In our system the NA has one
B), which he/she aims to use for interaction with the specific
bundle installed on the OSGi-server (NA interface). The
NA in the user A PAN. An essential characteristic of a PAN
device-specific NA interface bundle can be developed, for
and referred devices NA, MT A and MT B is that they are all
example, by the NA device manufacturer or an outside
mobile.
application service provider. In addition to the NA bundle, the
SIP UA is implemented as a bundle in the OSGi platform.
Networked
Appliance
(NA)

Mobility

User interest

Mobile
Terminal
(MT
A)
Personal Area
Network
(user A)

Mobility

User B

SIP
proxy
server

OSGi

INTERACTION USE CASE

III.

Mobile
Terminal
(MT B)
NA
interface
Mobile & Wireless Internet

SIP
Open Mobile
Service
Gateway

Figure 2. Architecture of the prototype system.

Mobility is one of the most essential sources of technical
problems. First, user B can be very near the NA, and therefore
a proximity-based connection between the user B device and
NA may be possible. On the other hand, user B may be far
away from the NA, and therefore remote access over the
network is required to enable interaction with NA. The PAN of
user A can be constantly moving with the attached NAs. In
addition, a single NA may also be plugged into some other
user’s PAN. Mobility is also a source of security-related
problems. However, security is out of the scope of this paper.

The interaction use case is visualized in figure 3. The PAN
in the demonstration system is established by two IPAQ
devices: MT A and NA. NA is simulated by IPAQ because it
would have been too time-consuming to construct a small NA
device and develop software for it for cost reasons. The open
mobile service gateway in the MT A is implemented with
OSGi and SIP technologies under the Linux operating system
using a Compaq IPAQ device. The SIP user agent is
implemented as an OSGi bundle (OSG-sip-app.jar:
ua2@ele.vtt.fi) as well as an NA interface (NA proxy.jar). The
NA user interface (NAui.jar) is a part of the NA interface. The
purpose of the installer (BundleInstaller.jar) is to enable plug
and play of the NA interface into the open mobile service
gateway.

MT B

6.
remoteuser.jar
(ua1@ele.vtt.fi)

The third problem of the system is related to the use of NA.
When the power of a NA is switched on, the concern is how it
is connected to the MT A and especially how the features and

7.

5.

SIP server

5060
1.

NAui.jar

9.

8.

The second problem of the system is related to the
capabilities of the NA. The NA does not necessarily have much
power, e.g. because of small battery capacity, to be used for
computing and communication. Therefore, the radio
connections can only be active during limited periods. The
memory size embedded in an NA may also be very limited,
because of physical size limitations and cost optimization, so
that the NA do not necessarily have Java virtual machine
(JVM), Internet protocol (IP) and session initiation protocol
(SIP) capabilities.

5060

3.

Mobile Open Service Gateway (MT A)
2.
5999

4.

NAproxy.jar
Cloud

NA
(simulated
by IPAQ)

6002

5060

3.

Bundle 3.
Installer.jar

4. 4.6003

OSG-sipapp.jar
(ua2@ele.vtt.fi)
4.

NAproxy.jar

6001

10.

NAui.jar
OSGi platform

User A PAN

Figure 3. Interaction Use Case.

In our solution, the NA has a single, globally unique
identifier (NA ID) related statically to the device to make
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5. The registration procedure is executed between the SIP UA of
addressing of the NA unambiguous. This identifier is used
user B and the SIP server.
together with the SIP address to point to the specific NA over
the network. In practice, the identifier is embedded in the
6. User B requires the user interface, the device identifier of which
device specific bundle.
is “NA ID” in the address ua2@ele.vtt.fi.
The NA interface bundle contains the knowledge related to
7. The SIP DO message is sent to ua2@ele.vtt.fi through the SIP
the control of the NA, the user interface (UI) of the NA and the
server. The HTTP address (or IP address, TCP port number) of
identifier of the NA. The UI jar-file contains the services of the
the NA UI is received in a 200 OK message payload.
NA to the outside user and it can be downloaded to the user B
mobile terminal. The nature of the UI is fixed, and the UI
8. The NA user interface (NAui.jar) is loaded from the open
object is created in the user B device. The UI objects could not
mobile service gateway to the user B terminal, and visualized in
be created on the OSGi platform and transmitted to the user B
the display of the device.
terminal because of the limited JVM capabilities in the user B
9. The NA user interface makes a connection with the NA
device. The bundle installer bundle is used in the dynamic
interface (NAproxy.jar) with the aid of SIP.
installation and starting of the bundles.
10. After this, the NA user interface can interact with the NA via the
The SIP UA bundle acts as a SIP User Agent on behalf of
NA interface in OSGi. Thus, the remote interaction with a
the NA. The SIP UA bundle offers the service to OSGi, which
Mobile Networked Appliance in a personal area network of user
will be used by the device specific bundles to inform the
A is possible for user B.
device-specific information and the UI location of the NA. This
means that the SIP UA knows the information related to the
NA. The SIP UA bundle uses the service, provided by the
HTTP bundle included in the core of OSGi, for the distribution
IV. EVALUATION
of the UI files. A single SIP UA is used on the OSGi platform
The evaluation is based on the experiences collected in
to make the solution scalable even in the case that many simple
prototyping of the interaction use case. Here, the mobility,
NAs are present at PAN.
capabilities of NA and use of NA are discussed.
The communication between the remote users and the NAs
in the PAN is negotiated with SIP. The payload of the SIP
message can also be applied to the delivery of control messages
[24]. The UI interface is downloaded via HTTP.
The remote user uses a PDA to control the networked
appliances. SIP UA has been installed in the PDA, and it is
used to send SIP messages related to the control of remote
NAs. The device-specific information related to the control
messages is extracted from the downloaded UI. The SIP UA in
the PDA implements an interface, which enables use of the
downloaded UI features. The downloaded UI and the SIP UA
are executed on top of a JVM in the PDA.
The demonstrated procedure is briefly described in the
following:
1.

At the very beginning, the SIP server in a separate Linux
machine and OSGi Framework in the MT A are started up.

2.

The bundle installer (BundleInstaller.jar) and SIP UA bundle
(OSG-sip-app.jar) in OSGi Framework are activated.

3.

The registration procedure is executed between the SIP UA of
the user A PAN and SIP server.

4.

The NA interface (NAproxy.jar) is sent to the bundle installer,
which activates it in the MT A OSGi framework. The location
of the NA user interface (NAui.jar) is registered to the SIP UA.
The TCP ports are initialized for UI loading (port 6002) 1.

1

When SIP UA receives the control messages in port 5060, then the
TCP port number 6003 for UI connection is not needed. Then the
NAproxy also needs to implement and interface enabling
communication with OSGi SIP UA.

A. Mobility
There are several different types of mobility issues in our
prototype system. First, the NAs can be plugged into another
PAN (NA mobility). The solution in the constructed prototype
is that the NA interface bundle is dynamically plugged in and
installed in the OSGi platform by a bundle installer. The SIP
UA is also automatically informed of the interface information
related to the NA. In this way, the presence of the NA is
indicated in the system. This mechanism works quite well in
practice, as shown by the demonstration. However, in this case,
the remote user has to know the home SIP address of the new
SIP UA, in addition to the NA identifier. Thus, when an NA is
attached to a different PAN, the MT B has to know the home
SIP address of the new SIP UA (the NA identifier is kept the
same). The other restriction in the prototype is that the service
gateway platform and its address will be fixed for the NA.
The second mobility-related issue is the addressing of NAs
(NA addressing). In the solution, different NAs are separated
from each other using unique device identifiers. Therefore, the
remote user has to know the identifier of the device and the SIP
address (deviceID, SIP address-pair) to address the specific NA
device. The identifier of the device must be globally unique,
because it is possible for an NA to be plugged into another
PAN. An alternative approach is to name appliances with SIP
addresses. The application of this is possible when the NA
devices to be controlled are intelligent and have SIP UA
capabilities. However, in the constructed prototype system, the
NA device is assumed to be simple and therefore the handling
of SIP messages had to be performed in the OSGi platform.
The third issue is mobility of the service gateway, and
therefore also the mobility of the device cluster attached to the
PAN (PAN mobility). In the solution, SIP was used to indicate
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the temporal location of the PAN to the SIP server. Then a
Java's dynamic class loading capabilities were utilized for
remote user can address the PAN using the PAN’s home SIP
the creation of the UI at run time in the PDA. The downloaded
address. An alternative approach is to use a mobile IP home
UI and the SIP UA in the PDA implement specific interfaces to
agent and its address for this purpose. However, then the NA
enable method calls between the UI and the SIP UA. The UI
addressing is a problem, because all the NAs do not necessarily
itself was quite lightweight, while the processing of the SIP
have an IP home agent or even IP protocol at all. The other
messages was a bit heavier and it was implemented in the SIP
known common problem is how to keep TCP/UDP
UA, which is statically installed in the PDA. It is expected that
connections active when IP addresses change. One possible
the remote user have a JVM implementation in the PDA.
solution for this may be the application of SIP re-INVITE,
Our solution offers the opportunity to utilize services
INFO and registration updates to enable TCP/UDP session
provided
by NA through downloaded UIs. However, one
handoffs [14].
essential limitation in our prototype is the fixed nature of the
NA UI, and therefore future research is required related to
B. Capabilities of NA
features such as context awareness, personalization and
The capabilities of NA provide essential requirements for
adaptability.
the system. It the solution, the NA is assumed to be a class I
type of device, whose functions and interface are typically
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
fixed by the vendor of the device [22]. It is also assumed that
The problems related to mobility, capabilities of NAs and
the NA has additional limitation in the form of small battery
use of NAs were evaluated in the constructed research
capacity and limited memory size. This may mean that it
prototype. According to the evaluations, the automatic
cannot necessarily have such components as JVM, IP and SIP.
plugging of the NA into PAN is possible, and the constructed
In the approach, the NA interface uploading mechanism makes
system works quite well. However, in the solution the remote
it possible to network the device without these components
user has to know the identifier of the NA device and the home
[23]. It also makes it possible for device vendors to deliver the
SIP address of the PAN associated with an identified user, in
NA interface in the memory of a NA device.
order to address the specific NA device. The problem here is
that how to have globally unique device identifiers for NAs.
C. Use of NA
Possible solutions are the application of SIP or IP home
The easy use of NA is a very essential customer
addresses for each NA, and temporal addresses to enable
requirement. Usually, a user, and his device representing the
mobility. However, if NA devices are simple, type I devices,
user, do not know anything about the NA before the NA
which may not have IP, SIP or JVM, how is addressing then
interface has been installed from some disk storage/web to
possible? Application level mobility using SIP can be used to
users device. In the solution, there is no need for such an
solve the PAN mobility i.e. mobility of the device cluster as
installation, because the NA features/services are encapsulated
shown by the demonstration. However, it is still rather open
into the mobile user interface proxy, which is then transmitted
how to keep the TCP/UDP connections active in IP address
to the user’s device dynamically when required [23]. Also, all
changes.
knowledge related to communication between the user and the
The class I type of NA devices can have several limitations
NA is encapsulated into the UI. In practice, SIP is applied to
in capabilities. According to the experiences, the NA interface
negotiate the sessions, and the payloads of SIP (DO,
uploading is a very practical solution to reduce required
SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY messages) may also be applied to
memory size in the NA.
deliver control messages. Compared with HTTP, SIP has more
advantages, supporting communication. Asynchronous
The encapsulation of the NA features into the mobile user
messaging using HTTP from PAN to the outside user is
interface proxy enables easy service access for the mobile user.
possible only when an HTTP server is implemented in the
Thus, no separate NA installation or feature description is
PDA. This is because HTTP implements a client-server model.
required for a remote user. In addition, the required
SIP is also more lightweight, because it is independent of the
communication mechanisms and functions are hidden inside
protocol used for transport. SMS messages from GSM’s are not
the user interface so the user does not need to worry about
very practical solutions because the IP is not applied and
them. However, some user interface-related functions such as
multimedia communication is not supported by it.
context-awareness, personalization and adaptability still require
future research.
The communication between NA and MT A was
implemented with a specific protocol using TCP. However, the
solution is independent of it. NAproxy could contain, for
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Abstract: Today, increasing number of industrial application cases rely on the Machine to
Machine (M2M) services exposed from physical devices. Such M2M services enable
interaction of physical world with the core processes of company information systems.
However, there are grand challenges related to complexity and “vertical silos” limiting the
M2M market scale and interoperability. It is here expected that horizontal approach for the
system architecture is required for solving these challenges. Therefore, a set of
architectural principles and key enablers for the horizontal architecture have been specified
in this work. A selected set of key enablers called as autonomic M2M manager, M2M
service capabilities, M2M messaging system, M2M gateways towards energy constrained
M2M asset devices and creation of trust to enable end-to-end security for M2M
applications have been developed. The developed key enablers have been evaluated
separately in different scenarios dealing with smart metering, car sharing and electric bike
experiments. The evaluation results shows that the provided architectural principles, and
developed key enablers establish a solid ground for future research and seem to enable
communication between objects and applications, which are not initially been designed to
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communicate together. The aim as the next step in this research is to create a combined
experimental system to evaluate the system interoperability and performance in a more
detailed manner.
Keywords: machine to machine systems; Internet of Things (IoT); cyber-physical systems

1. Introduction
The number of embedded devices has continuously increased in recent years. Traditionally, such
devices have worked locally in an independent way and provided services for human users. Advances
in radio communication technologies have enabled even mobile connectivity for the referred devices
over the Internet. These trends are now visible as the increasing number of application cases which
rely on the services exposed from physical equipment, such as sensors, actuators, RFID
(Radio Frequency Identification) tags, machines, vehicles and industrial embedded devices. Such
service systems are here called as Machine to Machine (M2M) service networks, which can also be
called as Internet of Things (IoT) or Cyber-Physical Systems [1]. Usually such systems include
capabilities for remote measurements and remote control of embedded devices. Remote measurements
consist of sensing physical phenomenon, storing, sending, receiving and processing of measured
information. Remote control of devices includes access control, mutual exclusion, sending, receiving
and processing of control commands. The basic enabler of such functionality is M2M connectivity,
where various kinds of embedded devices are connected into the Internet. The added value is created
by the enabled M2M services based on the use of the measured information in a smart way, and
reasoning and execution of smart remote control actions with the M2M asset devices.
There are many research challenges related to details of such system and processes, for example
identification, sensing/actuation, low-power communication, distributed intelligence, information
semantics, data confidentiality, privacy, trust, etc. [1]. However, it is here estimated that even bigger
challenge for the society arise from the complexity and fragmented vertical M2M markets. The origin
for the complexity is due to the number of embedded devices, connectivity means, service platforms,
information management and especially their heterogeneity. In addition, establishing and maintaining
an interactive system capable for interoperation with the human user is here expected to go soon
beyond human capabilities. M2M market is fragmented to multiple vertical industries, and the
resulting systems are usually domain or vendor specific closed systems, also be called as “vertical
silos”. In addition, the natural needs of businesses to protect themselves seem to lead such systems
which require special access rights for each specific system, resulting in vendor specific closed
systems. This has caused problems for example in residential home environments and prevented the
emergence of home automation in large extent. Smart grid solutions cannot interoperate with
infrastructure and buildings/homes, even if it would be strongly required to reach higher level energy
efficiency. Therefore, it is observed here that the technological complexity and vertical M2M silos are
the reason of a grand research challenge for development of a modern ecosystem. Because most of the
existing vertical systems have difficulty in scaling, it has been seen that enabling horizontal model is
important for realizing embedded M2M [2]. Therefore, it is assumed here that solving this grand
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challenge requires first to have clear principles for the horizontal system architecture; otherwise, the
detailed solutions could be applicable only for specific vertical application cases and have thus
difficulty in scaling.
There are different technical architectural approaches for M2M systems such as e.g., end-to-end
Internet approach [3,4], and M2M gateway based approach [5,6]. It is possible to establish an Internet
connection from an Internet node to the M2M asset device without any additional intermediate node
making transformation into the messages in the end-to-end Internet based approach, if there is at least
tiny Internet protocol (IP) stack also in small embedded devices. This is possible to be done even for
such small devices by relying power efficient physical layer and Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) IPv6 Low Power wireless Area Networks (6LowPAN) adaptation layer enabling universal
Internet connectivity, the IETF Routing Over Low power and Lossy networks (ROLL) routing
protocol enabling availability, and IETF Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) enabling seamless
transport and support of Internet applications [7–15]. However, the challenge is that also the embedded
devices which are not Internet capable would be required to connect into the Internet. M2M gateway
based approach may enable also their connectivity, however, the challenge may be dynamic behavior
of wireless systems and need to adapt with different kinds of service back-end systems.
For example, M2M service capability layer aims to solve the heterogeneity challenge of the service
systems by providing a standard based set of M2M service capabilities, which could be applied by
multiple application domains [16–18]. In this model, devices and applications communicate via an
M2M service platform, exposing a number of services which, in addition to boosting interoperability,
will simplify and reduce the cost of M2M applications development. However, there is heterogeneity
also in the technologies related to communication, information layers, security and device
management. For example, there are standards such as Open Mobile Alliance Device Management
(OMA-DM) [19], Device data model of Broadband Forum (BBF-069) [20], Universal Plug and Play
(UPnP) [21], Device Profile for Web Services (DPWS) [22], Open Building for information exchange
(oBix) [23], Open productivity and connectivity (OPC) [24], Web Ontology language (OWL) [25], and
Open Geospatial Consortium Sensor Web Enablement (OGC-SWE) [26–31] dealing with M2M
information, service and devices. There are communication technologies, such as e.g., Simple mail
transfer protocol (SMTP), Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [32–34], MQ
Telemetry Transport (MQTT), and Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). Security is often addressed using
proprietary solutions and the business party in charge of the application deployment is typically
assuming the task of credential distribution. There are separate solutions for security in Local Area
Network (LAN) device domains, network security to enable secure network access and security
technologies applicable for application layer [35–37]. In addition, there are a number of forums
focused to specify means to be applied within a single application domain and/or with specific type of
devices, e.g., video devices, sensors, smart energy meters, medical devices, user interfaces, building
automation, automation in the smart grids, etc. And different kinds of approaches for autonomic
computing are discussed in e.g., [38–50]. A detailed comparison of the referred technologies has been
provided in [5]. As the result of the referred comparison, it is seen that principles for the architecture
are needed in order to establish a solid basis for multiple stakeholder system for M2M service
networks. It is assumed in this work, that both end-to-end Internet approach, and M2M gateway based
approach are needed to enable horizontally capable M2M service networks. In addition, architecture
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principles for solving the heterogeneity of technologies are needed to enable communication between
objects and applications, which are not initially been designed to communicate together.
The key novel contribution of this paper is related to the architectural principles for the autonomic
M2M service networks relying on the horizontal approach, created key enablers called as autonomic
M2M manager, M2M service capabilities, M2M messaging system, M2M gateways towards energy
constrained M2M asset devices and creation of trust to enable end-to-end security for M2M
applications and their experimental based evaluation with three different cases dealing with smart
metering, car sharing and electric bike systems. The same type of challenges have also been focused
e.g., within FI-Ware [51] Public Private Partnership (PPP) project, which has created an IoT platform,
architecture and a set of generic elements related to cloud hosting, data/context management,
IoT services enablement, application/services ecosystem and delivery framework, security and
Interface to Networks and Devices (I2ND). However, it is seen that the approaches are different in the
sense that we rely more on open standards and have an open multiple stakeholder system as the goal,
and FI-Ware is more relying on open application programming interface (API) based implementations
of specific industrial companies. There are also other projects which are/have been working in the area
such as e.g., Hydra [52], Runes [53], IoT-A [54], iCore [55] and Sofia [56]. Each of these projects has
specific contributions to be added, however, they have still not solved the described grand challenges
related to the technological complexity and vertical M2M silos.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. The architectural principles are defined in Section 2.
The key building blocks are described in Section 3. Experimental evaluations are discussed in
Section 4. Finally, conclusions are provided in Section 5.
2. Architectural Principles
2.1. Horizontal M2M
M2M service networks are inherently multiple stakeholder systems. Some parts of the system are
highly dependent on the application domain, and some parts can be evolving in different timescales.
For example, the generations of cellular radio systems may evolve 10 years, while novel M2M
applications may born even every month. However, the M2M service system lifecycles are required to
be even longer than 20 years. If a part of the system is dependent on a single provider, then it is a
strong risk for system being operational for such a long lifecycle. Therefore, the system shall be based
on open standards, and horizontal layering shall be kept clear. If autonomic M2M solutions are
developed for the system where horizontal layers are mixed, the challenge with such solutions is that
their application likely to be limited to the special case only. Therefore, the following high level
architectural principles for horizontal M2M system have here been defined (see Figure 1, in which the
main principles are visualized):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Application domain specific part shall be separated from application domain independent parts;
The system horizontal layers, evolving in different timescales shall be clearly separated from
each other;
Each system horizontal layers, shall be possible to have multiple providers;
The system interfaces shall apply open and standard based technologies;
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The functions of the horizontal layers shall not be mixed. A single technology shall focus only
into its’ basic functions in a single horizontal layer. For example:
a. M2M Information layer shall focus only for the information and its meaning;
b. M2M service platform shall focus only to enabling the service capabilities, and it should be
transparent for the (a);
c. M2M communication shall focus only to transport of messages/data between entities, and
being transparent for (a) and (b);
d. M2M radio accesses shall focus only to enabling communication links over the media, and
being transparent for the (a), (b) and (c);
e. Creation of trust between entities shall be transparent for (a), (b), (c) and (d). Based on the
resulting security credentials, end to end security between M2M applications and
encryption/decryption in each of (a), (b), (c) and (d) can be done;
f. Each of (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) shall provide management and service interface to be used
by upper layer and/or M2M applications.

The key provided building blocks, capable to enable the referred principles, selected for the
evaluation are the following autonomic M2M manager, ETSI M2M service capabilities, M2M
messaging over XMPP, M2M gateways capable for making protocol mapping towards constrained
M2M devices and creation of trust to enable end-to-end security for M2M applications, Figure 1,
These selections and enablers are shortly clarified in the following.
Figure 1. Machine to Machine (M2M) architecture principles.

The selected approach for handling the M2M system complexity is making the decisions in
information abstraction layer with the aid of autonomic manager. Such autonomic manager is able to
monitor the system in information level, analyze the situation, plan the required actions, and execute
the control events towards the system automatically or at least semi-automatically. European
Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) M2M service capability layer (SCL) assumes that
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M2M applications know all details of the device installation and data interpretation. This is
challenging for M2M application developers, and therefore, autonomic service capabilities are being
created for SCL, to connect it smoothly with autonomic manager and information management.
ETSI M2M SCL has been specified to work with Representational State Transfer (REST) style of
transport, such as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). However, usually, M2M applications are based
on messaging with M2M devices. Traditionally, such messaging is done with short message service
(SMS) or Email systems. It is seen that more real-time messaging, capabilities to handle not always on
mobile devices and capabilities for more dynamic topologies are needed. Therefore, XMPP technology
has been selected to enable real-time M2M messaging, presence management and dynamic topologies.
To enable the interoperation of ETSI M2M SCL with XMPP, development of required interworking
proxy is under work.
The challenge related to the constrained embedded M2M devices can be solved with the aid of
M2M gateway. Such a gateway can take care of mapping of protocols to be more applicable for
embedded capillary networks and devices, and enable interoperability between various proprietary
networks. For example, M2M gateway (may also be called as a border router) can translate HTTP to
CoAP, IPv6 to 6LowPan, XMPP to Bluetooth Smart and 6LowPan to Bluetooth Smart messages.
Traditionally, creation of trust can be established in hop by hop manner between M2M asset
devices and M2M applications. This kind of model can be challenging in M2M systems, because of
M2M information content may be business critical and it may contain high privacy requirements.
Therefore, it is here proposed that creation of trust and M2M data distribution can be separated from
each other, and divided to distinct stakeholders, if it is required by the case. Mechanisms and a new
model for credential management have been provided in this work to enable end to end security for
M2M applications with a separate trust provider and authentication server.
2.2. M2M Gateway for Interoperability
Interoperability with existing systems and resource constrained embedded devices are usually
approached via gateways of some sort. For example, the functional architecture designed by ETSI
M2M [57], Cisco [58], AnyBridge [59], Systech [60], Alcatel Lucent [61] and IOT-A relies on the use
of a kind of M2M gateway mainly because of challenges related to communication with constrained
devices. Such a M2M gateway can handle e.g., the issues related to communicating with a system
based on an incompatible communication protocol, low-power devices which are unable to
communicate with the rest of the system directly due to limited resources or capabilities, or
communication with a domain in which the access is otherwise restricted by some service provider.
Thus, the gateway can act as a translating and security element, which can interconnect two systems
having different protocols and data formats and perhaps belonging to different security domains. Such
gateway component may not be optimal from communication point of view, but it is required in some
cases because of interoperability and security.
A gateway may also prevent message flooding from devices to the backbone network, enable
management of M2M asset devices in groups, make maintenance and configuration smooth, enable
usage of unlicensed frequency bands and/or optimized radio technologies for specific M2M asset
devices. Typically, a gateway is then connected to a back-end server which is taking care of data
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storages, management, centralized control and enforcement of security policies. The use of back-end
servers have a crucial role in combatting the various scalability and reliability issues found in pure
peer-to-peer and ad-hoc -type systems [62–64].
The role of the M2M gateway as the enabler of interoperation between different M2M systems such
as body area network (BAN)/personal area network (PAN), Industrial and Automation and Sport and
Wellness systems is visualized in Figure 2. These different M2M systems can establish their own small
(local and/or wide area) M2M ecosystem, which can then be connected with the rest of the system via
M2M gateways. The overlay communication between the different M2M gateways, M2M asset
devices (those that are not behind the M2M gateways) and back-end servers enables establishment of
bigger M2M ecosystem with interoperable messaging enabled by the communication overlay.
Figure 2. The M2M Gateway as an enabler of interoperability.

There are multiple communication options for M2M gateways: M2M gateway as an Internet
protocol (IP) router, M2M gateway as a service gateway and direct connection to M2M devices
without any M2M gateway. When M2M gateway is acting as an IP router, it makes possible to
establish end-to-end IP connectivity if M2M asset devices are supporting IP. In that case, the local
radio access technology needs to have mapping to IP communication. If M2M asset devices are not
supporting IP, then there is need to have M2M service gateway, which is able to act as a
bridge/protocol translator between M2M asset network and M2M infrastructure.
The service capable M2M gateway is able to make protocol adaptation between proprietary
protocol stack, and ETSI M2M SCL. Communication with constrained M2M devices can apply any of
the options. However, there are several practical challenges which require optimization within the local
M2M asset network. The first challenge is related to application of web services within constrained
local M2M asset network. To solve this problem, IETF Constrained Restful Environments (CoRE)
working group has specified CoAP standard with the goal of supporting REST-like applications inside
constrained environments. The second challenge is related to the sizes of IP packets and headers.
To solve this problem, IETF has created the 6lowPAN, which describes an adaptation layer between
IPv6 and a layer 2 protocol, such as (but not limited to) IEEE 802.15.4, to handle maximum
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transmission unit (MTU) sizes and compress IPv6 headers from 60 bytes to 7 bytes. The third
challenge is related to power consumption of the radio access protocols. For example, Bluetooth
special interest group (SIG) has specified special low power Bluetooth (Bluetooth low energy
(LE, also called as Bluetooth smart). In addition, IETF is working with mapping of 6LowPan with
Bluetooth Smart. There are also challenges arising from heterogeneity and mobility of M2M devices
and local M2M asset networks, and coding and integration of M2M application content.
3. Key Building Blocks
The key building blocks: autonomic M2M manager, M2M service capabilities, M2M messaging
system, M2M gateways towards energy constrained M2M asset devices and creation of trust to enable
end-to-end security for M2M applications are described in this chapter.
3.1. Autonomic M2M Manager
The autonomic M2M manager is able to monitor the system in information level, analyze the
situation, plan the required actions, and execute the control events towards the system automatically or
at least semi-automatically, Figure 3. It is a generic and extensible control loop for the self-management of
M2M systems [65] based on the IBM MAPE-K control loop model for enabling self-management
capabilities such as self-configuring, self-optimizing, self-healing and self-protecting [66]. The control
loop operates as an expert system to emulate the decision-making ability of humans and is designed to
solve complex problems by reasoning about knowledge.
Figure 3. Autonomic M2M manager.

The control loop consists of modules for monitoring, analyzing, planning and executing, Figure 4.
Monitoring module answers to the question “what is happening?” It collects events from sensors from
managed resources, updates a model describing the sensors environment and topology located on the
knowledge base with relevant information from events, and infers new knowledge about symptom
occurrences, then extracts relevant information and sends them to the analyzer.
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Analyzing module answers to the question “what to do?” It provides mechanisms that correlate and
model complex situation, which mechanisms allow learning about the environment and help predicting
changes in the environment. The analyzer receives symptoms as input, uses them to update a
knowledge model describing the complex situation. In addition, it generates new knowledge called as
RFC, and sends them to the planner.
Figure 4. The component model of the Autonomic M2M Manager [65].

The planner acts as a decision making module, and focuses on the question “how to do?” It saves
new knowledge RFCs as goal states, read models of possible actions and facts from the knowledge
base and checks policies to guide its work. Then, it selects actions leading to the goal states and sends
them to the executor.
The executor receives as input logical description of the sequence of actions to be executed, and
consults a model containing actuators description and available operations details. It matches actions
with their correspondent concrete operations, then performs the plan using actuators and controls the
sequence of actions execution with consideration for dynamic updates. The executor must answer to
the question “how is it done?” by generating reports and saving relevant information into the
knowledge base.
The knowledge base relies on Web Ontology Language (OWL) [25], which is a semantic an
expressive schema language for publishing and sharing ontologies using Resource Description
Framework (RDF) extensions. Ontology rules such as the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [67]
provide a way to define behavior in relation to a system.
A translation infrastructure is provided to keep the autonomic manager generic and to facilitate
the mapping between the autonomic manager and legacy M2M systems, Figure 4. The
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administration layer enables to supervise and configure each autonomic module subcomponents
for best performance.
An ontology model for M2M is composed of three main classes: M2M_Machine,
M2M_Application and M2M_SCL, which enable to represent the most important concepts of the
M2M system, Figure 5. An additional class called as Connection is considered to represent
potential interactions between M2M applications according to their semantic annotation.
Figure 5. The ontology model of the Autonomic M2M manager [66].

The control loop of autonomic M2M manager is operating in the information level. In addition, it is
expected that the ETSI M2M service capabilities are realized as generic components. Therefore, there
is need to have means for connecting device management and data interpretation related autonomic
service capabilities to connect service capabilities smoothly with autonomic manager and information
manager in general. However, it is important to keep the core part of the autonomic M2M manager
engines as agnostic as possible towards the M2M information formats, knowledge bases and device
management. This is because there are/will be huge amount of different application specific
information storages, formats, value representation strategies, metadata structures and ontologies for
M2M information. In addition, the device management structures depend strongly on the specific
devices, their configuration and related applications.
3.2. M2M Service Platform
The ETSI M2M architecture is based on a set of horizontal service capability layers that can be
applied to several vertical M2M application domains. These service capability layers are composed of
a set of generic services and are deployed in M2M Servers, M2M gateways and smart M2M devices.
The different service layers are distinguished by the role they provide in the architecture. Two domains
are defined by the ETSI: a local domain with M2M device and gateways called Device and Gateway
domain, and a WAN domain with M2M servers, core network access, M2M applications and
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management functions called Network domain, Figure 6. Data exchange between the different M2M
entities in the different domains is done through 3 standardized communication interfaces: dIa, mId
and mIa.




dIa interfaces devices applications and Gateway or Device Service Capability Layer;
mId interfaces the M2M Gateway or Device Service Capability Layer and the M2M
Network Service Capability Layer;
mIa interfaces backend M2M Applications and the M2M Network Service Capability Layer.

These interfaces aim to be applicable to a wide range of network technology and they are
application and access independent [17]. The ETSI has adopted a Restful [68] architecture style for the
M2M Applications and/or M2M SCL information exchange [16]. The main advantage of the Restful
architecture style is that it’s deployed above the transport layer, so the service capability layer is
independent from the underlying networks.
Figure 6. A view to ETSI M2M System.

Each SCL is comprised of several services groups (Figure 7): Application Enablement Capability
(AEC) for providing M2M point of contact for using the M2M applications of the corresponding SCL;
Generic Communication Capability (GCC) for interfacing between the different SCL available on a
given M2M Network; Reachability, Addressing and Repository Capability (RARC) for managing
events relative subscriptions and notifications as well as for handling applications registration data and
information storage; Communication Selection Capability (CSC) for network selection and alternative
communication service selection after a communication failure; Remote Entity Management
Capability (REM) for remote provisioning; Security Capability (SECC); History and Data Retention
for archiving data (HDR); and Interworking Proxy (IP) for integrating non ETSI compliant systems.
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The communication interfaces provided by the ETSI platform allow the following methods: register,
deregister, invoke, subscribe and data publish/subscribe. Registered M2M applications/devices can
provide their services in two different ways:




Synchronized: Whenever a new value is available, the M2M application shall publish it on
the corresponding data resource. This is ideal for a service that only publishes data (a
temperature for example);
Retargeted: All the operation on the given resource will be retargeted to the corresponding
device/application. This is ideal for invocation services such as actuators.
Figure 7. Architecture of ETSI M2M Service Capabilities.

The platform also provides a publish/subscribe mechanism, which can be used to subscribe to data
from other applications or to discover other applications (when they register for example). An M2M
application can subscribe to one or more ETSI M2M entities. Non-ETSI compliant M2M entities
(e.g., existing systems and devices) can be integrated to the architecture using the specified integration
points (Interworking Proxy) on the Gateway and Network Service Capability Layers [16]. In the local
domain the M2M Gateway acts as a proxy for M2M devices available in the same local area network.
Once M2M devices applications are registered, they become available to other registered SCLs and
M2M applications; according to the acquired access rights. For example, network applications can
subscribe to information produced by a sensor (Device application) registered on a reachable GSCL,
Figure 8. We presume that the GSCL is registered to the NSCL and that the Device Application is
registered to the GSCL.
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Figure 8. Sequence diagram for a network application subscription to device data.
NA

NSCL

GSCL

DA

001: Register application
002: Process
003 : response positively
004: subscribe to DA
005: Process
006 : response positively
007:device data
008: Process
(Notification triggered)
009 :Notify

Non-ETSI compliant M2M entities (existing systems and devices) can be integrated to the
architecture using the specified integration points (Interworking Proxy) on the Gateway and Network
Service Capability Layers [5]. In the local domain the M2M Gateway acts as a proxy for M2M devices
available in the same local area network. Once M2M devices applications are registered, they become
available to other registered SCLs and M2M applications; according to the acquired access rights.
For example, network applications can subscribe to information produced by a sensor (Device
application) registered on a reachable GSCL, Figure 8. We presume that the GSCL is registered to the
NSCL and that the Device Application is registered to the GSCL. First, the Network application
registers to the NSCL (001). Then the Network Application Enablement capability checks if the issuer
is authorized to be registered and treats the request (002). The registration information is then stored by
the Network Reachability, Addressing and Repository Capability. The Network Application receives a
positive answer (003). The Network Application subscribes to the data produced by the desired sensor
(Device application) (004). This data can also follow a certain criteria specified by the issue. If the
issuer is authorized to subscribe to the given Device Application, the Gateway Reachability,
Addressing and Reachability capability treat the request (005). The Network application receives a
positive response (006). Device application sends information to the Gateway (007). The Gateway
Reachability, Addressing and Repository Capability identify an event that needs to be reported to a
subscriber (008). Finally, the GRAR Capability notifies the subscribers (009).
Each element of the ETSI M2M architecture is a resource that can be handled through six functions,
the Create, Retrieve, Update, Delete, Notify and Execute. Notify is used for reporting a notification to
a subscribed resource. Execute for executing a management command/task which is represented by a
resource. An example of ETSI resource tree is visualized in Figure 9. Each part of the tree represents a
certain capability of the Service Capability Layer. The notation <resourceName> means a placeholder
for an identifier of a resource of a certain type. The actual name of the resource is not predetermined.
The notation “attribute” denotes a placeholder for one or more fixed names. The resources without the
delimiters < and > or “and”, names appearing in boxes are literals for fixed resource names or
attributes. The M2M REST resources can be accessed through URIs (see [5] for more information).
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M2M REST resources of the tree are mapped to HTTP REST resources and Extensible markup
language (XML) data structures. The data types can be mapped to equivalent JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) data structures as well. Each normal HTTP REST resource shall have a
representation in XML. One M2M resource corresponds to one XML or JSON data structure. The
resource representation shall be carried in create requests (POST), update requests (PUT), successful
retrieve (GET) responses and notify (POST) requests. When transported in a HTTP request or HTTP
response, the resource representation shall be carried in the body.
Figure 9. An example Service Capability Layer (SCL) resource tree.

ETSI M2M SCL has been specified to enable generic horizontal service capability layer to be
applicable for multiple applications. It assumes that M2M applications know all the details of the
device installation and data interpretation. This is challenging for M2M application developers, and
therefore, autonomic service capabilities for Device Autonomic Capability, Gateway Autonomic
capability, Network autonomic capability are being created for SCL, to connect it smoothly with
autonomic manager and information management. .
3.3. M2M Communication Overlay
XMPP (Jabber has been developed to enable message oriented communication services applicable
in the Internet context. It is an open standard based communication protocol for message-oriented
middleware based on XML, which is executed on top of standard Internet TCP/IP protocols.
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An important feature of XMPP is smooth extensibility, which is seen by the big number of extensions
defined by XMPP Standards Foundation (XSF) in XMPP extension XEPs.
The XMPP communication architecture is based on distributed client-server model; however, also
server-to-server communication is enabled. The core services of XMPP includes support for presence
information, secure messaging (TLS), overlay communication over IP, near real-time messaging,
authentication, contact list management, and service discovery. Each XMPP client has an account
hosted by a XMPP server, and the client can be addressed by unique Jabber ID (JID). XMPP JID
contains three parts: user, domain and resource as shown in Table 1, RFC 6122. In XMPP, network
domain-part of JID must be a fully qualified domain name or IP address. Each domain presents one
logical groups with one user account database. Each domain may present own user account policies.
The device owner is usually considered to be also a user of the M2M domain and an owner of at least
one XMPP user id. All devices share same user id (local-part and domain-part) with their owner.
Separation of devices is done by examining the resource part of JID.
Table 1. An example of Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol Jabber ID (XMPP JID).
JID: john@example.com/device12
Local-part
Domain-part
Resource
John
example.com
device12

A client connects to the server to send and receive messages. The procedure for M2M client
establishing connection with the XMPP server is shown in Figure 10. Discovery can be done directly
using a domain part as a server address or discovering server address with SRV lookup from DNS.
All clients connect to only their own server specified by JID. Connections are persistent XML streams
over TCP and optionally encrypted by Transport Layer Security (TLS) layer. Encryption of TCP
stream is strongly recommended, but not required. An administrator of a domain may specify that
encryption is mandatory and it is up to administrator or designer to choose whether TLS certificates
should be checked. Most client libraries accepts self-signed certificates, this should be taken into
account when considering security aspects of client-to-server connections. The availability of each
client can be detected with the aid of presence messages. Presence information is shared only with
XMPP user’s that are in roster/address book of client sending the presence information.
Server to server connection is an XML stream over a TCP connection, similar as to client to server
connections. Most important difference is that server to server connections are not authenticated
because they happen in between different domains that do not share a common user database. This is
similar to how email systems work. XMPP servers may use XMPP Dial back, as defined in XEP-0220,
to verify the domain of the connecting server. The domain administrator may require stronger
identification verification by using TLS certificates and Simple Authentication and Security Layer
(SASL). When M2M clients located in different domains would like to exchange messages, routing of
messages will be done by the domain specific servers, Figure 11. Then communication link between
servers of the domains are negotiated, to enable messaging between the referred M2M clients.
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Figure 10. M2M client connecting to XMPP Server.

In practical M2M cases, several extensions XEPs to XMPP have proved to be useful. XMPP
Service discovery is used in M2M system for discovering information about clients, servers and
publish-subscribe nodes (XEP-0030). XMPP Publish subscribe valuable as base for one-to-many data
delivery scenarios in M2M (XEP-0060), which can be used by XMPP entities to subscribe information
of the presence of other entities, and receive notifications accordingly. Publish-subscribe support
provides also base for Sensor-over-XMPP functionality, which defines basic metadata for M2M
devices to describe their sensors and actuators [69]. Sensor-over-XMPP also defines sensor data
formats and commands for actuating devices. In publish-subscribe system the interested parties can
subscribe the data they are interested in, and subscribers receive the data only when changes occur.
A very important extension to XMPP is support for including XML-data (XEP-0315) in data forms
specified in XEP-0004. This is estimated to enable transfer of application specific M2M information
via XMPP based M2M communication overlay in such a format that it can be applied by autonomic
M2M manager. It can be applied in such a way that first, an XML information event is created within
M2M asset device. Then it is transferred via XMPP overlay using the XML data forms solution,
XMPP interworking proxy concept realization towards ETSI M2M SCL (GIP in Figure 7), and
autonomic service capability solution to transfer the event into the autonomic M2M manager.
Autonomic M2M manager analyses the content of the event against situation and automatically creates
the required response action, based on available rules stored in the knowledge base. After it, the
created action will be transferred over the network back to the M2M asset device. When applying the
architectural principles, the communication over the XMPP, interworking proxy, and autonomic
service capability are transparent to the applications specific information. This enables creation of novel
application logic by making changes only into the application domain specific part of the system.
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Figure 11. Server to server interdomain communication.

3.4. M2M Gateway with Constrained Devices
Communication with embedded M2M asset devices requires usually protocol conversions and
special router/gateway arrangements, because of limited power sources in devices. For example,
conversion of HTTP to/from CoAP, conversion of XMPP message content to be transferred via
Bluetooth Smart, and conversion of IPv6 messages to 6LowPan, and 6LowPan to Bluetooth Smart.
The IETF CoRE working group [7] has defined the CoAP standard with the goal of supporting
REST-like applications inside constrained environments. It defines a binary message structure between
CoAP endpoints as well the interaction protocol. By following REST architectural principles [68],
CoAP exposes a representation of the information available on a constrained device as a set of
identifiable resources. This way, any CoAP endpoint may interact with it remotely using the
interaction methods used by the HTTP protocol: GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE. In order to make
the resources discoverable, the CoAP protocol standard advises to expose CoAP endpoint’s resource
metadata using the CoRE Link Format [8] at a specific Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). UDP will
be used instead of TCP, because TCP is inefficient in terms of network resource usage in wireless
environment. In order to meet eventual Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, CoAP has introduced
the use of confirmation messages, which correspond to an acknowledgement that a CoAP message has
been received.
Collection of data from a CoAP-enabled device is achieved by sending a CoAP request message
(GET method) to the CoAP server hosted on the device: as soon as the CoAP server receives such a
request, it replies with a CoAP response with data requested by the CoAP client or notifies that the
response will be sent in a separate response. Another interaction scheme supported by the CoAP
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protocol is the publish/subscribe paradigm. Instead of sending periodical requests to a CoAP server to
be kept updated on the status of a resource, the CoAP client may subscribe, through specific exposed
end-points, to a CoAP server, which will be in charge of periodical updating all the subscribed clients
of the status of a given resource.
Restful architectures make caching of the data possible within the network. Caching is supported by
CoAP and makes it possible to optimize the data delivery over potentially constrained wireless links.
For each CoAP observed value a lifetime is defined; if two consecutive requests are received by a
CoAP server or proxy in a period of time smaller than that defined by the lifetime parameter, the
former request will be sent querying the resource, whereas the latter will be served using the cached
value. Using caching, some optimizations can be easily foreseeable for M2M communications.
By serving fresh information from a cache instead of querying the endpoint itself, one could
experience a shorter delay or a better QoS on a particular request. Also, caching may help reducing the
overall consumption of an energy-constrained network by reducing the number of wireless
transmissions required for collecting data.
CoAP has been designed for low-power networks and is not applicable for wide-area networks,
which mostly rely on HTTP for distributed application. HC (HTTP/CoAP) proxies provides the
interworking functionalities for application spanning across low-power networks (potentially running
CoAP/UDP/IPv6/IEEE 802.15.4 protocol stack) and the Internet (HTTP/TCP/IPv6). CoAP base
specifications identify DTLS [11] and IPsec [12] as mechanisms to offer data origin authentication,
integrity and replay protection, and encryption for the CoAP messages. In addition to these, an
alternative [13] to IPsec and DTLS has been presented.
IPv6 brings some outstanding benefits such as an addressing scheme which allows identifying
billions of devices and the support for point-to-point communications between a device and a PC
connected to Internet. However, the IPv6 protocol is inadequate for low power wireless networks
because of high overhead. As a consequence, the IETF 6LowPAN WG [14] has proposed adaptations
of the IPv6 protocol for constrained wireless networks. For example, standards have been proposed for
the transmission of compressed IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4 networks [15]. IPv6 and 6LowPAN
network stacks are natively available on common operating systems for embedded devices (e.g.,
Contiki and TinyOS), therefore making them able to communicate with both Internet and
LLNs devices.
Another aspect of low power networks is the strong constraints on routing protocols, which must be
different from those used in traditional IP networks. First of all, links conditions may change
frequently during time, therefore a routing protocol must react quickly to these changes. Second, the
nodes have really strong storage constraints; therefore a routing protocol should work even if a node
has not stored all the routes to each other node in the network. Third, since the nodes have severe
energy constraints, the exchange of control messages should be kept as low as possible. One solution is
provided by the RPL routing protocol. It has been developed to have really limited control traffic, to fit
harsh and constrained environments, with limited data rate and potentially elevated error rate. RPL is a
distance-vector protocol based on the creation of a routing tree, referred to as Destination Oriented
Acyclic Directed Graph (DODAG), where the cost of each path is evaluated according the metrics
defined in an objective function. The goal of this protocol is the creation of a collection tree protocol,
as well as a point-to-multipoint network from the root of the network to the devices.
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Communication with constrained M2M asset devices has been enabled by energy efficient proxy
including CoAP, RPL and 6LowPAN, Figure 12. CoAP standard is applied to support REST-style
applications in constrained environments. 6lowpan is applied with IEEE 802.15.4, to handle MTU
sizes and compress IPv6 headers from 60 bytes to 7 bytes. RPL routing protocol is applied to limit the
required control traffic, to enable routing in harsh and constrained environment with limited data rate
and low error rate. The proxy component is needed to handle heterogeneity of M2M devices and local
M2M asset networks, data delivery over constrained wireless links and interworking functionalities for
application messages between local M2M asset network and Internet with ETSI M2M SCL.
Figure 12. M2M communication proxy for energy efficiency.

The proxy can be applied to optimize M2M communications, and it is needed also to enable
interworking with ETSI M2M SCL via gateway interworking proxy (GIP), Figure 7. By serving fresh
information from a cache instead of querying the endpoint itself, one could experience a shorter delay
or a better QoS on a particular request. Also, caching may help reducing the overall consumption of
energy-constrained network by reducing the number of wireless transmissions required for
collecting data.
In the example case, the CoAP, IPv6 and 6LowPAN network stacks on Contiki platform has been
applied [70]. The implementation leverages the ContikiMAC low-power duty cycling mechanism
to provide power efficiency. Based on the results of the CoAP request/response cycles are most
energy-efficient when each message fits into a single 802.15.4 frame. When messages are bigger than
frames, the interoperation of information models, data encoding/decoding, and segmentation/reassembly
with constrained M2M capillary networks and M2M asset devices need to be carefully considered
together with proxy. In the evaluation environment, it is seen that smart decisions related to querying are
able to optimize energy consumption i.e. whether to use cached value or to query over the network. In
addition, if several routes are available, smart decisions can be done to minimize energy consumption.
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3.5. IPv6 over Bluetooth Smart
Bluetooth SMART v. 4.1 [8,71] is a PAN technology that was introduced to the market by the
Bluetooth SIG in 2013. Bluetooth SMART consists of two distinctly different transports called Basic
and Enhanced data rate (BR/EDR, collectively named Classic) and Low energy (LE or Smart). Smart
supports 2 modes of connection: Non-connected, unidirectional advertisements (broadcast, unicast and
scan support); Connected, bidirectional and reliable (maximum theoretical application throughput is
300 kbit/s).
The network topology for connection is scatter net where the collector device is typically a master
and sensors are slaves. Bluetooth uses 3 channels for service advertisements and 37 channels for data.
One reason for having the master role assigned to the collector is that collocation of multiple radios in
a mobile handset requires time sharing between radios. The Bluetooth co-existence controller is
specified in Core specification 4.1 is particularly important in combination with 4G networks as LTE
TDD that occupies a frequency directly adjacent to Bluetooth. LE also improves robustness and
co-existence with nearby networks by using adaptive frequency hopping.
Bluetooth is a hierarchal stack consisting of the following layers and functional units:







Radio and link layer (LL) with an AES-128 bit encryption unit;
Multiplexer. Logical link control and adaption layer protocol (L2CAP) providing fixed and
connection oriented channels together with fragmentation and reassembly (FAR);
Security Manager (SM);
Host Controller Interface (HCI). Connects application processor and Bluetooth controller;
The General Access profile (GAP). Contains a collection of standard procedures;
Generic attribute profile (GATT) provides an interoperable framework with service discovery and
operation. Bluetooth SIG defined service data is characterized by 16 bit universally unique
identifiers (uuids) while proprietary extensions use randomized 128 uuids.

The Bluetooth protocol multiplexor (L2CAP) can be used to add new transport protocols to the
Bluetooth SMART stack. L2CAP is a symmetric protocol which implies that any device can create a
bidirectional channel to receive or transmit data. A significant constraint on the multiplexor in
Bluetooth 4.0 was the limited MTU. As part of Bluetooth 4.1 the multiplexor has added support for
connection oriented channels with credit based flow control that allows for exchanging large data
packets with MTU up to 64 kBytes. Bluetooth Smart is intended for very memory constrained devices
and flow control was considered essential. To receive data on device has to give the other device
credits that indicate the amount of data that can be received. The mechanism supports the full process
of segmentation-reassembly (SAR) and fragmentation-recombination and (FAR). Other traffic can be
scheduled around segments implying that with well selected parameters a system will not hang due to
a long data transfers; rather multiple service traffic can coexist on one radio interface.
The architecture of the IP solution will now be shortly described. The IP solution is using Bluetooth
merely for two purposes, discovery and transport. Bluetooth is used to either advertise an IP service to
other devices/service or finding the service through GATT and as a transport for IP datagrams.
Bluetooth 4.1 supports scatter nets, but the most common used topology will be a star where sensors
are Peripherals or slaves and e.g., a phone is a Central master, see Figure 13. The architecture can
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support an IP mesh in the future although the first specification is not expected to allow mesh.
The topologie and roles in Bluetooth LE pico net are represented in Figure 13. Sensors are 6LoWPAN
nodes (6LN) and the central is a 6LoWPAN Border Router (6LBR), which connects the Pico net into
the Internet.
Another topology that may be important is when a central device connects to e.g., a sensor device
that advertises a primary Bluetooth service that is not related to IPV6 at all but the sensor supports
Internet connectivity, Figure 14. The Central device may still discover that the device supports Internet
connectivity by finding the IP Service using GATT service discovery.
One proposed option for the M2M communication is an end-to-end Internet based approach.
To enable such end-to-end connectivity also for Bluetooth LE devices, details of IPv6 transmission
over Bluetooth LE have been specified in [71]. One of the presented mechanisms of the draft is
adapting certain functionalities of 6LoWPAN [14] to Bluetooth LE.
Figure 13. The topology of Bluetooth LE Pico net with roles.

Figure 14. Central device connects to a sensor and discovers an embedded Internet
services that was not advertised. The 6LBR may accept connections from many 6LNs.

3.6. M2M Security
The M2M service platform may be privately owned for operation in a closed ecosystem, but it may
also be operated by a third party business entity: the “M2M service provider”. Security in such a
platform is quite an important issue and typically encompasses two phases: In the first initial secrets
are exchanged during an enrolment (or security bootstrap) operation between parties needing to
communicate privately. In the second phase, those secrets are actually used to control resource access
and secure data communications.
In the case of the ETSI M2M platform those two aspects are being considered and the ETSI M2M
security framework addresses the definition of M2M service bootstrap and M2M service connection
procedures. It supports mutual authentication, integrity protection, and confidentiality on M2M Device
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or M2M Gateway-to-Network Interface. Several security bootstrapping methods are supported by the
specification, including PKI based methods and techniques relying on the presence of 3GPP network
elements typically deployed by Mobile network operators (MNO) such as GBA and SIM/AKA.
However little support is provided for security bootstrap when using small and constrained M2M
objects such as sensors.
The security model currently proposed by ETSI M2M architecture is a piecewise security model:
The data sent between a source device and a recipient application via the M2M service platform are
protected from the device to the M2M platform and from the M2M service platform to the destination
using different credentials controlled by the M2M service provider as shown on Figure 15.
As a consequence, the data are always available in clear at the level of the M2M service platform. This
may be a problem when the platform is operated by an M2M service provider which is not involved in
dealing with the semantics of the data transmitted. For example, an M2M service provider may carry
data originating from health body sensors and simply route this data to the processing center for
interpretation. Trust may then be the issue for this type of confidential data. If the platform is privately
operated, then having the data available in clear at the level of the platform may require putting in
place security measures to minimize the risk of data compromising, thus increasing the operating cost.
In both cases, an end-to-end data protection scheme would constitute a better solution.
Figure 15. ETSI M2M Trust model.
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Our security contribution is related to the definition of security architecture suitable to achieve end
to end data protection and compatible with the ETSI M2M platform architecture. The main concept of
the novel architecture is to unbundle the functionality offered by the service platform and separate
from it the trust related functions which will be implemented into a separate platform built around an
Oauth authorization server, Figure 16.
The architecture shown on Figure 16 involves 4 actors:




The device, exposed here as the “resource” is assumed in this discussion to act as a data
generator, i.e., a sensor);
The M2M application requiring access to the data sent by the device. The M2M application
will act as a “resource consumer”;
The M2M service platform enabling the application to read data sent by the device, acts as a
“resource provider”;
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The authorization server implementing the Oauth authorization protocol holds the data
access right policies for the device and implements the decision process based upon those
policies. The authorization server is a Policy decision point.
Figure 16. Achieving End-to-End security for M2M communications.
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Sending data from the device to the M2M application via the service platform will be achieved via
the use of a data container located in the platform. Read/write access to this container will also be
managed by the platform based upon authorization decisions made by the authorization server.
The M2M service platform will enforce policy decisions made by the authorization server acting
therefore as a Policy Enforcement point.
In a first step and ahead of any data exchange, an initial enrolment procedure takes place.
The owner of the device registers the device with the service platform and with the authorization
server and also defines read/write access rights policies to this device. In this phase the owner of the
device typically grants read access to the device to the M2M application. This enrolment phase results
in the distribution of long term credentials (typical expressed in months or years) for the device and the
M2M application making possible for them to authenticate with the authorization server.
When opening a data session the long term credentials are used both by the device and the M2M
application to create shorter lifetime credentials used to actually protect data communications during
the session time which can typically extend from a few hours to a few weeks. The device, after
authenticating with the Authorization server will obtain a digital access token bundling together two
distinct credentials:



Session encryption keys for private consumption used to cipher/decipher sent/received data(
in our scenario, the data sent);
Signed authorization token for public usage to be presented to the M2M service platform
along with a data write request.
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The M2M application, after authenticating with the Authorization server will obtain a similar access
token; It will use the Session encryption keys used to cipher/decipher the data sent/received from the
device (in our scenario the data received), and will present the authorization token to the M2M service
platform in order to gain read access to the container holding the data sent from the device. The flow
of operations involved in a typical write/read operation is shown in Figure 17.
Figure 17. Flow of operations when transferring data from device to application.
Device

M2m service
platform

Authorization
server

M2M
application

Authenticate and get Access token*
Cipher data
With session keys
Write data +auth token
OK

Read data request
Need authorization
Redirect to authorization server
Authenticate and get Access token*
Read data + auth token
Ciphered data
deCipher data
With session keys

* Access token =(data ciphering keys+Authorization token)

The M2M Application first issues an initial unsuccessful read request to the M2M service platform
and is subsequently redirected towards the authorization server to authenticate and obtain an access
token. This token will contain the same data ciphering keys as the one delivered to the device. It will
also contain an authorization token to present to the M2M service platform in order to gain read access
to the device data.
It should be noted that the ciphering keys are kept private both by the device and the M2M
application. This opens the possibility to achieve end to end data protection between the device and the
M2M service platform and to benefit from the data distribution services of the M2M service platform
without having the data available in clear at the level of the platform. It may happen however that
some of the services offered by the M2M service platform require access to the data in clear. Semantic
analysis or context awareness is example of such services. In this case, the platform acting as an M2M
application, will be registered as a valid data recipient by the device owner, and will obtain the session
keys needed to cipher/decipher the device data. Now, M2M applications often involve the need for one
to many communication schemes. For example, the data originating from one device may need to be
transmitted to several receiving applications, possibly using a publish/subscribe mechanism.
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The security architecture described here is perfectly suited to support this type of communication.
The ciphering/deciphering keys distributed by the Authorization server are in fact group keys to be
distributed to all parties involved in the communication scheme.
4. Evaluation
The evaluation of the key enablers has been carried out in three experimental application cases:
electric bike, smart metering and car sharing. The autonomic manager, service capability layer and
CoAP based communication with low power networks has been evaluated in the smart metering case.
The XMPP based communication overlay and Bluetooth smart connectivity has been evaluated in the
electric Bike system case. XML based information exchange and M2M Gateway concept has been
evaluated in car sharing case.
4.1. Smart Metering Experiment
4.1.1. Smart Metering Case Description
The smart metering case has been overviewed in Figure 18.
Figure 18. Smart metering case.
Inside ADREAM
On/off light

Roller shutter
Solar production on
experimental roof

Elec. meter

Identified end-users
Gateway

Internet

ADREAM building

actuators
Presence sensor (NFC, RFID, ..)

Authorized
end-users

The system has been built around the ADREAM building, and its’ main purpose is related to
improvement of energy efficiency. The main components in the smart metering system are pointed out
and visualized in the Figure 19. The novel prototyped components are autonomic M2M manager, ETSI
M2M service capability layer with autonomic service capabilities; CoAP based communication with
local low power network.
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Figure 19. The main components of the smart metering system.

4.1.2. Evaluation Results
The main evaluation results are shortly overviewed in the following:






The detailed evaluation results of the autonomic M2M manager as a component have been
presented in [65], and shortly summarized in the following. The basic mechanism relying on
the IBM MAPE-K control loop model seem to work fine in the smart metering use case,
however, there are still challenges related to scalability and performance;
When considering the semantics of the data conveyed by M2M applications, ETSI has now
become a part of the new ONEM2M consortium that intends to address the semantic
description of M2M data. However, this is a large task that is very challenging to be handled
by a single standardization, body because of multiple application domain specific views to
the referred M2M data. Therefore, it is better to apply application domain specific models
for the semantics of M2M application data and not to include it into the horizontal service
capability layer specifications;
Another challenge regarding the place of semantic reasoning services in the Service
Capability Layer. The Service Capability Layers were designed in a way so that they only
act as serving hatch for information. Certain data may be sensitive and confidential, so they
are often encrypted; only emitters and final receivers of this information have the necessary
credentials to decrypt it. In this case, the semantic reasoner shall be placed somewhere in the
data receiver application otherwise no reasoning can be done. From the implementation
point of view, ETSI M2M SCL assumes that M2M applications know all the details of the
device installation and data interpretation. This is challenging for M2M application
developers, and therefore, autonomic service capabilities for Device Autonomic Capability
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(DAC), Gateway Autonomic capability (GAC), Network autonomic capability (NAC) are
being created for SCL, to connect it smoothly with autonomic manager and information
management, Figure 19. However, all the service capabilities are important to keep
transparent for the information and let the autonomic M2M manager to enable control loop
based on the M2M information;
The use of the different Service Capability Layers reduces the complexity of integrating new
devices and reduces M2M applications development time. When a new device is deployed,
it’s not necessary to readapt the existing systems (M2M Gateways, M2M Servers and
backend applications). But the communication interfaces are quite complex to understand,
an advanced knowledge of the ETSI M2M standard is necessary in order to develop
applications and integrate new devices. Development APIs and frameworks shall be
available for non ETSI developers;
The detailed evaluation results of the energy efficient caching system for Constrained
Application Protocol (CoAP)-HTTP proxy have been presented in [72], and shortly
summarized in the following. The simulation results show that the introduction of a caching
architecture has energy saving impact in the system on the system performance, since it
allows reducing the transmissions inside the WSN;
A multi-model, bi-layered framework is proposed in [73] to enhance the self-management of
ETSI M2M systems. A graph-based representation built on top of the ETSI M2M standard
constitutes respectively the formal and functional layers of the framework. In order to ensure
inter-layers coherency, the model also comprises bi-directional communications between
these two layers. The graph-based characterization allows the definition of consistency
preserving reconfiguration mechanisms. On the other hand, it still possesses the functionalities
granted by the standard, such as discovery protocols and machine interoperability;
The end-to-end security architecture model has been implemented in a prototype
demonstrator using Arduino devices. The initial enrolment of the devices resulting in the
definition of the long term credentials was performed using an out of band channel. The
HTTP transport protocol was used both for communication with the authorization server and
the M2M service platform. The evaluations show the provided architecture enable end to
end data protection between devices and M2M/IoT applications and compatible with
emerging interoperable M2M service platforms. Such architecture revolves around the use
of an Oauth authorization server issuing digital access tokens serving both the purpose of
protecting the data from one communication end to the other, and gaining access to the data
distribution services offered by the M2M service platform. Apart from offering end to end
data protection, this architecture makes possible to avoid data being available in clear at the
level of the service platform therefore eliminating the possibility of data compromising at
the platform level. In the next step, the prototype will be extended to include smaller devices
too constrained to support http protocols. In this case, the CoAP will be used for
communication between the device and the M2M service platform. The dialogue between
the device and the authorization server take place via an intermediate CoAP/http proxy.
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4.2. Car Sharing Experiment
4.2.1. Car Sharing Case Description
The car sharing case has been visualized in Figure 20. The system has been built to provide
real-time car sharing services such as e.g., monitoring the status and location of the cars etc. In the
experimental system, a car is connected via 3G/GPRS to a Car-sharing web application that shows
real time the relevant data that comes from the car. The data is collected by some sensors that can
be placed in the car, in the parking spot, or in any other provider of the car sharing scenario. Also
the data that manages the application can come from any other external provider of the car sharing
business as the car maintenance provider, cleaning company etc.
For example, if the car sharing company wants to know the state of the doors, while the
customer is using the car, we click on the button doors in the web application, this application
sends (in a standard format) to the car the request of the state of the doors via the M2M gateway,
and the car returns the data via standard XML-format. Or a Car-sharing customer wants to make a
reservation, a code is sent to the customer for reserving a determinate car, after this the customer
will be able to open the car with his mobile phone (NFC system). The idea is that the car is
managed and monitored by the car sharing company, providing many services to the customer in
order to rent the car whenever is necessary with the maximum flexibility.
Figure 20. Car sharing case.
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A key novel component of the system is the A2Nets Gateway functions executed within the on-board
computer of the car. The gateway has three different connections to devices: CANBUS gets car
values such as speed, fuel status, status of doors and windows, etc.; The GPS sensor provides the
car localization; The NFC Sensor authenticates the user's from NFC tag or mobile device to allow
open or close the door. In the car also there are wireless devices (IR and RADIO) that
communicate with wireless sensors of the parking, so that they know the location of the vehicle
inside the parking house. The A2Nets gateway connects the sensors into the back-office server.
The Server contains the general database system and a range of services to interact with other
actors. From the car collects data in real time and historical of localization, speed, fuel, etc. From
Parking gets the position of the place where is the vehicle to offer the customer who wants to rent
it. Sends a customer keys to the car in order to client can open the door by NFC authentication.
Also, allows client to make the reservation of a vehicle and know the basic statistics of client trip.
When parking a wireless sensor detects the vehicle that is parked in a particular position. The
Computer Parking automatically sends the data to the Car-Sharing company. Similarly, when the
car leaves the parking, also sends information to the server. An UML deployment diagram for car
sharing scenario is shown in Figure 21.
Figure 21. UMP deployment diagram of the car sharing scenario.

The A2Nets gateway consist of components for both M2M service gateway and M2M overlay
communication gateway as is shown in Figure 22. The M2M Service Gateway acts as an
application level translator of messages between M2M capillary Networks to Overlay
Communications protocol. For example, the messages from CANBUS and USB modules (NFC,
GPS) needs to be translated to application level messages in formats applied by the back-office
server. The M2M overlay communication gateway facilitates communication with all the devices
of the system in a virtual network. For this purpose, the Communications Gateway establishes a
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Layer2 Tunnel to a Virtual switch through IP/SSL, similarly to OpenVPN Layer2 [74] and studies
and definitions of L2VPN Working Group [75]. One of basics functions of the Communications
Gateway is to establish the WAN connection (GPRS, 3G, xDSL, Satellite), maintain the
connection, and change automatically the connection if the active is in failure or constrained. For
example, in some cases, when 3G signal is low, the connection is less stable than in GPRS, and is
better to change to 2G and communicate with a lower bandwidth but with more stability.
Figure 22. Car-sharing Communication gateway.

4.2.2. Evaluation Results
The main evaluation results are shortly overviewed in the following:






Parking service system can be applied without making changes into the existing system as
the result from applying A2Nets M2M gateway, which hides the complexity related to local
network within a parking lot;
The complexity related to the on-board system within a car (CANBUS) and related car
sensors applying GPS, NFC etc. is hidden by the A2Nets gateway. This is important because
usually different types of cars apply different formats with the CANBUS and sensor devices
within the car;
Application of XML based communication in the application level M2M information
exchange between Web Server, M2M clients, Gateways and Car-PC Unit offer big
advantages such as improvements in scalability, simplicity and interoperability because it is
an open standard. In addition, thanks to XML, adding and modifying vehicle data has
been easy for the car sharing company. An example of xml message between Car-PC
Unit and car sharing Web Server is the following:
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8' ?>
<car>
<km>5000 </km>
<fuel> 45 </fuel>
<reserve> NO </reserve>
<battery> 12 </battery>
<lights> ON </lights>
<doors> CLOSE </doors>
<coolantTemp> 90 </coolantTemp>
<outdoorTemp> 20 </outdoorTemp>
<airbag> OFF </airbag>
<handBreak> NO </handBreak>
<lat> 41.355613</lat>
<long> 2.070432 </long>
</car>
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The problems encountered when implementing the localization system, have been how to
detect as in spaces so small and contiguous (2 meters width), the positioning of a vehicle,
without installation of wiring components. If the location is within a closed parking, parking
spaces are contiguous, and the receiver is installed in the windshield of the car, has had to
adjust directionality IR emitter parking spots, installed on the roof of the plaza to not detect
adjacent places. If the parking is open, it must be installed bars or brackets on each parking
space to locate the vehicle, because there is no ceiling to install the IR emitter parking spots.
The communication with the backend through the services offered by the Gateway has
allowed the integration to proceed in a simple and efficient manner;
The A2Nets architectural approach proved to be very useful, because it allows development
of service interaction and communication within the car and between different sites in
smooth way even if each of them belongs to different domains and the needs arises from
different requirements;
The application of virtualization techniques with Layer2 Tunneling has brought a
management efficient of IP mobility, which does not affect the upper communication layers,
avoiding problems of IP addressing like changes of IP addresses and routing (NAT) that can
be found in communication technologies of the different operators;
The application of a virtual network with Layer2 Tunneling approach proved to be useful in
maintaining WAN connection (GPRS, 3G, xDSL, Satellite), and switching it automatically
in failure or constrained situation, without changes in upper communication layers. For
example, in some cases, when 3G signal is low and connection is not stable, and is better to
change to GPRS and communicate with a lower bandwidth but with more stability;
The system performance needs to depend on the coverage and capacity of telecom networks.
Some areas may lack of 3G/GPRS coverage and there are also places where capacity is in
full use. For example, it was required to change into the GPRS in the exhibition place in
Paris (ITEA2 Co-summit event).

4.3. Electric Bike Experiment
4.3.1. Electric Bike Case Description
A view to the electric bike ecosystem is visualized in Figure 23. The electric bike and its’ user
establishes a mobile, dynamic embedded network consisting of sensors and actuators, which can be
connected with smart homes/offices, sport and wellness applications and even with smart grids
applications. The main components of the electric bike experimental system are shown in Figure 24.
The novel prototyped components are service connection with Bluetooth low energy sensors, M2M
gateway and its deployment (electric bike, Vibsolas sensor service system and Tracker tracking service
system), and M2M communication overlay relying on XMPP.
The deployment diagram of the electric bike system is visualized in Figure 25. The system consists
of the following communication links:
Communication links between M2M asset devices and M2M gateway. An example of this link is
low power Bluetooth smart link between sensor and mobile phone acting as a M2M gateway.
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Communication links between M2M gateways and M2M infrastructure. An example of this
link is 3G Mobile Internet link between mobile phone (M2M gateway) and M2M back end
service infrastructure;
Communication links between M2M backend servers. An example of this link is Internet
link between different vendors or domains;
Communication links between M2M backend servers and clients. An example of this link is
link between sport, wellness and tracking application server and user clients.
Figure 23. Electric Bike Ecosystem.

Figure 24. The main components of the electric bike experimental system.
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Figure 25. Deployment diagram of electric bike system.

The links between M2M asset devices need to take in concern the limited capabilities of devices.
In our experiment, we applied Bluetooth and Bluetooth Smart devices, and relied on standard
Bluetooth profiles. The goal was to publish sensor data for multiple users and provide a way for
controlling them. The challenge was that the devices didn’t understand any network protocol.
Therefore, M2M Gateway is used for transforming sensor data to the format applicable for XMPP
communication overlay, and delivering this data trough overlay network to the XMPP back-office
server. The first steps of connecting and creating the device metadata are shown in Figure 26.
Mobile M2M client devices need at least one static server to connect to. Here we refer this
static central point as XMPP back end server, which needs a static DNS-name or a static
IP-address for clients to be able to utilize it. The back end server also provides most of the core
communication services that are used by the client devices in order to communicate and interact
with each other. The core communication services provided by the back end derive from the M2M
communication overlay protocol that is XMPP [32,33]. Standard XMPP server has been applied
here to allow faster development time and rich set of enhancement software packages.
An example of such multi-domain communication in the experimental system is deployment of
M2M gateway with Tracker tracking service, Figure 24. The Tracker service system works
independently using its own logics to collect and store data from the devices into the back-office
server of Tracker. Tracker Live system has an application interface (API), which allows third party
to request data in GPX format. In the solution, the Tracker M2M gateway acts as “Client of
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Domain2”, which acts as the third party, request data in GPX format and transform the data
messages to be transferred via the XMPP based M2M communication overlay.
Figure 26. Connections of M2M Gateway.

4.3.2. Evaluation Results
The main evaluation results are shortly overviewed in the following:












In the electric bike experiment, the selected approach relying on the XMPP based
communication overlay proved to be good selection, because XMPP provided easily
extendable XML based standard solution for e.g., addressing, messaging and publish
subscribe methods;
XMPP uses distributed client to server architecture, in which the back-end server manages
the user accounts. In this kind of a model, handling of user accounts is distributed between
domains in such a way that each domain is able to handle it’s’ account policies according to
their business model. For example, each machine has its’ own user-ids or that every machine
uses its owners account;
XMPP provides quite solid background for enabling end-to-end security (“End-to-End
Signing and Object Encryption” [76]), however, in this phase of the experiment they have
not been evaluated and therefore more studies are needed.
In the electric bike experiments, Android mobile phone is applied as the M2M gateway.
Realizing a working gateway operating with Bluetooth Smart devices was challenging
because of limited support of the Android for Bluetooth Smart at the development time of
the experiment;
The XMPP feature to support multi-domain communication proved to be very useful,
because the service systems connected with electric bike system were mostly developed
independently in vendor specific way;
The Sensor-Over-XMPP extension was applied in the experiment to describe the metadata
of devices in XML. It defines a “<device>” XML element, which may contain unlimited
numbers of “<transducer>” elements, Figure 27. These two elements are used for describing
properties of the devices, each of which can have multiple sensors and/or actuators. A device
shall have a human friendly name, and unique identifier (according to RFC 4122).
The Sensor-Over-XMPP proved to be simple way for delivering sensor data and controlling
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the devices in the experiment. However, interaction with service capabilities layer and
autonomic M2M manager may require additional works and usage of other extensions too;
A prototype heart rate sensor has been developed with IPv6/COAP on top of a Bluetooth 4.0
stack. It seems that the first generation smart circuit was not an optimal choice, but rather
what was available for prototyping. The SAR and FAR operations could not be properly
implemented, but it is not affecting into the results significantly. The data was a one byte
heart rate value. Particular care must be taken to minimize the data formats as it is easy to
trigger FAR due to the small link layer packet size. The system exchanges more information
at start but after a few seconds typically 4 packets are exchanged per second. The system
could run roughly 90 hours on a CR-2025 coin cell. This can be compared to a standard
GATT solution running for 200 hours on the same hardware. Future Bluetooth core
optimizations in development are expected to improve the result significantly. However, the
overall conclusion is that the architecture is very much feasible for future M2M systems.
Figure 27. Example of device metadata for electric bike.

4.4. Discussion
There are/have been several other initiatives and projects working in the area for creation of a kind
of Internet of things architecture such as e.g., Fi-Ware, Hydra, Runes, IoT-A, iCore and Sofia. Each of
these projects has had different application cases into which they have focused, the resulting
architectures have been interoperable only within the referred project and their approaches have varied
from relying on open source solutions, some open API based implementations and own interpretation
on applied standards. Here, one of the projects has been selected for comparison, and provided
architectural principles are compared in the applicable level with main blocks of generic elements
(GE) of FI-Ware architecture [51] in the Table 2. It is seen that the provided architectural principles
are quite well in line with Fi-Ware architecture, however, an essential difference seems to be that we
rely more on open standards and have an open multiple stakeholder system as the goal, and FI-Ware is
more relying on open API based implementations of specific industrial companies. However, it is
estimated that there are several lessons to be learned from Fi-Ware architecture and related
evaluations, applicability of some parts and GEs related to M2M information management, M2M
security and interaction with constrained embedded M2M devices are open areas for future research.
The evaluation of the architecture principles have been carried out in such a manner that main
enablers have been developed and evaluated in different experimental systems in parallel as described
earlier. This means that the key enablers have not yet been integrated and executed within a single end
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to end experimental scenario, which means that performance analysis of the complete system has not
yet been feasible to be done. However, the aim in the next step is to create a combined experimental
system, where the key enablers are executed in an integrated manner. It is planned and expected that in
that phase also quantitative results related to performance can be evaluated.
Table 2. Comparison.
GEs of Fi-Ware architecture
Cloud hosting

Data/context management

Internet of Things (IoT) services
enablement

Application/services ecosystem
and delivery framework

Security

Interface to Networks and Devices

Comparison with provided architectural principles
It is seen that the provided architectural principles are agnostic of the
cloud hosting, in the sense that it is expected that resulting information
and service layer could be executed as the platform within a cloud.
However, this kind of hosting has not yet been evaluated.
It is seen the autonomic M2M manager could apply GEs of data/context
management as means for working with the information & knowledge
bases. However, it is here estimated that this area is still open area for
research, because of heterogeneous M2M application domains
It is seen that the ETSI M2M service capability layer is quite comparable
solution with the generic enablers of Fi-ware related to services
enablement. However, we rely in our work more on the open standards
based solutions than open API based solutions provided by specific
companies.
It is seen that the provided architectural principles are agnostic of the
application/services ecosystem and delivery framework, in the sense that
it is expected that developed service solutions could be delivered via any
delivery framework. However, this kind of application delivery has not
yet been evaluated.
Our contribution to security part is related to enabling end to end security
and trust for the M2M system. This is quite limited compared with the FiWare generic enablers for security, and it isn’t possible to compare
properly the approaches for end to end security and creation of trust when
writing this publication. It is here estimated that this area is still open for
research, because of multiple views into the ownership of M2M devices
and information, and the related business aspects.
Our contribution relies on the XMPP based M2M communication overlay,
which hides the heterogeneity of networks to the services. The relationship
of it with the Fi-Ware I2ND GEs is not clear, and a potential overlapping
with ETSI M2M service capability layer has been detected. However, any
proper evaluation with Fi-Ware I2ND GEs has not yet been done.

5. Conclusions
A set of architectural principles and key enablers for the horizontal architecture have been specified
in this work in order to contribute towards solving the grand challenges related to complexity and
“vertical silos” limiting the M2M market scale and interoperability. A selected set of key enablers
called as autonomic M2M manager, M2M service capabilities, M2M messaging system, M2M
gateways towards energy constrained M2M asset devices and creation of trust to enable end-to-end
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security for M2M applications have been developed. The developed key enablers have been evaluated
separately in different scenarios dealing with smart metering, car sharing and electric bike experiments.
The evaluation results show that the provided architectural principles, and developed key enablers
establish a solid ground for future research and seem to enable communication between objects and
applications, which are not initially been designed to communicate together.. The aim as the next step
in this research is to create a combined experimental system in order to evaluate the system
interoperability and performance in a more detailed manner. In addition, it is seen that especially the
areas related to M2M information management, M2M security and interaction with constrained
embedded M2M devices are open areas for future research.
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Abstract- This paper describes an application based access
system selection concept for all IP mobile terminals. The
provided concept hides the access technology selections from the
user, and makes it possible to carry out selections automatically.
The optimal access type is automatically selected based on the
required QoS of the service before any user traffic is transmitted
over the all IP mobile Internet. Finally, the provided concept is
validated using a use case as an example.

I. INTRODUCTION
The future communication system can be represented for
example as shown in Figure 1. The applications i.e. services
are developed to fulfill the needs of a user. The user interface
to the applications is any kind of a terminal device, which
enables users to select the service, and make use of it. A user
may have a terminal system in which numerous radio access
technologies (RAT), such as for example, WLAN, GERAN
and UTRAN, can be applied. Also several network access
technologies such as 3GPP circuit switched (CS) or packet
switched (PS) [1], and 3GPP2 [2] may be possible. In this
paper, the term access type refers into both RAT type and
network access type.

will be one essential decision point in terms of data
transmission rate, when multiple access technologies become
available in a user terminal.
The 3GPP standard specifications describe the terminal idle mode
[5, 6, 7], USIM functions [8, 9], radio access functions [10]
and registration functions [11, 13, 17, 18]. Some essential
3GPP procedures for this paper are listed in Figure 2. The first
function to be executed after power of the mobile terminal is
switched on is a UICC application selection, where the
mobile terminal displays all available applications of the
UICC according to the contexts of the EFDIR elementary file.
After having selected an appropriate UICC application, the
user needs to perform public land mobile network (PLMN)
selection, i.e. network operator selection. The terminal starts
to search for the applicable cell of one network operator
carrier and to receive system information messages from the
network coming through the selected cell to find information
about the PLMN. The network is selected based on the
PLMN information in the system information message and
the information stored in USIM. While selecting the cell, also
the applied RAT is also selected. After this phase, a radio
bearer is established for signaling.

Access technologies
CDMA2000
3GPP2
Bluetooth

Mobile Internet
protocols

Selection procedures

Satellite

0. Power on

Applications

1. USIM application selection
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Service
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wired
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System Information
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5. Proxy server location discovery
6. IMS Registration

Address
discovery
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Figure 1. The general architecture of the ALL IP system..

The key feature of the service i.e. application point of view
is the provided quality of service (QoS). The selected QoS
control model with the Internet protocols has a great impact
on the QoS visible for the user. The legacy Ipv4 based
Internet supports only best effort traffic, and thus any
guaranteed QoS is usually not provided. As a result, real-time
voice or multimedia services are not very enjoyable for an
Internet user today. Much research has been carried in
relation to application of integrated or differentiated services
model for QoS control of Internet protocols [3, 4]. However,
the impact of access type selection procedure executed in a
user terminal for QoS is not focused so much even though it

Figure 2. Procedures in 3GPP service selection

Before the network attachment, the applied network
interface type and domain needs to be selected. For 3GPP,
the attachment means execution of GPRS/IMSI attach
procedure [11]. If the selected domain is a circuit switched
domain, then IMSI attach is performed. Another alternative is
GPRS attach, which means that only PS domain is applicable
(Class-C mode of operation). Combined GPRS and IMSI
attach means that both CS and PS domain are available
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simultaneously (GPRS Class-A mode of operation), or either
CS or PS is available at that time (GPRS Class-B mode of
operation). If both CS and PS domains are available
simultaneously or either CS or PS domain shall be selected,
the applied domain must be selected in order to continue
startup. If PS domain is selected, as a consequence, activation
of PDP Context to carry information is performed. IP
Address allocation for the PDP context is the function of
GGSN [12, 13, 21]. In it, the local PDP context link is
connected with the IP address. In the case of ipv6, GGSN
assigns a single 64 bit identifier to each primary PDP context,
and allocates a single /64 prefix for each MS, and these are
assembled into a single Ipv6 address in GGSN.
Before IP multimedia subsystem (IMS) registration can
happen, the proxy server location discovery is executed [17].
In IMS case this means that the related proxy call state
control function (p-CSCF) needs to be found. The p-CSCF
discovery is performed using one of the following
mechanisms: A) Use DHCP to provide the UE with the
domain name of a p-CSCF and the address of a domain name
server that is capable of resolving the p-CSCF name. B)
Transfer a p-CSCF address or domain name and DNS address
within the PDP Context Activation signaling to the UE. The
alternative B) is used for terminals not supporting DHCP
[14]. After p-CSCF ip address is known an UDP or TCP
socket connection will be established to the p-CSCF. Then
registration, for example, to the p-CSCF is performed to be
able to have access to IMS services. This is executed based
on the session initiation protocol (SIP) specified by the IETF
[15, 16], and 3GPP [17, 18, 19]. After IMS registration is
executed, the mobile terminal IMS is in service state, in
which it can accept IMS session invites from the network
(mobile terminated) or the terminal can itself start IMS
service sessions (mobile originated). A mobile terminal can
stay in the IMS Service State in non-deterministic time before
a user selects a service or it is invited from the IMS.
The problem in the 3GPP access selection procedures [5, 6,
7] is that QoS requirements of the selected service are not
taken into consideration. As a result, the RAT and access type
are selected without taking the QoS requirements of the
applied service into consideration. This may mean for
example that a user terminal may try to download a MB file
through a 9600 kbit/s radio even if there is available 256
kbit/s radio. It is obvious to all of us, which one should be
selected instead. In this paper, we focus on developing
automated solutions to this problem.
The starting point for our approach comes from the fact
that while selecting the access type in a user terminal, the
main upper limit of the end-to-end QoS, e.g. data
transmission rate, is set. In this paper, we provide a novel
concept for automated access type selection for all ip
terminals based on the QoS requirements of the selected
application. The selection procedure is automated for hiding
the technology selection(s) from the user. And it is based on
the QoS requirements to enable efficient use of resources by
selecting the access type, which has just enough high quality
for the selected application. The concept includes a couple of
new mechanisms, which are demonstrated in a use case.
In chapter II, the concept for access system selection is
presented. Chapter III describes the developed mechanisms
for enabling application based operation. Chapter IV
describes a use case demonstrating the developed application

based access system selection procedure. Finally in chapter
V, some concluding remarks are provided.
II.

CONCEPT FOR ACCESS SYSTEM SELECTION

Let’s assume that a system consist of a multi-access
terminal, multiple access networks and IMS in Mobile
Internet, Figure 3. Here, both the user terminal and the
network have capabilities for GERAN, UTRAN and WLAN
radio access technologies. Also, 3GPP CS, 3GPP PS and
WLAN network access can be applied for service access. The
most essential inconvenience for a user comes from the
complexity and lack of knowledge from the network
architecture. Thus it may be very difficult for a user to make
most optimum technology selections without any help from
the system. Therefore, it is proposed here that the procedures
for access system selection are automated, and thus the
technology selections are hidden from the user.

Service
selection

QoS
requirements

3. Control of Access
type reselection

CS domain

QoS
requirements

Incoming
service
session

GE R AN

?
UTR AN

M ulti
access
Terminal

3G PP
network
access
PS domain

?
IMS

1. Service advertisement
Mobile Internet
2. Control of Initial
access type selection
W LAN

W LAN
network
access
3GPP2
network
access

Figure 3. The concept for access system selection.

The first problem for the system is related to the selection
of the service provider. If there are several service providers
available, how can the end user system know which of them
should be selected and how can this process even be
automated ? The selected approach is to enable service
providers, e.g. PLMN operator [5], to send service
advertisements (1, Figure 3) over the air. For example, after the
user terminal is switched on, the terminal usually starts to
receive system information messages, which can include
information to indicate existence of for example IMS services
in the specific PLMN. Then the user terminals can base
PLMN operator selection on this information. This means,
that the user terminal can automatically select the operator,
which provides IMS services. Even if this example is
specific, the capability to send service advertisements over
the air is a generic required feature.
The second problem for the system is related to the initial
selection of the access system especially in the case when the
service is not known beforehand. If there are several access
systems available in the end user terminal system (access
capabilities), it is a problem for a user to know which of the
access types is good to select to be applied in initial
registration. The home network operator preferences and user
preferences may be stored locally beforehand in a user
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terminal. However, the structure of the visited network may
be unknown and therefore the user terminal cannot even
know about the supported domains (ps, cs) of the network,
and also the access network characteristics may be unclear.
Another problem arises if there an overload traffic situation
exist in the network related to some access at some specific
moment of time. It is clear, that only the PLMN operator can
know the architecture and the current traffic situation in his
network. Therefore, it is proposed that the capability to
deliver control information from the network to the user
terminal is required to enable control of initial access type
selection (2, Figure 3).
The third problem for the system is related to the QoS
requirements of the selected service (application
requirements). Both the user and the network operator may
have some preferences for the required access types for some
applications. However, usually, when a user terminal is
initially registering into the network, the service is yet not
known at all. It is thus not known whether the selected access
type will fulfill the QoS/data transmission rate requirements
of the service, which will be selected later. If the access type
is selected without taking the QoS requirements of the
applied service into consideration, the used access type may
be far from the optimum access type as described in the
introduction. While selecting the access type for in a user
terminal, usually, the main limit of the end-to-end QoS/data
transmission rate is simultaneously fixed. Thus efficient use
of resources may require the option to control the access type
reselection (3, Figure 3). This is required in order to adjust the
access type to provide optimum quality for the selected
application. After the user has selected the application, then
the system shall be able to automatically adjust the currently
active access system selections to be optimal based on the
QoS requirements of the selected application type. As a
result, the user does not need to worry about the applied
underlying technologies, such as radio access and network
access technology. However, as a consequence, the applied
technologies are the most applicable for the selected service
in order to provide optimum bandwidth usage and nice look
and feel of the service for the user.
In summary, the access type selection function is
automatically executed in a end user system based on the
network operator preferences, user preferences, available
access capabilities of the end user system, application
requirements (QoS), network architecture and traffic
conditions in the operator network. Control information
delivery makes it possible to take visited operator network
architecture and traffic conditions into consideration in access
type selection. Access type reselection makes it possible to
adjust access type to optimum based on the application
requirements (QoS).
III.

MECHANISMS FOR ACCESS SYSTEM SELECTION

The developed mechanisms are described in the following:
A.

Service Advertisement
Let’s assume that a mobile terminal user wants to access
the specific service subsystem such as IMS to access IP
multimedia services and switch the terminal on in the area of
a visited operator network. There may be several network
operators available, but the user and his/her terminal do not
know which of the operators provides IMS services. One
alternative is to scan through the operators’ services until the

IMS is found. If there are three operators, then this means in
worst case that the third pdp context activation produces a
valid p-cscf address for the IMS. However, the user still does
not know whether this IMS is accessible for him/her or not.
System information
C I: IMS / no IMS

1. Existence of IMS
in the specific 3gpp
PLMN

A ttach responce
C I: A PN
2. IMS access point name

3gpp
mobile
network

PD P context activation responce
CI: p-CSC F address
3. IMS proxy address

Figure 4. Mechanism for Service advertisement.

The proposed solution to this problem is the following:
1.

Existence of IMS in the 3GPP PLMN: Control
information (CI) describing whether there is IMS
available or not (IMS/no IMS) is included in a SYSTEM
INFORMATION message, Figure 7. Then the user
terminal can continue startup procedure with the
operator, which system information indicates that IMS is
available.

2.

IMS access point name (APN): ATTACH RESPONSE
contains a CI describing the IMS APN, if the IMS is
available for the specific user. Otherwise, there is no
APN in the message. After this, the user terminal knows
to which access point the pdp context should be
established in order to try to access IMS services. If the
user has no permission to try access or IMS is not
available, the procedure cannot be continued because a
valid APN is not returned.

3.

IMS proxy address: When PDP context is activated into
the APN through which the IMS is available, the PDP
CONTEXT ACTIVATION RESPONSE returns a valid
p-CSCF address, if the user is allowed to try access the
IMS services. Otherwise, a valid p-CSCF address is not
returned.

B. Initial access type selection
If there are several access systems available, the user
terminal needs to know which one of those should be selected
at the initial registration. The structure of the network may be
unknown and therefore the user terminal cannot even know
the supported domains. Also, the network operator may have
several motivations to control its’ subscribers application of
different access systems. For example, there may be a serious
overload situation in the network related to some access and
therefore the operator has needs to control the use of access
resources. For these reasons, it is proposed here that network
delivers control information to the user terminal, Figure 5.
The proposed solution to this problem is the following:
1.

The control information (CI) describes the recommended
access types separately for different application types.
Application types may be defined based on the quality of
service classes i.e. QoS requirements. The different
application types and recommended access types may be
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2.

3.

4.

Mobile terminated session establishment

stored for example in the form of a table (application
types, access type) in both mobile core network and in
the user terminal. A special application type is signalling
application type, which is applied at initial registration.

1.

A part of the CI may be stored beforehand in the USIM
or alternatively in the terminal memory. Network
operator may have initialized the control information
when the USIM is sold to the subscriber into both USIM
and in the user profile in the network side (network
operator preferences). The control information can be
updated later e.g. by using USIM application toolkit or
other similar solutions, and it may also be allowed for the
user (user preferences). In addition,

The access type used at initial registration is indicated
from mobile terminal into IMS in SIP REGISTER
message [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. This is because, IMS needs
to know the selected access type in order to check
whether it is applicable for the service request coming
from the network side.

2.

IMS executes the checking function for the service
request coming from the network side based on the
control information stored in the network side. If IMS
requires use of another access type than the selected one
used in registration, it is indicated in the terminal. This
can be done using SIP: INVITE or some other SIP
message [15, 16, 17, 18, 19], and SDP [20, 17, 18, 19].

3.

Mobile terminal needs to execute access type reselection
if the IMS so indicates as described before.

CI or part of it can be delivered into the user terminal
later at run time. For example, the recommended access
type to be applied for signalling can be included in a
SYSTEM INFORMATION message. The recommended
access types for other application types can also be
delivered in a dedicated manner using the signaling
connection between mobile core network and terminal.
The user terminal starts to operate according to the
control information. In the initial access system
selection, the recommended access type for signalling is
applied.

Terminal

4.

When user selects the service, the applicability of the
currently active access type is evaluated based on the
control information stored in the terminal.

5.

If the access type is not good/optimal for the service,
then the access type reselection is executed. Otherwise,
the session establishment can be continued.

N etwork

UE

N etwork

Control Information

2. Initialization/change

2.

[(Sign allin g, acces s typ e),
(A p plicatio n ty pe, acces s typ e),
... ]

1.

1. Control Information
[(Sign allin g, acces s ty pe),
(A pplication type, acces s typ e),
... ]

Mobile originated session establishment

1. Initial
Access type selection
User input

Initial access type

3. Control Information
4. Service selection

4. Initial
Access type selection

2. Incoming Service

N ot O K

3. Recommended
access type
5. Access type
reselection
N ew access type

Figure 6. Mechanism for access system reselection.
Figure 5. Mechanism for initial access system selection.

C. Access type reselection
When the user terminal is registering into the network
using some access type, it is not necessarily known whether
the selected access type will fulfill the capability
requirements of the services, which will be selected later.
When the user selects the service, the applicable or preferable
access type is not necessarily the same as that which was
selected earlier and used during registration. At registration,
the capabilities of the terminal may be provided into the IMS.
However, the IMS do not know which of the available access
type capabilities the terminal has selected. For these reasons,
the mechanism for access type reselection is provided, Figure
6.
The proposed solution to this problem is the following:

IV.

A USE CASE: APPLICATION BASED ACCESS SYTEM
SELECTION/RESELECTION PROCEDURE

Let’s assume that the user equipment (UE) has capabilities
for wireless LAN (radio access system B) and 3GPP
WCDMA radio access (radio access system A). It is also
assumed that the mobile core network can be either the same
for both radio access systems or different. However, the
network operator has one IMS, whose services shall be
provided through both of the radio access systems and mobile
core networks.
The basic logic is represented as a procedure in Figure 7, and
described shortly in the following:
1.

User equipment (UE) scans the carriers of network
operators, and finds out that one operator provides
IMS services based on a received CI: IMS existence
indication in a system information message. In

Latvakoski, J., Laurila.P. Application based Access System Selection Concept for all IP Mobile Terminals. Published in IEEE Globecom’2002. 17-12 Nov
2002. Taipei, Taiwan. www.globecom2002.com.tw

for the terminal by using the SIP INVITE or other SIP
message and SDP. It can lead to the execution of the
access system reselection procedure including the
change from the use of access system A to the use of
access system B instead. Otherwise, IMS just sends a
normal INVITE to the UE.

addition, the operator recommends usingthe access
type A in initial registration (CI: access type).
2.

The attach procedure into the operator network is
executed, and the IMS-APN is returned for the user
terminal. Now, it is known that the user has option to
try access into the IMS and the APN is also known
through which the IMS access can be tried.
M ultiRAT
UE

Radio Access
N etwork B
Radio Access
Network A

Mobile Core
N etwork B
Mobile Core
N etwork A

Service
subsystem
(e.g. IMS)

S YSTEM INF ORM A TION
(CI: IMS/no IMS, Access
type)
Cell selection
RAT selection
Dom ain selection
N e t wo r k
selection

ATTACH REQUEST
(IM SI - auth, RA - location
u p da te)
ATTACH ACCEPT
(TM SI, n ew
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ACTIVATE PDP CON TEXT
REQUEST
(PD P ad dress, Q oS)
ACTIVATE PDP CON TEXT
ACCEPT
(PDP address & IP address, QoS ,
CI: p-cscf address/no p-cscfaddress)
SIP register (..., access
type)

Access
system

OK

Mobile originated session establishment

SIP: INVITE
request

not OK
Ac ce s s sys te m
reselection

SIP: ACK

Mobile terminated session establishment
SIP: INVITE
req uired access type
Ac ce s s sys te m
reselection

If the terminal receives some other access type than
that previously selected or the selected service requires
use of another one based on the preferences stored in
terminal, the access system reselection will be
executed. In the access system reselection the new
access type may require deregistration of the IMS, and
reregistration using the new access type. Also, some
lower level procedures such as IMS deregistration,
GPRS detach and another access specific registration
may be required before reregistration into the IMS.
V.

SIP 20 0
ok
U ser service
Selection

7.

A cc e ss s ys te m
evaluation

not O K

Access
system

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The provided concept for application based access system
selection is viewed to be essential in enabling efficient use of
available access resources in future ALL-IP mobile networks.
By using it, the optimal access type for the service is
automatically selected based on the QoS requirements, e.g.
data transmission rate, before any user traffic is transmitted
over the mobile Internet. Also, the access technology
selections are hidden from the user, and selections are carried
out automatically.

OK
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Abstract
1

This paper provides expe rimental measurement
results of network mobility (NEMO) based vertical
handover of the mobile ad hoc network between WLAN
and 3G interfaces. The tests are executed in a
laboratory environment during VoIP calls, video
streaming and using ping as a test application.
Especially, the end to end delays between the static
network node and ad hoc network nodes, when vertical
handover is happening between 3G and WLAN
interfaces has been measured and analysed.

1. Introduction
Today, the commercial wireless networks are
usually quite static in nature, and only the last or first
hop to the end user system is wireless. The ad hoc
networks are different in the sense that wireless links
are applied also between the devices, which establish
the dynamic network. This means that communication
between the devices, where a direct radio link does not
exist, is supported over some other intermediate
device(s) by means of the multihopping function. Ad
hoc networks are automatically organized without any
static configuration and centralized management, and
therefore, they can be said to be self-organized. An ad
hoc network consists of devices dynamically connected
with each other using wireless media. The nodes
automatically establish a network without any static
configuration and centralised management. Mobile
nodes can join and leave the network at any time on the
fly. When such a system is moving as a network it can
be called as a mobile ad hoc network. The ad hoc
network, discussed in this paper, may also be
connected with static network such as Internet, and it
can therefore be called as a hybrid mobile ad hoc
network. This research has been focused on the hybrid
978-1-4244-1870-1/08/{25}.00 ©2008
IEEE

mobile ad hoc networks and especially on the situation
where vertical handover occurs during a Voice over IP
(VoIP) call. The starting point for the research has
been that the applied state of the art technologies are
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [1], Network Mobility
Basic Support (NEMO) [2], Ad hoc On Demand
Distance Vector (AODV) [3] and Host Identity
Protocol (HIP) [4].
The characteristics of ad hoc networks include
dynamic topologies, bandwidth constrained variable
capacity links, energy constrained operation, limited
physical security and dynamically established/missing
communication infrastructure. In this kind of an
environment, routing is especially challenging, but
there exist several possible technologies. E.g. AODV
[3] offers quick adaptation to dynamic link conditions,
low processing and memory overhead, and determines
unicast routes to destinations. It applies destination
sequence numbers to ensure loop freedom, which is
usually associated with classical distance vector
protocols. However, the applicability of AODV for
limited capability environment is not clear, and it has
limitations to adapt to link failure and congestion
control situations. For example, Chakeresa and KleinBerndtb have conducted related work simplifying
AODV protocol called as AODVjr in [19].
The NEMO approach has been developed using
Mobile IPv6 based on two way IP tunnels with a home
agent (HA), which makes it possible to hide network
mobility from the connected devices [4, 11, 12]. The
solution assumes that the devices have home agents,
however the availability of HA for all the devices may
not be real life. The solution enables also several
nested networks, but then the overhead caused by
nested bi-directional tunneling increases. The NEMO
and MANET AODV approaches have been
successfully integrated to enable single hop, multihop
and global connectivity [5]. The integrated mobility
management approach has been designed to take care
of real-time and non-real time traffic for intra domain
and inter-domain mobility in survivable network [6].

The integrated mobility approach is based Mobile IP
based mobility management for non-real-time traffic,
and SIP mobility for real-time traffic. Asanga
Udugame has done NEMO handovers between
GPRS/3G and WLAN interfaces [7]. Udugame et al.
have used NEPL-SE for the Network Mobility. For the
Mobile Network side, they used UU-AODVv6 as the
routing protocol of the nodes in the Moving Network
to connect to the Mobile Router and to the outside.
The SIP is a protocol that is used to initiate,
modify and terminate media sessions between two or
more endpoints. SIP is based on a small number of text
messages to be exchanged in separate transactions
between SIP peer entities. Each transaction consists of
a request that invokes a particular method or function,
and at least one response. SIP is independent of any
underlying transport protocol. The mobility with SIP is
carried out in the application layer transparently to the
underlying transport protocol [9, 10]. When the
terminal detects the movement, the SIP User Agent
(UA) informs the other party about the new address.
The recipient acknowledges it, and then the session
basically continues normally.
The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) provides a new
layer between transport and internetworking layers [4,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18]. HIP separates the usage of
IP addresses as locators and identifiers: IP addresses
are used as pure locators, but a new namespace, the
Host Identity (HI) namespace, is created for static host
identifiers. The HI is a cryptographic public key of an
asymmetric key-pair. It is assigned to each host, or
technically it's networking kernel or stack. Each host
will have at least one HI, which can either be public or
anonymous. Client systems will tend to have both
public and anonymous HIs.
In our work, AODV was modified to better fit to
the limited capability environment. Simplified Ad hoc
On Demand Distance Vector (SAODV) aka Reduced
AODV is based on an AODV implementation made at
Uppsala University [8]. SAODV is meant for small ad
hoc networks where all AODV functionalities are not
needed.
NEMO and SIP approaches have been enhanced to
enable more efficient mobility management for realtime and non-real-time traffic in the mobile network
context. In addition, we have applied HIP together with
AODV, NEMO and SIP to make possible a secure end
to end session and connection over the hybrid mobile
ad hoc network. The provided solutions are applied
together to enable a VoIP call in the hybrid mobile ad
hoc network in laboratory environment. After
establishment of a VoIP call between an ad hoc

network node and static Internet node, 3G
(www.3gpp.org) –WLAN (IEEE 802.11b) vertical
handover for the mobile ad hoc network are induced,
and measurements are carried out. Thus, the
contribution of this paper is enabling the end to end
VoIP call, referred mobility solutions, handover
measurements carried out in hybrid mobile ad hoc
network in the laboratory environment and evaluation
of the results.
Rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter
2 describes the integrated mobility solutions in the
experimental system.
Chapter 3 describes the
measurements and results which are carried out in the
experimental system. Evaluation of the results is
provided in chapter 4. Finally, conclusions are
provided in chapter 5.

2. Hybrid Ad hoc Networking Solutions
2.1 Experimental System Overview
The experimental test platform for integrated
mobility is visualized in Figure 1. The role of MR is to
connect both clusters into the static IPv6 network,
which contain of home agents (HAs) for MNs and MR,
correspondent node (CN) and SIP server. In the test
platform, the mobility of the network represented by
the MR has been implemented using the NEMO
protocol, which actually is extension to Mobile IPv6
technology.

Figure 1. Experimental test platform.
The MR is located in the ad hoc network and it has
two different types of connections, 3G and WLAN, to
its home agent HA_MR. 3G connection over IPv4 is
established using Nokia 6630 3G phone with kppp
software in Linux. IPv6 connection between MR and
HA_MR is established using Layer 2 Tunneling
Protocol (L2TP). L2TP acts as a data link layer (layer 2
of the OSI model) protocol for tunneling network
traffic between two peers over an existing network (in
our tests over Sonera’s 3G network and the Internet).
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) sessions are carried
within an L2TP tunnel. The ad hoc network behind the
MR consisted of three laptops that were using SAODV
as a routing protocol. Machines were configured to be
on line, so MN could hear only MN50 but not MR.
MN50 in the middle could hear both MN and MR, and
MR could hear only MN50 but not MN.
The physical realization of the mobile network
connections has been implemented using 11/2 MBit
WLAN cards in the Linux laptops. Linux desktop
machines in the static network were connected to the
hub using Ethernet.

2.2 VoIP Scenario
Voice over IP (VoIP) means transmission of voice
over packet switched IP networks. This refers to the
process where the analog voice is first digitalized to
digital forms using an analog-digital converter. Then
the digitalized voice is compressed with a compression
algorithm to reduce the volume of the data to be
transmitted. Voice samples are inserted into Real-time
Transport Protocol (RTP) data packets, which are then
put as payload to UDP. The packets are transmitted
through a packet switched IP network from the
sender’s IP address to the receiver’s IP address. UDP
packets are disassembled and put into the proper order,
and digitalized voice data is extracted from the packets.
Then the digitalized voice is uncompressed. And
finally, the digitalized voice is changed to analog using
a digital-analog converter.
Usually the normal telephone calls using Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) have fewer
errors than packet based VoIP calls through IP
networks. However, the advantage of VoIP calls are
smaller cost for consumers than normal telephone
calls, especially when calling to different countries,
e.g., making long distance calls. In addition, VoIP
supports video phones and video conferencing that can
be impossible in traditional telephone systems. In this
research SIP is applied to control VoIP call sessions.

Latency in VoIP refers to the time it takes for a
voice transmission to go from the source to the
destination. VoIP calls must achieve the 150 ms
latency to successfully emulate the Quality of Service
(QoS) that normal telephone systems provide. Jitter
refers to variance in the packet delays. Usually jitter
causes packets to arrive and be processed in receiver
side in variable way. When jitter is high, packets arrive
to their destination in spurts. A general mechanism to
control jitter is using buffers at the receiver side. VoIP
usually work quite well even if there is some packet
loss, however, it has more requirements for the latency
and jitter management.
Examples of VoIP applications using SIP are, for
example, Ekiga minisip and Kphone. These SIP
clients are a free and open source (available in Web).
Usually they need some SIP servers such as OpenSER,
to offer them services. NetMeeting, MSN Messenger,
Skype and iChat AV use their own communicating
protocols that might be modified, e.g., from SIP. When
using these, users do not usually have to worry about
servers, because servers are maintained, for example,
by companies that have created these protocols.
VoIP clients can have different voice codecs that
are used to convert analog voice to digital packets. For
example, the Internet Low Bit rate Codec (iLBC),
GSM 06.10 and G.711u audio codecs are used in VoIP
calls in this research. The iLBC is a free speech codec
which is suitable for robust VoIP and is designed for
narrow band speech. It takes the least bandwidth and
requires most processing power of the mentioned three
codecs. Sound quality is better than in GSM 06.10 but
worse than in G.711. GSM 06.10 is the European GSM
standard for full-rate speech transcoding. It is based on
the RPE/LTP (residual pulse excitation/long term
prediction) coding scheme. G.711 is a high bit rate ITU
standard codec (A-law and U-law). KPhone
implementation supports U-law which is indigenous to
the T1 standard used in North America and Japan.
G.711 uses no compression and because of this it
requires little processing power. It has low latency but
it takes more bandwidth than iLBC or GSM 06.10
codecs. G.711u has the best sound quality of the three
applied codecs.

3. Measurements
The vertical handover of a mobile ad hoc network
between WLAN and 3G interfaces and measurements
carried out during the tests are described in this
chapter. The tests are executed in a laboratory
environment during VoIP calls and video streaming. In
addition, ping is also applied to measure the handover
times and delays which are visible for the end user in
the endpoints of the communication.

3.1 NEMO
handover

enabled

3G-WLAN

vertical

The procedure of NEMO handovers between MR’s
and HA_MR’s WLAN (eth1) and L2TP (ppp)
interfaces are visualized in Figure 2 WLAN to 3G and
Figure 3 3G to WLAN. WLAN connection (2 Mbit/s)
between MR and HA_MR was configured beforehand,
as well as L2TP tunnel through 3G and Internet. The
reason for the preconfiguration of the interfaces was
due to the NEMO implementation (NEPL 0.1), and
problems caused by MR’s kernel crashes when 3G
interface or L2TP was shut down.

Figure 3. 3G to WLAN.

3.2 Measurement results
When using WLAN between MR and HA_MR,
ping end to end delays, between the endpoints of the
communication i.e. the static network (CN) and the ad
hoc network (MN), were between 5-10 ms. When
using 3G radio technology and L2TP tunnel over
Sonera’s 3G (IPv4) Internet between MR and HA_MR,
the respective ping end to end delays were between
200-300 ms. Pinging from MR to HA_MR’s using
IPv4 addresses gave only little difference to ping end
to end delays through the L2TP tunnel. In addition, the
maximum bandwidth of Sonera’s 3G network was 384
Kbit/s, which the WLAN has 2Mbit/s.

Figure 2. WLAN to 3G
At start-up NEMO was set up between MR’s and
HA_MR’s WLAN interfaces. NEMO handover from
WLAN to 3G was demonstrated by shutting down the
WLAN interface in MR, whereupon NEMO tunnel
was set up using L2TP interfaces, and traffic goes
through 3G. NEMO handover from 3G to WLAN was
demonstrated by setting MR’s WLAN interface up
again. In executed tests, times between regular router
advertisements were 1-3 seconds.
The last arrows in Figure 2 represent how a packet,
e.g. ping, VoIP, Video etc, coming from the static
network behind HA_MR actually goes to the ad hoc
network that locates behind MR.

The WLAN to 3G vertical Handover delays,
visible for the end users in the communication end
points (MN, CN), were 3-3.5 seconds. Both end nodes
saw the handover, because the handover is hard; when
the MR’s WLAN interface is shut down, so no traffic
can go through it. This can be seen from Figure 4 and
from Figure 6. When the WLAN interface is shut
down in the MR, the HA_MR continues sending
packets to its’WLAN interface, but the MR can not
receive them. This lasts 3-3.5 seconds, basically it is
the same delay that end users in the communication
endpoints (CN, MN) can hear or see. During this
period, after the HA_MR sends the first RA through
ppp1 (L2TP) and the MR receives it, the MR starts
routing packets going to the HA_MR through ppp1 and
sends BU to the HA_MR. This can be seen from in
example capture Figure 5.

the MR saw shorter handovers times than machines
behind the HA_MR. Times were 150-250ms and 1.92.5s.

Figure 4. Traffic in MR’
s WLAN.

Figure 6. Traffic in HA_MR’s WLAN.

Figure 5. Traffic in MR’
s L2TP (over 3G).
After this something odd happened; even if the
HA_MR received the BU message, it did not answer
with BA right away, and traffic went from the HA_MR
to the MR through ppp1 but not vice versa. This lasted
about 1 second. When the MR received the second RA
and answered with an ICMPv6 Address Unreachable
message, HA_MR routed correctly traffic going to the
MR through ppp1, and the MR sent a BU again to the
HA_MR. After this the HA_MR answered with two
BA messages. This behaviour of two BUs and BAs
might be caused by the first RA that comes to the MR
too early, and the MR does not answer it with the
ICMPv6 Address unreachable message.
When doing the NEMO handover from 3G to
WLAN, times varied more. Sometimes after NEMO
handover from 3G to WLAN, HA_MR routes packets
through wrong interface, ppp1. In such a situation, for
example, ping times drop from 200-300 ms to 100-150
ms, and packets from MR to HA_MR go through
WLAN and packets from HA_MR to MR through 3G.
Handovers were soft, so no 3G interface was shut
down; only WLAN was set up again. Machines behind

Figure 7. Traffic in HA_MR’s L2TP (over 3G)
Deeper investigation proved that when the WLAN
interface is set up again, the NEMO implementation
(NEPL) discovers it, and RA is sent from the HA_MR
to the MR, but the MR does not send the BU to the
HA_MR right away. Instead after receiving the second
RA, the MR starts routing traffic going to the HA_MR
through the WLAN interface, this usually lasts less
than a second (0,8s). After this traffic going through
WLAN stops; this lasts ca. 3 seconds and during it
HA_MR sends more RAs to WLAN and packets to
ppp1. After receiving the RA, the MR starts sending
packets again through WLAN; this last 150-180ms
before MR replies with Non Available and BU
messages, and all traffic are routed correctly through
WLAN interfaces. The BU is sent using ppp1 interface
and the BA using WLAN. After receiving the BA,
traffic going through ppp1 stops. So basically there is
short time when traffic goes from the HA_MR to the
MR through ppp1, and vice versa through WLAN, but

before all traffic is routed to go through WLAN, MR
stops sending traffic to the WLAN interface.
In HA traffic going towards MR goes still using
ppp interfaces (3G), this usually lasts about 2.5
seconds. When the handover goes correctly, ping times
drop from 200-300 ms (3G) to 5-10 ms (WLAN).
When NEMO handover from WLAN to 3G occurs,
aka WLAN interface in MR is shut down, MR starts
sending packets to ppp1 and HA_MR still sends
packets to WLAN interface. Amount of packets was
45-69 in MR and 50-147 in HA_MR. HA_MR
received from these 45-69 packets 27-41, so about 20
packets disappeared in 3G channel right after the
handover.

NEMO tunnelling, L2TP tunnel and IPv4. First column
‘WLAN’in Table 1 shows pure VoIP packets sizes in
SIP user agent machines (MN and CN), and in WLAN
connection between MR and HA_MR. ‘NEMO+L2TP’
columns shows tunnelled VoIP packets sizes
transmitted to and received from MR’s 3G interface
and HA_MR’s Ethernet interface which is connected to
the Internet. Packets are seen in MR’s 3G (ppp0),
L2TP (ppp1), and NEMO (ipv6tnl1) interfaces and in
HA_MR’s Ethernet (eth2), L2TP (ppp1), and NEMO
(ip6tnl1) interfaces.
Table 1. VoIP packet sizes.
bytes

iLBC
GSM
G711u

Figure 8. Example capture of traffic in MN
(in the ad hoc network)

pure
VoIP
packets
WLAN
124
107
234

tunneled
VoIP packets
NEMO+L2TP
204
187
314

Table 2 represents the average bandwidth of the
iLBC, GSM and G711u codecs for WLAN and 3G
(NEMO+L2TP tunnels). When using G711u codec
with NEMO and L2TP tunnels, used average
bandwidth (245 Kbit/s) becomes too large, if it is
compared to the theoretical maximum 3G bandwidth
(384 Kbit/s), which usually can not be reached. If the
IPSec overhead would be added, then the average
bandwidth lowers. Therefore, G711u coded traffic can
not be properly be protected with IPSec, otherwise
VoIP call’s QoS will decrease too much. Because of
this iLBC, GSM or other codecs that need less
bandwidth should be used. Growth of average
bandwidth is significant when NEMO handover occurs
in both cases.
Table 2. Average bandwidth
Kbits/s
iLBC
GSM
G711u

Figure 9. Example capture of traffic in CN
(in the static network)
In test cases
transmitted: pure
tunnelled packets
tunnelled packets

two
VoIP
over
have

different packet sizes are
packets over WLAN and
Internet and 3G. These
some overhead caused by

WLAN
61,39
82,42
176,40

NEMO+L2TP
105,53
142,68
245,05

When WLAN to 3G handover occurs, average time
between received RA and sent BU in MR was 47,3 ms.
Average time between received RA and received BA
in MR was 1,7 s. In HA_MR average time between
sent RA and received BU was 1,7 second and average
time between sent RA and sent BA was 3 second.

There was clearly more jitter in 3G traffic than in
WLAN. It could be seen for example from ping echo
requests and replies, order of them varied a lot in 3G
when pinging was done with flood option, or time
between packets was set to smaller than 1 second. If
streamed videos were using too much bandwidth, aka
used bandwidth was near the 3G’s maximum available
(384 Kbit /s), end user saw pixelising and stops in the
played video. If used bandwidth was larger than 3G’s
available one (384 Kbit/s), watching video became
unpleasant or impossible. If streaming was done with
http over TCP, negotiated connections could break.

4. Discussion
When looking at the measurement results, it is
important to notice, that in WLAN amount of needed
bandwidth is small and available bandwidth is large (254 Mbit/s), and in 3G (L2TP) amount of needed
bandwidth is larger because of tunnelling protocols,
and available bandwidth is smaller (384 Kbit/s). When
handover occurs, and maximum available bandwidth
changes, end users’machines should do something for
the audio and video codecs, because today’s solutions
do not work as in such a significant bandwidth change.
This means that either the audio and/or video codec
should be changed on the fly, or the audio and video
codecs should be able to scale and adapt to the
situation in an intelligent way. It may also be possible
to compress and decompress audio and video for
example in MR and HA_MR. The audio and video
coding is a topic for future research.
The vertical handover has been carried out using
NEMO technology, which is based on MIPv6 for the
complete ad hoc network. MIPv6 and NEMO
tunneling add overhead to tunneled packets even when
route optimization is used. Because of this MIPv6 with
SIP is less suitable than pure SIP for real-time sessions,
where packet payload is small. MIPv6 proved not to be
very suitable for ad hoc networks, because it requires
infrastructure and Home Agent. In MIPv6 the MR is
supposed to be only one hop away from MN. Because
of this restriction either ad hoc routing protocols need
modifications to forward MIPv6 routing messages over
multiple hops or MIPv6 needs to be modified to
support MR to be further than one hop from MN. In
our experimental system, the ad hoc network’s routing
protocol, SAODV, enabled routing over multiple hops
behind MR.
The crucial component in handover time is
detection of the router advertisement. Other
components such as signaling message propagation
and handling times are much less significant. The

optimal router advertisement message sending time is
about 3-4 seconds, so the time that mobile node has to
wait to detect the router advertisement, after switching
to new network, seems to be between 1.5 - 2 seconds
(half of the router advertisement sending interval).
Duplicate
address
detection
and
address
autoconfiguration takes also some time. By average,
the time from the router advertisement detection to the
sending of Binding Update, is 1.8 seconds.
Because of the interface preference configuration
problems in the MR, the automatic switch between two
interfaces in the NEMO handover was made by
shutting down the Ethernet interface (where the
existing traffic was) off from MR. If the previous
interface was not shut down, the BU was tried to be
sent via the old interface and not on the interface that
the router advertisement was detected. After shutdown
of the old interface, MR detected the router
advertisement on the other interface and sent the
Binding Update via that interface. As a result, the
traffic between MR and HA_MR traversed through the
new interface. The handover time in this scenario was
shorter, depending on the router advertisement interval.
The interface preference problem has been fixed in the
latest version of NEMO software, but it required a
newer kernel as well, and was not tested due to the lack
of time.
The length of the extra IPv6 header that is added to
packets in the MIPv6 and NEMO tunnels is 40 bytes.
In practice, the processing time of adding or removing
the extra headers from IPv6 packets at the tunnel
endpoints is minimal, if compared to the other delays
in the test platform. Even when there were three extra
IPv6 headers in the packets (IPSec, MIPv6, NEMO)
that traversed between MR and HA_MR, with the
overhead of 120 bytes (40 bytes each) there was not
any visible difference in the video stream quality if
compared to the situation without any overhead, on
video that was streamed between CN and MT.
The ping delay from 3G network to any node at
Internet was between 200-300 ms in both operators'
networks, thus delay is restricting the usage of realtime applications. The video that was streamed with
UDP between MR and CN, via operator's 3G network,
did not have any packet loss but suffered from the
jitter. Only the very basic kind of video, with low
resolution and low need of bandwidth, was shown
without any major disturbance. If the streamed video
was more 'advanced', it was not shown smoothly at all.
One way to reduce the effect of jitter would be to test
different kind of codecs to find the most suitable one or
to use buffering at the receiving end of the video

stream to get rid of the disturbance that the end user
notices.

5. Conclusions
In this work, the vertical handover of the mobile
ad hoc network has been enabled using the NEMO
solution as a basis. In addition, we have applied HIP
together with AODV, NEMO and SIP to make possible
a secure end to end session and connection over the
hybrid mobile ad hoc network. The provided solutions
are applied together to enable a VoIP call in the hybrid
mobile ad hoc network in laboratory environment.
After establishment of a VoIP call between an ad hoc
network node and static Internet node, 3G –WLAN
vertical handover for the mobile ad hoc network are
caused, and measurements are carried out.
The end to end delays between the static network
(CN) and the ad hoc network (MN) were between 5-10
ms, when using the WLAN. When using 3G, the
respective ping end to end delays were between 200300 ms. The NEMO vertical handover caused 3-3.5 sec
time when the user is able to see problems in
communication (packet losses). The 3G seem to suffer
from the jitter. Only the very basic kind of video, with
low resolution and low need of bandwidth, was shown
without any major disturbance. If the streamed video
was more 'advanced', it was not shown smoothly at all.
One way to reduce the effect of jitter would be to test
different kind of codecs to find the most suitable one or
to use buffering at the receiving end of the video
stream to get rid of the disturbance that the end user
notices.
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Abstract—This paper provides a novel security solution for
hybrid mobile ad hoc networks. The solution relies on secure
network configuration, which is based on the use of
preconfigured self-certifying identifiers stored into a portable
memory device by a trusted party, to be attached with ad hoc
network nodes. Mutual authentication is carried between the
friendly neighbour nodes based on the self-certifying identifiers,
resulting a safe subnetwork inside the local ad hoc network. The
route discovery is carried only in the safe subnetwork through
trusted nodes, and therefore the route found always goes only via
trusted nodes. The provided solution is realized as secure ad hoc
routing protocol (SARP), which is evaluated in a laboratory
environment using an ad hoc network consisting of 11 nodes
with/without connection to static networks. The evaluations
indicate sensible level of delays and performance even if security
is taken on board.
Keywords-Ad hoc networks, Routing, Security, Self-signed
identifier

I.
INTRODUCTION
Ad hoc network usually refers to a dynamically established
temporary wireless network, which is comprised of at least two
nodes. Such ad hoc networks may be established, merged, or
partitioned into separate networks on the fly whenever
required. Ad hoc networks that may have one or more temporal
connections to static networks, e.g. the Internet, are called here
hybrid ad hoc networks. To connect an ad hoc network and a
static network, access points and/or gateways between them are
required [1],[2],[3].
Routing in the context of ad hoc networks has been very
challenging especially when security is taken into concern. The
reliability of neighbour nodes is unknown, and therefore it is
risk to deliver valuable information to a destination via the
neighbour nodes. Correspondingly, if a neighbour node
transmits data to the user’s node, should it be received and
forwarded or not ?
We define a threat model of ad hoc networks with
following threat examples: different types of Denial of service
(DoS) attacks such as external resource consumption attacks
where an attacker sends messages to ad hoc nodes and
consumes their resources (such as batteries), eavesdropping
and traffic analysing; anyone can listen ad hoc network traffic,

nodes are not identified; anyone can take part of ad hoc
network routing, ad hoc nodes may misbehave; traffic is
transmitted forward maliciously or not at all, and this may
cause network malfunction. In ad hoc networks, it may be hard
to run servers such as a Certification Authority (CA), and even
if running server machines is possible, they might be the first
target of different kind of attacks, especially in military
environments.
Energy consumption, eavesdropping, the misuse of user
data payload, and misuse of routing resources are serious
security threats, against which we have created our solution.
We apply self-signed identifiers (in our case Host Identity Tags
(HIT) in the ad hoc network to authenticate the nodes. Selfsigned identifiers have been discussed in the context of tactical
networks by Särelä and Nikander [4]. Tarkoma, Zhou and
Komu [5] discuss about ad hoc networks as application for
HIP, and Savola and Uusitalo [6] referred to the use of selfsigned certificates for authentication in ad hoc networks.
There are many proposals for enabling security in ad hoc
networks, such as e.g. [7] etc. However, the proposed solution
is different in the sense that it enables creation of reliable ad
hoc network by preventing unreliable nodes to participate in
the ad hoc routing. .This is enabled by application of HIP [8],
[9], base exchange procedure using the user’s self-certifying
identifier (HIT) with the neighbours in the network
configuration phase. This enables creation of smaller virtual ad
hoc network, which is secure for the allowed group. In
addition, the route discovery process is changed to use unicast
method instead from the traditional multicast method, which
saves the limited radio resources. The secure network
configuration together with secure and optimized route
discovery makes the provided solution better for real-life ad
hoc networking solutions than the known available solutions.
The provided solution called as Secure Ad hoc Routing
Protocol (SARP) has been implemented and evaluated in a
laboratory environment using an ad hoc network consisting 11
mobile nodes with/without connection to static network. The
evaluations indicate sensible level of delays and performance
even if security is taken on board.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter II
describes the secure ad hoc routing solution, and Chapter III

provides evaluation of the results from laboratory tests. Finally,
conclusions are provided in chapter IV.
II.

A SECURE AD HOC ROUTING SOLUTION

A. Secure Network Configuration
A sample network configuration mechanism is visualized
in Figure 1. The key can be any portable memory device, such
a USB stick which contains the identities and parameters of
the system. The identifiers can be either preconfigured or
remotely configured by a trusted authority. The trusted
identities are stored in the key, which can then be later applied
in the reliable ad hoc network nodes. Because of this
approach, there is no need to have any central authority or
servers to be online in ad hoc networking situations. In this
case it is also essential that the key contains the self-certifying
identifiers of all the reliable members of the group which the
user belongs to. This means that only the members of the
group are allowed to participate in the secure routing. All the
other nodes are not reliable enough to forward confidential
information of the group members.
Let’s assume that in a situation, the ad hoc network
consists of five nodes A-E as shown in Figure 1. According to
the AODV ad hoc routing protocol, the node A who is joining
to the network, it will send a Hello A as a broadcast message
to the surrounding environment. On the contrary to the normal
AODV protocol, the HELLO message, in our approach,
contains also the source’s HIT, see TABLE I. The source HIT
is included to enable identification of nodes and users, and the
source IPv6 are used for constructing and updating IPv6
routing tables.
TABLE I.

HELLO MESSAGE INFORMATION ELEMENTS

Source

HELLO

A’s IPv6

Source
HIT
A’s HIT

Number of
HELLOs
A’s
no_of_hello

H
E

LL
O

|

A

|H
IT

A

Type

Figure 1. Network configuration

Meanwhile, the nodes C and B are listening for the
broadcast channel, and receive the HELLO A –message (s).

The HIT that is received in the HELLO A –message is used to
identify the sender according to the following rules: If the
receiving node is aware of the A’s HIT, and knows via key
that the HIT belong to the allowed group (i.e. A is a friend),
the node initiates the HIP base exchange procedure with A.
HIP base exchange is executed to create assurance that the
peers possess the private key corresponding to their HIs,
which are the public keys. If the HIP base exchange is
successful, B and C add the received A’s current IPv6 address
into their routing tables. If the receiving node is not aware of
the A’s HIT or the HIP base exchange is not successful, the
node does not add A’s IPv6 address to the routing table,
because it is not sure about its friendliness. Respectively, node
A receives HELLO messages from B and C. As a result, it
updates its routing table according to the previously defined
rules, and the resulting routing table of A is as shown in
TABLE II.
TABLE II.

THE ROUTING TABLE OF NODE A

Dest
Next
B’s IPv6
B’s IPv6
C’s IPv6
C’s IPv6
Node A is aware of the both B’s and C’s preconfigured
HITs and the B’s and C’s IPv6 addresses based on the HELLO
procedure. As a result, node A can build a HIT-IPv6 address
mapping table visualized in TABLE III. The HIT-IPv6 address
mapping table is built in nodes B and C similarly.
TABLE III.

HIT-IPV6 ADDRESS MAPPING TABLE IN THE NODE A

IPv6 address
HIT
B’s IPv6
B’s HIT
C’s IPv6
C’s HIT
HIP base exchange is a known security procedure, which
is presented in Figure 2. , and shortly clarified in the
following:
(1.), sending I1, the first HIP initiator packet starts the HIP
base exchange. The packet contains only the fixed HIP header
which includes the packet type, the initiator’s HIT in SRC HIT
field, and the responder’s HIT in DST field. In HIP
opportunistic mode, where responder’s HIT is not known, the
DST HIT field is NULL (all zeros). Implementations must be
able to handle a storm of received I1 packets, by discarding
packets that have similar content and that arrive within a small
time delta.
(2.) The responder has formed parts of R1 messages
beforehand, and when it receives the I1 message, it selects one
of these pre-computed R1s, completes it and sends it to the
initiator. The R1 message includes a puzzle, Diffie-Hellman
startup, the receiver’s public HI in clear text, Diffie-Hellman
public key and other Diffie-Hellman parameters. One DiffieHellman value should be used only for one connection.
(3.) When the initiator receives the R1 message, it
calculates the answer to the puzzle, calculates a session key,
and sends an I2 message to the responder. The puzzle solving
uses the most processing power in the HIP base exchange and
it makes DoS attacks more difficult, because HIP base

exchange takes more processing power from the initiator than
the responder and the responder uses only little calculation
before the I2 message. The I2 message includes the answer to
the puzzle, Diffie-Hellman parameters, the initiator’s public
HI, SPI and HI which is encrypted with the session key.
(4.) When the responder receives the I2 message, it checks
that the puzzle is solved correctly, calculates the session key,
authenticates the initiator and makes the session state. Then it
sends an R2 message which includes the responder’s SPI and
signature. The signature makes it possible for the initiator to
finish the authentication.
(5.) HIP does not change the form of IPv4 or IPv6 packets.
IPSec Security Associations (SAs) are connected to nodes’
public keys and a pair of SAs are created in the base exchange.
Packets are encrypted with ESP and they are similar to normal
IPsec ESP protected packets. ESP enables the receiver node to
validate and confirm that they really have been sent by another
known node without caring about the source and destination
addresses of the packets. The creation of these associations is
executed as a parallel process between variable numbers of
neighbors.

Figure 2. HIP base exchange procedure

Thus after the HIP base exchange has been carried out
between the nodes A-B and A-C, the result is interpreted
according to the following rules: If the HIP base exchange is
successful, the IPsec SAs and IPsec ESP tunnel is created
between HITs of A and B, and between HITs of A and C. If
the HIP base exchange is not successful, then it means that A
is probably not really the correct A. In this case, B and C do
not store A’s information in their routing tables and HIT-IPv6
address mapping tables.
As a result from the network configuration process, each
node of the ad hoc network has HIT-IPv6 address mapping
table and routing tables in their memory (e.g. TABLE II. and
TABLE III. Based on the referred tables, a node knows the
friendly neighboring nodes, which are reliable enough to route
their messages. In addition, the reliable nodes are virtually
connected with each other in a secure way, i.e. IPsec SAs are
created between HITs of A and B, and between HITs of A and
C (secure tunnel between adjacent nodes).
B. Secure Ad hoc Routing
After the network configuration, the next phases are
related to route discovery process and after a route to the
destination is found, routing of the actual user payload
messages from source node to the destination via the ad hoc
network.

In the route discovery process, a reactive protocol, such as
AODV, usually sends Route Request (RREQ) messages on
demand to find a route from a node to the destination. The
sending of the RREQ is usually carried out using the global
broadcast address, which every node listens to. The same
global broadcast address is usually also applied when sending
HELLO messages during the network configuration. As a
result, the nodes in an ad hoc network usually transmit quite a
many RREQ messages, which are in fact useless for the
individual intermediate nodes, consume their power and is not
secure at all from the perspective of the source and
destination.
Our solution to the described problem is that a unicast
sending model is applied on top of the secure network
configuration. This means that RREQs packets are sent only to
the trusted neighbour nodes via secure tunnels between
adjacent nodes, which have been created during secure
network configuration. If the destination is one of the
neighbours, they send back a Route Reply (RREP) message
and a route can be established between the nodes. However, if
the destination is not a neighbour, they forward RREQ to all
their trusted neighbours via the referred secure tunnels, except
to the node where the packet came from. This way eventually
the destination is found.
Let’s assume that we have a simple wireless ad hoc
network which consists of nodes A, B and C presented in Fig
Figure 3. If A wants to send some data to C, it must first find a
route to C. According to the route discovery process it sends a
RREQ message using unicast method. Modifications against
SAODV’s RREQ are marked in grey in TABLE IV.

Figure 3. A simple wireless ad hoc network

TABLE IV.

STRUCTURE OF SARP RREQ MESSAGE.

The destination can be either an IPv6 address or a HIT.
The Last IP Address field carries the IPv6 address of the last
host which has processed this message. It is needed because

when RREQ is sent over a HIP connection, the receiver sees
the packet coming from a HIT and not from an IPv6 address.
The Originator HIT is obviously the HIT of the original
sender. Finally, a RREQ ID is added to enable connections to
static networks.
RREP messages are unicasted even in the original AODV
route discovery process, so there was no need to modify that
behaviour. However, in the SARP the RREP messages are
transferred securely using HIP connections which is different
compared with AODV behaviour. As the RREQ includes the
source’s HIT, the responder uses it in the RREP’s destination
field. Again, this is needed since the message is transferred
using HIP. Changes from SAODV’s RREP are visualized in
grey in TABLE V. Depending on the used routing protocol,
additional modifications might be required (e.g. to support
node mobility), but this subject is out of the scope this paper.
TABLE V.

STRUCTURE OF SARP RREP MESSAGE.

C. SARP prototype
The SARP implementation as a proof of concept has been
carried out in such a way that HIP for Linux (HIPL) [10] and
Simplified Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (SAODV)
implementations [11] are used as basis to limit to
implementation work. This means that the SARP is a novel
protocol, which integrates features from HIPL and modified
SAODV.
TABLE VI.

Mobile nodes
Operating system
Linux kernel
HIP
VoIP client
VoIP server
Used language

VI. The static service network consists of a HIP rendezvous
server, a mobile router’s home agent (MR_HA), a SIP proxy
server and a corresponding node (CN). HIP base exchange
procedures are executed between each neighbour nodes of ad
hoc network resulting IPsec tunnels between the neighbour
node pairs. The red lines represent communication between
MN6 and CN, between which the HIP base exchange is also
executed and IPsec tunnel established.
As test cases for the SARP, we have applied Voice and
Video over IP calls, and video streaming. The tests have been
executed both in a stand alone ad hoc network (between two
MNs) and in a hybrid environment (between MN and CN),
where the ad hoc network has been connected with each other
through a gateway node called as mobile router (MR)
according to the network mobility (NEMO) terminology [12].
The visualized ad hoc network handovers between 3G, WLAN
and WiMax are out of scope of this paper.

USED LABORATORY EQUIPMENT.

~0.5-1GHz Pentium3 laptops
Fedora Core 3, 4
2.6.15
HIPL r201
Linphone 1.6.0
Openser 0.9.5
C, C++

The experimental test platform where SARP solution has
been evaluated is shown in Figure 4. The ad hoc network
established in our laboratory environment consists of 11
laptops. The setup of the nodes has been described in TABLE

Figure 4. Experimental test platform

III. EVALUATION
The SARP produces a network where neighbour nodes are
authenticated securely before making any routing actions. After
the initial configuration between friendly nodes, route
discovery is done using HIP to encrypt routing messages with
IPsec ESP. Because of the provided SARP secure network
configuration, the scalability of ad hoc routing can be
significantly improved. Let’s assume that there are 1000 nodes
working in the area, and 10 of them belong to reliable group.
Because only 10 are belonging into the preconfigured security
group, the route discovery will be executed only between the
10 nodes. The referred 10 nodes establish a kind of secure ad
hoc subnetwork. There is no need to execute route discovery in
the 1000 node network like in e.g. secure AODV ad hoc
routing solution [7], but only inside the secure ad hoc network
“cluster.” This also reduces significantly the radio resource
usage in the route discovery process.
The performance and latencies introduced by the solution
were measured using the laboratory tests mainly with VoIP and
multimedia streaming examples. The initial HIP base exchange
after HELLO messages takes on average about 0.4–1.0
seconds. The delay depends on the available CPU power and

simultaneous other load in the involved nodes. The HIP base
exchange procedure in the secure network configuration is
executed in parallel of each neighbour node pars, and it is done
only once when the network is configured. When the changes
like power switch off or mobility are happening only the
neighbour nodes are affected and reconfiguration of the
network is caused only locally between them.
After secure network configuration, when the endpoint
nodes would like to communicate with VoIP and/or stream
multimedia, the HIP base exchange and IPsec tunnel
establishment is executed between the endpoints only once in
the initiation of the session. This secure session initiation with
SARP approach seems to require ca. 1 second. After it the
actual VoIP and Multimedia streaming between the endpoints
can be executed without any additional overhead or delay
compared with end to end communication with legacy AODV,
IPv6 and ESP encryption/decryption in the endpoints of
communication. When compared to e.g. manual setup of IPSec
associations between nodes, the SARP approach takes the same
amount of resources from the nodes and the throughput is the
same. Thus SARP approach does not cause any additional
delay or overhead for the user data payload during the active
session. During the active session, any intermediate nodes
which are between the end points do not add additional delays
as they just forward the data packets without processing them
any further. The secure network configuration delay is caused
only at startup or when changes are happening in the nodes
which are in the route between the endpoints of the
communication.
When speaking about details of secure route discovery, it
should be highlighted that the route discovery uses unicast
method for sending RREQ messages, not broadcast like
traditional ad hoc routing. So, after the neighbour nodes has
executed secure network configuration, and a user wants to
connect to a certain IPv6 address or a HIT in the ad hoc
network, a few ms of additional time is spend for sending
RREQ’s individually to every neighbour node using unicast
medhod when compared to legacy AODV’s way of
broadcasting the message with one send operation to every
node within the radio range. In addition, the control messages
in the SARP route discovery are encrypted and decrypted in
every intermediate node which adds a small additional delay to
the time needed to reach the destination host in the route
request message. This delay is quite a short in practise and it
depends on the performance of the intermediate nodes.
To cut down latencies caused during the secure network
configuration and route discovery processes something should
be done for the HIPL implementation. If HIPL is realized e.g.
to use threads, symmetric multiprocessing capable hosts will
gain benefits as it would take less time to do HIP base
exchanges in parallel inside each node. At the moment, the
SARP realization is at prototype level without any further
optimization and it is targeted for research use in laboratory
environment. In addition, the realization assumes that the
performance of the involved nodes is on adequate level to
enable execution of the encryption and decryption processes.
When focusing into the security of the SARP approach, our
threat model consist of different types of DoS attacks such as

external resource consumption attacks, attacks on network
integrity, eavesdropping and traffic analysing, impersonation
attacks, misbehaving nodes, and routing protocol specific
attacks. It is assumed that every node share a list of trusted
HITs, which are assumed to be preconfigured by a trusted party
into the portable memory device. We used previously shared
keys (PSK) with each device or user, and this is usable for
example in military environments where every single user
would have his/her own host identity (HI) that could be used in
different devices. Own HIs and PSK lists could be carried
along with portable memories.
The security of the SARP protocol is analyzed using six
security service elements: confidentiality, integrity, nonrepudiation, access control, and availability. Confidentiality
means that information is accessible only by authorized parties.
In our approach, all traffic except HELLO messages, HIP base
exchange, update and other HIP control messages are protected
with IPsec ESP Bound End-to-End Tunnel (BEET) mode.
Unprotected broadcast HELLO messages make few attacks
possible. Authentication ensures that communicating nodes are
correctly identified i.e. node is who she/he claims to be and. In
the HIP base exchange two communicating nodes are
authenticated. If an attacker cannot authenticate itself, he/she
cannot participate on the routing and can do only external
attacks. After a successful authentication, a malicious user
involved into the secure group can do also internal attacks e.g.
disrupt a routing protocol’s correct operations denying network
services. Authorization relates to authentication service and it
defines the access limitation to the usage of system resources
of an authenticated entity. In our approach, the nodes not
belonging to the secure group cannot take part of the routing at
all. However, all the successfully authenticated nodes are
assumed to be trusted, which makes internal attacks possible.
Integrity ensures that only authorized nodes are able to
modify information. In the SARP, HIP creates IPsec tunnels
between neighbours and between end nodes that communicate
over multiple hops. Any intermediate node cannot open this
IPsec ESP BEET mode protected traffic. However, still some
internal attacks may be possible. Non-repudiation guarantees
that neither the sender nor the receiver of information is able to
deny the transmission. Usage of the HIP and the IPsec
guarantees that both end nodes have been taking part of the
transmission. After the transmission, this might be impossible
to prove without any logs. Access control refers to the ability to
limit and control access to devices and applications via
communication links. In the SARP, nodes are authenticated,
but the protocol does not include any automatic access control
mechanism. In our prototype, friendly HITs can be manually
deleted from the list of trusted nodes, and this hinders them to
join to the network and participate on the routing. Availability
means that the information and services are acceptable for and
only for those who have been authorized to use them. In the
SARP, only authorized nodes can participate on routing. The
routing protocol itself does not affect on other services such as
VoIP or web browsing.

The analysis indicates that there are still some problems in
the security of the SARP approach. For example,
eavesdropping and collecting HITs, fabricated HELLO
messages, internal interrupt and modification attacks. The
SARP approach does not fulfil the threat model of ad hoc
networks completely. Especially, the SARP approach does not
have protection against all internal attack types. However, the
security of the HIP protocol, on which the SARP security is
mainly based, is considered to be on a good level.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

After the secure network configuration, the resulting ad hoc
subnetwork is usually only a part of the possible ad hoc
network available in the situation depending on the number of
nodes belonging to the same group. This makes routing process
more efficient and saves radio resources, because the excessive
sending of RREQs and their forwarding in the ad hoc network
is limited. However, the most essential advantage of the SARP
approach is that it enables secure ad hoc routing in a simple
way. This is because route request messages are sent only to
the friendly neighbours, and thus the resulting route always
goes via friendly nodes to the intended destination. The
essential difference between legacy (e.g. AODV) based route
discovery is that in the SARP, the RREQ messages are
unicasted only to the reliable neighbourhood nodes, and not
broadcasted to all. After the final destination is found, end-toend mutual authentication is executed and a secure IPsec tunnel
is established between the source and the destination the
friendly nodes.
After secure network configuration, the actual VoIP and
Multimedia streaming between the endpoints can be executed
without any additional overhead or delay compared with end to
end communication with legacy AODV, IPv6 and ESP
encryption/decryption. When compared to e.g. manual setup of
IPSec associations between nodes, the SARP approach takes
the same amount of resources from the nodes and the
throughput is the same. Thus SARP approach does not cause
any additional delay or overhead for the user data payload
during the active session. This result is also indicated by the
tests executed in laboratory environment using an ad hoc
network consisting of 11 nodes with/without temporal
connection to static network.
The contribution of this paper reveals and indicates some
essential challenges of next generation networks. For example,
the connections between heterogeneous networks such as static
service network, and dynamic ad hoc network require new
solutions. The errors and variance in the delays of the end to
end communication cause problems to established sessions. In

addition, the dynamic size of the ad hoc network causes
problems in the route discovery especially when static service
network is included. The last but not least challenge arises from
the security, e.g. automatic access control, IDS, integrity,
dynamic trust management, complexity, optimization of
computing resource usage, and protection against internal
attacks.
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Abstract
The number of embedded systems capable for
wireless machine-to-machine service communication has
continuously been increasing in recent years. In these kinds of
dynamic ecosystems, the problems related to complexity and
heterogeneity seriously challenges interoperability. As a
contribution to this research, the small world paradigm from
social sciences is being applied in a wireless networks context.
A novel hierarchical networking concept, related routing
algorithm and network optimization solutions are created to
enable solving these problems. Logical short cuts are
established between neighboring overlay nodes in order to
avoid global flooding in distant route searches. In addition,
physical short cuts may be created to remove the bottlenecks
from the communication paths. The concept has been
evaluated by graph theoretical analysis of the Hi-Search
algorithm, simulation of the network optimization step and
service discovery procedure. The evaluation results indicate
that the algorithm with network optimization functions is able
to lower the search delays, make the physical routes shorter
and also improve throughput. In addition, solving the
complexity and heterogeneity problems is made possible by
localizing route search and abstracting communication to two
hierarchical routing layers.
Keywords- dynamic wireless networks; small world; routing

I.

INTRODUCTION

The number of wirelessly communicating embedded
systems has been increasing continuously in recent years.
This trend is assumed to lead to novel types of dynamic
wireless networks, which are more and more necessary for
communication between machines instead of only humanmachine communication. Such dynamic wireless networks
have previously been studied for example in the context of
ad hoc and peer-to-peer overlay networks.
Ad hoc networks usually refer to a wireless network that
can be established without any preceding configuration on
the fly whenever required. The challenges in ad hoc
networking solutions arise from the heterogeneity of
operating environments, because of the different delay
requirements, reaction times for route changes, power
capabilities of the routing devices, and the limitations of the
bandwidth usage, quality of service level and security.
Because of these challenges, it can be assumed that the
solution should be modular enough to enable smooth
configuration and usage of multiple ad hoc routing protocols

in different domains of the network. When multiple ad hoc
routing solutions are applied, then their interoperability will
become one of the most critical requirements.
A well-known solution for solving the interoperability
problem has been building overlay networks. In such an
overlay network, a number of peers are connected to each
other in a logical sense, and they can thus route messages
between each other at a logical level even if no direct
physical connections exist. Such solutions are able to
improve robustness, availability, error resilience and even
help in the transition to improved technological systems. One
essential drawback of overlay networks is the overhead
caused by the additional headers in the messages. Therefore,
more processing power and memory is required in the
overlay network nodes. However, there are still several open
problems in communication between the nodes in dynamic
wireless networks, such as heterogeneity of nodes, their
dynamic existence, mobility, security, multiple radios,
unreliable paths and topology, and continuous changes
occurring in the network.
The motivation for the hierarchical routing arises from
these challenges, especially complexity and heterogeneity of
dynamic wireless networks. In addition, the wireless paths
between communicating nodes usually tend to be too long
and they go via nodes, which are not appropriate or willing
to act as a router, which also makes the performance to be
weak. Therefore, we focus here on hierarchical routing. This
article is an extended version of the CTRQ 2012 conference
paper [1]. The original CTRQ 2012 paper is here extended to
clarify the main results of the hierarchical routing as a whole,
including enhanced clarifications of the selected essential
details also discussed in previous publications [2], [3], [4],
and [5].
The selected approach for solving the problem in this
research is the application of the small world paradigm for
wireless networks. The small world paradigm has initially
been studied in the context of social networks, where a
small-world phenomenon has been detected [6], [7].
According to this, the average number of intermediate steps
in a successful social communication chain is between five
is here expected that
the well-connected nodes in wireless networks tend to
behave in a networking sense like the well-connected people
in social networks. Thus the small world paradigm from
social sciences is here applied in wireless networks context.
Based on this paradigm, a novel hierarchical networking
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concept related routing and network optimization solutions
and their evaluation results are provided in this work. The
hierarchical route search algorithm provided is based on a
graph theoretical system model and network search tree
analysis both on overlay and at a physical level. Logical
short cuts are established between neighboring overlay nodes
to avoid global flooding in distant route searches. In
addition, physical short cuts may be created in a network
optimization step to make the end-to-end delays shorter,
physical routes shorter and improve throughput. The HiSearch algorithm is evaluated in terms of search path depths,
number of control messages, and delay in the search, which
are compared against the flat physical routing approach. The
related network optimization step and procedures enabling
service discovery for a user are evaluated by means of
simulations.
The paper is organized as follows: The related work of
small world wireless networks is described in section II. The
conceptual system model for hierarchical networking and its
reasoning is clarified in section III. The hierarchical routing
solution is described in section IV. The simulation-based
evaluation results are provided in section V, and finally,
conclusions are given in section VI.
II.

SMALL W ORLD W IRELESS NETWORKS

A. Small World
The small world phenomenon originates from the
observation that individuals are often linked by a short chain
of acquaintances 6], and [7].
Watts & Strogatz produced the network model, showing that
rewiring a few links, called short cuts, in a regular graph can
decrease the average path length between any two nodes
while still maintaining a high degree of clustering between
neighboring nodes [8]. The concept of small worlds is
characterized by the facts that average path length is short
and clustering is high degree. This means that most nodes are
on average a few hops away from each other. High clustering
eighbors are also neighbors
of each other. The small world phenomenon has been
detected, for example, in email delivery experiments, and in
the context of the Internet and the World Wide Web [9],
[10], and [11].
Complex dynamic self-organizing wireless networks tend
also to be scale-free [12]. They usually expand continuously
by the addition of new nodes, and the new nodes tend to
attach to nodes that are already well connected. The dynamic
growth and preferential attachment lead to a scale-free
property. Scale-free means that majority of nodes have very
few neighbors, and only a few nodes have many neighbors.
Thus, only a few well-connected nodes nicely connect a
large number of poorly connected nodes. This phenomenon
is independent of the network size, and such a scale-free
network is also a small world.
Application of small world and scale-free features has
also been studied in the context of wireless networks [13].
The dynamic wireless networks are spatial graphs that are
usually much more clustered and have higher path length
characteristics than random networks. In such a network, the

links depend on the radio range, which is usually a function
of the distance. Adding a few wired short-cuts into the
wireless networks, the degree of separation may be reduced
drastically. Such short-cut links need not be random but may
be confined to a limited number of hops, which is only a part
of the network diameter.
Strategies for adding long-ranged links to centrally
placed gateway node in wireless mesh networks are provided
in [14]. The constraints of wireless networks, such as
transmission range of long-ranged links (LL), limited radios
per mesh router and limited bandwidth for wireless links are
discussed. As a result, the constrained Small World
Architecture for Wireless Mesh Networks is provided with
three addition strategies of LL, which are able to provide a
43% reduction in average path length (APL). The LL
addition strategies are random LL addition strategy (RAS),
Gateway aware LL addition strategy (GAS), and Gateway
aware greedy LL addition strategy (GAGS). In RAS, the
links are randomly chosen and then some checks related to
distance and the availability of radio are carried out. In GAS,
there is an additional check and logic related to improving
the gateway APL (G-APL). In GAGS, the logic for
improving the G-APL is further optimized. Significant
performance improvements in wireless mesh networks have
been detected as the results of the LL addition strategies
provided .
Summarizing, it has been discovered in the earlier
theoretical small world-related research that, by adding a few
short-cut links, average path length can be reduced
significantly. However, the previous work has been mainly
related to the application of wired links as short-cuts [13] or
long-ranged links in mesh networks [14]. While in our
approach, the dynamic wireless networking situation with
multiple radio accesses, interoperability of routing protocols,
and the problem related to the heterogeneity of nodes and
links are taken as the starting point. Moreover, both logical
and physical short cuts are created to solve these problems in
practical situations.
B. Routing Protocols
The ad hoc networking protocols, such as, e.g., Topology
Dissemination Based on Reverse-Path Forwarding (TBRPF)
[15], Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [16],
Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [17], and
Dynamic MANET On-demand (DYMO) [18] are not
optimal for specific operating environments due to
differences in delay requirements, reaction times for route
changes, the power capabilities of the routing devices, and
the limitations of the bandwidth usage, quality of service
level and security. Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTN) and
opportunistic networking [19], [20], and [21] solutions
enable communication also when the source and destination
nodes are not necessarily reachable at the time of
communication need. Therefore, usage of multiple ad hoc
routing protocols optimized for different domains and
situations of the dynamic wireless network should be
enabled. A possible solution approach to these challenges is
overlay networking. However, the heterogeneity of nodes,
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radio links, and dynamic topologies still triggers challenges
for both overlay networking and ad hoc networking systems.
There are multiple routing solutions implemented for
overlay networking, such as the concept of a Content
Addressable Network (CAN), which is a distributed
application-level overlay infrastructure providing hash table
functionality at an Internet-like scale [22]. A hash table is a
data structure that efficiently maps keys into values. The
CAN resembles a hash table, and the basic operations are the
insertion, lookup and deletion of (key, values) pairs. Each
CAN node stores a chunk (zone) of the entire hash table. In
addition, the node holds information on a smaller number of
adjacent zones in the table. Requests (insert, lookup, delete)
for a particular key are routed by intermediate CAN nodes
towards the CAN node whose zone contains that key. There
are also several other routing overlay solutions, such as
Chord [23], Tapestry [24], and Pastry [25]. Tapestry and
Pastry differ from CAN and Chord in the sense that they take
the network distances into account when constructing the
routing overlay. SkipNet differs from Chord, CAN, Pastry
and Tapestry in the sense that it provides controlled data
placement and guaranteed routing locality by organizing data
primarily by string names [26]. Tapestry, Chord, Pastry and
CAN assume that most nodes in the system are uniform in
resources such as network bandwidth and storage. Brocade
provides a secondary overlay that exploits knowledge of the
underlying network characteristics [27]. Usually, in peer-topeer systems, nodes are connected to a small set of random
neighboring nodes, and queries are propagated along these
connections. Such a query tends to be very expensive in
terms of bandwidth usage. A possible solution is the
semantic overlay network (SON), which connects nodes
having the same type of content to each other [28]. Queries
are routed to the appropriate SONs, increasing the chances
that matching files will be found quickly and reducing the
search load on the nodes that do not have any related content.
The hierarchical routing schemes with distributed hash tables
(DHT) are discussed in [8]. The challenge with the DHTbased hierarchical routing schemes and also with most of the
other overlay routing solutions is that they do not take
physical level routing into consideration at all.
Small world-based routing, called SWER, dedicated to
supporting sink mobility and small transfers has been
provided in [29]. The hierarchy is based on clustering and
cluster heads, and short cuts are applied for long-range links
between clusters. The cluster head selects a sensor node to
act as agent node to form the short-cut. The challenge in this
solution is that the weak sensor nodes and radio links are still
applied in realizing the short-cut. Hierarchical routing based
on clustering using adaptive routing using clusters (ARC)
protocol is provided in [30]. A new algorithm for cluster
leader revocation to eliminate the ripple effect caused by
leadership changes is provided. The ARC starts from the
need to select a cluster leader. However, in our work we
assume that the capability to act as a cluster head is
preconfigured into the overlay nodes. Then there is no need
to select a cluster head, but instead they need only to
discover each other.

Helmy et al. have developed a contact-based architecture
for resource discovery in large-scale wireless ad hoc
networks (CARD) [31]. The mechanism is suitable for
resource discovery as well as routing very small data
transfers or transactions, in which the cost of data transfers is
much smaller than the cost of route discovery. In CARD,
resources within the vicinity of a node, up to a limited
number of hops, are discovered using a proactive scheme.
For resources beyond the vicinity, each node maintains links
to a few distant nodes called contacts. The contacts help in
creating an efficient way to query for distant resources. Two
protocols for contact selection were introduced and
evaluated: (a) probabilistic method, and (b) edge method,
which was found to be a more efficient way for contact
selection. Comparison with other schemes shows overhead
savings reaching over 93% (vs. flooding) and 80% (vs.
border casting or zone routing) for high query rates in largescale wireless networks. The concept of contacts can be
compared to our concept of overlay nodes. However, the
contact nodes act as short-cuts in CARD, while our shortcuts are either logical or physical wireless links. Our
approach in particular further enhances the system in such a
way that the network optimization checks whether it is also
possible to establish the physical wireless short cuts between
overlay nodes as direct radio connections.
Variable-length short-cuts are constructed dynamically
using mobile router nodes called data mules in disconnected
wireless networks [32]. The data mules transfer data between
nodes, which do not have a direct wireless communication
link and belong to otherwise isolated networks. Their
simulations indicate that even a small number of data mules
can significantly reduce average path length. The overlay
nodes might also act as mobile routers, but network
optimization may not be possible or at least is not trivial in
disconnected networks.
P2P network can be established using small world
concepts, and it has been realized as SWOP, small world
overlay protocol [33]. The average hop distance between
P2P nodes can reduce the numbers of link traversals in object
lookup, reduce the latency and can effectively satisfy a large
number of users requesting a popular data object. However,
the physical level routing is not taken into concern at all in
the SWOP approach.
There are also quite a number of solutions for neighbor
discovery such as [34], and [35]. However, route discovery is
usually executed in a flat manner, e.g. [17]. The problem in
such a search is that the search queries are also forwarded
into the deep leaves of the search trees. Our approach is
different in the sense that only the nearest logical overlay
nodes are searched at the physical route level, and the
network can be optimized by removing non-optimal radio
links and physical routers from the path.
III.

HIERARCHICAL NETWORKING CONCEPT

The applied system model of heterogeneous wireless
network is shown in Figure 1. The system consists of
heterogeneous nodes, which are shown using color codes for
the different node types. In addition, the colors in the dotted
circles represent the usage of different radio access types.
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Each node may have one or more radio access capabilities,
which can also be applied to temporarily connect the
heterogeneous wireless network with legacy static Internet
(blue clouds). The referred nodes may be switched on and
off at any given time, which means that their presence is
dynamic. Therefore, dynamic life cycle management is
required for both the nodes and the networks.
The network nodes are categorized according to their
capabilities. U node is a user interface (UI) node, which is
able to host the network and services, which it may visualize
for a user. S node is service node, which may provide set of
services, act as super peer (cluster head) for services and
overlay router. R node is a physical router node, which can
route data traffic between different interfaces of the node. T
node can for example be a sensor (Ts), actuator (Ta) or
camera (Tc). P node is a special node in the sense that it is
usually plugged in to be a logical part of U or S node. Each
of the referred nodes may not always be on, and they may be
mobile and can apply whatever wireless/wired access means
for communication with the neighbor nodes.
The problem is related to the heterogeneity of nodes;
some of the nodes do not have good capabilities for routing,
while others do. For example, the radio access may not be
power-efficient enough and the device may be batteryoperated. In addition, some of them do not want to route at
all for some owner-originated reasons. Having flat routing in
such a system seems to lead to long path lengths and low
performance, or even to the impossibility of establishing a
connection at all.
The heterogeneous nodes may have several different
radio accesses for communication with neighbor nodes.
Some of the nodes may act as a relay for the specific radio
technology. The lowest level of routing can thus be
considered to be radio specific, and its main function is to
ved signal forward so that the nodes,
which are not in the radio coverage of the original sender can
also
dependent on the radio technology applied, which means that
it needs to be realized in a specific way for each different
radio technology.

Some clusters of the network may need a specific method
and optimized algorithm for physical level routing. Such
optimization may be needed, for example, because of the
limited power capabilities of the sensor nodes. For some
network clusters such ad hoc routing protocol, like AODV,
may be good enough; however, some of the nodes such as
very limited capability sensor networks may require more
optimized ad hoc routing protocol in the sense of memory
and battery consumption. In addition, it may be more
efficient to have a proactive protocol in operation when the
network cluster is more static and not mobile. This means
that the heterogeneous wireless network may consist of
network clusters applying different physical routing
algorithms. Therefore, several different physical ad hoc
routing methods and protocols should be supported. When
several different radio access and physical routing protocols
are integrated into a single system, interoperability will be
very big challenge. As a solution for interoperability, the
overlay approach has been used in this work.
Thus, our hierarchical networking concept relies on the
overlay approach, in which the radio relay routing, physical
ad hoc routing and overlay routing are executed on top of
each other, as in Figure 2. The overlay routing is applied on
top of the physical networking and radio access specific
networking. In the overlay routing, the application level
messages are stored in packets called bundles, which are
routed between logically neighboring overlay routers, e.g., a,
b, and c. There can be several physical routers between the
referred neighboring overlay routers, for example 1-5. And
there can also be several radio relays between physical
routers respectively. However, radio relays are beyond the
scope of this paper.

Figure 2. An example of hierarchical routing configuration.

IV.

HIERARCHICAL ROUTING

Hierarchical routing is analyzed in this chapter with the
aid of network graphs. A novel hierarchical routing
algorithm is provided, based on the reasoning. Finally, a
procedure for the hierarchical search and network
optimization is discussed.

Figure 1. System model of a heterogeneous wireless network.

A. Network Graphs
An example of a heterogeneous wireless network system
is shown in the form of a graph in Figure 3. In the example, a
physical network graph (GPN), vertex (VPN=0) i.e., node (0)
represents the User node. Each vertex has certain
characteristics such as location (L), overlay routing
capabilities (OR), physical routing capabilities (PR), radio
capabilities (R), power capabilities (P) and computing power
(Cp), VPN{L, OR, PR, R, P, Cp}. The edges (EPN) represent
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the possible physical communication links between two or
more nodes. Each edge has certain characteristics such as,
}. In the
for example, distance (D) and delay ( ), EPN{
example, the overlay network graph (GON) is established by
the U, and S vertices (VON). The dotted lines represent the
edges of the overlay network (EON). The overlay network
graph is here said to be a virtual graph of the physical
network graph (GON c GPN). Respectively, we can define the
radio network graph (GRN), which shows the radio network
below the physical network (GON c GPN c GRN). Therefore,
the system model is here said to be hierarchical.
The GPN can be represented in the form of a (search) tree
(TPN) from the perspective of the VPN=0, i.e., user node 0
(A), shown in Figure 4. Such a tree does not have cycles,
and the source of the search is represented as the root of the
tree (TPN (VPN=0)). A search path is a route from the root of
the tree to the leaf of the tree, representing the destination of
the search. Such a search tree can be created for each node of
the GPN respectively.
Respectively, GON can be represented in the form of a
tree (TON) shown in Figure 5. It is easy to see that the height
of the overlay network tree is smaller than the height of the
physical network tree. This means that the overlay network

Figure 4.

path from source to the destination usually contains a smaller
number of hops.

Figure 3.

Example System Graph (GPN and GON).

Example System physical network Tree (T PN).
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Figure 5.

Example System Overlay Network Tree (TON).

B. Reasoning
The reasoning of the hierarchical search algorithm is
represented in the following:
Each edge in the search path means an additional
communication delay for the search. Therefore, the
number of levels in the search tree needs to be
minimized. For example, if the search proceeds into
deep sub trees, which do not have the destination, the
search unnecessarily disturbs the vertices and consumes
the radio bandwidth in the area of the leaf sub tree.
Each vertex in the search tree processes the search, and
it adds processing delay ( p) to the search. Therefore,
the number of vertices in the search path needs to be
minimized. It can be claimed that the search
unnecessarily disturbs all vertices in the search path, if
the vertex is not the destination. Unnecessary
disturbance of any vertex should be minimized.
Let us call the minimization of the search tree levels,
minimization of the number of vertices in the search
path and minimization of vertex disturbance search tree
minimization.
The number of levels in the search tree is lower for the
TON than for TPN. Therefore, it is assumed that the search
tree can be minimized by relying on hierarchical search,
in which the search is executed in the overlay level
(TON) and the physical level search is limited to the
discovery of the physical paths between each pair of
neighboring S nodes (TPN is split into sub trees). This
also means that the hierarchical search is executed in
TON (Figure 5. ) and in the split sub trees of TPN
visualized in Figure 6. In this way, the physical level
search results in a local optimum physical path, called a
logical short-cut, between neighboring S/U nodes, and
the overlay level search results optimum path between
source and destination (S/U or T * nodes).
Some of the vertices are more powerful than others, for
example, some can have good power sources and a good
computing platform while others may be batteryoperated. It is clear that powerful vertices are better
nodes for routing. Therefore, they are preferable nodes

in the search path, and the usage of limited capability
nodes (bottlenecks) will be minimized.
When looking at different search paths in GPN, TPN it is
assumed that removing the bottleneck nodes from the
search path reduces the total communication delay ( c)
of the search. Let us here call the removal process
network optimization.
The network optimization process is focused on the split
sub trees of TPN; see Figure 6. Because, the R nodes are
assumed to be the bottleneck nodes, the S/U nodes
actively try to remove them from the local physical
communication paths, and create a physical short cut
between the neighboring S/U nodes. As a result of
successful network optimization, the search tree is like
the TON visualized in Figure 5.
Summarizing, the hierarchical search with search tree
minimization and network optimization processes results in a
situation, where the search path consists only of powerful
and well-connected S/U nodes and not bottleneck nodes.

Figure 6.

Split sub trees of TPN.

C. Hierarchical Search Algorithm
The hierarchical search algorithm is represented in
Figure 7. When the power of a U/S node is switched on, the
device will broadcast DiscoverReq to all of its neighbors
with the information of the node itself. Each overlay node
receiving the DiscoverReq stores its key contents and replies
with DiscoverRep, which is sent in a unicast manner to the
source of the DiscoverReq. The DiscoverRep contains
overlay level routing and service information, which will be
delivered to the original source of the DiscoverReq. Sending
the DiscoveRep triggers searching for the physical route
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between the neighboring overlay nodes, for example using
the AODV RREQ/RREP procedure. When the original
source receives DiscoverRep via the discovered physical
route, the system has established a logical short cut between
the neighboring overlay nodes, and is ready to provide
messaging services for applications.
When an application message (APP-msg) is received
from the upper layer and the overlay route is known, it is
forwarded towards its intended destination. Otherwise, an
overlay route is searched first, and then the message is
forwarded towards the destination. In this manner, the
application message will be delivered to the destination using
hierarchical search. At any time after the system is ready, the
network optimization can be initiated. In the network
optimization, direct wireless communication links for the
neighboring overlay nodes may be created as physical shortcuts in the cases where it is physically possible with the
available radio access technologies of the overlay nodes.
Algorithm HI-Search

/* Hierarchical Search */

1. WHEN
2.
send (DiscoveryReq, Bcast)
3. WAIT until receive (Msg)
4.
SWITCH Msg
4.
CASE DiscoverRep (ucast)
5.
store (DiscoverRep)
6.
start (timer, Net-Opt)
7.
CASE DiscoverReq (Bcast)
8.
IF n == ON THEN
9.
store (DiscoverReq)
10.
send (DiscoverRep, Ucast)
11.
ELSE
12.
update (DiscoverReq)
13.
forward (DiscoverReq, Bcast)
14.
CASE applicationMsg
15.
IF no route THEN
send (ON-RouteReq)
16.
IF route THEN send APP-msg
17.
CASE ON-RouteReq
18.
IF n == destination THEN
19.
send ON-RouteRep
20.
ELSE forward ON-RouteReq
21.
CASE Timeout (Net-Opt)
22.
optimize (network)
23.
start (timer, Net-Opt)
24.
ENDSWITCH
25. ENDWAIT

Figure 7.

neighbors . Based on these broadcast messages, the physical
routers in the chain can add the information about their
physical neighbors into their routing tables. These messages
are forwarded by all the nodes until an overlay node receives
them. When an overlay node receives the DiscoverReq,
unicast sending of DiscoverRep to the source of the
DiscoverReq is activated. This activates searching of
physical routes between the overlay node, and neighboring
source overlay node.
The network may consist of different routing clusters,
clouds in Figure 8. , which may apply different physical
routing protocols. For example, in cluster 1, the AODV route
discovery will be executed, and as a result, a physical route
between A and C can be discovered. The other clusters may
use any other routing protocol for route discovery. When the
physical route has been discovered, then the DiscoverRep is
sent to the source overlay node. As a result of the logical
neighbor discovery procedure, the overlay nodes know their
physical and logical overlay neighbors and the logical shortcut has been established between the overlay neighbors. The
physical routes between logical neighbors are stored in the
physical level routing tables. After this phase, network
optimization may be activated.
When an application message (APP-msg) is received
from upper layers, it triggers searching of the overlay route
by sending ON-RouteReq towards the logical neighbors.
Each intermediate overlay node forwards the ON-RouteReq
until the destination is discovered. The destination node then
replies with ON-RouteRep message, which is sent via the
same route, which the ON-ReouteReq used. The nodes in the
path update the routing tables accordingly to enable smooth
forwarding of the APP-msg from source to destination i.e.,
from A to E.

Figure 8. Hierarchical routing procedure.

Hierarchical Search Algorithm.

D. Procedure of the Hierarchical Search
The basic procedure of the hierarchical search algorithm
is shown in Figure 8. First, after power on, each overlay node
initiates the logical neighbor discovery procedure by sending
DiscoveryReq messages to indicate their presence to their

E. Network Optimization
In the network optimization, direct wireless
communication links between the neighboring overlay nodes
are created (See Figure 7. row 22, and dotted red links in
Figure 3. ). These links are called physical short-cuts, and
they can be created in the cases when the overlay nodes can
apply larger transmit power or use a longer distance radio
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access method to communication with the neighboring
overlay node(s) directly.
Because of these physical short-cuts, the physical route
can skip some of the physical routers, which makes the path
shorter compared with a communication without them. For
example, the physical communication path without the
physical short cuts between B and D can consist of 3
intermediate physical hops via physical routers numbered 4,
6 and 7 (see Figure 3. ). In that case, the logical short-cut
between B and D is available via the referred intermediate
hops, and it can be used to make long -distance routing more
efficient. However, enabling also a physical short-cut link
could enable node B to reach node D via a direct radio link
without any intermediate physical routers by using, for
example, a somewhat larger transmit power or other radio
access system.
It is here assumed that the overlay node is a higher
capability node, which usually has more power capabilities
and can also have several different radio access technologies
to be used for communication. Therefore, such nodes are
able to create referred physical short-cuts. In addition, it is
assumed that such nodes are able to act as cluster heads in
the network topology. Therefore, the number of overlay
nodes can be used as a measure of clustering level in the
system. If there is smaller number of cluster heads, i.e.
overlay nodes, then there are not many clusters in the
network. If there are more cluster heads, then there are more
clusters in the network.
Let us define low degree (DL) to indicate the number of
nodes, which have a small (0-2) number of neighbors.
Usually, these kinds of nodes are other than overlay nodes,
because those nodes usually have a limited number of radio
accesses and power capabilities. Respectively, high degree
(DH) indicates the number of nodes, which a have higher (>
2) number of neighbors. Usually, these kinds of nodes are
overlay nodes i.e., cluster heads. The degree of clustering
(D) is here defined as a function (1) depending on the
number of low and high degree nodes, and it is used to
indicate the level of clustering in a specific topology (T) in a
specific moment of time (t).

The degree of clustering (1) is larger when the number of
high degree nodes increases, and smaller when there are
fewer high degree nodes. When the number of low degree
nodes is significantly larger than the number of high degree
nodes, the system represents a scale-free network. Then a
majority of nodes have very few neighbors, and only a few
nodes have many neighbors. Usually, the heterogeneous
wireless network represents this kind of scale-free
phenomenon. Because the degree of clustering depends on
the topology and time, the effect of physical short-cuts for
the path lengths and performance are in this work studied by
means of simulations .

V.

EVALUATION

Evaluation of the hierarchical search algorithm, network
optimization and related procedures is provided in this
chapter.
A. Evaluation of Hi-Search Algorithm
The depths of the search paths for the example graph
shown in Figure 3. are shown in Figure 9. There are 37
possible search paths for both physical and overlay networks,
see Figures 4 and 5 respectively. Each search path is shown
in the x-axis, and the depth of the search path is shown in the
y-axis in Figure 9. For example, for search path number 11,
the depth of the physical search path is 10 and the depth of
the overlay search path is 5. In general, the search path
depths for the overlay routes are lower than the search path
depths for the end-to-end physical routes. The Hi-Search
algorithm provided applies overlay route search, which
means lower search paths.
The physical search path depths of overlay hops are
shown in Figure 10. (See also Figure 5. ). The y-axis shows
the physical search path depths, and the x-axis shows the
number of their required searches in Figure 3. in a physical
routing situation. For example, the physical search path 5-92, whose depth is 2, happens 17 times in a physical routing
situation. The referred physical search paths seem generally
to happen multiple times in the example network in a
physical routing situation. This is not very efficient, and
therefore the algorithm creates logical short-cuts between the
neighboring overlay nodes. Then there is a need to execute
referred physical search paths only once for the network, and
network optimization can be based on it. The referred
network optimization action is initiated in row 22 of the HiSearch algorithm to check and create possible physical shortcut link between the neighboring overlay nodes.
The number of control message sending actions is shown
in the y-axis of Figure 11. When the physical route between
neighboring overlay nodes is searched initially and
optimized, the number of control message send actions is at
about the same level as in physical routing (x=7). However,
after the optimization has been executed, then the number of
control message send actions drops significantly, because
there is no need to repeat optimization. It can be seen that the
number of control message send actions is lower when
applying the Hi-Search algorithm compared with physical
routing.
The total delay in the search is shown in the y-axis of
Figure 12. It is assumed here that the delay in each physical
hop, i.e. the radio link, is 10ms, the optimization happens in
a parallel manner and the processing delay in each node is
zero. The peaks of the delay for the Hi-Search algorithm are
related to optimization of the network. After optimization,
the delays are at a lower level. As a result, it is seen that the
Hi-Search algorithm is better because it has lower search
delays than physical routing.
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Figure 9.

Search path depths.

Figure 12.

Delay the search.

In practical situations, the physical characteristics
including the delay in each edge vary according to applied
radio access technology. The network optimization removes
weak and high delay edges from the path, which may make
the delay difference between physical search and Hi-Search
algorithm even larger than what is shown in Figure 12. In
addition, the processing delay of each vertex is usually
bigger than zero. When applying the Hi-Search algorithm,
the number of intermediate hops in the path is minimized in
such a manner that weak nodes are removed from the path by
network optimization. Therefore, in a practical situation the
delay difference between physical search and Hi-Search
algorithm is even larger than what is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 10.

Figure 11.

Physical search path depths of overlay hops.

The number of control message sending.

B. Evaluation of network optimization
The evaluation of network optimization has been carried
out with NS-2 simulations to evaluate its effects to the endto-end delays, physical route lengths and throughput. In
addition, the effects of degree of clustering, i.e. the number
of physical short-cuts to these, have been studied. Mobility is
not allowed in the simulations, and the comparison is carried
out in such a manner that the only changing factors are the
number of physical short-cuts and the transmission power. In
this way, it is expected that the effect is seen in pure manner.
Four different topologies have been simulated, each of
which have a different number of nodes: 61, 100, 150 and
200. The applied simulation parameters are shown in Figure
13. The physical level routing solution is called eAODV, and
the overlay level solution is called eORCP.
Delay in sending a packet between source and destination
as a function of the number of nodes is shown in Figure 14.
The blue line represents eAODV routing in the network, in
which all the nodes have transmission power Pt_ 0.002818,
which means 2.818 mW and ca. 50m transmission range. In
this case, there are no overlay nodes, which means that all
the nodes are in the same cluster. The other lines represent
eORCP with a different number of overlay nodes (2, 4, and
6) added into the same network topology. The overlay nodes
have transmission power Pt_ 0.2818, which means 281.8
mW and approx. 150m transmission range. Therefore, the
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overlay nodes can be connected with neighbor nodes in a
larger neighborhood area. In the simulations, the end-to-end
delay is an average of 50 measured round trip end-to-end
delays. According to the simulation results, the end-to-end
delay is shorter when the number of overlay nodes increases.
The differences in the delays of eAODV and eORCP-* cases
are not very big, however; the simulations give a clear
indication that the larger number of physical short-cuts
makes the end-to-end delay shorter.

set val(chan)
set val(prop)
set val(netif)
set val(mac)
set val(ifq)
set val(ll)
set val(ant)

Channel/WirelessChannel
;# channel type
Propagation/TwoRayGround ;#radio-propagation model
Phy/WirelessPhy
;
# wireless
Mac/802_11
;# MAC type
Queue/DropTail/PriQueue
;# queue type
LL
;# Link layer type
Antenna/OmniAntenna
;# antenna type

# SharedMedia interface with parameters to make
# it works like the 914MHz Lucent WaveLAN DSSS radio interface
Phy/WirelessPhy set CPThresh_ 10.0
Phy/WirelessPhy set CSThresh_ 1.559e-11
Phy/WirelessPhy set RXThresh_ 3.652e-10
Phy/WirelessPhy set Rb_ 2*1e6
#the range is about 50 meters

end-to-end delay is shorter when the number of hops is
fewer. For example, in 61 node network, the end-to-endroute
for the pure physical router network (eAODV) consist of 55
hops, and when applying 6 overlay nodes, the physical route
consist of 15 hops. This gives a clear indication that the
larger number of physical short-cuts reduces the number of
intermediate hops, i.e. the path of a route is shorter.
However, it is obvious that the absolute quantity of reduction
in the delay and the number of intermediate hops in the route
depends on the topology.
Throughput in delivering a large number of packets
between source and destination as a function of number of
nodes is shown in Figure 16. In the measurement, the applied
packet size has been 512 Bytes. As can be seen, the system
with eAODV solution has a somewhat lower throughput
compared with, for example, eORCP-2, eORCP-4 and
eORCP-6. This means that the performance improves when
the number of overlay nodes increases independent of the
number of nodes attached into the system. Thus, the
simulations give a clear indication that increasing the number
of physical short cuts in the system improves system
performance. The improvement is not very big, however. It
is seen that this improvement is generic, even if it is obvious
that the absolute quantity of the performance improvement
depends on the topology.

Phy/WirelessPhy set Pt_ 0.002818
Phy/WirelessPhy set freq_ 914e+6
Phy/WirelessPhy set L_ 1.0

Number of Physical Hops in the Route

200

Figure 13. Simulation parameters.
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Figure 15. The number of physical hops in the route.
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Figure 14. End-to-End Delay.

The reason for the shorter end-to end-delay can be seen
from Figure 15. Because the overlay nodes use larger
transmits power when implementing the wireless short-cuts,
they enable a shorter physical route to the destination.
Because there is some delay in each of the wireless links, the

The degree is here used to indicate the level of clustering
in a specific topology and moment of time. In addition, the
number of overlay nodes is used to indicate the level of
clustering, as described earlier. In our simulation cases, the
overlay nodes have larger transmission power (Pt_ 0.2818, ~
150m range); and it enable them to have more than 2
neighbors in the communication range in the simulated
topologies. Instead, the physical router nodes have lower
power (Pt_ 0.002818, ~50m range), and therefore they can
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have only 0-2 neighbors. In the simulation cases, the number
of overlay nodes (DH: 0, 2, 4, 6) has been significantly
smaller than the number of physical router nodes (DL: 61,
100, 150 and 200). Therefore, the simulated topologies
represent scale-free networks, because the majority of nodes
have very few neighbors (DL is big), and only a few nodes
have many neighbors (DH is small).
The discovered physical route lengths are shown in
Figure 17. The simulation of 4 topologies all indicate that
when the degree of clustering increases, the number of hops
in the discovered physical route decreases. This result
indicates typical small world phenomena, where the high
clustering means shorter physical routes between nodes.
Throughputs of 4 topologies as functions of degree of
clustering are shown in Figure 18. As can be seen,
throughput increases when clustering increases. This means
that the degree of clustering has a positive effect on the
throughput. The system can be claimed to scale better
because, when the clustering is higher, throughput is better
and delay lower.
The simulation results indicate clearly that when
increasing the number of physical short-cuts in the system,
the end to end delays and the physical routes become shorter,
and throughput improves. Thus, when the degree of
clustering increases, the physical routes become shorter and

the performance of the system improves. Simultaneously, the
system scalability is improved, because when the clustering
is higher, throughput is better and delay lower. These
improvements seem to be generic; however, it is obvious that
the absolute quantity of the improvement depends on the
topology.

Throughput
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Figure 16. Throughput.
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Figure 17. Route length as a function of degree of clustering.
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Figure 18. Throughput as a function of degree of clustering.

C. Evaluation of Procedures
The topology of the simulated network is shown in
Figure 3. The simulated network consist of two U nodes, six
S nodes, six R nodes, ten sensor nodes (Ts), four actuator
nodes (Ta) and two camera nodes (Tc). The blue lines
represents physical routes, and the dotted lines shows
overlay neighbor connections. The numbers represent the
physical addresses of nodes, and letters of the alphabet
represent overlay addresses. In this example, all the nodes
S, Ts, Ta and Tc) have a
The numbers in parenthesis indicate the location of the
nodes. The simulation parameters of the radio links are
shown in Figure 19.
The procedure for simulation is described briefly in the
following:
Initialization and startup of the nodes and their services:
During this process, all the layers of the nodes are
started including the services of the nodes. The services
include virtualized M2M services such as overlay router
(P2P router), switch, heating regulator, temperature
sensor, and surveillance camera.
Hierarchical Neighbor Discovery: During this
procedure, the physical router inside the nodes detects
physical neighbors, and the logical overlay router inside
some nodes becomes aware of its logical neighbors. The
length of the logical short-cut, i.e. the intermediate
wireless hops between the path of neighboring overlay
nodes, and the delay between logical neighbors have a
significant contribution to the efficiency of the neighbor
discovery process.
Network optimization: During this procedure, the
network creates the physical shortcut. In the simulations,

the capabilities of the creation of physical short-cut are
analyzed and evaluated in a functional sense.
Service Discovery: During this procedure, the user is
searching via the U node for all the services, which are
available to him/her at the time of the search. The list of
all the available services is shown as a result of the
search. The number of discovered services and the
waiting time of the search have an essential meaning for
the user.
Service use: During service use, service level payloads
are transferred from the service node to the user node.
Measuring the end-to-end delay, the number of physical
intermediate hops in the route and throughput is used in
the evaluations.
The measured delays in hierarchical neighbor discovery
are shown in Figure 20. The delay values are shown on the Y
axis in seconds as a function of intermediate physical hop
numbers. In the simulated topology, there were only 1, 2 or 4
physical hop routes between the overlay neighbors. The
delays represent time from the sending of NeighborHelloReq
(DiscoveryReq in step 2 of Figure 7. ) to receiving
NeighborHelloRsp (DiscoverRep in step 4 of Figure 7. ), i.e.
the creation of logical short-cuts. The delay includes
discovery of the physical route to the logical neighbor, and
delivery of the related messages using the route. The
measurements indicate that the number of physical hops
increases the average delay in the hierarchical neighbor
discovery. However, the variance in the measured delays in
the hierarchical neighbor discovery is quite a high. The
reason for this is assumed to be the loss of messages in the
simulated radio channel (Propagation/TwoRayGround) or message
drops in the physical router queue ( Queue/DropTail/PriQueue).
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set val(chan) Channel/WirelessChannel
set val(prop) Propagation/TwoRayGround
set val(netif) Phy/WirelessPhy
set val(mac) Mac/802_11
set val(ifq) Queue/DropTail/PriQueue
set val(ll) LL
set val(ant) Antenna/OmniAntenna

;# channel type
;# radio propagation model
;# wireless
;# MAC type
;# queue type
;# link layer type
;# antenna type

# unity gain, omni-directional antennas
# set up the antennas to be centered in the node and 1 meter above it
Antenna/OmniAntenna set X_ 0
Antenna/OmniAntenna set Y_ 0
Antenna/OmniAntenna set Z_ 0.95
Antenna/OmniAntenna set Gt_ 1.0
Antenna/OmniAntenna set Gr_ 1.0
# Initialize the SharedMedia interface with parameters to make
# it work like the 914MHz Lucent WaveLAN DSSS radio interface
Phy/WirelessPhy set CPThresh_ 10.0
Phy/WirelessPhy set CSThresh_ 1.559e-11
Phy/WirelessPhy set RXThresh_ 3.652e-10
Phy/WirelessPhy set Rb_ 2*1e6
# Transmitter power is divided by 100 for the smaller nodes.
# The range is about 50 meters
Phy/WirelessPhy set Pt_ 0.002818
Phy/WirelessPhy set freq_ 914e+6
set val(chan) Channel/WirelessChannel
;# channel type
set val(prop) Propagation/TwoRayGround ;# radio propagation model
set val(netif) Phy/WirelessPhy
;# wireless
set val(mac) Mac/802_11
;# MAC type
set val(ifq) Queue/DropTail/PriQueue
;# queue type
set val(ll) LL
;# link layer type
set val(ant) Antenna/OmniAntenna
;# antenna type
# unity gain, omni-directional antennas
# set up the antennas to be centered in the node and 1 meter above it
Antenna/OmniAntenna set X_ 0
Antenna/OmniAntenna set Y_ 0
Antenna/OmniAntenna set Z_ 0.95
Antenna/OmniAntenna set Gt_ 1.0
Antenna/OmniAntenna set Gr_ 1.0

behind them were not discovered. The measured waiting
time of the service discovery results was on average 0.4573
sec. The example service discovery simulation case indicates
that loss of messages in the wireless channels causes
undiscovered services unless reliable delivery services are
not provided by the communication layer for the services
layer.
During service use, service level payloads are transferred
from the service node to the user node. The measured
performance of simulated service use is shown in Tab I.
When increasing the sending power, the number of
intermediate hops decreases. For example, in our topology
visualized in Fig. 6, the number of intermediate nodes
between U-nodes 0 and 1 was reduced from 5 to 3. As a
result of this, the end-to-end delay was decreased from 30.2
ms to 17.9 ms. In addition; throughput is also improved
somewhat, from 4.1268 kbit/s to 4.1272 kbit/s. The measured
performance of simulated service use indicates that the
establishment of wireless short-cuts can be very useful,
because it reduces the number of intermediate hops, makes
end-to-end delay shorter and improves throughput.
Simulation of dynamic network optimization proved to
be very challenging with the NS-2 simulator, because it did
not seem to be possible to change the transmission power or
applied radio technology dynamically after the node had
been created in the simulator.
0,4
0,35
0,3

Neighbor Discovery
Delay
Lowest Neighbor
Discovery Delay
Highest Neighbor
Discovery Delay

0,25
0,2
0,15
0,1
0,05
0

# Initialize the SharedMedia interface with parameters to make
# it work like the 914MHz Lucent WaveLAN DSSS radio interface
Phy/WirelessPhy set CPThresh_ 10.0
Phy/WirelessPhy set CSThresh_ 1.559e-11
Phy/WirelessPhy set RXThresh_ 3.652e-10
Phy/WirelessPhy set Rb_ 2*1e6
# Transmitter power is divided by 100 for the smaller nodes.
# The range is about 50 meters
Phy/WirelessPhy set Pt_ 0.002818
Phy/WirelessPhy set freq_ 914e+6
Phy/WirelessPhy set L_ 1.0
Figure 19. The simulation parameters.

The number of discovered services and the waiting time
of the search have an essential meaning for the user. The
discovered services are shown as printed output from the U
nodes 0 and 1 in a simulation execution in Figure 21. In the
example simulation execution, 6 services were discovered
out of 16 possible. The service reply messages from the P2P
router C and D and sensor nodes j, h and g were dropped in
the simulated radio channel, and therefore the services

0

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 20. Average delays in seconds in hierarchical neighbor discovery.
**************** Node 0's Services at 200.00 ****************
-- Location / Updated / Service --- l / 98.22 / H_sensor_A2 --- k / 96.21 / T_sensor_A1 --- F / 150.12 / P2P_Router4 --- G / 150.40 / P2P_Router5 --- d / 150.40 / H_Regul_G1 --- i / 150.40 / T_sensor_G2 --- o / 150.40 / S_camera_G4 --- H / 150.44 / P2P_Router6 --- c / 150.44 / H_Regul_H1 --- D / 150.45 / P2P_Router2 -********************************************************
**************** Node 1's Services at 200.00 *****************
-- Location / Updated / Service --- g / 88.17 / A_sensor_B1 -********************************************************

Figure 21. The discovered services in the U nodes.
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TABLE I.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF SIMULATED SERVICE USE

Sending
power Pt_

Number of
intermediate hops

End to end
delay ms

Throughput
kbit/s

0.009818
0.002818

3
5

17.9
30.2

4.1272
4.1268

D. Discussion
The problem in flat route discovery is that search queries
are also forwarded in the deep leaves of the search trees. This
problem is solved in the hierarchical routing in the sense that
only the nearest logical overlay nodes are initially searched
at the physical route level. The result of this step is
discovered physical routes between neighboring overlay
nodes. After this phase, the network can be optimized by
removing non-optimal radio links and physical routers from
the referred local physical path. The result of this step can be
direct connection between neighboring overlay nodes, which
may be most optimal for local communication. When an
application message needs to be sent, then searching of the
end-to-end route is triggered. If network optimization has
been successful, then the search paths depths are as in
overlay search, i.e. significantly lower than the search path
depths for the end-to-end physical routes. The evaluations
also indicate that then the number of control message send
actions and delay of the search are also lower. In addition,
the search queries do not unnecessarily disturb the nodes,
which are in the deep leaves of the search trees.
The measurements of hierarchical neighbor discovery
simulations indicate that the number of physical hops
increases the average delay in the hierarchical neighbor
discovery, but the variance is quite high because of message
losses in the communication channel. The loss of messages
also causes undiscovered services when no reliable
communication is provided by communication layer to the
services layer. The measured performance of simulated
service use indicates that the establishment of wireless shortcuts can be useful, because it decreases the number of
intermediate hops, makes end-to-end delay shorter and
improves throughput.
The evaluations of the hierarchical routing have been
carried out in multiple steps: theoretical evaluation of the HiSearch algorithm, simulation of the network optimization
and simulation of the procedures. The theoretical evaluation
is limited in the sense that only one example network has
been represented; however, the aim is to enlarge and
generalize the graph theoretical evaluation in the next step.
Limitations of the NS-2 environment cause serious
challenges in simulation-based evaluation of network
optimization and procedures. This is because it is not
possible to simulate properly the features of dynamic
wireless networks, such as, for example, changing the
transmission power, changing applied radio technology
dynamically after the node has been created, and having
more than one different radio and network interfaces for a
single node. Therefore, evaluation of the network
optimization and procedures was limited here to quite simple

topologies without any mobility. The aim in the next step is
to simulate more complicated dynamic networks, more
complex topologies, mobility and advanced features of
hierarchical network with NS-3, and also to evaluate in a real
experimental case.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The evaluation indicates that the search path depths for
the Hi-Search algorithm are lower than the search path
depths for the end-to-end physical routes. The logical shortcuts, i.e. the physical routes between logically neighboring
vertices, are searched only once, which reduces the number
of required control message send actions. The search delays
are lower compared with physical routing. The network
optimization removes weak and high delay edges and
vertices from the path, which may make the delay difference
between physical search and Hi-Search algorithm even
greater. The evaluation of network optimization indicates
that increasing the number of referred physical short-cuts
reduces the end-to-end delays, makes the physical routes
shorter, and also improves throughput. When the degree of
clustering increases, the physical routes become shorter and
the performance of the system improves. The detected
evaluation results of the network optimization with physical
short-cuts conforms quite well to the phenomenon of small
world and scale-free networks. The evaluation of procedures
indicates that the average delays in neighbor discovery are
increased by the number of physical hops. In addition,
message losses in the radio channel increases variance in the
neighbor discovery delays. Generally speaking, the service
discovery delays were at a feasible level in the simulated
topology. However, loss of messages in the wireless
channels causes undiscovered services. The measured
performance of simulated service use indicates that the
establishment of physical short-cuts can be useful, because it
reduces the number of intermediate hops, makes end to end
delay shorter and improves throughput.
Summarizing, the evaluation results indicate that the HiSearch algorithm with network optimization is able to lower
search delays, make the physical routes shorter, and also
improve throughput. In addition, solving the complexity and
heterogeneity problems is made possible by localizing route
search and abstracting communication to two different
routing layers. However, because of practical limitations
with the applied simulation platform, it was not possible to
simulate properly dynamic features of different topologies
and mobility. Therefore, the aim in the next step is to work
with more complicated dynamic networks, more complex
topologies, mobility and advanced features of the
hierarchical network with NS-3, and also to evaluate
hierarchical routing in a real experimental platform.
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Abstract
The usage of embedded systems, wireless sensor and actuator networks in machine-to-machine type of industrial and
consumer services has been strongly increasing in recent years. Consequent problems related to dynamicity, complexity and
heterogeneity have seriously challenged the systems scalability, power efficiency and interoperability especially in the
dynamic wireless edge networks. The selected approach for solving these problems in this research is based on the application
of the small world paradigm for wireless networks. The concepts of communication overlays and wireless short-cuts are
combined for enabling small world for dynamic wireless networks. The hierarchical approach for routing is taken as the
starting point, wireless short-cuts and overlay routing is combined with dynamic communication spaces and related message
based communication overlays. As the result, the concept of wireless short-cuts with communication spaces for small world
dynamic networks is provided and evaluated in simulation based manner. The evaluation is carried out by comparing three
different routing methods: flat type of traditional ad hoc routing without any short-cuts, hierarchical routing with short-cuts
using subnetwork specific powers-, and hierarchical routing with short-cuts using target specific powers in sending messages
between neighbour overlay nodes. The evaluation results show that creation of short-cuts reduces the number of intermediate
hops significantly, and therefore the end to end route between endpoints of communication and delays are shorter. Wireless
short-cuts can be used to transfer power consumption from constrained intermediate nodes to the more powerful overlay
nodes. In addition, they improve the system throughput, which is seen in the capability to more rapidly transfer data via the
network. This has been enabled even if signaling overhead has been increased by management of short-cuts. As the
conclusion, the combined wireless short-cuts works well with dynamic communication spaces created with the aid of message
based overlays enabling small world dynamic networks. © 2015 Juhani Latvakoski. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Type your keywords here, separated by semicolons ; small world; wireless networks; short-cuts; communication overlay; dynamic
networks

1. Introduction
The number of embedded systems capable for
wireless
machine-to-machine
service
communications has been continuously increasing in
recent years. This has enabled establishment of

wireless sensor and actuator networks to be deployed
both in the industrial and consumer systems. The
inherent characteristics of such systems are dynamic
configuration, continuous changes due to wireless
links and mobility, uncertain and temporal
connections to the Internet. The problems related to
dynamicity, complexity and heterogeneity seriously
challenges system scalability, power efficiency and
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interoperability. These challenges arise from the
heterogeneity of operating and application
environments, because of the different delay
requirements, reaction times for route changes, power
capabilities of the routing devices, and the limitations
of the bandwidth usage, quality of service level and
security. Because of these challenges, smooth
configuration and usage of multiple ad hoc routing
protocols in different clusters of the network are
required. When multiple ad hoc routing solutions are
applied, then their interoperability will become one of
the most critical challenges.
A well-known solution for solving the
interoperability problem has been building overlay
networks. In such an overlay network, a number of
peers are connected to each other in a logical sense,
and they can thus route messages between each other
at a logical level even if no direct physical
connections exist. Such solutions are able to improve
robustness, availability, error resilience and even help
in the transition to improved technological systems.
One essential drawback of overlay networks is the
overhead caused by the additional headers in the
messages. Therefore, more processing power and
memory is required in the overlay network nodes.
However, there are still several open problems in
communication between the nodes in dynamic
wireless networks, such as heterogeneity of nodes,
their dynamic existence, mobility, security, multiple
radios, unreliable paths and topology, and continuous
changes occurring in the network. In addition, the
wireless paths between communicating nodes usually
tend to be too long and they go via nodes, which are
not appropriate or willing to act as a router, which
also makes the performance to be weak.
The selected approach towards solving these
problems in this research is based on the application
of the small world paradigm for wireless networks.
The small world paradigm has initially been studied
in the context of social networks, where a smallworld phenomenon has been detected [1]. It is based
on the observation that people are often linked by a
short chain of acquaintances - “six degree of
separation”. According to it, the average number of
intermediate steps in a successful social
communication chain is between five and six. Such
small world phenomenon has also been detected, for
example, in email delivery experiments, and in the

context of the Internet and the World Wide Web [2],
[3], and [4]. Watts & Strogatz have produced the
network model, showing that rewiring a few links,
called short-cuts, in a regular graph can decrease the
average path length between any two nodes while
still maintaining a high degree of clustering between
neighboring nodes [5]. The dynamic wireless
networks are spatial graphs that are usually much
more clustered and have higher path lengths
characteristics than random networks [6]. In such
networks, the links depend on the radio range, which
is usually a function of the distance. Adding a few
wired short-cuts into the wireless networks, the
degree of separation can be reduced drastically. Such
short-cut links need not be random but may be
confined to a limited number of hops, which is only a
part of the network diameter. In addition, dynamic
self-organizing wireless networks usually expand
continuously by the addition of new nodes, and the
new nodes tend to attach to nodes that are already
well connected. For example, topology evolution
algorithms have been developed for handling of the
referred preferential attachment feature so that higher
energy efficiency can be achieved [7]. Such dynamic
growth and preferential attachment lead to a scalefree property [8], in which majority of nodes have
very few neighbors, and only a few nodes have many
neighbors. Thus, only a few well-connected nodes
nicely connect a large number of poorly connected
nodes. This phenomenon is independent of the
network size, and such a scale-free network is also a
small world. Based on these paradigms, a hierarchical
routing concept for small world wireless networks
has been provided as the previous research by the
author [9]. That work has been continued here by
studying in a more detailed level the wireless shortcuts as the enabler of the small world in dynamic
networks. Another previous research is related to
communication overlays in autonomic M2M service
networks [10]. As the novel contribution this paper
focuses into enabling and evaluation of the wireless
short-cuts with dynamic communication spaces
relying on the overlay networks to enable small
world in dynamic machine to machine type of
wireless networks.
There are several peer to peer (P2P) types of
overlay network solutions such as e.g. content
addressable network (CAN) [11], Chord [12],
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Tapestry [13], Pastry [14], Skipnet [15], Brocade [16]
and SON [17]. The hierarchical routing schemes
with distributed hash tables (DHT) are discussed in
[18]. The challenge with the DHT-based hierarchical
routing schemes and also with the referred specific
overlay routing solutions is that they do not take
physical level routing and constrained nodes in
dynamic wireless networks into consideration. While
in our approach the capabilities for dynamic wireless
networks and constrained nodes are taken as the
starting points for the work.
It has been discovered in the earlier small world
related research that, by adding a few short-cut links,
average path length can be reduced significantly.
However, some previous work related to the
application of short-cuts as wired links [6, 19], while
we speak in this research mainly about wireless shortcuts. Short-cuts has also been discussed in the context
of wireless mesh networks [20], where strategies for
adding long-ranged links to centrally placed gateway
node are provided. The constraints of wireless
networks, such as transmission range of long-ranged
links (LL), limited radios per mesh router and limited
bandwidth for wireless links are discussed. As a
result, the constrained Small World Architecture for
Wireless Mesh Networks is provided with three
addition strategies of LL, which are able to provide a
43% reduction in average path length (APL). The LL
addition strategies are random LL addition strategy
(RAS), Gateway aware LL addition strategy (GAS),
and Gateway aware greedy LL addition strategy
(GAGS). In RAS, the links are randomly chosen and
then some checks related to distance and the
availability of radio is carried out. In GAS, there is an
additional check and logic related to improving the
gateway APL (G-APL). In GAGS, the logic for
improving the G-APL is further optimized.
Significant performance improvements in wireless
mesh networks have been detected as the results of
the LL addition strategies provided. In our approach,
the dynamic wireless networking situation with
multiple radio accesses, interoperability of routing
protocols, heterogeneity of nodes and links and
multiple stakeholders as the owners of the nodes are
taken as the starting point. Moreover, both logical
and physical short-cuts are created to solve these
problems in practical situations in the context of
dynamic wireless networks.

3

Helmy has studied small world in wireless
networks [6], and defined a concept of contacts to
improve search and query techniques in large-scale
wireless networks. He estimates that the contacts can
be used to achieve significant path length reduction,
and discussed that they may be either logical or
physical. Physical contacts may be achieved by
increasing radio range using higher transmission
power or lower bit rages, which may also have
negative effects for utilization of radio resources
depending on the applied techniques. Contacts may
also be logical links that translate into several
physical hops, and in that case the logical path length
can be reduced. Helmy et al. have continued the
research by developing a contact-based architecture
for resource discovery in large-scale wireless ad hoc
networks (CARD) [21, 22]. The mechanism is
suitable for resource discovery as well as routing very
small data transfers or transactions, in which the cost
of data transfers is much smaller than the cost of
route discovery. In CARD, resources within the
vicinity of a node, up to a limited number of hops, are
discovered using a proactive scheme. For resources
beyond the vicinity, each node maintains links to a
few distant nodes called contacts. The contacts help
in creating an efficient way to query for distant
resources. Two protocols for contact selection were
introduced and evaluated: (a) probabilistic method,
and (b) edge method, which was found to be a more
efficient way for contact selection. Comparison with
other schemes shows overhead savings reaching over
93% (vs. flooding) and 80% (vs. border casting or
zone routing) for high query rates in large-scale
wireless networks. The concept of contacts can be
compared to our concept of overlay nodes. However,
the contact nodes act as short-cuts in CARD, while
our short-cuts are either logical or physical wireless
links. Our approach in particular further enhances the
system in such a way that the network optimization
checks whether it is also possible to establish the
physical wireless short-cuts between overlay nodes as
direct radio connections.
Small world-based routing, called SWER,
dedicated to supporting sink mobility and small
transfers has been provided in [23]. The hierarchy is
based on clustering and cluster heads, and short-cuts
are applied for long-range links between clusters. The
cluster head selects a sensor node to act as agent node
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to form the short-cut. The challenge in this solution is
that the weak sensor nodes and radio links are still
applied in realizing the short-cut. Hierarchical routing
based on clustering using adaptive routing using
clusters (ARC) protocol is provided in [24]. A new
algorithm for cluster leader revocation to eliminate
the ripple effect caused by leadership changes is
provided. The ARC starts from the need to select a
cluster leader. However, in our work we assume that
the capability to act as a cluster head is preconfigured
into the overlay nodes. Then there is no need to select
a cluster head, but instead they need only to discover
each other.
Variable-length short-cuts are constructed
dynamically using mobile router nodes called data
mules in disconnected wireless networks [25]. The
data mules transfer data between nodes, which do not
have a direct wireless communication link and belong
to otherwise isolated networks. Their simulations
indicate that even a small number of data mules can
significantly reduce average path length. The overlay
nodes might also act as mobile routers, but network
optimization may not be possible or at least is not
trivial in disconnected networks. P2P network can be
established using small world concepts, and it has
been realized as SWOP, small world overlay protocol
[26]. The average hop distance between P2P nodes
can reduce the numbers of link traversals in object
lookup, reduce the latency and can effectively satisfy
a large number of users requesting a popular data
object. However, the physical level routing is not
taken into concern at all in the SWOP approach.
There are also quite a number of solutions for
neighbor discovery such as [27], and [28]. However,
route discovery is usually executed in a flat manner,
e.g. [29-32]. The problem in such a search is that the
search queries are also forwarded into the deep leaves
of the search trees. Our approach is different in the
sense that only the nearest logical overlay nodes are
searched at the physical route level, and the network
can be optimized by removing non-optimal radio
links and physical routers from the path.
The methods for creating short-cuts towards sink
nodes in such a way that the communication between
the sink and the sensor nodes is optimized has been
created in [33]. The endpoints of these short-cuts are
more powerful nodes, and therefore degradation in
network latencies has been achieved. The same type

of categorization have been applied in our works in
the form of more powerful overlay nodes, which have
better capabilities for creation of short-cuts. Power
management for throughput enhancement in wireless
ad-hoc networks has been studied in [34]. The
concept of clusters have been defined where a node
can dynamically adapt its’ transmit power so as to
establish connectivity with only a limited number of
neighborhood nodes. Within its cluster a node might
wish to adapt its power to communicate with
different nodes, or it might use the same power to
communicate with all nodes within the cluster.
According to their studies, the former method
performs better in terms of achieving a lower power
consumption and higher end to end throughput with
mobile nodes. The methods improve end-to-end
network throughput as compared to the system where
all nodes use the same transmit powers. The
improvement is due to the achievement of a tradeoff
between minimizing interference ranges, reduction in
the average number of hops to reach a destination, the
probability of having isolated clusters, and the
average number of (re)transmissions. The provided
power management methods have been adjusted and
applied in our simulations in such a way that
subnetwork (i.e. cluster) specific powers, and target
specific powers methods are used for the creation of
physical wireless short-cuts between neighbor
overlay nodes.
In our approach, the concept of wireless short-cuts
focuses into solving the problems related to routing
caused by the heterogeneity of the system
components. There are different delay requirements
for the traffic flows, -reaction time for route changes,
-power capabilities of the routing devices, limitations of bandwidth usage, -the quality of
services and security. On the other hand the existence
of the computing nodes is dynamic, they may be
mobile, and have multiple radios. As the result, the
system may have unreliable paths, unstable topology
with continuous changes happening. And wireless
paths tend to be too long and they go via nodes,
which are not appropriate or willing to act as a router,
which also makes the performance to be weak. This
is seen in the route discovery as the phenomenon
where search queries are forwarded into the deep
leafs of the search trees, which increases the route
discovery delays. In addition, the concept of wireless
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short-cut and overlay routing is combined with
dynamic communication spaces and related message
based communication overlays. As the result, the
concept of wireless short-cuts for dynamic
communication spaces is provided and evaluated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The
concepts for wireless short-cuts for dynamic
communication spaces are provided in chapter 2. A
realization of the wireless short-cuts for dynamic
networks is described in chapter 3. The simulation
based evaluation results are clarified in chapter 4.
Finally, conclusions are provided in chapter 5.

2. Wireless Short-Cuts for Dynamic
Communication Spaces

2.1. Dynamic Communication Spaces
The dynamic networking system consists of
communication spaces, e.g. Communication space A,
CS(A), and related network areas, which may have
one or more gateways (GW) and resources (R),
Figure 1. Each communication space may belong to
individual human user, group of users, and
organizations. The GW needs to support connectivity
for a specific communication space(s), and the GW
may also be a service gateway (SG) if it supports also
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service level functions. The resources may be
networked appliances (NAs) such as, e.g. sensors and
actuators,
and
other
physical
or
virtual
equipment’s/entities. The resources/NAs can further
be classified according to who chooses the particular
set of tasks embedded in the NA: the manufacturer
(class I), service provider (class II) or the user (class
III) [35]. It is expected that most NAs are class I type
of devices, which features and functions are fixed by
the vendor of the device. In addition, some of these
NAs are cheap, small memory and power limited
devices. It may be challenging for type I NAs to work
as the GW, and type II or type III may work as the
GW/SG. If such a GW/SG is available then the
related resources from the NAs may be reachable via
the GW/SG to a remote user via the related
communication space. In such a case, the resources
may be registered into a CS in the form of
links/virtual entities, and they physically work in the
network area where they are attached. The presence
of the resources in the CS is dynamic, because they
are not necessarily always on and they may be mobile
due the usage of wireless communication means in
the network area. The communication spaces can
communicate with each other in the communication
area, and also in the other communication areas, if
the accesses are allowed for the related
communication spaces/areas.

Figure 1. Dynamic Communication Spaces.
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2.2. Wireless Short-Cuts
The concept of short-cuts for network area
optimization is visualized in Figure 2. The system
consists of logical router nodes (lR) and physical
router nodes (pR), which may have means for
communication with any other nodes. The network
area is further divided to multiple local wireless
areas, which refers to the neighborhood of an lR
node, and it consists of the network until to the
logically neighboring lR nodes. The lR nodes can also
be called as cluster heads and/or border routers. It is

expected that the lR nodes have capabilities to
operate with N (N ≥ 1) network interfaces, act as
border router and they may have power enough to
communicate with nodes even over longer distance
connections. pR nodes are simple router nodes
capable for routing packets with shorter distance
connections. A logical short-cut (lS) is a logical
connection between two lR nodes. A realization of
the lS can be a physical path via multiple pR nodes.
An example of lS and its’ realization is shown in
Figure 2 with dashed and solid black lines. A
physical short-cut (pS) is a direct physical connection
between two lR nodes.

Figure 2. Wireless Short-Cut for network area optimization.

The cornerstone of the system operation is
autonomic communication in the local wireless areas.
After power-on, each lR node discovers its’ logically
neighboring lR nodes, and lS is established
accordingly. Then the communication system is
activated only when there is need to deliver some
messages between the referred nodes in the system.
When such messaging requires communication over
network area, path via related local wireless areas are
discovered. In addition, pS in each local wireless area
can established if it is possible. After it,
communication between end points can be started.

An example network graph model of the system is
shown in Figure 3. Each vertex (V1A, V2B, …, V6F, V7,
…, VN) describes computing nodes consisting both
software and hardware, and the edges (E1AB, E2, …,
EN) represent wired or wireless communication links.
The subscript alphabet indicates that the vertex is lR
node, and edge is between two lR nodes. Each local
area can be represented as a subgraph (Gp1, Gp2,
…,Gpn), which consist of physically neighboring
vertices, and related edges between lR nodes. The
network area is represented as a logical network
graph (Gl), which consist of lR nodes and related
edges (dashed red lines in the Figure 3) connecting
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two lR nodes. These edges are also called as shortcuts, which can be either lS or pS.
Let’s assume that a search is activated by V1A.
Then the search trees (Tpn(V1A) – black lines, and
Tln(V1A) – dashed red lines) can be represented as
shown in Figure 4. Such a tree does not have cycles,

and the source of the search is represented as the root
of the tree. A search path, p[V1A, Vn] is a route from
the root of the tree to the leaf of the tree, representing
the destination of the search. Such a search tree can
be created for each vertex respectively.

Figure 3. An example network graph.

Figure 4. A search tree.

The defined operations are the following:
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 Logical Short-cut establishment: This operation is
initiated by each vertex Vnk {n=1, 2, …, and k=A,
B, …} sending discovery request as broadcast to
its neighborhood. The discovery request is
forwarded by each pR node receiving it. When the
neighboring lR node receives the request, it
replays by sending Discovery reply back to the
initiator of the operation. In it, the search trees of
each subgraph having an lR node as the root is
walked through. As the result, a path between
neighboring lRs is found out, called as the logical
short-cut, lS, and its’ realization, lS-r.
 Physical Short-cut establishment: After the logical
short-cut has been established, its’ end points
evaluate whether it is possible to establish direct
connection between the end points. If such
connection is possible, then the direct connection
is established called as physical short-cut (pS).
Otherwise, lS stay in use.
 Search of the end to end (E2E) path: When
communication is required between end-point
points, the initiator activates the search within the
logical network graph (Gl). The search is executed
via lR nodes applying the lS and/or pS of each
subgraph (Gpn).
Thus a logical short-cut is a path, which is a
physical route via the nodes establishing a chain from
a logical router to its’ neighbor logical router. Such
path is not necessarily optimal, because it can contain
physical router nodes which may not be optimal for
routing for some reason. The physical short-cut can
be optimal in the sense that it enables direct
connection between adjacent logical routers.
Therefore physical short-cut can be seen as the local
optimum in the subgraph. If it is possible to discover
global end to end path via such physical short-cuts of
the subgraphs between end points of communication,
then it is expected here that the resulting end to end
path is globally optimum path.

2.3. Reasoning
The reasoning of the communication space and
short-cut concepts are here clarified using a practical
example for help. Let’s assume that the smart mobile
systems need to interact with smart energy grids

including many other stakeholders in the future
ecosystems, and take an example visionary situation
shown in Figure 5. The communication spaces of the
stakeholders which may be needed in the system are
shown in the communication area in the upper part of
the figure. The lower part visualizes the network area
with various real life devices, equipment, vehicles,
infrastructures, buildings, humans and pets, called as
the nodes. It is expected that each node has
capabilities to communicate wirelessly with its’
environment, some of them have a battery for their
operation. The networking system is established in a
dynamic way using the referred wireless means.
Practical reasons for the usage of the
communication spaces are represented in the
following:
 Usually, the owner of the node needs to define the
limits for the usage of the node in a dynamic way.
In order to define the required access list, clear
identification of each node and allowed users are
needed to be known. To enable such features, a
communication space for the owner of the node is
needed to be defined.
 Usually, the nodes are not always on, and they
may be mobile. This means that their presence in
the system may be temporal, and the physical
location may change. Therefore, a kind of home
place is needed for them to keep track of their
presence status and physical locations. A virtual
communication space of a user may act as a home
place for the nodes owned by the user.
 There may be multiple stakeholders providing
services for the owner of a node related to the
node, information extracted from the node and
based on other related information. This requires
information
exchanges
between
various
stakeholders having different kinds of service
back-office systems according to the agreements
between stakeholders and the owner of the node.
Therefore, a virtual communication space and
related messaging system is needed for a user,
his/her nodes and stakeholders.
 After switching power on in the node, it is
expected that the node is capable to configure and
adapt its’ operating parameters e.g. related to the
routing and accesses according to its owners’
needs. A possible way to make it could be
indication of the presence of the node into the
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communication space of the owner, and the
receiving updates for the operating parameters
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which have been defined by the owner in advance.

Figure 5. A dynamic wireless system.

It is expected that communication in the network
area require allowing access rights in the related
communication spaces and only some special type of
direct communication between nodes may be possible
without it. Let’s assume that routing is allowed for all
the nodes in the network area in free way, and the
addresses are known via communication spaces.
Because of powerful batteries, it is seen that
(E)busses/trams, (street)light spots, charging spots,
buildings and (E)vehicles can act as lR:s, and
(E)bikes, smart phones and smart modules can only
act as pR:s. The dotted boxes indicate the examples
of local wireless areas. When an application message
needs to be sent from node 1 to node 7, it needs to go
over the local areas A-F. For example, there are three
hops in the lS in area B, which may be minimized to
one hop by pS.
Practical reasons and advantages for the
application of short-cuts are represented in the
following:
 Different radio access technologies may be
applied in each lS link. In addition the physical
route creating lS can be established using any ad
hoc routing protocol, which may be optimized for
the specific requirement of pR nodes and

environmental conditions in the local area.
Therefore, lR nodes are required to enable
interoperation between local areas.
 Each hop in the lS in the local area means
additional communication delay for messaging.
And each pR node in the route needs to compute
the messages, and route them forward to the next
hop in the lS. The purpose of pS is to lower the
communication delay by lowering the number of
hops and preventing the unnecessary disturbing
the pR nodes in the local area. Therefore, pS is
assumed to be sensible to be created whenever it is
possible. The resulting pS path can be e.g. 1-2-34-5-6-7 shown in Figure 5, which has 6 hops,
while the lS paths together consist of 12 hops.
 Some of the nodes are usually more powerful than
the others, for example, some can have efficient
computing platform and strong power source. It is
clear that powerful nodes are better nodes for
routing. In the example case, this kind of nodes
can be electric vehicles, buses and trains. While
electric mopeds, bikes and smart phones could be
skipped in the communication path by creation of
pS:s.
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 The inherent characteristic of dynamic wireless
systems is that they need to be self-configurable.
However, taking care of configuration and
topology of global area is quite expensive in terms
of radio bandwidth, computing and power
consumption. For example, batteries of smart
phones may run out even without any real usage
just by taking care of the configuration and
topology. Therefore, self-configuration and
topology control is limited to local wireless area
only, and network area is activated only when
there are some messages to be transmitted.
 The self-configuration and topology control
activities in the local wireless area is allocated
mainly to lR nodes, which also act as border
routers between sub networks. When the power is
switched on in lR node, it announces the presence
to its neighborhood. As the result of this activity
the lS (or pS) is initially created in the local
wireless area. Then the system is sleeping until
some changes are happening in the system or there
is need to deliver messages between any nodes in
the system.

3. A realization of Wireless Short-Cut

3.1. Communication Overlay
A view to the dynamic wireless networks is shown
in the Figure 6. The system consists of heterogeneous
nodes (see flat view), which may have one or more
radio access capabilities, which can also be applied to
temporarily connect the heterogeneous wireless
network with legacy static Internet (blue clouds). The
referred nodes may be switched on and off at any
time, which means that their presence is dynamic. In
addition, they may be mobile and can apply whatever
wireless/wired access means for communication with
the neighbor nodes. The dashed circles represent
some example radio coverages of different radio
access systems which can enable communication
between the nodes that are inside it. The different
colors in the nodes refer to the different types of
nodes, which have different capabilities for acting as
the part of the system hierarchy.
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Figure 6. A view to the dynamic wireless networks.

The system can consist of four networking/routing
levels (see hierarchical view): radio relays, physical
routing, overlay routing, and communication space
level routing. The communication space level routing
can be done using messaging based communication
overlay. The payload of these messages can be
received / forwarded to any back-office servers
according to the links in the communication space(s)
and messages. The messages can be placed into
packets called as bundles, which can be routed
between overlay routers (overlay routing level). The
overlay routing level is needed because of more or
less continuous changes happening in the system
configuration, topology and available communication

links, and there is need for communication even if the
destination may not be available at the time of
communication need. There can be several physical
routers between the referred overlay routers. And
there can also be several radio relays between
physical routers respectively.
A view to the message based communication
overlay with communication spaces is shown in the
Figure 7. The applied communication overlay
solution is based on the usage of hybrid P2P
architecture relying on the decentralized client-server
and server-server communication approach provided
by e.g. XMPP technology.

12
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Figure 7. Message based communication overlay with communication spaces.

The different communication areas can have their
own communication overlay server (e.g. S1-3), which
are able to communicate with each other directly via
Internet. The Gateways in the communication areas
can have multiple communication overlay clients
(e.g. C1.1-C1.5), with related resources (e.g. R1-R5).
Each user can have a roster in the S1 establishing the
core of the user’s communication space. The
clients/resources of the user can register into the
user’s communication space to indicate their presence
status, they can publish information to be subscribed
by the other clients/resources and send messages to
each other. In addition, a user can define trusted
partners in his roster who are allowed to
communicate with the elements in the CS of the user.
For example, user B and user C can be allowed to
make it, which means that they can communicate
with messages with the resources that are present in
the user A CS. In addition, they can subscribe events
caused by changes happening in the information
published by the user A clients/resources. It is
essential to point out that here the embedded devices
that belong to different users can communicate with
each other, if it is allowed via partnerships between
users in global space. An evaluation of the XMPP
based communication overlay deployment can be
found e.g. in [10].

3.2. Wireless short-cuts as a part of overlay routing
The operations of the short-cuts in the hierarchical
overlay routing are the following: logical short-cut
establishment, physical short-cut establishment and
search of the end to end route, Figure 8. The starting
point is hierarchy of routing devices, and their
division to overlay routers (logical routers, ex. A, C
and E) and physical routers (ex. B and D). This
division is strongly dependent on the characteristics
of the devices related to their battery sizes, available
radio capabilities, computing power and SW/HW
system capabilities related to routing. If a device has
a strong power source and computing power
available and it has multiple radio capabilities
available, it may have potential to act as a logical
router. But if the device is constrained, then it may
be a physical router. It is here expected that
configuration of the routing capabilities has been
carried out when the power-on will be executed.
After the power on the logical short-cut
establishment procedure is automatically started in
each cluster of the network area. In it each logical
router broadcast logical neighbor discovery request to
it’s’ neighborhood environment. The discovery
request is updated and forwarded by each physical
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router, after receiving it. When the neighboring
logical router receives the request, it initiates the
physical route discovery to the initiator of the
discovery request. After the route between logically
neighboring overlay routers have been found, the
discovery replay can be sent via it. When the initiator
receives the discovery replay, the logical short-cut
between the neighboring overlay nodes has been
established. The realization of the logical short-cut is
a physical route between the referred neighboring
overlay nodes. This procedure happens between all
the logically neighboring overlay routers in the
system. After this step there are physical routes
between the overlay routers within each wireless
network cluster, and then the system stays in idle
state if any changes are not happening in the system.
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When communication is required between endpoints (for example when need to send an application
message arises), the initiator activates the search for
the end to end route to the destination of the required
communication. In this step route search is executed
between overlay routers only using the physical subpaths discovered as logical short-cuts in the
preceding step as pipes between the overlay routers.
For example, node C is the only intermediate overlaid
router between the path from A to E. Thus this end to
end route discovery is in a way higher hierarchy
level, and it utilizes the lower hierarchy level pipes as
sub parts of the route. Therefore, this routing method
is called here as hierarchical routing, and its’
evaluation has been done in [9].

Figure 8. Short-cut operations in the hierarchical overlay routing.

A logical short-cut is not necessarily optimal,
because it can contain physical router nodes which
may not be optimal for routing for some reason. For
example, the intermediate physical router nodes may
be constrained and they may have weak capabilities
for routing traffic. Therefore, possibilities for
network optimization are checked in the form of
potential establishment of a physical short-cut. In the
establishment of the physical short-cut, the
neighboring overlay nodes evaluate whether it is
possible to establish direct connection between them
by e.g. increasing the power level in the transmission

of messages. If such direct connection is possible,
then it would be possible to skip weak nodes in the
referred logical short-cut. Therefore, physical shortcut establishment procedure executed within each
cluster in the network area, in order to check whether
it is possible to establish direct connection between
the neighbor overlay routers, ex. between A and C,
and C and E. If the establishment of the physical
short-cut is successful, then the physical routers (ex.
B and/or D) can be removed from the route. The
physical short-cut can be optimal in the sense that it
enables direct connection between adjacent logical
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overlay routers. If it is possible to discover global end
to end path via such physical short-cuts between end
points of communication, then it is expected here that
the resulting end to end path is globally optimum
path.
3.3. Establishment of a Physical Wireless Short-Cut
A realization of physical short-cut in a local area
is shown in Figure 9. After power-on, each lR node
broadcast DiscoverReq to announce its’ existence to
the neighborhood. Each pR node forwards the
broadcast until an lR node is found. When the
DiscoverReq is received by neighboring lR node (e.g.
B in Figure 9), creation of a physical route between
the neighboring lR nodes is initiated. In this example
procedure, this is done using AODV protocol route
discovery mechanism realized by AODV-RouteReq
and AODV-RouteRep messages. After a physical
route has been discovered, DiscoverRep is sent via it,
to acknowledge the establishment of the lS. After this
phase, the system can sleep until a change in the
configuration is detected or an application message is
required to be transferred.
The need to send an application message trigger
discovery of a route in global area with OVLRouteReq message. Each lR node forwards it towards
its’ logical neighbors via lS paths. When the
destination is discovered, the physical route in the lS
path needs to be updated by rTable update procedure

to enable sending of OVL-RouteRep via the same
physical route back to the preceding sender of OVLRouteReq, and also to the other direction.
After it the possibility to create pS will be checked
by calculating the distance to the neighboring lR node
and estimating whether the lR node itself could have
enough power to send messages directly to the
referred neighboring lR node. If it looks theoretically
possible, OVL-topo-req message indicates to the
neighboring lR node the result of the analysis. The
receiving lR node makes the same type of analysis,
and replies the result of it back with OVL-topo-rep
message. If both analyses indicate that creation of pS
might be possible, then a test is carried out. In testing,
the OVL-topo-test message is send using the bigger
power to reach neighboring lR node directly without
any intermediate nodes. The receiver lR node replies
with OVL-topo-test-ack message, if it has received
the test message. If the test is successful, then the
local physical route via intermediate nodes can be
removed
with
rtable-update-procedure.
The
successful receiving of the test acknowledgement
indicates that the pS is ready for use. As a result,
Application messages can be forwarded via pS
towards the destination by the lR node (A). If any of
the tests did not pass, then the Application messages
are sent by the lR node (A) via the lS, which is
created in the beginning of the process by
DiscoveryReq/DiscoveryRep messages.
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Figure 9. A realization of wireless short-cut in a local wireless area.

4. Evaluation

4.1. Simulations
The system consists of five subnetworks (11, 22,
33, 44 and 55) and a number of nodes in each of them
(3, 6, 7, 3 and 6 respectively). The interaction points
with the simulated system in test runs were the XP
executed in a virtual machine (XP VM, node 5) and

the Linux host machine executed as a node 21. The
test procedure consisted of execution of ping and
tracert of the route from XP VM to Linux machine
and transfer of 1.243MB file from Linux machine to
XP machine over the simulated network. During the
execution of the test procedure, the impact of the
constructed wireless short-cuts for network behaviour
has been studied. The following wireless short-cuts
related routing methods are compared:
 Flat routing method without any short-cuts (later
flat method): this method applies flat ad hoc
routing method (AODV based routing); where the
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route is discovered via the network in end-to-end
manner and all the nodes in all the subnets behave
equally as routers.
 Wireless short-cuts are applied with subnetwork
specific powers (later subnet method): this method
creates wireless short-cuts between the
neighboring overlaid nodes, and the overlaid
nodes (2, 6, 10, 15 and 20) use subnetwork
specific powers for sending the messages for the
neighboring overlaid nodes. This means that the
used power is high enough to send messages from

source overlaid node to the farthest neighboring
overlaid node in the specific subnet.
 Wireless short-cuts with target node specific
powers (later target method): this method creates
wireless short-cuts between the neighboring
overlaid nodes, and the overlaid nodes use target
node specific powers for sending the messages.
This means that each overlaid node use specific
power for sending messages to the specific target
overlaid node.

Figure 10. Simulation of the wireless short-cuts for network optimization.
short-cuts in
the route

intermediate
hops in the
route

delay (ping
delay)
average [ms]
(min, max)

Flat

0
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Subnet
Target

3
3

4
4

137 (36,
435)
42 (18, 89)
22 (16, 33)

4.2. Simulation results
The measured end to end delays (ping delays),
number of short-cuts and number of intermediate
hops in the created routes are shown in the Table 1.
The ping delay is longest for the flat method, because
there are more intermediate hops than the other
methods have. Creation of short-cuts in subnet and
target methods reduces the number of intermediate
hops significantly, and therefore the end to end route
between XP VM and Linux host machine is shorter in
that sense. When looking at the ping delays for the
subnet and target methods, it is seen that target
methods provides a bit shorter delays than the subnet
method.
Table 1. Measured ping delays and number of intermediate hops in
the route.
Method

Number

of

Number

of

End to end

4.2.1. Comparison of power consumptions
Average power consumption of the nodes in the
flat method is visualized in the Figure 11. In the
figure, the used average power (y-axis, mW) in a
specific node for each time unit (x-axis, sec) is shown
through the full duration of the test execution
procedure. The execution of the test procedure,
consisting of the execution of ping delay calculation,
tracert for checking the number of intermediate hops
in the route from XP VM to Linux machine and
transfer of 1.243MB file from Linux machine to XP
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machine over the simulated network, took ca. 281
seconds (4 mins 41 s). The average power
consumptions in each node are calculated using the
power parameters of the WLAN radio technology
(IEEE 802.11) as shown in the Table 2. When
looking at the measured results of the flat method
(Figure 11), the average power consumptions seem to
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be distributed quite equally to the nodes via which
the route goes in the network when the flat method is
applied. For example, node 7 (physical router)
consumes on average ca. same level of power than
node 10 (overlaid router) in the transfer of the
1.243MB file over the network.

Table 2. The used power related parameters in the simulations.
Parameter
Battery capacity

Value
1.43 Ah

Battery voltage
Consumption in the
transmission
Consumption in the receive

3.3 V
0.15 mA

Consumption in the idle mode

0.015 mA

0.06 mA

The same test procedure was executed also for the
subnet and target methods. The overlaid nodes seem
to consume on average most power, while the
average power consumption was smaller in the nonoverlaid nodes in subnet method, Figure 12. For
example, the overlaid nodes numbers 10 and 6
consume more than 100 mW per second during some
period of times (e.g. in timeslots between 81-191)
when transferring the 1.243MB file over the network,
which is significantly higher than in flat method
(~50-60 mW per second). And physical routed node
7 consumes ca. 30 mW per second, while in flat
method it consumes more than 60 mW per second
sometimes. In addition, the execution of test

Description
The original energy storage capacity of the used
battery
The original voltage level of the used battery
When a message is sent out from a node, it consumes
this level of current.
When a message is received into a node, it consumes
this level of current.
When a node is in idle mode, it consumes this level
of current.

procedure took, 231 seconds (3 minutes 51sec), 50
sec shorter time period compared with flat method.
In the target method, the overlaid nodes seem to
consume most power and non-overlaid nodes less just
like in the subnet method. However, the average
power consumption of the overlaid nodes is smaller
in target method than in the subnet method, see
Figure 12 and Figure 13. For example, the average
power consumption level of node 10 was ca. 90 mW
in subnet method when transferring the 1.243MB file
over the network, while in target method it was on
average ca. 70 mW.
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Figure 11. Average power consumption (mW) of the nodes in the flat method for each time unit (sec).

Figure 12. Average power consumption (mW) of the nodes in the subnet method for each time unit (sec).
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Figure 13. Average power consumption (mW) of the nodes in the target method for each time unit (sec).

The differences in the power consumption are also
visible in charging levels of the batteries in a node.
The battery consumption in the node 10 (overlaid
node) is shown in the Figure 14. The charging level is
shown in the y-axis (% of original battery size), as
the function of time (sec) shown in the x-axis. The
charging level curves show that the flat method
seems to consume least battery for the node 10, while
the subnet method consumes most battery, see Figure
14. The battery consumption in the target method is
between the flat and subnet method. However, the
final charging level of the battery in flat method after
the execution of the test procedure is ca. in the same
level than in the target method. This is because the
transfer of the 1.243 MB file over the network took
more time in flat method.

The battery consumption in the intermediate node
7 (physical router node) is shown respectively in the
Figure 15. The charging level curves show that the
target method consumes least battery and the flat
routing method consumes most battery for the
intermediate physical router nodes. The final
charging level of the battery in subnet method seems
to be quite much in the same level than in target
method, however, consumption seem to be a bit
slower in the target method. These measurements
indicate that the application of either target or
alternatively subnet method can be used for
transferring power consumption from constrained
nodes to more powerful overlay nodes.
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Figure 14. Battery consumption in the node 10 (overlaid node), % of the battery size, as the function of time (second).

Figure 15. Battery consumption in the node 7 (intermediate node), % of the battery size, as the function of time (second).
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4.2.2. Comparison of Delays
The discovery of logical neighbor nodes is
executed for subnet and target specific modes only.
The discovery delay of neighbor overlay nodes is
shown in milliseconds (ms) in the y-axis, and the
number of discovery procedure executions is shown
in the x-axis, Figure 16. The discovery of logical
neighboring overlaid nodes seems to take a bit more
time in target method than in subnet method, but the
procedure is executed more times for the subnet
method, which causes more signaling overhead into
the system. The reason for this is due to the related
neighbor discovery timer, which needs to expire more
often in the subnet case in the current implementation
of the simulation. However, there may be
possibilities to optimize this to lower the signaling
overhead.
The route discovery delays (ms) of the end to end
route for the subnet and target methods are shown in
the Figure 17. There seems not to be any significant
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delay difference in the discovery of end to end route
between subnet and target specific powers. However,
the delay variance seems to be a bit bigger in the
subnet method.
The IP level packet delays (ms) for each method
are shown in the Figure 18. The IP level packet level
delays seem to be a bit higher in subnet mode than
the other modes, and there seem to be a bit higher
delay variances in target and subnet mode compared
with flat mode. However, transmission of the
complete 1.243MB file seems to take a bit longer (ca.
50 sec) in flat method than the other methods.
The end to end delays (ms) visible for the
applications using TCP connections for transmission
of different packet sizes (1-6: 10, 100, 1000, 2000,
5000 and 10000 bytes) are shown in Figure 19. The
application level packet delays over TCP connections
seem to be biggest in the flat mode, then subnet mode
and target mode seem to perform better in this sense,
Figure 19.

Figure 16. Delays in the discovery of neighboring overlay nodes in ms.
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Figure 17. End to end route discovery delay in ms.

Figure 18. The IP level packet delays in ms.
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Figure 19. End to end delays visible for the applications for different packet sizes (10, 100, 1000, 2000, 5000 and 10000 bytes) in ms.

4.2.3. Comparison of Overheads
The measured and calculated Overhead in node 10
is shown in Table 3. In the table, the “signaling”
refers to pure signaling traffic, “data” refers to
overhead in application IP traffic, “all” refers to both
combination of signaling and overhead in application
IP traffic. The numbers indicate the percentage (%)
of the referred overhead compared with the all traffic.
The flat routing method has less signaling overhead
compared with the other modes, Table 3. Target
method is better than subnet method in this sense,
however the role of neighbor discovery timer is
expected to have an essential reason in this, and it
may be an issue for further optimization of the
overhead in subnet method. When looking at the
overhead in data transfer, it seems that target mode is
better than the others, because there is less overhead
included in the data messages than other modes.
When summarizing all the overheads, the flat mode
has least overhead, then target mode and subnet mode
has the more overhead.
Table 3. Measured and calculated Overhead in node 10 (%).

Flat

Subnet

Target

signalling

0,003093

0,045595

0,032982

data

0,033676

0,03626

0,032248

all

0,035272

0,080544

0,066354

4.2.4. Comparison of throughput, jitter and packet
loss
The comparison of IP level Loads (kbit/s) as the
function of time (sec) is shown in the Figure 20.
Throughput seems to be higher with the subnet and
target modes than flat mode, which is also seen as the
longer transmission time for the 1.243MB file (ca. 50
sec) in flat method than the other methods.
Comparison on IP packet losses are visualized in
the Figure 21. Flat method has higher packet loss
rates compared with other methods, which also at
least partly clarifies the reason why flat mode
performs worse and transfer of the 1.243 MB file
over the network takes longer than with the other
modes. Another reason is estimated to be the bigger
number of intermediate hops in the flat method, than
the other modes. Target method seems to have a bit
more packet losses than subnet mode, and throughput
is a bit lower in the first half of the operation.
However, in the second half it is vice versa so that the
transfer of the 1.243 MB file over the network took
ca. the same amount of time for both subnet and
target methods. When looking at the jitters (ms), any
significant differences have not been measured,
Figure 22.
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Figure 20. Comparison of IP level Loads (kbit/s).

Figure 21. Comparison on IP packet losses.
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Figure 22. Comparison of Jitters (ms).

4.3. Discussion
Creation of short-cuts reduces the number of
intermediate hops significantly, and therefore the end
to end route between endpoints of communication is
shorter. Therefore the measured ping delays are
shorter in subnet and target methods. The target
method delays are a bit shorter than in the subnet
method, however, this may be due to the simulation
implementation reasons.
The average power consumption in the flat
method seems to be distributed quite equally to the
nodes in the route. This means that even a node that
has a limited power source consumes on average ca.
same level of power than a node with a higher power
source. In subnet and target method, the overlay
nodes seem to consume on average most power, and
the average power consumption was significantly
smaller in the non-overlay nodes. However, the
average power consumption of the overlay nodes is a
bit smaller in target method than in the subnet
method. When looking at the charging level of
batteries in each node, is can be seen that the subnet
and target methods can be used to transfer the power
consumption from intermediate nodes to the overlay
nodes, while the flat method consumes batteries quite
equally through the route. However, the target

method seem to operate a bit more optimal way
compared with subnet method in transferring power
consumption from constrained nodes to more
powerful overlay nodes.
The discovery of logical neighbor nodes is a
procedure that is executed only for the subnet and
target specific nodes. It seem to take a bit more time
in target method than in subnet method, but the
procedure is executed more times for the subnet
method, which causes more signaling overhead into
the system. The reason for this is due to the timer,
which expires more often in the subnet case. There
seems not to be any significant delay difference in the
discovery of end to end route between subnet and
target methods. However, the delay variance seems to
be a bit bigger in the subnet method. The IP level
packet delays seem to be a bit higher in subnet mode
than the other modes, and there seem to be a bit
higher delay variance in target mode compared with
flat mode. However, transmission of the 1.243MB
file seems to take a bit longer (ca. 50 sec) in flat
method than the other methods. In addition,
application level packet delays over TCP connections
seem to be biggest in the flat mode.
The flat method has less signaling overhead
compared with the other methods, however, the
overhead in data transfer is smallest in target method.
When summarizing all the overheads, the flat mode
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has least overhead, then target mode and subnet mode
has the most overhead.
Throughput seems to be a bit better with the
subnet and target modes than flat mode. In addition,
flat method has higher packet loss rates compared
with other methods. This is also seen as the longer
transmission time for the 1.243MB file (ca. 50 sec) in
flat method than the other methods. It is seen that
original reason for this is the bigger number of
intermediate hops in the flat method, than the other
methods. There seems not to be any significant
differences in the throughput and jitters between
subnet and target methods.

5. Conclusions
The problems caused by dynamicity, complexity
and heterogeneity to the systems scalability, power
efficiency and interoperability especially in the
dynamic wireless edge networks have been focused
in this work. The selected approach for towards
solving these problems was based on the application
of the small world paradigm for wireless networks.
The concepts of communication overlays and
wireless short-cuts have been combined for enabling
small world for dynamic wireless networks. The
wireless short-cuts and overlay routing is bound with
dynamic communication spaces and related message
based communication overlays. As the result, the
concept of wireless short-cuts with dynamic
communication spaces for enabling small world in
wireless networks is provided and evaluated in
simulation based manner.
The evaluation has been carried out by comparing
three different routing methods: flat type of
traditional ad hoc routing without any short-cuts,
hierarchical routing with short-cuts using subnetwork
specific powers-, and hierarchical routing with shortcuts using target specific powers in sending messages
between neighbour overlay nodes. The evaluation
results show that creation of short-cuts reduces the
number of intermediate hops significantly, and
therefore the end to end route between endpoints of
communication and delays are shorter. Wireless
short-cuts can be used to transfer power consumption
from constrained intermediate nodes to the more
powerful overlay nodes. In addition, they can

improve the system throughput, which is seen in the
capability to more rapidly transfer data over the
network. This was measured even if establishment
and maintaining short-cuts and using overlay routing
with them is increasing signaling overhead. The
combined wireless short-cuts works well with
dynamic communication spaces created with the aid
of messaging based overlays enabling small world
dynamic networks.
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S m a l l w o r l d f o r d y n a m i c w i r e l e s s c y b e r- p h y s i c a l s y s t e m s

Industries and consumer markets are today increasingly using
services exposed from wireless sensor and actuator networks,
cyber-physical machine-to-machine systems. The motivation for
the research arises from problems detected in the remote
interaction with embedded devices over dynamic wireless
networks in such systems.
The selected approach is based on the application of the smallworld paradigm to cyber-physical systems. It is here assumed that
the concept of small world, "six degrees of separation", can be
expanded to also cover communication with wireless embedded
devices in cyber-physical systems context.
The main contributions are the technical enablers referred to as
dynamic communication spaces, dynamic M2M service spaces,
conﬁguration and remote use of services, communication overlay,
access systems selection, integrated mobility, secure ad hoc
networking, situated opportunistic communication, hierarchical
networking for small-world networks, and short-cuts for network
optimization. The enablers have been evaluated as separate
technical methods and means by means of experiments and/or
simulations.
According to the evaluations, the enablers seem to work well as
separate building blocks and that they can be combined to expand
the concept of small world to also cover communication with
embedded devices. Wireless short-cuts can improve the scalability
and efﬁciency of dynamic wireless networking and weak links are
essential in the neighbour discovery process. In sum, the provided
enablers help the remote interaction with embedded devices and
promote the application of the small-world concept to dynamic
wireless cyber-physical systems.
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